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MIXED -MODE SIMULATION 
Design & Verify Faster with Electronics Workbench® 
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True mixed -mode simulation: Simultaneous AM transmission, digitization and pulse-code modulation of a signal. 

Analog, Digital & 
Mixed Circuits 
Electronics Workbench 
Version 4 is a fully integrated 
schematic capture, simulator 
and graphical waveform 
generator. It is simple to 
mix analog and digital parts 
in any combination. 

Design and Verify 
Circuits... Fast! 
Electronics Workbench's 
simple, direct interface 
helps you build circuits 
in a faction of the time. 
Try `what if scenarios and 
fine tune your designs 
painlessly. 

Electronics Workbench delivers the power you need to design and verify analog, digital and true mixed 
mode circuits. Over 20,000 customers have already put Electronics Workbench to the test. The result: 

Better designs... Faster. And over 90% would recommend it to their colleagues. 

Electronics Workbench will save you time and money. We guarantee it.* 

Call Now: 800- 263 -5552 
*30 day money -back guarantee 
Free unlimited technical support 

Electronics 
Workbench 
The electronics lab in a computer ' 

IÌ 
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VISA (11P. 

Electronics Workbench $299 
Includes: Schematic capture 

Simulator 
Graphical waveform generator 
350 models 

+ 15 S/H 

Engineer's Pack 
Includes: Electronics Workbench 

2,000 Extra Models 
Export/Import to /from SPICE 

Export to PCB packages 

$599 
+ 15 S/H 

Yes, I'm interested in 

Electronics Workbench. 

I reef r b 1>r contacted by rnM/F x aL 

INTERACTIVE IMAGE 
TECHNOLOGIES LTD. 
908 Niagara Falls Blvd. #068, 

North Tonawanda, NY 14120-2060 

Telephone: 416 -977 -5550 
FAX: 416 -977 -1818 

E -mail: ewb@interactiv.com 

CompuServe: 71333,3435 
BBS: 416 -977 -3540 
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NEC 17 -Inch MultiSync PC Monitor 
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A game with a mission -Marc Spiwak 
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Our Internet column debuts -Dan Karagiannis 
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Command your telephone system -Jeff Holtzman 
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High -voltage projects -John Yacono 

79 Circuit Circus 
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84 Ham Radio 
A DC power supply- Joseph J. Carr 
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46 Exploring the Internet 
Learn why the "Net" is generating so much excitement and news, 

and see how you can get into that online realm of information and 

fun -Karl T. Thurber 

C O N S T R U C T I O N 

39 Build a Scanner Converter 
Hear the signals you've been missing when you build this accessory 
that restores 800- to 950 -MHz coverage to any scanner -Marc 
Spiwak 

43 Build the Poor -Man's Transmitter 
A Brea+ project for the first -time builder -James Cicon 

56 Build a Sound -Level Meter 
Learn just how loud your surroundings are, and protect your hearing 
ir, the process -Richard Panosh 

60 A Simple Antenna for 800 MHz 
A low -cost, easy -to -build antenna that's optimized for that band - 
James A. Williams 

64 Build a Flash- Battery Tester 
See how your batteries will perform under actual conditions - 
James Bailey 
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67 Make your own RF Transformers 
Wind your own BALUN, matching, and other broadband RF trans- 
formers- Joseph J. Carr 
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EDITORIAL 

WATCHING THE NET 
A few months back, I prorrised that Popular Electronics 
would soon be providing Internet coverage that would be of 
special interest to electron cs hobbyists. Well, this month 
we keep that promise in a couple of ways. 

First of all, there's our article Exploring the Internet, which 
helps you untangle some of the mystique surrounding the 
Net, sorts out the hype from the reality, and shows you how 
the Net can benefit you both personally and professionally. 
That article will be of special interest to "newbies" (those 
who are new to the Internet), as it explains some of the 
Net's history and covers tonics such as "Netiquette," finding 
an Internet provider, and more. The story begins on page 
46. 

This month also marks the debut of Net Watch, our monthly 
guide to what's happening on the Internet, with a special 
emphasis on resources for the electronics hobbyist. Each 
month, that column will present timely tips on making the 
most of your time online. It will provide pointers to 
manufacturers and other electronics- related home pages, 
tell you what's going on in the electronics -related Usenet 
discussion groups, and offer a wide variety of other news 
and information that electronics hobbyists will find useful. 

Of course, we have not forgotten that the Internet is fun, 
too. That's why every month you will also find news and 
information about the Net in general, as well as pointers to 
all sorts of interesting and fun sites and discussion groups. 
The premier installment of Net Watch begins on page 28. 

And no, we have not gone completely Internet crazy. There 
is a full complement of all of the columns and features 
you've come to always expect in every issue of Popular 
Electronics, including an add -on for scanners that restores 
the missing frequencies in the 800- to 950 -MHz range. That 
story begins on page 39. 

Carl Laron 
Editor 

E A R N Y O U R 

B.S. DEGREE 
COMPUTERS 

OR 

ELECTRONICS 

By Studying at Home 
Grantham College of Engineering, 

now in our 45th year, is highly experi- 
enced in "distance education"- teaching 
by correspondence- through printed 
materials, computer materials, fax, 
modem, and phone. 

No commuting to class. Study at 
your own pace, while continuing on your 
present job. Learn from easy -to- 
understand but complete and thorough 
lesson materials, with additional help 
from our instructors. 

Grantham offers three separate distance - 
education programs, leading to the follow- 
ing accredited degrees; 

(1) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in 

Electronics. 
(2) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in 

Computers. 
(3) The B.S.C.S. - the Bachelor of Sci- 

ence in Computer Science. 
An important part of being pre- 

pared to move up is holding the right 
college degree, and the absolutely neces- 
sary part is knowing your field. 
Grantham can help you both ways -to 
learn more and to earn your degree in 
the process. 

Write or phone for our free catalog. 
Toll free, 1 -800- 955 -2527, or see 
mailing address below. 

Accredited by 
the Accrediting Commission of the 

Distance Education and 
Training Council 

GRANTHAM 
College of Engineering 

Grantham College Road 
Slidell, LA 70460 3 
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Our Readers 
Write 

4 

LETTERS 
SHORTWAVE 
CONVERTER SOURCE 

It has come to my attention that 
readers have been unable to 
contact the kit supplier men- 
tioned in my article "Build a 
Shortwave Converter for your 
Car" (Popular Electronics, 
September 1995). Fortunately, 
there are alternate sources for 
all of the parts for that project. 

All parts except the PC 
board, enclosure, air -variable 
capacitor (C21), the ferrite bead, 
and the toroid cores for L2 L4 
are available from Circuit Spe- 
cialists (P. O. Box 3047, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85271 -3047; Tel. 

800 -528 -1417). The toroid cores 
and the ferrite bead are avail- 
able from Amidon Associates 
(3122 Alpine Ave., Santa Clara, 
CA 92704; Tel. 714 -850 -4660). 
The air -variable capacitor, C21, 
is available from Ocean State 
Electronics (P. O. Box 1458, 
6 Industrial Drive, Westerly, RI 

02891); order part APC 50B, 
which costs $11.00. That's a 50- 
pF -unit, so add a 75 -pF silver 
mica capacitor in series to attain 
the desired 30 -pF value. PC 
boards are available from Far 
Circuits (18N640 Field Court, 
Dundee, IL 60118; Tel. 

708 -836 -9148) at a cost of 
$7.50 each, plus $1.50 shipping 
and handling for 1-4 boards. 
Illinois residents must also add 
appropriate sales tax. The en- 
closure is available from Radio 
Shack, as detailed in the article. 

I hope that helps anyone in- 
terested in building the project, 
and I am sorry for any con- 
fusion or inconvenience that this 
might have caused. If you have 
problems with those sources, 
you can e -mail me at 

Irwilliams(c nopc.org. -Lyle 
Russell Williams 

MESSAGE -STOPPER 
PARTS 

For those readers having diffi- 
culty obtaining the Teltone 
M- 949 -01 Telephone Line - 
Sense Relay and the CM8870 
DTMF Receiver IC used in the 

article 'Answering Machine 
Message Stopper" (Popular 
Electronics, September 1995), 
a partial kit consisting of one 
M- 949 -01 and one CM8870 is 

currently available as item 
AMMS -PK for $15 postpaid 
from Pliler Electronics, (Dept. 
AMMS, R# 2, Box# 482, Bax- 
ter Springs, KS 66173). 
-Brian Pliler 

IN SEARCH OF TRUE 
RANDOMNESS 

Concerning the "random 
number generator" shown in 

Circuit Circuits in the Sep- 
tember 1995 issue of Popular 
Electronics, I think you might 
mention to your readers that no 
mathematician or physicist has 
ever discovered what true "ran- 
domness" is. Now, with 
investigations of chaos theory 
and other complex systems, it is 

becoming clear that true ran- 
domness might not exist at all. 

I first discovered that as a 

young man when a job required 
me to generate random num- 
bers. You might suppose that 
we could have just guessed a 
number off the top of our heads 
to do the job, because everyone 
would necessarily not mention 
the number they guessed to 
anyone else. Well, it was soon 
discovered that different people 
would guess the same num- 
bers. Real random number 
generation with computers 
would fail as well. 

In fact, if you have a "fair" 
coin (no one can define perfect 
fairness, either) with two sides, 
you'd expect it to land on its 
head 50% of the time. Yet clas- 
sical probability shows that a 
fair coin can come down on 
heads all the time, forever in 

fact, and then maybe offer up 
one tails, and then go on 
throughout infinite time being 
heads again. Gamblers don't 
often come upon this result, but 
it happened enough long ago 
for individuals to break the bank 
at casinos. 

So I was told that because 
6666666666666, then 

6666666666, then 666666666, 
then 666666, could occur, and 
did occur, when computers gen- 
erated random numbers, those 
non -random results had to be 
weeded out. Of course, what 
rule do you use to make a truly 
random number more random 
by interfering with their random- 
ness? And who would write 
them? And what would their 
interpretation be? For theoreti- 
cians? 

Even static space, and star 
distribution, and other natural 
phenomena really obey com- 
plex rules, equatable in 
equations, and aren't truly ran- 
dom- assuming we could 
define randomness in the first 
place. 

It's very likely that random- 
ness is really a large and 
complex pattern, not non -pat- 
terned noise. So the little 
repeating sequence device 
shown in Circuit Circus is a form 
of true randomness, even 
though it repeats eventually, a 

subset of randomness. How- 
ever, computers use another, 
more complex pattern that also 
is not random in the ordinary 
sense of the term. It, too, re- 
peats, only in far, far more 
complex patterns. But even the 
largest computer in the world 
cannot totally avoid sequences 
in generating random numbers. 
W.A.K. 
Clearwater, FL 

HAVES & NEEDS 

I recently bought a used 
Tektronix model 465 os- 
cilloscope with a unit labeled 
DM 44 on top of the cabinet. 
The 465's channel one doesn't 
work, and I don't know what the 
DM 44 is. 

Does anyone have a service 
manual and operator's manual 
for the scope? I've found 
sources for this scope, but the 
prices were outrageous. Can 
anyone help? 

Thanks. 
CHUCK HALL 
20853 Jones Road 
Florence, MT 59833 
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Circuit Maker® 
The Ultimate Circuit Design Tool 

But don't take our word for it 
"BRAVO! Incredible graphics, flexibility ana 
selection of components. I regret having wasted 
time and money on your competitors product." 
Owen Bordelon, Lunar Technology Corp. 

"I have played with CircuitMaker all weekend 
and haven't found a single problem. I was able 
to produce usable work 1 hour after setup!" 
Joseph Bouche. Amherst College 

"Very Intuitive!" 
Mike Grover, STS Production 

"This is an incredible product." 
Michael Boberski, Vanderbilt Univ. 

'CircuitMaker really shines in the simulation phase...' 
Macworld Computer Magazine 

Professional 
Schematic Layout 

This easy to use layout tool is 

unmatched. It includes many 
advanced schematic editing 
features not found in similar 
programs. These powerful 
features minimize the time and 
task associated with drawing a 
schematic and insure a profes- 
sional looking final product. 
Printout and export options are 
numerous and results are of the 
highest quality. But that's what 
people have come to expect from 
CircuitMaker. 

MicroCode 
il'Engineering 

573 W. 1830 N. Suite 4 
Orem, UT 84057 USA 

Phone (801) 226 -4470 
FAX (801) 226 -6532 

Analog, Digital 
and Mixed -Mode 

Simulation 
CircuitMaker's SPICE3 based analog 
simulator provides fast and accurate 
simulation. New SPICE sub circuits 
allow mixed -mode simulation with all 
base level digital devices. Digital 
simulation is live and highly 
interactive. This powerful simulation 
trio is tightly integrated into one 
package and will confirm your circuit 
designs with accuracy and ease. 

Comprehensive 
Device Library 

Version 3 features a new, state -of- the -art device 
browser which greatly simplifies the task of 
organizing and selecting devices. With its newly 

expanded device library, CircuitMaker now ships with 
more devices (at no additional cost) than any 
competing product. If you need a device that isn't 
provided, CircuitMaker provides industry standard 
SPICE import and a powerful Macro capability to 
enable you to create new devices. CircuitMaker 
provides you with the tools to get the job done right. 

Printed Circuit Board 
Netlist Output 

The new PCB output capability helps you 
complete your design cycle, by generating a netlist 
that can be imported into any compatible PCB 
program. This is not a costly "add -on" product. It 

comes standard with every copy of CircuitMaker. 

C:IrcuOMaker 
Elle Ldlt Me 

>volZ ©o 
4Vtior. yle I-1 L2 L3 LC 15 L6 L7 LB L9 L10 

IA101-='1 m® 
C:kTATE.CIR 101 .1 

Waveform 

-- .----- 

To order or request 
additional information 

call 800- 419 -4242 
E z0 VISA 

MONNI 

CIRCLE 42 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

A demo version is available on major 
on -line services or for $10 direct. 
Competitive upgrades are available for 
$149. Call for details. CircuitMaker is a 

registered trademark of MicroCode 
5 
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All -in -One 
Multimedia 

PCs 

NEW PRODUCTS 
Tatung Company's TMP9000 
line of 486 and Pentium IBM - 
compatible "All -in -One" PCs are 
based on an innovative design 
in which the monitor and CPU 
of the system are in a single 
case. Aimed at the home user, 
the PCs offer a simple setup 
that exceeds "plug- and -play" 
expectations and a robust set of 
multimedia functions including 
built -in TV. 

With the monitor pre -con- 
nected to the system within the 
same case, users don't have to 

configure the monitor. Five -watt 
integrated amplified stereo 
speakers are built into the bezel 
at the side of the display, direct- 
ing sound at the user and 
eliminating another connection. 
A sound chip built onto the 
Riser card saves an expansion 
slot and provides true stereo 
playback compatible with Sound 
Blaster Pro, Ad Lib, and Micro- 
soft Windows Sound Systems. 
The TMP9000 can serve as a 

television, fax machine, CD- 
player, or radio. 

The PCs come with built -in 

dual- or quad -speed CD -ROM 
drives and TV cards, both of 
which can be used without en- 
tering DOS or Windows. A 
remote control provides easy 

access to TV and CD functions, 
and a Pcrry button (duplicated 
on the computer's front panel) 
makes it easy to switch be- 
tween TV and PC operations. 
With Windows drivers, the 
TMP9000 also supports other 
television video functions, in- 
cluding capture, pause, scalable 
Windows sizing, full- screen 
viewing, and channel scan. It 

can be upgraded to an MPEG 
compatible system by inserting 
an MPEG module card to play 
video CD programs. 

The 486 model comes with a 

built -in 14 -inch color monitor, 
and the Pentium model has a 

15 -inch color monitor. Both are 
high -resolution, anti -glare, 
Super -VGA monitors. In com- 
pliance with energy- saving 
standards, the monitors power 
down when not in use for an 
extended period of time. 

The TMP9000, with 8 MB of 
RAM (updgradable to a max- 
imum of 64 MB) and 540 MB of 
hard -disk space, is available in 

five different configurations: 
486DX2, 486DX4, Pentium 75 
MHz, Pentium 90 MHz, and 
Pentium 100 MHz. List prices 
start at $1800. For more infor- 
mation, contact Tatung 
Company of America, Inc., 
2850 El Presidio Street, Long 
Beach, CA 90810; 
Tel. 415- 703 -0400; 
Fax: 415 -703 -0469; 
e -mail: tsai @pri.com. 

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

LITHIUM CAMERA/ 
COMPUTER BATTERIES 

Three high- energy lithium bat- 
teries from Ultralife are targeted 
at the consumer photographic 
and computer markets. Models 
UB123A, UB223A, and 
UB2CR5 fit most automatic 
cameras and flash units, and 
are also used for memory back- 
up power in a large number of 
personal computers. 

The lithium batteries are said 
to deliver exceptionally high en- 
ergy and maintain stable 
voltage over a wide range of 
temperatures. They are well 

suited to provide power for 
equipment used outdoors. The 
batteries have a shelf life of up 
to 10 years. They are environ- 
mentally friendly, containing no 
toxic compounds or heavy met- 
als. 

The lithium photo /computer 
batteries are available in 3 -volt 
and 6 -volt models and have 
suggested retail prices of $9.95 
and $14.95, respectively. For 
further information, contact UI- 
tralife Batteries, Inc., 1350 
Route 88 South, Newark, NY 
14513; Tel. 315 -332 -7100; 
Fax: 315- 331 -7800. 

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

DOLBY PRO LOGIC 
PROCESSOR 

By adding AudioSource's SS- 
Five Dolby Pro Logic surround - 

sound processor, you can turn 
your existing TV, VCR, and ster- 
eo setup into an exciting home 
theater. Easy to install and easy 
to use, the SS -Five features 
"set -it and forget -it operation" 
and a special "instant on" func- 
tion that automatically turns the 
system on and off with your TV 
and VCR. Built -in amplifiers 
supply your center and rear 

surround speakers with enough 
power to capture all the action 
of any surround -encoded pro- 
gram or movie. A sophisticated 
18 -bit Pro Logic chip provides 
increased dynamic range (to 
105 dB), heightened channel 
separation (better than 55 dB), 
significantly lower noise, and 
proper placement of every 
sound. All functions can be set 
and adjusted using the inte- 

(Continued on page 87) 
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Become a fully qualified PC Technician 
at home, at your own pace. 

Millions of PC owners need, and are willing 
to pay, someone to service their computers. That 
someone could be you with the Heathkit® Master 
Course for Personal Computers. 

Learn computer subsystems operation and 
the trade secrets of troubleshooting. Also learn 

,ul how to repair, configure, and optimize any PC 
in the market. 

Work at your own pace in the comfort 
of your home. With this course, you're 

fully qualified for more responsibility (and a 
bigger paycheck) at your current job and be 

eligible for high -paying computer technology 
jobs anywhere in the world! Also you can 

save hundreds of dollars servicing your own PC. 

Enhance your career immediately. 
Everything you need comes with the first shipment: 

a fully assembled, 486 Zenith Data Systems PC; exclusive, 
computer -aided electronics course; diagnostic software 
and tools; upgrades, manuals and more. Open the 
package and start learning on day one. 

Prepares you for A+ certification, too. 
As a leading supplier of electronic and computer 

hardware training tools for almost 70 years, 
Heathkit® not only knows how to help you 
learn, but what the industry wants you to 
learn. This course is excellent preparation for 
the CompTIA A+ Certification* exams - the 
"journeyman's card" for computer service technicians that 
practically guarantees you a job in the industry. 

The computer industry needs you now! 
Order your course today! 

For a complete course description or to order your 
Heathkit® Master Course for Personal Computers, 
EHS -6002, contact: 

and trade secrets of PC servicing 
with the Heathkit® Master Course for Personal 
Computers. You get everything with first shipment, 
including a fully assembled, fully loaded 486 computer. 
A bargain at only $2,495 

[ChooYour fast track to a new career. 
Choose a career and we'll help you learn more, faster, se 

comfort of your own home. 

Master Electronics Course $999 
Builds a solid foundation for any electronics- related job. 
Camcorder Servicing Course $1,295 
Comes with RCA -VHS -HQ camcorder. 
TV Servicing Course $699.95 
Course includes 20" stereo color TV with remote. 

4 VCR Servicing Course (shown below) $799 
Learn to clean, repair, service a feature -packed VCR. 

Heathkit® 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 1288 
Benton Harbor, MI 49023 
1- 800 -253 -0570 

Heathkit® Educational systems is licensed as a school by the Michigan Department of 
Education. All Heathkit® Individual Learning Courses are accredited by the International 
Association of Continuing Education and Training ( TACET) 

Heath and Heathkit are registered trademarks. Heath Company reserves the right to alter 
product availability, price, and/or specifications without notice. 

The Computing Technology Industry Association and A+ are registered trademarks. All rights 
reserved. A+ Certification Program is an industry -wide, vendor -neutral program developed and 
sponsored by The Computing Technology Industry Association. 

Please mention this code when calling: 107 -036 7 
CIRCLE 173 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Take this GIANT CIRCUIT 
LIBRARY for only $14.95 

when you join the Electronics Engineers' Book Club 

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
-VOIS. 1 -4 by Rudolf F. Graf 

Hundreds of circuit ideas alphabetically arranged - from Alarm circuits to Zero 
crossing detector circuits! 

includes schematics for the latest electronics circuits from indus. 

MIL 
Turn to this corn - 

prehensive circuit library 
for hundreds of project 
ideas ... valuable 
troubleshooting and 
repair tips ... and con- 
cise pinout diagrams and 
schematics. In each 
volume you'll find more 
than 700 electronic and 
integrated circuits and 
100+ circuit categories 
right at your fingertips 
to give you ideas you 
can use on the job or 
at your workbench. 

3,088 total pages 4,490 total illustrations 

sam of 
lectronlcs ErrgfnNrs' 
ook Club . 

... you'll enjoy receiving Club bulletins: ever,'3 -4 
weeks containing exciting offers on the latest b1 

the field at savings of up to 50% of of regular 
blishers' prices. If you want the Main Selecton, 
nothing and it will be shipped automatically. If 

want another book, or no book at all, simply 
turn the reply form to us by the date specified. 

You'll have at least 10 days to decide. I you ever 
eceive a book you don't want due to late delivery; 

the bulletin, you can return it at our expense. And 
you'll be eligible for FREE BOOKS through the Bonus 

ok Plan. Your only obligation is to purchase 3 
books during the next 2 years, after which y 

may cancel your membership at any time. 

s price shown. @1995 EEBC 

Book No. 5861488 Hardcover 
if capon I. missing, write te: Electronics Engineers' Book Club 

A Division of The McGr.wHlll Compeni.s, P.O. Box 640. Blida* OH 430044918 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS' 
BOOK CLUB= 

A Division of The McGraw- HHicompanbu, 
P.O. Box 849, Blackidc, OH 430048918 

YES! Please send me The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits - 
Vols. 1-4 (5861488), billing me $14.95 plus shipping/handling & tax. 
Enroll me as a member of the Electronics Engineers' Book Club 
according to the terms outlined in this ad. If not satisfied, I may return 
the books within 10 days and have my membership cancelled. 

Name 

Address / Apt # 

City 

State 

Zip Phone 
Valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by EEBC. Canada must remit In U.B. funds drawn 
on U.B. banks. Appllanb outside the U.B. and Canada will naive spedel ordering Instructions. A 
shipping/handling charge & sale tax will be added to all orders. PPIF1196 
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A Star is Born 
STARSIGHT INTERACTIVE ON- 
SCREEN PROGRAM GUIDE. From Star - 
Sight Telecast Inc., 39650 Liberty Street, 
Third Floor, Fremont, CA 94538; Tel. 

800 -643 -STAR. Price: $15 activation 
fee; $25.99 for 6 months service; 
$46.99/12 months; $84.99/24 months. 

If you doubt for a minute that men and 
women approach life differently, just look 
at the way a "typical" married couple 
watches television: 

The woman tends to scan through the 
TV listings in a newspaper or magazine to 
find the shows she'd like to watch. She'll 
use the remote control to turn on the TV, 
tune the channel, adjust the volume, and 
then, perhaps, to hit the mute button dur- 
ing commercials -only changing the 
channel when the show is over. 

whole different ball game when 
her he,band gets his hands on the remote. 
Forget the TV Guide -he'll find some- 
thing good to watch by flipping through 
the channels. (Somehow, he can tell if it's 
good in the split second he allots to each 
channel.) Occasionally, he'll settle on one 
program and watch the whole thing. More 
often, he'll watch it until the first commer- 
cial break arrives, and then start flipping 
again. 

In a bestselling self -help book, it is pos- 
tulated that such gender -related viewing 
differences stem from our ancestral pasts 
as hunters and gatherers. Men still relish 
the thrill of the hunt, chasing down elusive 
programming as they would stalk herds of 
migrating beasts. Women prefer to know 
exactly where and when they can find the 
shows they want, just as they would mem- 
orize the location of a stand of blackberry 
bushes or chestnut trees so that they could 
gather the fruit or nuts there every yea:. 

We think that theory is more than a bit 
silly -but, hey, the book sold millions of 
copies. And, for whatever the reason, our 
experience verifies that those viewing dif- 
ferences are real, and so are the arguments 
they generate. 

Both the "hunting" and the "gather- 
ing" methods of watching TV leave much 
to be desired. If you depend on printed TV 
listings, it's easy to miss out on some- 
thing. Last- minute schedule changes 
won't be reflected, particularly in weekly 
guides. And space constraints limit the 
type and amount of descriptive informa- 
tion provided. Flipping through the chan- 
nels is also iffy. How do you know what 
program is on if there's a commercial 
showing as you reach that channel? And 
how long are you willing to linger on each 
channel to determine if the program is 

actually worth watching? The only other 
option -the scrolling on -screen guide of- 
fered by many cable companies -is gener- 
ally despised by both types of viewers for 
being excruciatingly slow and too limited. 

The situation just keeps getting worse as 
the world of television becomes ever more 
complex and still more programming 
choices are offered. It becomes in- 
creasingly tedious to wade through printed 
TV listings, and flipping through all the 
available channels can take up a whole 
evening's viewing time. 

Now there's a better way. StarSight is an 
on- screen, interactive program guide with 
something to appeal to both types of view- 
ers. Arranged like a printed television 
schedule, it provides complete, con- 
tinually updated program information for 
the next seven days. It also provides one- 
touch VCR recording of any program ap- 
pearing on the grid. (That's a major bonus 
for all of those folks who are so busy 
hunting and gathering that they've never 
learned the valuable art of storing pro- 
grams for future consumption!) 

StarSight lets you plan in advance your 
viewing and recording for the upcoming 
week. Or you can use your remote control 
to scan through the on -screen guide at each 
viewing session. If you still insist on flip- 
ping through the channels, you can take 
advantage of StarSight's on -screen pro- 
gram descriptions to learn what's on each 
channel, even when a commercial is air- 

ing. And you can "flip" without com- 
pletely interrupting the show your spouse 
is watching -with the TV remaining on 
one channel, it's possible to flip through 
the program descriptions of what's on all 9 
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STARS I GHT 
MON 

9: OOP 

TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN 

9:30P 10:OOP 

Larry King Live! 

C i t y Slickers 

Ingo ( Home Alone 

Wor 

The Search 

d News ] 

In a Gay's Work. All In a Da 

Math Who Ñeeds It?! Rass i as I n 

Math ... Who Needs It?! 
MON 3:OOP 1 hour 

A large number of people with exciting 
jobs use math every day in their work 

Education. (CC) 

CBL I : ' r F' 

...1 

J 
J 

MON SEP 7 

The StarSight program grid gives view- 
ers the ability to see up to seven days of 
up-to -date television schedule informa- 
tion. 

the other channels. If there are some chan- 
nels that no one in the house ever watches, 
you can eliminate them from the lineup 
completely, reducing the time spent hunt- 
ing for that perfect program. The remain- 
ing channels can even be rearranged on the 
grid, prioritized to match your viewing 
preferences. 

Fifty-seven channels and nothing on? 
Who cares! You can simply spend the 
whole evening flipping through StarSight, 
and never have to watch anything at all! 

RECEIVING STARSIGHT 
To receive the StarSight on -screen pro- 

gram guide, you must buy StarSight - 
capable hardware and must subscribe to 
the service. The requisite hardware is 
available in a stand -alone unit, and is 
being built into some TVs, VCRs, cable 
boxes, and satellite receivers. So far, 
Daewoo, Goldstar, Matsushita, Mit- 
subishi, Philips, Samsung, Sharp, Sony, 

FIG. 1 StarSight's Transmission Net- 
work. Program schedules, along with 
StarSight format data, security codes, 
and channel maps, are sent via satel- 
lites to local PBS stations and cable 
operators across the country. The 
StarSight signal is being delivered to 
98% of U.S. TV- owning households via 
the Public Broadcasting Systems ver- 
tical blanking interval (VBI). 

Gizmo is published by Gernsback Publica- 
tions, Inc., 500 -B Bi- County Blvd., Farm- 
ingdale, NY 11735. Senior Writers: Chris F. 

O'Brian and Teri Scaduto. Copyright 1995 
by Gernsback Publications, Inc. Gizmo is a 

10 registered trademark. All rights reserved. 

VIACOM 
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HAUPPAUGE, 
LONG ISLAND 

PBS NETWORK 
CONTROL CENTER 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

PROGRAM SCHEDULES 
CHANNEL MAPS 

SECURITY (AUTHORIZATION) 

STARSIGHT PROGRAM 
SCHEDULE DATABASE 

FREMONT, CA 

PROGRAM SCHEDULE 

Toshiba, and Zenith -whose combined 
products comprise almost 75% of the TVs 
and VCRs sold in the U.S. -have an- 
nounced plans to incorporate StarSight 
circuitry into some models of televisions 
and VCRs. (Later in this issue, we'll be 
reviewing the first StarSight- equipped 
VCR and a stand -alone unit.) The pro- 
gramming data is available on a subscrip- 
tion basis either directly from StarSight 
Telecast Inc. or, in some areas, through the 
local cable -television provider. It costs be- 
tween $3.50 and $4.50 a month. 

At the heart of StarSight's circuitry is a 
receiver that picks up a variety of data 
transmitted in the vertical blanking inter- 
val (VBI) of the local PBS station's TV 
signal. Along with the program schedule 
information, that data includes authoriza- 
tion messages, region commands, catego- 
ry information, additional program 
information, and special services such as 
closed captioning. 

The circuitry also includes an on- screen 

TELSTAR 401 

TVDT DATA CENTER 
GLEN FALLS, NY 

4 

SATCOM C3 & C4 
MTV NICK 

EAST & WEST 

210 
LOCAL PBS 

MEMBER STATIONS 
BROADCAST 

TV HOUSEHOLDS 
STARSIGHT CAPABLE 

HARDWARE 

, 

CABLE OPERATORS 

, 

CABLE HOUSEHOLDS TVRO 
STARSIGHT CAPABLE HOUSEHOLDS 

HARDWARE 
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display, 256K to 512K of RAM, a ROM 
chip that contains StarSight firmware, a 

security chip, and a specialized universal 
infrared code transmitter. The length of the 
schedule and the amount of program infor- 
mation provided depends upon the amount 
of RAM; a 512K system provides seven 
days of schedules with full descriptions on 
70 channels. 

Program data is provided by TV Data 
Technology (TVDT), based in Glen Falls, 
New York. TVDT, which is one of the 
major providers of program schedule in- 
formation to the print media in the U.S., 
arranges the data according to StarSight 
specifications, adding the data needed to 
allow viewers to access the information the 
way they want to see it. 

Continuously updated program sched- 
ules are forwarded at a rate of 56 kilobits 
per second over a dedicated data line to 
Fremont, California. There, the schedules 
are formatted and security algorithms add- 
ed. The completed schedules are then sent 
to the Public Broadcasting Network Con- 
trol Center in Alexandria, Virginia, where 
StarSight's uplink VBI data inserter net- 
work node is located, and to Viacom's 
uplink facilities in Long Island, New York 

From Virginia, the data is inserted into 

the outgoing PBS VBI, uplinked via the 
Telstar 401 satellite at a rate of 17 kilobits 
per second and then sent back down to 
approximately 200 PBS member stations 
across the country. Viacom inserts the data 
on the VBIs of Nickelodeon and MTV and 
uplinks it to the SATCOM C3 and SAT - 
COM C4 satellites, which downlink it di- 
rectly to cable operators and TVRO 
households. 

Each local PBS affiliate or cable oper- 
ator is equipped with the StarSight hard- 
ware needed to filter out all schedule infor- 
mation that does not apply to the 
immediate broadcast area. The extracted 
data is then converted to a data rate of 960 
bits per second and rebroadcast to the Star - 
Sight subscriber units in the area. To pre- 
vent the signal from being pirated, 
StarSight can activate or deactivate the re- 
ceiving circuitry by matching the compo- 
nent's unique serial number with a. code 
that is transmitted in the data stream. 

The StarSight signal is available to vir- 
tually all American households. Of 
course, not every home receives the same 
television programming. To customize the 
program guide, the data downloaded to 
each subscriber includes a "channel map" 
that StarSight uses to determine which 

channels shout(' be displayed in the grid. 
The correct channel map depends on 
where the subscriber lives and whether he 
or she receives a television signal via ca- 
ble, satellite, or broadcast. A StarSight 
operator asks those questions during the 
initial setup, and then downloads the prop- 
er channel map to the viewer's StarSight- 
equipped TV, VCR, cable box, satellite 
decoder, or stand -alone receiver. 

SETUP AND OPERATION 
The installation and subscription pro- 

cesses vary slightly depending upon which 
type of StarSight- equipped device you 
purchase. For instance, if you're using a 

StarSight- equipped VCR, there's no need 
for the StarSight operator to ask if you're 
using a TV and a VCR; if it's a cable box, 
you won't be asked if you receive cable 
TV. There are also some minor differences 
in the layout and labeling of the remote - 
control buttons. 

For simplicity's sake, we'll describe 
how to install, subscribe to, and operate 
StarSight using the stand -alone receiver. 
In the subsequent review of Samsung's 
VCR, we'll point out some of the dif- 
ferences that arise when the circuitry is 
included in a VCR. 

Stand -Alone 
StarSight 
STARSIGHT MODEL CB1500 RE- 
CEIVER. From StarSight Telecast, Inc., 
39650 Liberty Street, 3rd Floor, Fre- 
mont, CA 94538; Tel. 800 -643 -STAR; 
Price: $149.99. 

If you're happy with the video gear you 
already own, but want to add StarSight, 
your best bet is the Model CB1500 stand- 
alone receiver from Starsight Telecast Inc. 
It won't break the bank, and it won't take 
up too much space in your already 
crowded entertainment center. 

The CB1500, manufactured by Magna- 
vox, is a slim unit (14 x 11 x 1.5 inches) 
that can perch atop your VCR. The front 
panel sports only the infrared receiver and 
the StarSight logo; all functions are ac- 
cessed via the remote control and all con- 
nections are made via rear -panel jacks. 

The receiver comes with a StarSight 
power transformer, two remote infrared 
emitters, and one RF cable, and that's all 
you'll need for hook -up if your setup in- 
cludes only a TV. You'll need to buy extra 
RF cables for the more common setups: 
TV, VCR, and cable box (Fig. 2), TV and 
VCR, and TV and cable box. Of course, if 
your setup doesn't include a VCR, you 
can't take advantage of StarSight's one- 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFO 

touch recording feature. The remote emit- 
ters, which relay remote commands from 
the StarSight receiver, are placed so that 
they sit one inch in front of the VCR and/or 
cable box. 

GETTING STARTED 
Once you've hooked up your StarSight- 

equipped component, you're ready to sub- 
scribe to the service. By selecting "Star - 
Sight setup" from the main menu, you are 
presented with step -by -step on -screen in- 
structions, in which you are asked a series 
of questions about your TV source, your 
PBS station (if you're not sure what chan- 
nel your local PBS broadcasts are on, you 

can check the state -by -state listings in- 
cluded in the owner's manual), and your 
particular video setup (Do you have cable 
TV? With or without a cable box? TV only 
or TV and VCR ?). 

Armed with that information, the 
CB1500 searches for schedule information 
on your PBS station. When it is found, you 
are issued a Star# and an ID #, and are 
instructed to call StarSight's toll -free 
number. An operator asks for those num- 
bers, your address and phone number, and 
some additional information about the 
equipment you'll be using with StarSight. 

Part of the setup procedure involves pro- 
gramming the StarSight universal remote 11 
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The rear panel of the CB1500. 
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STARSICHT 
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REMOTE EMITTER 

AUDIO L AUDIO R VIDEO VHF /UHB VHF /UHF 
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O © © 

VCR BACF: 

12 FIG. 2. The typical StarSight setup in volves a TV, VCR, and cable box. 

to operate all your video gear works. The 
manual includes codes for each major 
manufacturer and brand, and on -screen di- 
rections guide you through the process of 
inputting those codes and testing to see 
that each component responds properly. 

When everything is working as it 
should, you'll receive on -screen congrat- 
ulations for becoming an authorized sub- 
scriber. Actually, you're not quite set yet. 
It takes between 4 and 12 hours for all the 
program data to be collected, and you 
must either turn off your TV and VCR, or 
leave them tuned to PBS, during that time. 
The downloading time is factory preset for 
between 2 AM and 8 AM, but you can use 
an on -screen menu to select the time frame 
most convenient to you. (That same time 
period will be used each time StarSight 
needs to update program information. If 
you are watching TV at the time, an on- 
screen prompt advises you to press the 
EXIT button if you do not want to be inter- 
rupted at that time.) 

SURFING WITH STARSIGHT 
Now the fun begins -and fun is the best 

way to describe using StarSight. It re- 
quires very little effort on the part of the 
user, and makes viewing more enjoyable. 
And virtually all primary TV, VCR, and 
cable -box functions are accessed through 
the StarSight remote, eliminating some of 
the clutter that plagues media rooms. 

The remote control is somewhat longer 
than most, with well- defined, protruding 
buttons. The buttons at the top of the re- 
mote labeled TV, VCR and CABLE serve as 
power switches for those devices. Just be- 
low them are the buttons used to control 
the TV, VCR, and cable -channel and 
volume up and down, MUTE, PLAY, FF, REW, 

PAUSE, STOP, and REC. Toward the bottom 
of the remote is a numeric keypad. 

The buttons used to operate StarSight 
are centrally located. A round button em- 
blazoned with a star is surrounded by up, 
down, left, and right arrow keys. Arranged 
in an arc above those are four buttons la- 
beled TUNE, THEME, GUIDE, and EXIT. Be- 
low the STAR button are DAY and PAGE up 
and down toggle switches, and a row of 
buttons labeled To DO, CANCEL, and LAST 
CH. 

When you turn on the TV, a press of the 
STAR button lets you know what you're 
watching. A pale yellow bar that pops up at 
the bottom of the screen contains the chan- 
nel number and call letters, network affil- 
iation, time, and date. A brighter yellow 
box just above the bar contains the pro- 
gram title and time remaining. The pop - 
ups remain on screen for five seconds. 

We learned that our set was still tuned to 
the local PBS station, Channel 13, WNET, 
and that there was one hour and 28 minutes 
left to the current program "Congressional 
Hearings on Whitewater." A second press 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Wireless pet -containment breakthrough! 

Computerized collar 
creates world's first 
sonic -controlled dog? 
Small U.S. company develops technology t uses so 
a microprocessor on your dog's collar to repla xpens 
cruel chains and leashes...keeping 
your dog safe and free! 
by Charles Anton 

One of the hottest ideas in 
recent years has been electron- 
ic pet containment. Unfortu- 
nately, these systems require 
wires that have to be buried in 

your yard to create a boundary and communi- 
cate with the dog's collar. Although effective 
for some, they can cause an installation 
nightmare! 

Elexis Corporation, 
one of the major players 
in the industry, asked 
its team of engineers, 
"How can we eliminate 
the wires ?" 
A smart collar. This 
simple question led to the 
development of a "smart 
collar." The computerized 
collar actually senses your 
dog nearing the sonic 
boundary by monitoring 
the strength and modula- 
tion of an ultrasonic signal 
emitted by the Sonic 
Fence emitters. Many 
months and thousands of 
dollars later, the world's 
first totally wireless pet con- 
tainment system was born! 

Unlimited range. 
Sonic Fence is the latest 
in pet containment tech - 
nology-a true break- 
through for pet owners. 
Sonic Fence creates a 
barrier that gives your 
dog freedom to roam within your 
and keeps him safe at the same time. 

As the signal inten- 
sifies, the collar 

will beep your dog. 

If you dog enters, 
the boundary area, 

the collar will admin- 
ister a correction. 

omputerited collar 
interacts with the 
sonic emitters in 
your yard. 

The system resets 
when your dog 

returns to the 
safe zone. 

The system is simple: it consists of a com- 
puterized collar and sonic emitters. A sonic 
emitter sends a signal of up to 75 feet. The con- 
tainment area is expandable to an unlimited 
range. The computerized collar interacts with 

the sonic signal of the 
emitter, sensing when 
your dog nears the bound- 
ary. The strength of the 
signal is evaluated as your 
dog nears the perimeter 
that you have defined. He 
will first receive an audi- 
ble beep. If he continues, 
a mild correction will be 
administered. 

Wireless pet 
containment 
system 
break- 
throughs... 

Affordable. 
Costs much less 
than installing 
an unsightly 
chain -link fence. 

Easy installation. 
No more digging up 
your yard to bury wires. 
ust place the emitters sis 

Inches into the ground. 

Totally portable. 
Take it with you! it's 
perfect for picnic areas 
or campsites. 

Security. Sonic Fence 
keeps your dog within 
your yard...safe and 
out of trouble. 

Hidden barrier. Without fences or 
wires, Sonic Fence creates a hidden 
ultrasonic boundary that only your 

yard 

The humane solution. 
Sonic Fence will work 
with virtually any size or 
breed of dog. The correc- 
tion is similar to a static 
electricity charge, and it 
won't harm your pet in 
any way. 

Patented design. The 
Sonic Fence system oper- 
ates with a computerized 
collar and sonic emitters, 
so you get the advantages 
of pet containment with- 
out digging up your yard 
to bury wires. Installation 
is complete within min- 
utes by simply defining 

the boundaries with the sonic emitters. Sonic 
Fence creates a boundary 20 feet thick 

eleo Design the perfect layout for your yard and 
your pet with Sonic Fence. The four -post lay- 

outs are perfect for typical back yards. And the 
two -post and one -post layouts are ideal for city 
lots or lots with partial fencing. Each emitter pro- 
tects 75 feet of perimeter. Add as many emitters 
as you like for umlimited coverage! EachX repre- 
sents one emitter. 

Each Sonic Fence emitter broadcasts an ul- 

trasonic signal. The Sonic Fence computerized 
collar constantly checks for the perimeter signal 
acting like a security system to keep your pet 
within the protected area. 

and 10 feet high to create the only safe zone 
in your yard for your pet. 

Sonic Fence is totally por- 
table-no more leaving your 
dog at home while you're on 
vacation or chaining him up 
at a campsite. Now he can 
freely interact with your fam- 
ily within the temporary 
barrier you establish. 

Iris humane alter- 
native to fencing. 

Easy training. By spending as little as 15 min- 
utes a day working with your dog, your pet 
could be fully trained in about three weeks. 
Plus, you can train as many dogs as you like on 
the same system -as long as they're each wear- 
ing a computerized collar. 
Risk -tree. Sonic Fence is made in the USA and 
is backed by our exclusive risk -free home trial. 
Try it, and if you're not satisfied, return it with- 
in 90 days for a full "No Questions Asked" 
refund. It's also backed by a one -year manu- 
facturer's warranty. Most orders are processed 
within 72 hours and shipped UPS. 

Not available in stores! 
For a limited time, Sonic Fence 
is available at the factory- direct 

price of just $199! The system in- 
cludes: one sonic emitter, one computerized col- 
lar, 24 training flags, batteries for the emitter 
and collar, an installation planning diagram and 
an nstructional video. ..,,,,m..re. 
Free emitter! To help you create your per- 
fect customized yard, we will give you a free 
emitter for every two emitters you purchase! 

Sonic Fence $199 $16 S &H 

Extra computerized collar $119 $9 S &H 

Extra emitter* (and training fiags)...$89 $8 S &H 

Buy two additional emitters, get a third emitter free! 

0 
m 

o- 0 

e0 
eo 

Please mention promotional code 624-PL -6637. 9'-10 

For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours a day 

800 -992 -2966 a) 

To order by mail, send check or money order for the total amount in C 
eluding S&H (VA residents add 4.5% sales tax). Or just charge it to 

your credit card, enclosing your account number and esp. date. w 

INDUSTRIES 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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The CB1500's remote control allows the 
user to navigate through interactive on- 
screen television listings, activate one - 
touch recording, and control a TV, VCR, 
and cable box. 

of the STAR button called up a brief pro- 
gram description- "Coverage of hear- 
ings conducted by the committee 
investigating Whitewater" -and the 
theme- Public Affairs /Government. The 
more detailed pop-up information stays on 
screen for 30 seconds, or until you press 
STAR again to remove it. 

When you flip through the channels 
using the channel up and down toggle 
switch, the first pop -up screen appears 

briefly with each new channel. If the more 
detailed pop -up was on screen when you 
began flipping, you'd get the full program 
descriptions for each channel. StarSight 
refers to that as "grazing." 

You can also do what StarSight calls 
"browsing" to learn what's on other chan- 
nels while staying tuned to one. The up 
and down arrow keys found above and be- 
low the STAR button are used to browse. 
The program you're watching remains on 
screen; only the pop -ups change as you 
scroll through the channels. To get full 
program information on one of the pop - 
ups, you press the STAR button. To tune to 
the program being described, press the 
TUNE button. 

For the most extensive programming in- 
formation, a press of the GUIDE button will 
call up the StarSight program grid. Ar- 
ranged like the grids found in many 
printed schedule guides, programs are ar- 
ranged vertically by channel and horizon- 
tally by time. The four arrow keys are used 
to scroll up and down, moving the high- 
light bar through the channels and across 
through half -hour time segments. To expe- 
dite matters, the DAY and PAGE keys move 
the grid directly to the next screen in each 
direction. 

Pressing the STAR button reveals more 
information about the highlighted show. 
Should you decide to watch that show, 
pressing the TUNE button switches to the 
correct channel. If you have a favorite 
channel, you can position the highlight bar 
on that channel and press GUIDE to see 
what's playing on that channel for an entire 
week. 

From anywhere within the StarSight 

STARSIGHT 

City S l ickers 
hr 50 mins left 

14 

Three men, feeling like life is 

closing in on them, dedide to escape 
the stress of the city by joining a 

two -week, modern -day cattle drive. 

) Billy Crystal, Daniel Stern, Bruno 
Kirby 

* * ** (1991, PG-13) Movies: Comedy. 
Profanity. Mature Themes. -_CBL_ 7:42P M)N SEP 7 

Sta- Sight's instant information pop -up lets the viewer know at a glance the channel, 
time, date, title, and time remaining, and provides information about the show's 
content, theme, actors, etc. 

program guides -the grid, the theme lit, 
or the favorite channel guide -you can go 
directly to a current show that interests yOu 

by simply pressing the TUNE button. 

CUSTOMIZING THE GRID 
You might find yourself spending an 

awful lot of time navigating through the 
guide, especially if you receive a lot of 
cable channels. StarSight offers a few 
ways to help you find the programs you 
like, quickly and easily. 

First, you can select programs by cate- 
gory, using StarSight's theme guide. 
Pressing THEME brings up an on -screen list 

11 themes: movies, specials /mini -se- 
ries, sports, children's programming, 

II 

health/science /education, news /talk/mag- 
azine, entertainment/variety, comedy, ac- 
tion/mystery/horror, drama/romance, and 
miscellaneous. Each of those themes is 
further divided into categories that can be 
viewed by pressing the STAR button. 
Movie categories, for instance, include ac- 
tion/adventure, comedy, drama, western, 
horror, fantasy /science fiction, musical/ 
dance, historical/biographical, and mis- 
cellaneous. By highlighting any of those 
categories and pressilg STAR, you can 
view a list of one specific type of movie. 

By the way, within every theme there is 
a closed caption category. StarSight al- 
lows hearing- impaired viewers to easily 
locate all the programming within a cate- 
gory that provides captioning. 

The second way to make program selec- 
tion easier is to customize the StarSight 
grid guide to reflect your viewing tastes. 
Most of us have certain channels that we 
watch most often and others that we rarely, 
if ever, tune in. Choosing "select guide 
channels" from the StarSight Setup Menu 
displays your complete channel lineup. 
You can "deselect" channels by scrolling 
through the list and using the STAR button 
to highlight those that your never watch. 
The next time you call up your grid guide, 
those channels no longer appear. Nor will 
they appear when you flip through the 
channels. 

Even if it doesn't bother you to see all 
those superfluous channels on your grid or 
while flipping, it's a good idea to remove 
them from the lineup. StarSight has a finite 
amount of memory. By removing those 
channels from the lineup, you increase the 
amount of information that will be shown 
for the remaining channels. 

Finally, you can further customize the 
StarSight grid by changing the channel 
order to reflect your viewing preferences. 
That is done using the "change channel 
order" option on the StarSight Setup 
menu. The STAR and arrow buttons are 
used to "click and drag" the channels 
shown on screen to a new location in the 
lineup, placing the mdst frequently watch- 
ed channels at the top. 
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STARSIGHT THEMES 
Use ARROWS +hon FMTFD fn rhnncc3 

Movies 
Specials /Mini Series 

Children's Programming 
Health /Science /Education 
News /Talk /Magazine 
Entertainment /Variety 
Comedy 
Action /Mystery /Horror 
Drama /Romance 

F'2 CSPAN2 

The viewer can select a show by theme, using the StarSight Theme Selection Menu. 

_EP 

STHRSIGHT 
TUE WE THU FRI SAT SUN 

9: OOP 

Pr i menew_ Larry King 

F'r i menews 
1 hour I orig 

DAI LY iM -F ) 

WEEKLY 

Press RECORD again 

to confirm recording. 

4I11r111:I10 I_ßL '.,;I-F 'MON SEP 

With the touch of a button on the remote control, StarSight allows viewers to record a 

current or future television program or a daily or weekly series by simply selecting the 
program title to be recorded. 

ONE -TOUCH RECORDING 
StarSight has a lot to offer even if you 

don't have a VCR in your video setup. 
One -touch recording is the icing on the 
cake. 

When you are scrolling through the grid 
guide, a theme guide, or a favorite -channel 
guide, you can record any program by 
highlighting it and pressing the REC 

button. A recording prompt pops up, ask- 
ing you to select once, daily (M F), or 
weekly, and to confirm recording by press- 
ing REC again. 

There's no need to enter start or end 

times, channel, or date -everything is 
done by program title alone. The only 
things you need to remember are to keep 
your VCR turned off (StarSight turns it on 
when it's time to begin recording) and to 
insert a tape. 

If you want to record the program that 
you're currently watching, a press of the 
REC button calls up the same on- screen 
prompt, and a second press confirms and 
starts the recording. The manual recom- 
mends that if the show you watch is likely 
to run over its allotted time slot (a baseball 
game that goes into extra innings, for in- 

stance), you go to the grid to highlight and 
also record the show scheduled to imme- 
diately follow the game. 

If you want to watch one channel while 
recording another, you must dig out your 
VCR remote control (or get off the sofa to 
use its front -panel controls) and use the 
Tv /vcR to select "TV." If your setup in- 
cludes a cable box, however, you will not 
be able to watch one channel while record- 
ing another (that's not StarSight's fault - 
blame the cable company for that one). 

With recording made so simple, you 
might find yourself using StarSight to rec- 
ord everything in sight. If so, you'll need 
some way to keep track of all those shows 
you plan to tape. 

StarSight provides two on -screen lists, 
one for one -time recordings, the other for 
series recordings. Both are accessed by 
pressing the TO DO button. The individual 
recordings lists keeps track of 25 sched- 
uled recordings, including the four most 
recently completed ones, which appear 
shaded in gray. The series list keeps track 
of five daily or weekly series recordings. 
You can cancel a recording in either list by 
highlighting the show to be recorded, 
pressing CANCEL, and then pressing STAR. 

PUTTING IT TO THE TEST 
We are one of the few cable -free homes 

in our area, depending instead upon a sat- 
ellite dish for our programming. Unfor- 
tunately, the CB1500 is not intended to 
handle satellite programming- neither 
traditional TVRO nor the two small -dish 
DBS systems, Primestar and DSS. Uniden 
manufactures a StarSight- equipped IRD, 
which we'll be reviewing in our January 
issue. Satellite, with its hundreds of pro- 
gram choices, is the ideal video environ- 
ment for StarSight. 

Before we began using the CB1500, we 
were afraid we wouldn't be able to fairly 
review the StarSight service. After all, 
who needs a fancy program guide to get 
through the eight stations we receive clear- 
ly on channels 2 through 21? But we were 
pleasantly surprised at the difference Star - 
Sight made in our viewing experience, 
even with such a limited program selec- 
tion. 

Before we "deselected" any channels, 
our grid consisted of 17 stations, half of 
which were too weak for us to tune in 

clearly. One of the first things we did after 
hooking up the CB1500 was to remove 
those channels from our lineup. Then we 
rearranged the remaining channels so that 
the ones we watched most frequently ap- 
peared at the top of the grid. 

The streamlined, personalized grid was 
incredibly easy to use -a hundred percent 
easier than wading through all the chan- 
nels we don't receive (or just don't watch) 
listed in the daily newspaper's TV sched- 

(Continued on page 18) 15 
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StarSight- 
Equipped VCR 
VR8905 4 -HEAD HI -FI VCR WITH 
STARSIGHT CAPABILITY. From Sam- 
sung Electronics America, Inc., 105 
Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, NJ 
07660 -0511; Tel. 201 -229 -4000; Price: 
$549. 

The first StarSight- equipped VCR to hit 
the market is Samsung's VR8905. The 4- 
head, hi -fi VCR has all the functions and 
convenience features you'd expect from a 
top -of -the -line model, including the "Dia- 
mond Head" video head system, said to 
reduce wear and significantly increase 
head life; narrow -width video head (26- 
micron head gap) for improved playback in 
SPL mode; a closed- caption decoder; and 
a dubbing mode for optimum quality tape - 
to -tape editing. All that, and StarSight, 
too. 

Let's take a look at its StarSight ca- 
pabilities, all accessed via the remote con- 
trol, first. You wouldn't suspect that the 
remote control was StarSight compatible if 
not for its prominently displayed StarSight 
logo. The StarSight controls blend in with 
all the others -and there are quite a few 
buttons on this remote control, even with- 
out opening the door to its hidden corn - 
partment. Several buttons perform double 
duty, having a StarSight function as well as 
a standard VCR function. 

Although the buttons are labeled and 
arranged differently on the VR8905 re- 
mote than on the stand -alone receiver's 
remote, for the most part they function 
exactly the same way on. both StarSight 
units. A small INFO button is used to call 
up the pop -up screens, and a button la- 
beled GUIDE calls up the StarSight pro- 
gram grid. When you change channels 
using the channel up and down keys, the 
pop -up information message appears auto- 
matically for each channel. To browse 
through the pop -up messages without 
changing the channel being watched, use 
the up and down arrows on the large jog/ 
shuttle dial. Those are also used, along 
with the left and right arrows on the dial, to 
move around the grid guide. Below the 
dial are the page up and down and day up 
and down keys, used to move more quickly 
through the grid. The EXIT, PROG LIST, 
CENTER, and THEME buttons are all located 
within the remote control's compartment. 

We would have preferred to see a dis- 
tinct set of StarSight controls on the Sam- 
sung remote. Both the CB1500 and the 
VR8905 are easy to use, but the stand- 
alone unit is more intuitive. We occasion- 
ally found ourselves searching for the right 
button when using the VCR remote, 
something that never happened with the 

16 CB1500. 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Besides the remote control layout, the 
main differences between using a Star - 
Sight- equipped VCR and a stand -alone 
unit are in the initial hookup and in record- 
ing programs. Instead of the double in- 
frared remote emitter supplied with the 
stand -alone unit, the VR8905 comes with 
a "cable box mouse " -a fancy name for a 
mouse -shaped infrared remote emitter 
used to transmit remote signals from the 
VCR to the cable box. 

When doing one -touch StarSight re- 
cording using the VR8905, you are offered 
a couple of extra options. You can extend 
or reduce the length of a recording by 
using arrow keys to change the end time; 
there's no need to record the following 
show to catch those extra innings. The on- 
screen prompt that appears when you hit 
the REc button also offers you the chance 
to change the tape speed (using the SP/SLP 
button) before confirming the recording. 

When recording a program using Star - 
Sight, you can still watch a show on an- 
other channel by pressing the Tv /vcR 
button (but not if you have a cable box - 
unless you add an A/B switch and want to 
watch an unscrambled channel.) Either 
way, you will not receive the StarSight data 
on the channel you are now watching. 

You don't have to subscribe to StarSight 
to be able to record programs on the 
VR8905. You can still record the old -fash- 
ioned way, although if a schedule conflict 
appears, the StarSight programming will 
take precedence. A nice feature of the 
VCR's timer programming screen is its 
calendar display. The four arrow keys are 
used to highlight the right date (and you're 
much less likely to input the wrong date 
when you're actually looking at a calen- 
dar). The arrow keys are also used to high- 
light the day of the week for one -time 

recordings, or the "Mon Fri" icon for re- 
cording at the same time each week day. 

Even though many of the features of- 
fered by the VCR are not needed when 
StarSight is activated, it's nice to know 
they are available. For instance, on- screen 
programming makes it easy to set the time 
and date manually, although you won't 
have to do so if you subscribe to StarSight, 
which keeps the time and date current au- 
tomatically, even taking into account 
Daylight Savings. (Actually, you won't 
have to manually set the time and date even 
if you don't subscribe to StarSight, be- 
cause the VCR has its own auto -set clock 
feature.) Similarly, the VR8905 provides 
its own timer recording list -a nice feature 
that you're not likely to use if you do all 
your timer recording via StarSight. The 
VCR also allows you to use on- screen 
menus to select antenna or cable input; 
program it to control your cable decoder 
box; and add or delete channels. 

It is a pleasure to use the VR8905 to 
watch video tapes. Playback quality is ex- 
cellent, and the picture is smooth and 
clear. Even in still/pause mode, the picture 
remains steady and undistorted, with any 
blurring or jitters easily corrected using 
the manual tracking buttons. 

The VR8905 also offers a host of conve- 
nient search and playback options. The FF 

and REw buttons can be used in either the 
stop or the play mode. If you hold them 
down while in stop mode, you can see the 
high -speed picture search on screen. If 
you hold them down while in play mode, 
the VCR goes into "jet search," in which 
the searching speed is increased nine times 
for tapes recorded at SP speed and 27 
times for tapes recorded at SLP speed. 

The jog dial /shuttle ring on the VCR's 
front panel and the pseudo-jog /shuttle (it's 
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EDITORIAL 

WATCHING THE NET 
A few months back, I promised that Popular Electronics 
would soon be providing Internet coverage that would be of 

special interest to electronics hobbyists. Well, this month 
we keep that promise in a couple of ways. 

First of all, there's our article Exploring the Internet, which 
helps you untangle some of the mystique surrounding the 
Net, sorts out the hype from the reality, and shows you how 
the Net can benefit you both personally and professionally. 
That article will be of special interest to "newbies" (those 
who are new to the Internet), as it explains some of the 
Net's history and covers topics such as "Netiquette," finding 
an Internet provider, and more. The story begins on page 
46. 

This month also marks the debut of Net Watch, our monthly 
guide to what's happening on the Internet, with a special 
emphasis on resources for the electronics hobbyist. Each 
month, that column will present timely tips on making the 
most of your time online. It will provide pointers to 

manufacturers and other electronics -related home pages, 
tell you what's going on in the electronics -related Usenet 
discussion groups, and offer a wide variety of other news 
and information that electronics hobbyists will find useful. 

Of course, we have not forgotten that the Internet is fun, 

too. That's why every month you will also find news and 
information about the Net ii general, as well as pointers to 

all sorts of interesting and fun sites and discussion groups. 
The premier installment of Net Watch begins on page 28. 

And no, we have not gone completely Internet crazy. There 
is a full complement of all of the columns and features 
you've come to always expect in every issue of Popular 
Electronics, including an add -on for scanners that restores 
the missing frequencies in the 800- to 950 -MHz range. That 
story begins on page 39. 

C27 
Carl Laron 
Editor 

EARN Y O U R 

B.S. DEGREE 
IN 

COMPUTERS 
OR 

ELECTRONICS 
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By Studying at Home 
Grantham College of Engineering, 

now in our 45th year, is highly experi- 
enced in "distance education"- teaching 
by correspondence- through printed 
materials, computer materials, fax, 
modem, and phone. 

No commuting to class. Study at 
your own pace, while continuing on your 
present job. Learn from easy -to- 
understand but complete and thorough 
lesson materials, with additional help 
from our instructors. 

Grantham offers three separate distance - 
education programs, leading to the follow- 
ing accredited degrees; 

(1) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in 

Electronics. 
(2) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in 

Computers. 
(3) The B.S.C.S. - the Bachelor of Sci- 

ence in Computer Science. 
An important part of being pre- 

pared to move up is holding the right 
college degree, and the absolutely neces- 
sary part is knowing your field. 
Grantham can help you both ways -to 
learn more and to earn your degree in 
the process. 

Write or phone for our free catalog. 
Toll free, 1- 800 -955 -2527, or see 
mailing address below. 

Accredited by 
the Accrediting Commission of the 

Distance Education and 
'Raining Council 

GRANTHAM 
College of Engineering 

Grantham College Road 
Slidell, LA 70460 3 
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Our Readers 
Write 

4 

LETTERS 
SHORTWAVE 
CONVERTER SOURCE 

It has come to my attention that 
readers have been unable to 
contact the kit supplier men- 
tioned in my article "Build a 

Shortwave Converter for your 
Car" (Popular Electronics, 
September 1995). Fortunately, 
there are alternate sources for 
all of the parts for that project. 

All parts except the PC 
board, enclosure, air -variable 
capacitor (C21), the ferrite bead, 
and the toroid cores for L2 -L4 
are available from Circuit Spe- 
cialists (P. O. Box 3047, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85271 -3047; Tel. 
800 -528 -1417). The toroid cores 
and the ferrite bead are avail- 
able from Amidon Associates 
(3122 Alpine Ave., Santa Clara, 
CA 92704; Tel. 714 -850 -4660). 
The air -variable capacitor, C21, 
is available from Ocean State 
Electronics (P. O. Box 1458, 
6 Industrial Drive, Westerly, RI 
02891); order part APC 50B, 
which costs $11.00. That's a 50- 
pF -unit, so add a 75 -pF silver 
mica capacitor in series to attain 
the desired 30 -pF value. PC 
boards are available from Far 
Circuits (18N640 Field Court, 
Dundee, IL 60118; Tel. 
708 -836 -9148) at a cost of 
$7.50 each, plus $1.50 shipping 
and handling for 1-4 boards. 
Illinois residents must also add 
appropriate sales tax. The en- 
closure is available from Radio 
Shack, as detailed in the article. 

I hope that helps anyone in- 
terested in building the project, 
and I am sorry for any con- 
fusion or inconvenience that this 
might have caused. If you have 
problems with those sources, 
you can e -mail me at 
Irwilliams( nopc.org. -Lyle 
Russell Williams 

MESSAGE -STOPPER 
PARTS 

For those readers having diffi- 
culty obtaining the Teltone 
M- 949 -01 Telephone Line - 
Sense Relay and the CM8870 
DTMF Receiver IC used in the 

article 'Answering Machine 
Message Stopper" (Popular 
Electronics, September 1995), 
a partial kit consisting of one 
M- 949 -01 and one CM8870 is 

currently available as item 
AMMS -PK for $15 postpaid 
from Pliler Electronics, (Dept. 
AMMS, R# 2, Box# 482, Bax- 
ter Springs, KS 66173). 
-Brian Pliler 

IN SEARCH OF TRUE 
RANDOMNESS 

Concerning the "random 
number generator" shown in 
Circuit Circuits in the Sep- 
tember 1995 issue of Popular 
Electronics, I think you might 
mention to your readers that no 
mathematician or physicist has 
ever discovered what true "ran- 
domness' is. Now, with 
investigations of chaos theory 
and other complex systems, it is 
becoming clear that true ran- 
domness might not exist at all. 

I first discovered that as a 
young man when a job required 
me to generate random num- 
bers. You might suppose that 
we could have just guessed a 
number off the top of our heads 
to do the job, because everyone 
would necessarily not mention 
the number they guessed to 
anyone else. Well, it was soon 
discovered that different people 
would guess the same num- 
bers. Real random number 
generation with computers 
would fail as well. 

In fact, if you have a "fair" 
coin (no one can define perfect 
fairness, either) with two sides, 
you'd expect it to land on its 
head 50% of the time. Yet clas- 
sical probability shows that a 
fair coin can come down on 
heads all the time, forever in 

fact, and then maybe offer up 
one tails, and then go on 
throughout infinite time being 
heads again. Gamblers don't 
often come upon this result, but 
it happened enough long ago 
for individuals to break the bank 
at casinos. 

So I was told that because 
6666666666666, then 

6666666666, then 666666666, 
then 666666, could occur, and 
did occur, when computers gen- 
erated random numbers, those 
non -random results had to be 
weeded out. Of course, what 
rule do you use to make a truly 
random number more random 
by interfering with their random- 
ness? And who would write 
them? And what would their 
interpretation be? For theoreti- 
cians? 

Even static space, and star 
distribution, and other natural 
phenomena really obey com- 
plex rules, equatable in 
equations, and aren't truly ran- 
dom- assuming we could 
define randomness in the first 
place. 

It's very likely that random- 
ness is really a large and 
complex pattern, not non -pat- 
terned noise. So the little 
repeating sequence device 
shown in Circuit Circus is a form 
of true randomness, even 
though it repeats eventually, a 
subset of randomness. How- 
ever, computers use another, 
more complex pattern that also 
is not random in the ordinary 
sense of the term. It, too, re- 
peats, only in far, far more 
complex patterns. But even the 
largest computer in the world 
cannot totally avoid sequences 
in generating random numbers. 
W.A.K. 
Clearwater, FL 

HAVES & NEEDS 

I recently bought a used 
Tektronix model 465 os- 
cilloscope with a unit labeled 
DM 44 on top of the cabinet. 
The 465's channel one doesn't 
work, and I don't know what the 
DM 44 is. 

Does anyone have a service 
manual and operator's manual 
for the scope? I've found 
sources for this scope, but the 
prices were outrageous. Can 
anyone help? 

Thanks. 
CHUCK HALL 
20853 Jones Road 
Florence, MT 59833 
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CircuìtMaker® 
The Ultimate Circuit Design Tool 

But don't take our word for it 
"BRAVO! Incredible graphics, flexibility and 
selection of components. I regret having wasted 
time and money on your competitors product." 
Owen Bordelon, Lunar Technology Corp. 

"I have played with CircuitMaker all weekend 
and haven't found a single problem. I was able 
to produce usable work I hour after setup!" 
Joseph Bouche, Amherst College 

"Very Intuitive!" 
Mike Grover, STS Production 

"This is an incredible product." 
Michael Boberski, Vanderbilt Univ. 

"CircuitMaker really shines in the simulation phase..." 
Macworld Computer Magazine 
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Professional 
Schematic Layout 

This easy to use layout tool is 

unmatched. It includes many 
advanced schematic editing 
features not found in similar 
programs. These powerful 
features minimize the time and 
task associated with drawing a 

schematic and insure a profes- 
sional looking final product. 
Printout and export options are 
numerous and results are of the 
highest quality. But that's what 
people have come to expect from 
CircuitMaker. 

óMicroCode ó'Engineering 
573 W. 1830 N. Suite 4 

Orem, UT 84057 USA 
Phone (801) 226 -4470 

FAX (801) 226 -6532 

Analog, Digital 
and Mixed -Mode 

Simulation 
CircuitMaker's SPICES based analog 
simulator provides fast and accurate 
simulation. New SPICE sub circuits 
allow mixed -mode simulation with all 
base level digital devices. Digital 
simulation is live and highly 
interactive. This powerful simulation 
trio is tightly integrated into one 
package and will confirm your circuit 
designs with accuracy and ease. 

Comprehensive 
Device Library 

Version 3 features a new, state -of- the -art device 
browser which greatly simplifies the task of 
organizing and selecting devices. With its newly 

expanded device library. CircuitMaker now ships with 
more devices (at no additional cost) than any 
competing product. If you need a device that isn't 
provided, CircuitMaker provides industry standard 
SPICE import and a powerful Macro capability to 
enable you to create new devices. CircuitMaker 
provides you with the tools to get the job done right. 

Printed Circuit Board 
Netlist Output 

The new PCB output capability helps you 
complete your design cycle, by generating a netlist 
that can be imported into any compatible PCB 
program. This is not a costly "add -on" product. It 
comes standard with every copy of CircuitMaker. 

cireuro. 
View LI l7 I] L! 15 L6 LI LB L9 Ill 

To order or request 
additional information 

call 800- 419 -4242 
NSA 6 =1 

CIRCLE 42 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

A demo version is available on major 
on -line services or for $10 direct. 
Competitive upgrades are available for 
$149. Call for details. CircuitMaker is a 

registered trademark of MicroCode 
5 
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All -in -One 
Multimedia 

PCs 

NEW PRODUCTS 
Tatung Company's TMP9000 
line of 486 and Pentium IBM - 
compatible "All -in -One" PCs are 
based on an innovative design 
in which the monitor and CPU 
of the system are in a single 
case. Aimed at the home user, 
the PCs offer a simple setup 
that exceeds "plug- and -play" 
expectations and a robust set of 
multimedia functions including 
built -in TV. 

With the monitor pre -con- 
nected to the system within the 
same case, users don't have to 
configure the monitor. Five -watt 
integrated amplified stereo 
speakers are built into the bezel 
at the side of the display, direct- 
ing sound at the user and 
eliminating another connection. 
A sound chip built onto the 
Riser card saves an expansion 
slot and provides true stereo 
playback compatible with Sound 
Blaster Pro, Ad Lib, and Micro- 
soft Windows Sound Systems. 
The TMP9000 can serve as a 
television, fax machine, CD- 
player, or radio. 

The PCs come with built -in 
dual- or quad -speed CD -ROM 
drives and TV cards, both of 
which can be used without en- 
tering DOS or Windows. A 

remote control provides easy 

access to TV and CD functions, 
and a Pcrry button (duplicated 
on the computer's front panel) 
makes it easy to switch be- 
tween TV and PC operations. 
With Windows drivers, the 
TMP9000 also supports other 
television video functions, in- 
cluding capture, pause, scalable 
Windows sizing, full- screen 
viewing, and channel scan. It 

can be upgraded to an MPEG 
compatible system by inserting 
an MPEG module card to play 
video CD programs. 

The 486 model comes with a 
built -in 14 -inch color monitor, 
and the Pentium model has a 
15 -inch color monitor. Both are 
high -resolution, anti -glare, 
Super -VGA monitors. In com- 
pliance with energy- saving 
standards, the monitors power 
down when not in use for an 
extended period of time. 

The TMP9000, with 8 MB of 
RAM (updgradable to a max- 
imum of 64 MB) and 540 MB of 
hard -disk space, is available in 

five different configurations: 
486DX2, 486DX4, Pentium 75 
MHz, Pentium 90 MHz, and 
Pentium 100 MHz. List prices 
start at $1800. For more infor- 
mation, contact Tatung 
Company of America, Inc., 
2850 El Presidio Street, Long 
Beach, CA 90810; 
Tel. 415 -703 -0400; 
Fax: 415-703-0469; 
e -mail: tsai @pri.com. 

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

LITHIUM CAMERA/ 
COMPUTER BATTERIES 

Three high- energy lithium bat- 
teries from Ultralife are targeted 
at the consumer photographic 
and computer markets. Models 
UB123A, UB223A, and 
UB2CR5 fit most automatic 
cameras and flash units, and 
are also used for memory back- 
up power in a large number of 
personal computers. 

The lithium batteries are said 
to deliver exceptionally high en- 
ergy and maintain stable 
voltage over a wide range of 
temperatures. They are well 

suited to provide power for 
equipment used outdoors. The 
batteries have a shelf life of up 
to 10 years. They are environ- 
mentally friendly, containing no 
toxic compounds or heavy met- 
als. 

The lithium photo /computer 
batteries are available in 3 -volt 
and 6 -volt models and have 
suggested retail prices of $9.95 
and $14.95, respectively. For 
further information, contact Ul- 
tralife Batteries, Inc., 1350 
Route 88 South, Newark, NY 
14513; Tel. 315 -332 -7100; 
Fax: 315 -331 -7800. 

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

DOLBY PRO LOGIC 
PROCESSOR 

By adding AudioSource's SS- 
Five Dolby Pro Logic surround - 
sound processor, you can turn 
your existing TV, VCR, and ster- 
eo setup into an exciting home 
theater. Easy to install and easy 
to use, the SS -Five features 
"set -it and forget -it operation" 
and a special "instant on" func- 
tion that automatically turns the 
system on and off with your TV 
and VCR. Built -in amplifiers 
supply your center and rear 

surround speakers with enough 
power to capture all the action 
of any surround -encoded pro- 
gram or movie. A sophisticated 
18 -bit Pro Logic chip provides 
increased dynamic range (to 
105 dB), heightened channel 
separation (better than 55 dB), 
significantly lower noise, and 
proper placement of every 
sound. All functions can be set 
and adjusted using the inte- 

(Continued on page 87) 
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Over 100 million PCs 
need your expertise. 

Become a fully qualified PC Technician 
at home, at your own pace. 

Millions of PC owners need, and are willing 
to pay, someone to service their computers. That 
someone could be you with the Heathkit® Master 
Course for Personal Computers. 

Learn computer subsystems operation and 
the trade secrets of troubleshooting. Also learn 

4111111111wi how to repair, configure, and optimize any PC 
in the market. 

Work at your own pace in the comfort 
of your home. With this course, you're 

fully qualified for more responsibility (and a 
bigger paycheck) at your current job and be 

eligible for high -paying computer technology 
jobs anywhere in the world! Also you can 

save hundreds of dollars servicing your own PC. 

Enhance your career immediately. 
Everything you need comes with the first shipment: 

a fully assembled, 486 Zenith Data Systems PC; exclusive, 
computer -aided electronics course; diagnostic software 
and tools; upgrades, manuals and more. Open the 
package and start learning on day one. 

Prepares you for A+ certification, too. 
As a leading supplier of electronic and computer 

hardware training tools for almost 70 years, 
Heathkit® not only knows how to help you 
learn, but what the industry wants you to 
learn. This course is excellent preparation for 
the CompTIA A+ Certification* exams - the 
"journeyman's card" for computer service technicians that 
practically guarantees you a job in the industry. 

The computer industry needs you now! 
Order your course today! 

For a complete course description or to order your 
Heathkit® Master Course for Personal Computers, 
EHS -6002, contact: 

} 

and trade secrets of PC servicing 
with the Heathkit® Master Course for Personal 
Computers. You get everything with first shipment, 
including a fully assembled, fully loaded 486 computer. 
A bargain at only $2,495 

Learn theory, skills 

Your fast track to a new career. 
Choose a career and we'll help you learn more, faster, 
in the comfort of your own home. 

Master Electronics Course $999 
Builds a solid foundation for any electronics- related job. 
Camcorder Servicing Course $1,295 
Comes with RCA -VHS -HQ camcorder. 
TV Servicing Course $699.95 
Course includes 20" stereo color TV with remote. 
VCR Servicing Course (shown below) $799 
Learn to clean, repair, service a feature -packed VCR. 

Heathla 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 1288 
Benton Harbor, MI 49023 
1- 800 -253 -0570 

Heathkit® Educational Systems is licensed as a school by the Michigan Department of 
Education. All Heathkitw Individual Learning Courses are accredited by the International 
Association of Continuing Education and Training ( TACET) 

Heath and Heathkit are registered trademarks. Heath Company reserves the right to alter 
product availability, price, and/or specifications without notice. 

*The Computing Technology Industry Association and A+ are registered trademarks. All rights 
reserved. A+ Certification Program is an industry -wide, vendor -neutral program developed and 
sponsored by The Computing Technology Industry Association. 

Please mention this code when calling: 107 -036 7 
CIRCLE 173 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Take this GIANT CIRCUIT 
LIBRARY for only $14.95 

when you join the Electronics Engineers' Book Club 

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
-Vols. 1 -4 by Rudolf F. Graf 

Hundreds of circuit ideas alphabetically arranged - from Alarm circuits to Zero 
crossing detector circuits! 

cfu es sc ematics for the latest electronics circuits from industry leaders ... " 
-Popular Electronics,,; 

Turn to this corn - 
prehensive circuit library 
for hundreds of project 
ideas ... valuable 
troubleshooting and 
repair tips ... and con- 
cise pinout diagrams and 
schematics. In each 
volume you'll find more 
than 700 electronic and 
integrated circuits and 
100+ circuit categories 
right at your fingertips 
to give you ideas you 
can use on the job or 
at your workbench. 

3,088 total pages 4,490 total illustrations 

A 
$240.00 
Value! 

As a member of the 
Electronics Engineers' 
Book Club .. . 

you'll enjoy receiving Club bulletins every 3 -4 
weeks containing exciting offers on the latest books 
in the field at savings of up to 50% off of regular 
publishers' prices. If you want the Main Selection, 
do nothing and it will be shipped automatcally. If 
you want another book, or no book at all simply 
return the reply form to us by the date specified. 
You'll have at least 10 days to decide. If you ever 
receive a book you don't want due to late delivery 
of the bullet n, you can return it at our expense. And 
you'll be eligible for FREE BOOKS through the Bonus 
Book Plan. Your only obligation is to purdase 3 
more books during the next 2 years, after which you 
may cancel your membership at any time. 

Publisher's 

Book No. 5861488 Hardcover 
If coupon Is missing, writs to: Electronics Engineers' Bode Club 

A Division of The McGraw -Hill Companies, P.O. Box 549, Blacklick, OH 43004-9915 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS' 
BOOK CWB 

A Division of The McGraw -Hill Comoenles, 
P.O. Box 549, Blacklick, OH 43004-9918 

YES! Please send me The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits - 
Vols. 1-4 (5861488), billing me $14.95 plus shipping/handling & tax. 
Enroll me as a member of the Electronics Engineers' Book Club 
according to the terms outlined in this ad. If not satisfied, I may return 
the books within 10 days and have my membership cancelled. 

Name 

Address / Apt # 

City 

State 

Zip Phone 
Valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by EEBC. Canada must remit In U.S. funds drawn 
on U.S banks. Applicants outside the U.S. and Canada will receive special ordering instructions. A 
shipping/handling charge A sales tax will be added to all orders. PPIF1195 
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G o 
A Star is Born 
STARSIGHT INTERACTIVE ON- 
SCREEN PROGRAM GUIDE. From Star - 
Sight Telecast Inc., 39650 Liberty Street, 
Third Floor, Fremont, CA 94538; Tel. 

800 -643 -STAR. Price: $15 activation 
fee; $25.99 for 6 months service; 
$46.99/12 months; $84.99/24 months. 

If you doubt for a minute that men and 
women approach life differently, just look 
at the way a "typical" married couple 
watches television: 

The woman tends to scan through the 
TV listings in a newspaper or magazine to 
find the shows she'd like to watch. She'll 
use the remote control to turn on the TV, 
tune the channel, adjust the volume, and 
then, perhaps, to hit the mute button dur- 
ing commercials -only changing the 
channel when the show is over. 

It's whole different ball game when 
her husband gets his hands on the remote. 
Forget the TV Guide -he'll find some- 
thing good to watch by flipping through 
the channels. (Somehow, he can tell if it's 
good in the split second he allots to each 
channel.) Occasionally, he'll settle on one 
program and watch the whole thing. More 
often, he'll watch it until the first commer- 
cial break arrives, and then start flipping 
again. 

In a bestselling self -help book, it is pos- 
tulated that such gender -related viewing 
differences stem from our ancestral pasts 
as hunters and gatherers. Men still relish 
the thrill of the hunt, chasing down elusive 
programming as they would stalk herds of 
migrating beasts. Women prefer to know 
exactly where and when they can find the 
shows they want, just as they would mem- 
orize the location of a stand of blackberry 
bushes or chestnut trees so that they could 
gather the fruit or nuts there every year. 

We think that theory is more than a bit 
silly -but, hey, the book sold millions of 
copies. And, for whatever the reason, cur 
experience verifies that those viewing dif- 
ferences are real, and so are the arguments 
they generate. 

one 

caIFnirr: 

CIRCL 50 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD "r 

Both the "hunting" and the "gather- 
ing" methods of watching TV leave much 
to be desired. If you depend on printed TV 
listings, it's easy to miss out on some- 
thing. Last- minute schedule changes 
won't be reflected, particularly in weekly 
guides. And space constraints limit the 
type and amount of descriptive informa- 
tion provided. Flipping through the chan- 
nels is also iffy. How do you know what 
program is on if there's a commercial 
showing as you reach that channel? And 
how long are you willing to linger on each 
channel to determine if the program is 

actually worth watching? The only other 
option -the scrolling on -screen guide of- 

fered by many cable companies -is gener- 
ally despised by both types of viewers for 
being excruciatingly slow and too limited. 

The situation just keeps getting worse as 
the world of television becomes ever more 
complex and still more programming 
choices are offered. It becomes in- 
creasingly tedious to wade through printed 
TV listings, and flipping through all the 
available channels can take up a whole 
evening's viewing time. 

Now there's a better way. StarSight is an 
on- screen, interactive program guide with 
something to appeal to both types of view- 
ers. Arranged like a printed television 
schedule, it provides complete, con- 
tinually updated program information for 
the next seven days. It also provides one- 
touch VCR recording of any program ap- 
pearing on the grid. (That's a major bonus 
for all of those folks who are so busy 
hunting and gathering that they've never 
learned the valuable art of storing pro- 
grams for future consumption!) 

StarSight lets you plan in advance your 
viewing and recording for the upcoming 
week. Or ycu can use your remote control 
to scan through the on -screen guide at each 
viewing session. If you still insist on flip- 
ping through the channels, you can take 
advantage of StarSight's on -screen pro- 
gram descriptions to learn what's on each 
channel, even when a commercial is air- 

ing. And you can "flip" without com- 
pletely interrupting the show your spouse 
is watching -with the TV remaining on 
one channel, it's possible to flip through 
the program descriptions of what's on all 9 
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STARS I GHT 
MO N TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN 

9:00P ti ::_; f1 F' 10.00P 

Larry f ng Uv 
City Slickers 

Bingo ¡Home Alone 

All In a Day's Work 
Math ... Who Needs It ?! 

1ò`r1 Os 
The Search 

All In a Dal 
Rass i as I n 

Math ... Who Needs It?! 
MON 9:00P 1 hour 

A large number of people with excitin3 
jobs use math every day in their woi^k. 

Education. (CC) 

CBL : 2F.F' MON SEP 7 

The StarSight program grid gives view- 
ers the ability to see up to seven days of 
up-to-date television schedule informa- 
tion. 

the other channels. If there are some chan- 
nels that no one in the house ever watches, 
you can eliminate them from the lineup 
completely, reducing the time spent hunt- 
ing for that perfect program. The remain- 
ing channels can even be rearranged on the 
grid, prioritized to match your viewing 
preferences. 

Fifty-seven channels and nothing on? 
Who cares! You can simply spend the 
whole evening flipping through StarSight, 
and never have to watch anything at all! 

RECEIVING STARSIGHT 
To receive the StarSight on -screen pro- 

gram guide. you must buy StarSight- 
capable hardware and must subscribe to 
the service. The requisite hardware is 
available in a stand -alone unit, and is 
being built into some TVs, VCRs, cable 
boxes, and satellite receivers. So far, 
Daewoo, Goldstar, Matsushita, Mit- 
subishi, Philips, Samsung, Sharp, Sony, 

FIG. 1 StarSight's Transmission Net- 
work. Program schedules, along with 
StarSight format data, security codes, 
and channel maps, are sent via satel- 
lites to local PBS stations and cable 
operators across the country. The 
StarSight signal is being delivered to 
98% of U.S. TV- owning households via 
the Public Broadcasting Systems ver- 
tical blanking interval (VBI). 

Gizmo is published by Gernsback Publica- 
tions, Inc., 500 -B Bi- County Blvd., Farm- 
ingdale, NY 11735. Senior Writers: Chris E. 

O'Brian and Teri Scaduto. Copyright 1995 
by Gernsback Publications, Inc. Gizmo is a 

10 registered trademark. All rights reserved. 

VIACOM 
NETWORK 

HAUPPAUGE, 
LONG ISLAND 

PBS NETWORK 
CONTROL CENTER 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

Toshiba, and Zenith -whose combined 
products comprise almost 75% of the TVs 
and VCRs sold in the U.S. -have an- 
nounced plans to incorporate StarSight 
circuitry into some models of televisions 
and VCRs. (Later in this issue, we'll be 
reviewing the first StarSight- equipped 
VCR and a stand -alone unit.) The pro- 
gramming data is available on a subscrip- 
tion basis either directly from StarSight 
Telecast Inc. or, in some areas, through the 
local cable -television provider. It costs be- 
tween $3.50 and $4.50 a month. 

At the heart of StarSight's circuitry is a 
receiver that picks up a variety of data 
transmitted in the vertical blanking inter- 
val (VBI) of the local PBS station's TV 
signal. Along with the program schedule 
information, that data includes authoriza- 
tion messages, region commands, catego- 
ry information, additional program 
information, and special services such as 
closed captioning. 

The circuitry also includes an on -screen 

PROGRAM SCHEDULES 
CHANNEL MAPS 

SECURITY (AUTHORIZATION) 

STARSIGHT PROGRAM 
SCHEDULE DATABASE 

FREMONT, CA 

PROGRAM SCHEDULE 

TVDT DATA CENTER 
GLEN FALLS, NY 

4 

TV HOUSEHOLDS 
STARSIGHT CAPABLE 

HARDWARE 

SATCOM C3 & C4 
MTV NICK 

EAST & WEST 

210 
LOCAL PBS 

MEMBER STATIONS 
BROADCAST 

TELSTAR 401 

, 

-----*-' 

CABLE OPERATORS 

CABLE HOUSEHOLDS 
STARSIGHT CAPABLE 

HARDWARE 

, 

TURO 
HOUSEHOLDS 
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display, 256K to 512K of RAM, a ROM 
chip that contains StarSight firmware, a 
security chip, and a specialized universal 
infrared code transmitter. The length of the 
schedule and the amount of program infor- 
mation provided depends upon the amount 
of RAM; a 512K system provides seven 
days of schedules with full descriptions on 
70 channels. 

Program data is provided by TV Data 
Technology (TVDT), based in Glen Falls, 
New York. TVDT, which is one of the 
major providers of program schedule in- 
formation to the print media in the U.S., 
arranges the data according to StarSight 
specifications, adding the data needed to 
allow viewers to access the information the 
way they want to see it. 

Continuously updated program sched- 
ules are forwarded at a rate of 56 kilobits 
per second over a dedicated data line to 
Fremont, California. There, the schedules 
are formatted and security algorithms add- 
ed. The completed schedules are then sent 
to the Public Broadcasting Network Con- 
trol Center in Alexandria, Virginia, where 
StarSight's uplink VBI data inserter net- 
work node is located, and to Viacom's 
uplink facilities in Long Island, New York. 

From Virginia, the data is inserted into 

the outgoing PBS VBI, uplinked via the 
Telstar 401 satellite at a rate of 17 kilobits 
per second, and then sent back down to 
approximately 200 PBS member stations 
across the country. Viacom inserts the data 
on the VBIs of Nickelodeon and MTV and 
uplinks it to the SATCOM C3 and SAT - 
COM C4 satellites, which downlink it di- 
rectly to cable operators and TVRO 
households. 

Each local PBS affiliate or cable oper- 
ator is equipped with the StarSight hard- 
ware needed to filter out all schedule infor- 
mation that does not apply to the 
immediate broadcast area. The extracted 
data is then converted to a data rate of 960 
bits per second and rebroadcast to the Star - 
Sight subscriber units in the area. To pre- 
vent the signal from being pirated, 
StarSight can activate or deactivate the re- 
ceiving circuitry by matching the compo- 
nent's unique serial number with a code 
that is transmitted in the data stream. 

The StarSight signal is available to vir- 

tually all American households. Of 
course, not every home receives the same 
television programming. To customize the 
program guide, the data downloaded to 
each subscriber includes a "channel map" 
that StarSight uses to determine which 

channels should be displayed in the grid. 
The correct channel map depends on 
where the subscriber lives and whether he 
or she receives a television signal via ca- 
ble, satellite, or broadcast. A StarSight 
operator asks those questions during the 
initial setup, and then downloads the prop- 
er channel map to the viewer's StarSight- 
equipped TV, VCR, cable box, satellite 
decoder, or stand -alone receiver. 

SETUP AND OPERATION 
The installation and subscription pro- 

cesses vary slightly depending upon which 
type of StarSight- equipped device you 
purchase. For instance, if you're using a 

StarSight -equipped VCR, there's no need 
for the StarSight operator to ask if you're 
using a TV and a VCR; if it's a cable box, 
you won't be asked if you receive cable 
TV. There are also some minor differences 
in the layout and labeling of the remote - 
control buttons. 

For simplicity's sake, we'll describe 
how to install, subscribe to, and operate 
StarSight using the stand -alone receiver. 
In the subsequent review of Samsung's 
VCR, we'll point out some of the dif- 

ferences that arise when the circuitry is 
included in a VCR. 

Stand -Alone 
StarSight 
STARSIGHT MODEL CB1500 RE- 
CEIVER. From StarSight Telecast, Inc,, 
39650 Liberty Street, 3rd Floor, Fre- 
mont, CA 94538; Tel. 800 -643 -STAR; 
Price: $149.99. 

If you're happy with the video gear you 
already own, but want to add StarSight, 
your best bet is the Model CB1500 stand- 
alone receiver from Starsight Telecast Inc. 
It won't break the bank, and it won't take 
up too much space in your already 
crowded entertainment center. 

The CB1500, manufactured by Magna- 
vox, is a slim unit (14 x 11 x 1.5 inches) 
that can perch atop your VCR. The front 
panel sports only the infrared receiver and 
the StarSight logo; all functions are ac- 
cessed via the remote control and all con- 
nections are made via rear -panel jacks. 

The receiver comes with a StarS ight 
power transformer, two remote infrared 
emitters, and one RF cable, and that's all 
you'll need for hook -up if your setup in- 
cludes only a TV. You'll need to buy extra 
RF cables for the more common setups: 
TV, VCR, and cable box (Fig. 2), TV and 
VCR, and TV and cable box. Of course, if 
your setup doesn't include a VCR, you 
can't take advantage of StarSight's one- 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION C 

touch recording feature. The remote emit- 
ters, which relay remote commands from 
the StarSight receiver, are placed so that 
they sit one inch in front of the VCR and/or 
cable box. 

GETTING STARTED 
Once you've hooked up your StarS ight- 

equipped component, you're ready to sub- 
scribe to the service. By selecting "Star - 
Sight setup" from the main menu, you are 
presented with step -by -step on -screen in- 
structions, in which you are asked a series 
of questions about your TV source, your 
PBS station (if you're not sure what chan- 
nel your local PBS broadcasts are on, you 

can check the state -by -state listings in- 
cluded in the owner's manual), and your 
particular video setup (Do you have cable 
TV? With or without a cable box? TV only 
or TV and VCR ?). 

Armed with that information, the 
CB1500 searches for schedule information 
on your PBS station. When it is found, you 
are issued a Star# and an ID #, and are 
instructed to call StarSight's toll -free 
number. An operator asks for those num- 
bers, your address and phone number, and 
some additional information about the 
equipment you'll be using with StarSight. 

Part of the setup procedure involves pro- 
gramming the StarSight universal remote 11 
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The rear panel of the CB1500. 
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12 FIG. 2. The typical StarSight setup in volves a TV, VCR, and cable box. 

to operate all your video gear works. The 
manual includes codes for each major 
manufacturer and brand, and on- screen di- 
rections guide you through the process of 
inputting those codes and testing to see 
that each component responds properly. 

When everything is working as it 
should, you'll receive on -screen congrat- 
ulations for becoming an authorized sub- 
scriber. Actually, you're not quite set yet. 
It takes between 4 and 12 hours for all the 
program data to be collected, and you 
must either turn off your TV and VCR, or 
leave them tuned to PBS, during that time. 
The downloading time is factory preset for 
between 2 AM and 8 AM, but you can use 
an on -screen menu to select the time frame 
most convenient to you. (That same time 
period will be used each time StarSight 
needs to update program information. If 
you are watching TV at the time, an on- 
screen prompt advises you to press the 
EXIT button if you do not want to be inter- 
rupted at that time.) 

SURFING WITH STARSIGHT 
Now the fun begins -and fun is the best 

way to describe using StarSight. It re- 
quires very little effort on the part of the 
user, and makes viewing more enjoyable. 
And virtually all primary TV, VCR, and 
cable -box functions are accessed through 
the StarSight remote, eliminating some of 
the clutter that plagues media rooms. 

The remote control is somewhat longer 
than most, with well- defined, protruding 
buttons. The buttons at the top of the re- 
mote labeled TV, VCR and CABLE serve as 
power switches for those devices. Just be- 
low them are the buttons used to control 
the TV, VCR, and cable -channel and 
volume up and down, MUTE, PLAY, FF, REW, 

PAUSE, STOP, and REC. Toward the bottom 
of the remote is a numeric keypad. 

The buttons used to operate StarSight 
are centrally located. A round button em- 
blazoned with a star is surrounded by up, 
down, left, and right arrow keys. Arranged 
in an arc above those are four buttons la- 
beled TUNE, THEME, GUIDE, and EXIT. Be- 
low the STAR button are DAY and PAGE up 
and down toggle switches, and a row of 
buttons labeled To DO, CANCEL, and LAST 

CH. 

When you turn on the TV, a press of the 
STAR button lets you know what you're 
watching. A pale yellow bar that pops up at 
the bottom of the screen contains the chan- 
nel number and call letters, network affil- 
iation, time, and date. A brighter yellow 
box just above the bar contains the pro- 
gram title and time remaining. The pop - 
ups remain on screen for five seconds. 

We learned that our set was still tuned to 
the local PBS station, Channel 13, WNET, 
and that there was one hour and 28 minutes 
left to the current program "Congressional 
Hearings on Whitewater." A second press 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Wireless pet -containment breakthrough! 

Computerized collar 
creates world's first 
sonic -controlled dog? 
Small U.S. company develops technology t uses sod 
a microprocessor on your dog's collar to repla xpens 
cruel chains and leashes...keeping 
your dog safe and free! 

by Charles Anton 

One of the hottest ideas in 
recent years has been electron- 
ic pet containment. Unfortu- 
nately, these systems require 
wires that have to be buried in 

your yard to create a boundary and communi- 
cate with the dog's collar. Although effective 
for some, they can cause an installation 
nightmare! 

Elexis Corporation, 
one of the major players 
in the industry, asked 
its team of engineers, 
"How can we eliminate 
the wires ?" 
A smart collar. This 
simple question led to the 
development of a "smart 
collar." The computerized 
collar actually senses your 
dog nearing the sonic 
boundary by monitoring 
the strength and modula- 
tion of an ultrasonic signal 
emitted by the Sonic 
Fence emitters. Many 
months and thousands of 
dollars later, the world's 
first totally wireless pet con- 
tainment system was born! 

Unlimited range. 
Sonic Fence is the latest 
in pet containment tech - 
nology-a true break- 
through for pet owners. 
Sonic Fence creates a 
barrier that gives your 
dog freedom to roam within your yard 
and keeps him safe at the same time. 

fit 

t 

11% 
L 4 I 

waves 
fenci 

omputerited collar 
interacts with the 
sonic emitters in 
your yard. 

As the signal inten- 
sifies, the collar 

will beep your dog. 

If you dog enters, 
the boundary area, 

the collar will admin- 
ister a correction. 

The system resets 
when your dog 

returns to the 
safe zone. 

The system is simple: it consists of a com- 
puterized collar and sonic emitters. A sonic 
emitter sends a signal of up to 75 feet. The con- 
tainment area is expandable to an unlimited 
range. The computerized collar interacts with 

the sonic signal of the 
emitter, sensing when 
your dog nears the bound- 
ary. The strength of the 
signal is evaluated as your 
dog nears the perimeter 
that you have defined. He 
will first receive an audi- 
ble beep. If he continues, 
a mild correction will be 
administered. 
The humane solution. 
Sonic Fence will work 
with virtually any size or 
breed of dog. The correc- 
tion is similar to a static 
electricity charge, and it 
won't harm your pet in 
any way. 

Patented design. The 
Sonic Fence system oper- 
ates with a computerized 
collar and sonic emitters, 
so you get the advantages 
of pet containment with- 
out digging up your yard 
to bury wires. Installation 
is complete within min- 
utes by simply defining 

the boundaries with the sonic emitters. Sonic 
Fence creates a boundary 20 feet thick 

Wireless pet 
containment 
system 
break - 
throughs.. 

Affor 
Costs ni 
than ins i 
an unsight 
chain -link fe 

Easy installati 
o more digging up 
ut yard to bury wir 

*lace the emitters 
into the ground., -r 

Totally portable.; 
ake it with you! It's 
erfect for picnic area 

or campsites. 

Security. Sonic Fe ;s 

keeps your dog wi 
your yard. ..safe and 
cut of trouble. 

Hidden barrier. Without fences or 
wires, Sonic Fence crates a hidden 
ultrason. c boun that Pill Pour 

411% Design the perfect layout for your yard and . your pet with Sonic Fence. The four-pus/lay- 
outs are perfect for typical back yards. And the 
two -post and one -post layouts are ideal for city 
lots or lots with partial fencing. Each emitter pro- 
tects 75 feet of perimeter. Add as many emitters 
as you like for umlimited coverage! Each X repre- 
sents one emitter. 

Each Sonic Fence emitter broadcasts an ul- 

trasonic signal. The Sonic Fence computerized 
collar constantly checks for the perimeter signal 
acting like a security system to keep your pet 
within the protected area. 

and 10 feet high to create the only safe zone 
in your yard for your pet. 

Sonic Fence is totally por- 
table-no more leaving your 
dog at home while you're on 
vacation or chaining him up 
at a campsite. Now he can 
freely interact with your fam- 
ily within the temporary 
barrier you establish. 

The humane alter- 
native to fencing 

Easy training. By spending as little as 15 min- 
utes a day working with your dog, your pet 
could be fully trained in about three weeks. 
Plus, you can train as many dogs as you like on 
the same system -as long as they're each wear- 
ing a computerized collar. 
Risk -free. Sonic Fence is made in the USA and 
is backed by our exclusive risk -free home trial. 
Try it, and if you're not satisfied, return it with- 
in 90 days for a full "No Questions Asked" 
refund. It's also backed by a one -year manu- 
facturer's warranty. Most orders are processed 
within 72 hours and shipped UPS. 

Not available in stores! 
For a limited time, Sonic Fence 
is available at the factory- direct 

¡rice of just $199! The system in- 
cludes: one sonic emitter, one computerized col- 
lar, 24 traineng flags, batteries for the emitter 
and collar, an installation planning diagram and 
an instructional video. ataamumme 
Free emitter! To help you create your per- 
fect customized yard, we will give you a free 
emitter for every two emitters you purchase! 

Sonic Fence $199 $16 S &H 

Extra computerized collar $119 $9 S &H 

Extra emitter' (and training fiags)...$89 $8 S &H 

' Buy two add Ilona! emitters, get a third emitter free! 
t0 

Please mention promotional code 624-PL -6637. 

For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours a day 

800 -992 -2966 w 
m 

sue CC) 

To order by mail, send check or money order for the total amount in- Ó 
eluding S&H (VA residents add 4.5% sales tax). Or just charge it to ñ 
your credit card, enclosing your account number and exp. date. to 

INDUSTRIES 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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The CB1507 s remote control allows the 
user to navigate through interactive on- 
screen television listings, activate one- 
touch recording, and control a TV, VCR, 
and cable box. 

of the STAR button called up a brief pro- 
gram description- "Coverage of hear- 
ings conducted by the committee 
investigating Whitewater" -and the 
theme- Public Affairs /Government. The 
more detailed pop -up information stays on 
screen for 30 seconds, or until you press 
STAR again to remove it. 

When you flip through the channels 
using the channel up and down toggle 
switch, the first pop -up screen appears 

briefly with each new channel. If the more 
detailed pop -up was on screen when you 
began flipping, you'd get the full program 
descriptions for each channel. StarSight 
refers to that as "grazing." 

You can also do what StarSight calls 
"browsing" to learn what's on other chan- 
nels while staying tuned to one. The up 
and down arrow keys found above and be- 
low the STAR button are used to browse. 
The program you're watching remains on 
screen; only the pop -ups change as you 
scroll through the channels. To get full 
program information on one of the pop - 
ups, you press the STAR button. To tune to 
the program being described, press the 
TUNE button. 

For the most extensive programming in- 
formation, a press of the GUIDE button will 
call up the StarSight program grid. Ar- 
ranged like the grids found in many 
printed schedule guides, programs are ar- 
ranged vertically by channel and horizon- 
tally by time. The four arrow keys are used 
to scroll up and down, moving the high- 
light bar through the channels and across 
through half -hour time segments. To expe- 
dite matters, the DAY and PAGE keys move 
the grid directly to the next screen in each 
direction. 

Pressing the STAR button reveals more 
information about the highlighted show. 
Should you decide to watch that show, 
pressing the TUNE button switches to the 
correct channel. If you have a favorite 
channel, you can position the highlight bar 
on that channel and press GUIDE to see 
what's playing on that channel for an entire 
week. 

From anywhere within the StarSight 

STARSIGHT 

City Slickers 
hr 50 simmilit 

Three men, feeling like life is 

closing in on them, dedide to escape 
the stress of the city by joining a 

two -week, modern -day cattle drive. 

) Billy Crystal, Daniel Stern, Bruno 
Kirby 

* * ** (1991, PG -13) Movies: Comedy. 
Profanity. Mature Themes. _ CBL_ 7:42P MON SEP 7 

StarSight's instant information pop-up lets the viewer know at a glance the channel, 
time, date, title, and time remaining, and provides information about the show's 
content, theme, actors, etc. 

program guides -the grid, the theme list, 
or the favorite channel guide -you can go 
directly to a current show that interests you 
by simply pressing the TUNE button. 

CUSTOMIZING THE GRID 
You might find yourself spending an 

awful lot of time navigating through the 
guide, especially if you receive a lot of 
cable channels. StarSight offers a few 
ways to help you find the programs you 
like, quickly and easily. 

First, you can select programs by cate- 
gory, using StarSight's theme guide. 
Pressing THEME brings up an on -screen list 
of 11 themes: movies, specials /mini -se- 
ries, sports, children's programming, 
health/science /education, news /talk/mag- 
azine, entertainment/variety, comedy, ac- 
tion/mystery/horror, drama/romance, and 
miscellaneous. Each of those themes is 
further divided into categories that can be 
viewed by pressing the STAR button. 
Movie categories, for instance, include ac- 
tion/adventure, comedy, drama, western, 
horror, fantasy /science fiction, musical/ 
dance, historical/biographical, and mis- 
cellaneous. By highlighting any of those 
categories and pressing STAR, you can 
view a list of one specific type of movie. 

By the way, within every theme there is 
a closed caption category. StarSight al- 
lows hearing- impaired viewers to easily 
locate all the programming within a cate- 
gory that provides captioning. 

The second way to make program selec- 
tion easier is to customize the StarSight 
grid guide to reflect your viewing tastes. 
Most of us have certain channels that we 
watch most often and others that we rarely, 
if ever, tune in. Choosing "select guide 
channels" from the StarSight Setup Menu 
displays your complete channel lineup. 
You can "deselect" channels by scrolling 
through the list and using the STAR button 
to highlight those that you never watch. 
The next time you call up your grid guide, 
those channels no longer appear. Nor will 
they appear when you flip through the 
channels. 

Even if it doesn't bother you to see all 
those superfluous channels on your grid or 
while flipping, it's a good idea to remove 
them from the lineup. StarSight has a finite 
amount of memory. By removing those 
channels from the lineup, you increase the 
amount of information that will be shown 
for the remaining channels. 

Finally, you can further customize the 
StarSight grid by changing the channel 
order to reflect your viewing preferences. 
That is done using the "change channel 
order" option on the StarSight Setup 
menu. The STAR and arrow buttons are 
used to "click and drag" the channels 
shown on screen to a new location in the 
lineup, placing the mist frequently watch- 
ed channels at the top. 
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STARSIGHT THEMES 
Use ARROWS then ENTER to choose 
Movies 
Specials /Mini Series 
Sports 
Children's Programming 
Health /Science /Education 
News /Talk /Magazine 
Entertainment /Variety 
Comedy 
Action /Mystery /Horror 
Drama /Romance 
Miscellaneous 

;PAN,' 

The viewer can select a show by theme, using the StarSight Theme Selection Menu. 

TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN 

$:30P 9 :Ì117P 

Primenew_- 

Citu Slickers 
F'rimenew_. 

1 hour long 

ONCE 

DAILY al-F) 

WEEKLY 

Press RECORD again 

to confirm recording. 

plea 

e Prince of Tides 

Casablanca 

MON SEP 

With the touch of a button on the remote control, StarSight allows viewers to record a 

current or future television program or a daily or weekly series by simply selecting the 
program title to be recorded. 

ONE -TOUCH RECORDING 
StarSight has a lot to offer even if you 

don't have a VCR in your video setup. 
One -touch recording is the icing on the 
cake. 

When you are scrolling through the grid 
guide, a theme guide, or a favorite -channel 
guide, you can record any program by 
highlighting it and pressing the REC 

button. A recording prompt pops up, ask- 
ing you to select once, daily (M -F), or 
weekly, and to confirm recording by press- 
ing REC again. 

There's no need to enter start or end 

times, channel, or date -everything is 
done by program title alone. The only 
things you need to remember are to keep 
your VCR turned off (StarSight turns it on 
when it's time to begin recording) and to 
insert a tape. 

If you want to record the program that 
you're currently watching, a press of the 
REC button calls up the same on -screen 
prompt, and a second press confirms and 
starts the recording. The manual recom- 
mends that if the show you watch is likely 
to run over its allotted time slot (a baseball 
game that goes into extra innings, for in- 

stance), you go to the grid to highlight and 
also record the show scheduled to imme- 
diately follow the game. 

If you want to watch one channel while 
recording another, you must dig out your 
VCR remote control (or get off the sofa to 
use its front -panel controls) and use the 
Tv /vcR to select "TV." If your setup in- 

cludes a cable box, however, you will not 
be able to watch one channel while record- 
ing another (that's not StarSight's fault - 
blame the cable company for that one). 

With recording made so simple, you 
might find yourself using StarSight to rec- 
ord everything in sight. If so, you'll need 
some way to keep track of all those shows 
you plan to tape. 

StarSight provides two on -screen lists, 
one for one -time recordings, the other for 
series recordings. Both are accessed by 
pressing the To Do button. The individual 
recordings lists keeps track of 25 sched- 
uled recordings, including the four most 
recently completed ones, which appear 
shaded in gray. The series list keeps track 
of five daily or weekly series recordings. 
You can cancel a recording in either list by 
highlighting the show to be recorded, 
pressing CANCEL, and then pressing STAR. 

PUTTING IT TO THE TEST 
We are one of the few cable -free homes 

in our area, depending instead upon a sat- 
ellite dish for our programming. Unfor- 
tunately, the CB1500 is not intended to 
handle satellite programming- neither 
traditional TVRO nor the two small -dish 
DBS systems, Primestar and DSS. Uniden 
manufactures a StarSight -equipped IRD, 
which we'll be reviewing in our January 
issue. Satellite, with its hundreds of pro- 
gram choices, is the ideal video environ- 
ment for StarSight. 

Before we began using the CB1500, we 
were afraid we wouldn't be able to fairly 
review the StarSight service. After all, 
who needs a fancy program guide to get 
through the eight stations we receive clear- 
ly on channels 2 through 21? But we were 
pleasantly surprised at the difference Star - 
Sight made in our viewing experience, 
even with such a limited program selec- 
tion. 

Before we "deselected" any channels, 
our grid consisted of 17 stations, half of 
which were too weak for us to tune in 

clearly. One of the first things we did after 
hooking up the CB1500 was to remove 
those channels from our lineup. Then we 

rearranged the remaining channels so that 
the ones we watched most frequently ap- 
peared at the top of the grid. 

The streamlined, personalized grid was 

incredibly easy to use -a hundred percent 
easier than wading through all the chan- 
nels we don't receive (or just don't watch) 
listed in the daily newspaper's TV sched- 

(Continued on page 18) 15 
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StarSight- 
Equipped VCR 
VR8905 4 -HEAD HI -FI VCR WITH 
STARSIGHT CAPABILITY. From Sam- 
sung Electronics America, Inc., 105 
Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, NJ 
07660 -0511; Tel. 201 -229 -4000; Price: 
$549. 

The first StarSight- equipped VCR to hit 
the market is Samsung's VR8905. The 4- 
head, hi -fi VCR has all the functions and 
convenience features you'd expect from a 
top -of -the -line model, including the "Dia- 
mond Head" video head system, said to 
reduce wear and significantly increase 
head life; narrow -width video head (26- 
micron head gap) for improved playback in 
SPL mode; a closed- caption decoder; and 
a dubbing mode for optimum quality tape - 
to -tape editing. All that, and StarSight, 
too. 

Let's take a look at its StarSight ca- 
pabilities, all accessed via the remote con- 
trol, first. You wouldn't suspect that the 
remote control was StarSight compatible if 
not for its prominently displayed StarSight 
logo. The StarSight controls blend in with 
all the others -and there are quite a few 
buttons on this remote control, even with- 
out opening the door to its hidden com- 
partment. Several buttons perform double 
duty, having a StarSight function as well as 
a standard VCR function. 

Although the buttons are labeled and 
arranged differently on the VR8905 re- 
mote than on the stand -alone receiver's 
remote, for the most part they function 
exactly the same way on both StarSight 
units. A small INFO button is used to call 
up the pop -up screens, and a button la- 
beled GUIDE calls up the StarSight pro- 
gram grid. When you change channels 
using the channel up and down keys, the 
pop -up information message appears auto- 
matically for each channel. To browse 
through the pop -up messages without 
changing the channel being watched, use 
the up and down arrows on the large jog/ 
shuttle dial. Those are also used, along 
with the left and right arrows on the dial, to 
move around the grid guide. Below the 
dial are the page up and down and day up 
and down keys, used to move more quickly 
through the grid. The EXIT, PROG LIST, 

CENTER, and THEME buttons are all located 
within the remote control's compartment. 

We would have preferred to see a dis- 
tinct set of StarSight controls on the Sam- 
sung remote. Both the CB1500 and the 
VR8905 are easy to use, but the stand- 
alone unit is more intuitive. We occasion- 
ally found ourselves searching for the right 
button when using the VCR remote, 
something that never happened with the 

16 CB1500. 

Besides the remote control layout, the 
main differences between using a Star - 
Sight- equipped VCR and a stand -alone 
unit are in the initial hookup and in record- 
ing programs. Instead of the double in- 
frared remote emitter supplied with the 
stand -alone unit, the VR8905 comes with 
a "cable box mouse " -a fancy name for a 
mouse -shaped infrared remote emitter 
used to transmit remote signals from the 
VCR to the cable box. 

When doing one -touch StarSight re- 
cording using the VR8905, you are offered 
a couple of extra options. You can extend 
or reduce the length of a recording by 
using arrow keys to change the end time; 
there's no need to record the following 
show to catch those extra innings. The on- 
screen prompt that appears when you hit 
the REC button also offers you the chance 
to change the tape speed (using the SP/SLP 
button) before confirming the recording. 

When recording a program using Star - 
Sight, you can still watch a show on an- 
other channel by pressing the Tv /vcR 
button (but not if you have a cable box - 
unless you add an A/B switch and want to 
watch an unscrambled channel.) Either 
way, you will not receive the StarSight data 
on the channel you are now watching. 

You don't have to subscribe to StarSight 
to be able to record programs on the 
VR8905. You can still record the old -fash- 
ioned way, although if a schedule conflict 
appears, the StarSight programming will 
take precedence. A nice feature of the 
VCR's timer programming screen is its 
calendar display. The four arrow keys are 
used to highlight the right date (and you're 
much less likely to input the wrong date 
when you're actually looking at a calen- 
dar). The arrow keys are also used to high- 
light the day of the week for one -time 

recordings, or the "Mon Fri" icon for re- 
cording at the same time each week day. 

Even though many of the features of- 
fered by the VCR are not needed when 
StarSight is activated, it's nice to know 
they are available. For instance, on- screen 
programming makes it easy to set the time 
and date manually, although you won't 
have to do so if you subscribe to StarSight, 
which keeps the time and date current au- 
tomatically, even taking into account 
Daylight Savings. (Actually, you won't 
have to manually set the time and date even 
if you don't subscribe to StarSight, be- 
cause the VCR has its own auto -set clock 
feature.) Similarly, the VR8905 provides 
its own timer recording list -a nice feature 
that you're not likely to use if you do all 
your timer recording via StarSight. The 
VCR also allows you to use on- screen 
menus to select antenna or cable input; 
program it to control your cable decoder 
box; and add or delete channels. 

It is a pleasure to use the VR8905 to 
watch video tapes. Playback quality is ex- 
cellent, and the picture is smooth and 
clear. Even in still/pause mode, the picture 
remains steady and undistorted, with any 
blurring or jitters easily corrected using 
the manual tracking buttons. 

The VR8905 also offers a host of conve- 
nient search and playback options. The FF 

and REw buttons can be used in either the 
stop or the play mode. If you hold them 
down while in stop mode, you can see the 
high -speed picture search on screen. If 
you hold them down while in play mode. 
the VCR goes into "jet search," in which 
the searching speed is increased nine times 
for tapes recorded at SP speed and 27 
times for tapes recorded at SLP speed. 

The jog dial /shuttle ring on the VCR's 
front panel and the pseudo - jog/shuttle (it's 
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World's quietest and most 
effective air purification system 
finally available to the public! 
Breakthrough air purification system uses negative ions to actively remove 
contaminants better than any other filter and operate in total silence. 

by Vicky S. Hindelang 

Do you have a problem with the air in 
your home? Is it musty and stale? Do 
you sneeze the second you walk in the 

door? Are you bothered 
by tobacco smoke, dust, 
dander or odors? Trust 
me...you are not alone. 

But, because you 
don't want a bulky, 
noisy air filter, you just 
live with the problem. 
A remarkable new 
product is now avail- 
able that ends this com- 
promise: Clearveil 250's 
compact design rids 
your home of airborne 
contaminants and oper- 
ates in total silence. 

Proven technology. 
Clearveil 250, a fanless 
electronic air purifier, uses 
patented microprocessor - 
controlled ionization and 
collection technology for 
contaminate removal. This 
method has been proven 
superior to other air filters, 
including High Efficiency 
Particulate Arresting (HEPA) 
filters. Clearveil is Japan's 
market leader in air purifi- 
cation devices, selling over 
350,000 units since 1988. 

The best method. In the 
past, the HEPA filter was 
considered to be the most 

I 

After 168 

hours of use, 

the Clearveil 
filter IA) has 
collected 
much more 
dust than the 
CEPA filter (B. 

effective air purification method. But the tech- 
nology behind Clearveil is significantly more 
advanced. Scientific studies have shown 

Clearveil to be more effec- 
tive in capturing a higher 
percentage of even the 
smallest contaminants. 

VEIL ADVANTAGE 
No noise. Because is 

doesn't rely on a fan, Clea-- 
veil operates in perfect 
silence, 24 hours a day. 

N. misses. Because 
it doesn't draw air through 
a filte-, Clearveil catches 
minuta particles of dust 
that even HEPA filters miss. 

No mess. Clearveil 
uses a positively- charged 
collection sheet to draw 
the negative ions back into 
the unit once they have 

collected dust. 

1aearveil releases 
negative ions. 

ZThe negaive ions combine 
with positively- charged 

dust particles and 
form a negatively - 
charged unit. 

3Then 
a 

collection 
plate with a 
posit ve charge 
attracts those 
negatively - 
charged units. 
removing them from 
your air and I-ome. 

How it 
works 

HEPA filters have a cer- 
tain level of permeability 
because they must allow air 
to pass through them. This 
means that small dust par- 
ticles including bacteria, 
viruses, smog and tobacco 
smoke are also free to pass. 
But Clearveil's non -per- 
meable sheet doesn't allow 
those particles to escape. 
This makes a big difference 
to anyone concerned with 
pure, pollutant -free air. 

Energy efficient. Because 
Clearveil is so unobtrusive 
you will want to run it all 
day long. And since it only 

uses about four watts of 
electricity, you can! One 
Clearveil unit, run- 
ning 24 hours a day, 
will only cost about 
$4 a year! Just one 
Clearveil unit will 
purify a 250- square- 
foot area. Additional 

units can be purchased to 
purify the air in larger 

homes or office buildings. 

The success of Clearveil... is directly 
attributed to the design of a sleek, silent 

unit that removes smoke, microbacteria, dust 
and viruses while replenishing negative ions to 

levels found in clean, mountain air." 

-Gary Jones, Marketing Director, Clearveil Corp. 

ntaminants otherilters mis Ó0 
.01 , 
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You'll feel healthier. 
Negative ions do more 
than just remove the 
harmful contaminants 
from the air that you 
breathe. They can 
actually improve your 
environment, making 
it healthier and more 
envigorating. Studies 
have shown these ions 
can help increase alert- 
ness and ease tension. 

HEPA filters are rated 

to remove contami- 

nants as small as 

.3 micron. But many 

contaminants, includ- 

ing dander, smoke 

and viruses, consist 

of smaller particles. 

Clearveil's superior 

collection system will 
remove particles as 

small as .001 micron. 

Try it risk -free. Clearveil is backed by 
Comtrad's exclusive risk -free home trial. Try 
it, and if you're not totally satisfied, return it 
within 30 days for a full refund, "No Questions 
Asked." It also comes with a one -year manu- 
facturer's limited warranty. Most orders are 
processed within 72 hours and shipped UPS. 

Guaranteed performance. We're so sure 
you'll love what Clearveil does for your 
environment that for a limited time we're 
offering it at the special introductory price 

of $199. We guaran- 
tee that you'll notice 
a difference in the air 
you breathe. We also 
guarantee that Clear- 
veil will operate in 
total silence. If you 
don't agree, return it 
for a full refund, "No 
Questions Asked." 

Clearveil is so com- 
pact you can put it 
just about anywhere! 

Clearveil 250 $199 $16 S&H 

Replacement sheets (12) $20 $2 S &H 

For optimum results, replace the sheet once a month. 

Please mention promotional code 891 -PL -6636. 

For fastest service call toll -free 24 hours a day 

800- 992 -2966 
11 411) = 

To order by mail, send check or money order for the 
total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5% 

sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by en- 
closing your account number and expiration date. nT 6AD 

INDUSTRIES 17 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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actually a four -way toggle) on the remote 
both allow one -touch playback at speeds 
ranging from still picture to plus or minus 
nine times normal play speed. Turning the 
front -panel jog dial clockwise (to advance 
the tape) or counterclockwise (to reverse) 
while in pause mode creates frame -by- 
frame, slow- motion, or normal playback 
effects, depending upon how far the dial is 
moved. The front -panel shuttle ring is used 
during playback to change the speed. The 
right and left arrows on the remote -control 
shuttle also change the playback speed, 
and can be used for slow- motion viewing. 
The remote's up and down arrows dupli- 
cate the front -panel jog -dial's functions 
when in pause/still mode. 

In playback mode, the up arrow doubles 
as a SKIP button, fast -forwarding through 
30 seconds of recorded material per press 
(six presses fast forwards through three 
minutes) to skip past commercials -a val- 
uable playback feature. The down arrow, 
when pressed during playback, either re- 
peats the last five seconds of the tape 
(which comes in handy if you've overshot 
your mark with the skip button) or returns 
the tape to the 00:00:00 position and re- 
starts playback from there. You can select 
either option using the VCR Function 
Menu. 

The VR8905 offers the VHS Index 
Search System (VISS), which automat- 
ically inserts a mark on the videotape at 
the beginning of each recording session. 
Index marks can be located directly by 
pressing the INDEX button and inputting 
the number of the mark. If you don't know 
the number, the index scan and play func- 
tion lets you fast forward or reverse the 
tape, searching out all the index marks. 
Each time a mark is found, the VCR goes 
into play mode for a few seconds. The 
index search is continued until the PLAY 

button is pressed. 
If you tape a block of programming, you 

must record each show as a separate entity 
if you want an index mark inserted at its 
start. (That's not a problem, of course, if 
you use StarSight instead of traditional 
recording methods.) But even without the 
index marks, it's easy to locate a specific 
show within the recorded block using the 
VR8905's on -screen display. 

Intended to help you monitor record- 
ings, the display appears as a bar across the 
bottom of the screen. In it is found a coun- 
ter showing time elapsed; the tape speed; 
and the "tape histogram," a graphical rep- 
resentation of the current position of the 
tape. A second press of the DISP button 
changes the display to show the time re- 
maining. 

Say you've recorded NBC's entire 
Thursday night lineup- beginning at 8 
PM with "Mad About You" and ending at 
11 PM, when "ER" is over -to watch 
without interruption over the weekend. 

When you start to watch, you realize the 
first two shows are repeats. You can fast 
forward directly to "Seinfeld" by watch- 
ing the counter to see when an hour has 
elapsed -no hit -or -miss blind searching. 
(The elapsed time also appears on the 
front -panel display, but that's hard to see 
from across the mom.) 

Several features facilitate editing and 
dubbing. The VR8905 offers front -panel 
jacks for connecting a camcorder or an- 
other VCR. And selecting the tape -dub- 
bing mode from the VCR Function menu 
makes copying a tape from another VCR a 
one -step procedure: You simply press PLAY 

on the playback VCR and REC on the 
VR8905 at the same time. In dubbing 
mode, you can press the VR8905's P /STIlL 
button to edit out unwanted material. The 
excellent picture quality in pause /still 
mode, and frame -by -frame capabilities of 
the jog/shuttle controls make it easy to do 
precise edits. 

The VR8905 is an excellent recording, 
playback, and editing machine in its own 
right. With the addition of StarSight cir- 
cuitry, it would make a welcome addition 
in any home video setup. 

STARSIGHT WRAP -UP 
StarSight is an idea whose time has 

clearly come. And StarSight Telecast has 
managed to bring that idea to fruition in a 
timely, attractive, intelligent manner. 

The statistics speak for themselves: 
More than 59.3 million U.S. households 
subscribe to a cable system offering at 
least 30 channels and 7000 program 
choices each week. The numbers of chan- 
nels and program choices just keep ex- 
panding. And while more than 75% of 
households own at least one VCR, more 
than 70% of all consumers still use their 
VCRs just to play back rented movies - 
they haven't learned to program their 
VCRs to record. 

StarSight promised an interactive prod- 
uct that would make television viewing 
and recording easier, and they delivered 
precisely as promised. It simplifies view- 
ing choices, and makes recording a 
breeze. It requires virtually no effort on 
the part of the user, who never has to leave 
the couch once the unit is connected. And 
it is reasonably priced. 

From a business standpoint, StarSight 
Telecast made some smart moves- begin- 
ning with patenting almost every aspect of 
the system, including one -touch record- 
ing, tuning to a show by title, pop -up 
menus, and pop -up show synopses. (In 
fact, DirecTv had to license some Star - 
Sight technologies for use in the DSS on- 
screen program guide and recording fea- 
ture.) The fledgling company also man- 
aged to gamer support-and financing - 
from many of the biggest names in the 
consumer -electronics, cable, and broad- 

casting industries. 
It has been projected that by 1998, 

thanks to licensing arrangements with 
consumer -electronics giants and major ca- 
ble operators, StarSight will be actively 
reaching almost a quarter of all television - 
owning households in the U.S. After using 
StarSight, we think that estimate might be 
too conservative. 

STAND -ALONE STARSIGHT 
(Continued from page 15) 

ule grid. And we're sure that the benefits 
of using StarSight multiplies in direct pro- 
portion to the number of channels re- 
ceived. 

Interacting with the StarSight guides re- 
quired very little effort on our part. The 
controls are largely intuitive, intelligently 
arranged and labeled, and backed up by 
on -screen prompts. We never found our- 
selves wondering which button to push to 
accomplish a certain task. 

The StarSight CB1500 reduced some of 
the arguing between the "hunters" and the 
"gatherers" in our household. The hunters 
could flip through the channels more 
quickly and efficiently, the gatherers could 
continue watching their program as the 
hunters "browsed" through pop -up de- 
scriptions of the other channels' offerings, 
and both factions enjoyed scanning 
through the grid and theme guides. 

More important, StarSight gave us a 
sense of total control over our video en- 
vironment. Control is sorely lacking in 
most American households, where up to 
70% of viewers use their VCRs solely to 
watch rented movies, never having master- 
ed the art of time -shifted recording. Al- 
though we don't have that problem, we 
must admit that, with StarSight, we never 
experienced that twinge of worry (Did I set 
it to start at 8:00 or 9:00 ?) that sometimes 
accompanies standard recording tech- 
niques. We also had the feeling, for the 
first time, that we knew exactly what our 
viewing choices were, and could make an 
informed decision about the best show to 
watch at any given time. 

"Wow! That train is coming right at me!" 
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This Is Radio 
PC Calling 
RADIO ROCK -IT RDS. From ADS (Ad- 
vanced Digital Systems) 13909 Betten- 
court Street, Cerritos, CA 90703. Tel. 

310 -926 -1928. Price: about $199. 

So you think you have a multimedia 
computer just because you have a CD- 
ROM drive and sound card? Well, think 
again. With Radio Rock -It installed, our 
multimedia PC is now equipped with yet 
another medium -a smart radio. 

Like many workers these days, we 
spend a lot of time in front of our comput- 
ers. Not only at the 9 -to -5 day job, but in 
our home offices as well. To keep from 
going absolutely crazy, we normally have 
some music playing in the background 
whenever we're at our PC. Sometimes, it's 
a CD playing in our CD -ROM drive -that 
is, if we're not running any CD -ROM- 
based application. Usually, however, it's 
the radio. Now, it's Radio Rock -It, a new 
plug -in "smart radio" card from Advanced 
Digital Systems or ADS. 

RBDS TECHNOLOGY 
Just what is a smart radio? It's one that 

has support built in for the Radio Broad- 
cast Data System (RBDS) standard. Al- 
though you might not have ever heard of 
RBDS, it is not really new. In Europe, a 

similar system called RDS has been used 
since the mid 1980s to provide such ser- 
vices as alerting car radios to broadcast 
traffic reports, or to assist in seeking sta- 
tions by program format. 

In the U.S., the RBDS standard was 
announced in January 1993 at the Consum- 
er Electronics Show, sponsored by the 
Electronic Industries Association's Con- 
sumer Electronics Group (EIA/CEG). The 
standard was developed by the National 
Radio Systems Committee (NRSC), 
which includes representatives from the 
EIA and the National Association of 
Broadcasters (NAB). The service is broad- 
cast on the 57 -kHz subcarrier of an FM 
station's signal. 

RBDS is seen as a benefit for broad- 
casters, manufacturers, retailers, and con- 
sumers. RBDS benefits broadcasters by 
allowing them to better identify them- 
selves to listeners by displaying their call 
letters and logos on RBDS -equipped radi- 
os. For manufacturers and retailers, the 
new features should translate to improved 
sales as consumers upgrade their equip- 
ment. For consumers, RBDS means im- 
proved convenience -you never have to 
stop at a country station again as you 
search for top-40 hits when you're travel- 
ing out of town. 

Up until now, RBDS has not become a 
common, well- known, or sought -after fea- 
ture on new receivers. Home RBDS re- 
ceivers are available from Denon and 
Onkyo, and mobile receivers are available 
from about a dozen manufacturers, though 
mostly only in European models or those 
at the high end of the product line. Radio 
Rock -It is the first such receiver available 
for the PC. 

The number of stations broadcasting the 
RBDS information has grown steadily, and 
now numbers about 250 stations and trans- 
lators across the country. (See the accom- 
panying table for a list as provided to us by 
the EIA.) 

Unfortunately, as became evident dur- 
ing our tests of Radio Rock -It, 250 stations 
is only a drop in the bucket. Although we 
live in a major metropolitan area, we were 
in the reception range of only five potential 
RBDS stations. That's somewhat surpris- 
ing, considering that a station can acquire 
RBDS capability for as low as about 
$2500. 

However the number of RBDS stations 
will at least triple under a program under- 
way by the EIA, which is planning to 
jumpstart the industry by spending up to 
$1 million to equip 500 FM radio stations 
in the 25 largest metropolitan areas with 
RBDS capability. About 85 percent of the 
population will then be able to receive at 
least one REDS station. Delco, Denon, 
and Pioneer are working with the EIA to 
fund the project, and other companies are 
expected to join the effort. Radio stations 
that receive the equipment will provide air 
time that will be used to run advertise- 
ments and educational messages to inform 
listeners about RBDS. 

RBDS allows a variety of information to 
be sent to compatible receivers. For exam- 

ple, a station's call letters and logo or 
nickname could be sent, along with the 
program type or format. For network pro- 
gramming, the receivers could receive in- 
formation to re-tune to stations broadcast- 
ing the same programming with better 
reception. Right now in the U.S., we 
would find the feature most valuable for 
listening to National Public Radio's "All 
Things Considered" daily news broadcast 
because many of NPR's affiliates are low - 
powered educational stations, and it is 
easy to drive out of range of a broadcast. 
RBDS- equipped receivers would poten- 
tially be able to re -tune to a stronger sta- 
tion, or a station's translator, as you drove 
into its range. As more stations create re- 
gional and even national networks, trav- 

elers will be able to appreciate the re- 
tuning feature even more. 

Another powerful feature of RBDS is 

that radios could be commanded to auto- 
matically tune to emergency broadcasts or 
even traffic reports. In -car CD and cassette 
players could be automatically muted so 
that traffic or emergency alerts could be 
heard. In addition, RBDS might be incor- 
porated into the Emergency Broadcast 
System, which the FCC is currently in the 
process of updating. One of the potential 
benefits is that RBDS could allow an emer- 
gency broadcast to actually turn a radio on 
in the middle of the night to sound an alert 
about, for example, an approaching tor- 
nado. 

Users could easily scan for programs by 
format type. The system supports 20 pro- 
gram types: Top 40, Jazz, Religious Talk, 
Soft Rock, Classical, News, R &B, Soft 
R &B, Nostalgia, Classic Rock, Oldies, 
Rock, Sports, Adult Hits, Country, Re- 
ligious Music, Soft, Talk, Information, 
and Any Type. Broadcasters could send 
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information not only about their format, 
but about recording artists, song titles, or 
album titles. 

Broadcasters could also potentially 
send clock- synchronization signals, pag- 
ing information, or other data, or even 
advertisements to make RBDS more than 
pay for itself. 

ID LOGIC 
When RBDS was originally proposed, 

it had a couple of potential drawbacks. 
First, of course, is that an RBDS receiver 
would be useful only when a great major- 
ity of stations -if not all- encoded their 
signals with RBDS data. Second is the 
problem of AM broadcasters -RBDS, 
being an FM subcarrier, is not compatible 
with AM. 

A solution to both problems, called ID 
Logic RDS, was developed by PRS Cor- 
poration. It was adopted as part of the 
RBDS standard in the U.S. ID Logic is 
basically a database of the more than 
13,000 radio stations, both AM and FM in 
the U.S. and Canada. The database con- 
tains the call sign, frequency, format, and 
location of each. 

In every market, radio stations change 
format, call signs, and sometimes even 
frequencies rather often. To combat that 
problem, ID Logic contains the ability to 
update its database. One station in each 
market must be available to supply that 
update information. 

For ID Logic to work, you must have a 
way of telling the receiver where it is. The 
ID Logic database ROM contains a de- 
scription of almost 7000 cities, so it 
should be easy to find one near you. In 
addition, it contains descriptions based on 
latitude and longitude. The updatable 
database RAM uses such information to 
supersede the data in its ROM. 

The RBDS standard allows five updat- 
ing modes that manufacturers of RBDS 
receivers can incorporate in their prod- 
ucts. One potential mode would be to au- 
tomatically update the receiver when it is 
turned off, but before going to sleep. It 
would then tune to the local station provid- 
ing updates, and load the relevant data. 
The same procedure could be done at 
power up instead, or at a predetermined 
schedule time, or when a receiver entered 
a new territory. Manufacturers could also 
provide a manual update key. Of course, 
the data can update the AM band as well as 
the FM band. In operation, a user would 
not necessarily be aware of whether the 
information was originating from the 
tuned station or from the radio's database. 

RADIO ROCK -IT 
Radio Rock -It is the first RBDS receiver 

for the PC. Although it provided a glimpse 
of the power of RBDS, it also proved to be 
extremely frustrating because of a plethora 

of software bugs that plagued the first re- 
lease. During our review, the software was 
being revised. We tested a couple of up- 
dates. Unfortunately, while they fixed 
some problems, they created others. 
Worse yet, the program consistently 
chewed up system resources for no appar- 
ent reason, leaving us with insufficient 
memory to complete basic tasks -seem- 
ingly regardless of how much memory we 
had installed in a machine, and regardless 
of whether we ran it on a 90 -MHz Pentium 
or a 40 -MHz 386. Normally, we would 
choose not to review an item that presented 
as many problems as Radio Rock -It did. 
However, we are covering it here because 
of the importance of RBDS technology, 
and because Radio Rock -It has tremen- 
dous potential -once ADS works out 
some of the bugs in its software. 

The Radio Rock -It card is rather easy to 
install. The half-length card plugs into any 
slot in your PC.. There is only one jumper 
on the board, which is used to select a 
range of port addresses. No interrupts or 
DMA settings are required. The jumper 
has only two possible settings; the installa- 
tion software configures everything else. 

The rear panel of the card has five input 
and output jacks: A mini phone jack is 
provided for antenna input. Stereo mini 
phone jacks are provided for processed 
stereo out, unprocessed line audio out, and 
line audio in jacks. A stereo mini phone 

jack is also provided for RS232 data out. 
A standard FM dipole "T" antenna, 

terminated in a mini phone jack, is pro- 
vided with the card. For the most part, that 
antenna was useless. Because, by default, 
it had to be positioned only a few feet from 
the computer, it was easily swamped by 
spurious signals radiated from the PC, es- 
pecially on the lower end of the FM band. 
(We tested the card in three mainstream 
computers. Although each emitted dif- 
ferent levels of interference, the dipole an- 
tenna was unacceptable with each.) 

An outdoor, roof -mounted antenna per- 
formed better, although we still have some 
complaints. First, we had to supply an F- 
to -mini phone jack adapter. One should 
have been included with the board. Sec- 
ond, using an outdoor antenna didn't com- 
pletely eliminate interference. Some 
showed up during disk writes and some 
screen re-writes. It was audible on all but 
the strongest stations. On some frequen- 
cies, the interference was silent, but com- 
pletely swamped the receiver. Of course, 
the inside of a computer case is an ex- 
tremely hostile environment for. a radio 
receiver. However, our experience leads us 
to believe that ADS could have done a 
better job of shielding the tuner. 

The stereo -out jack feeds processed au- 
dio to your speakers. If you desire, the 
output of your sound card can be fed 
through the Radio Rock -It to take advan- 
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The main Radio Rock -It display -when it works -shows an abundance of information 
Including the call sign, frequency, format, signal strength, and volume level. The 
station can also choose to send a 64- character message. Many receivers will show 
such messages as scrolling displays. As you can see here, the ADS attempt to break 
the message into two lines creates awkward word wraps, and the loss of characters. 
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U.S. RBDS RADIO STATIONS 

ALABAMA INDIANA KNPR -FM* 88.1 Scotty's Junction PENNSYLVANIA 

WZYP -FM 104.3 Athens WSHW -FM 99.7 Frankfort KNPR -FM` 105.1 Searchlight WRTI -FM' 97.1 Allentown/ 

WRJM -FM 93.7 Geneva WENS -FM 97.1 Indianapolis KLUC -FM* 98.5 Las Vegas Bethlehem 

WZPL -FM 99.5 Indianapolis KFMS -FM 101.9 Las Vegas WITF -FM 89.5 Harrisburg 

ARIZONA WITZ -FM 104.7 Jasper KWNR -FM 95.5 Las Vegas WRW -FM 97.3 Harrisburg 

KKFR -FM 92.3 Phoenix WZWZ -FM 92.7 Kokomo KEYV -FM 93.1 Las Vegas WROZ -FM 101.3 Lancaster 

KSLX -FM 100.7 Scottsdale WWKI -FM 100.5 Kokomo KRRI -FM 105.5 Las Vegas WDAS -FM 105.3 Philadelphia 

WMRI -FM 106.9 Marion KOMP -FM 92.3 Las Vegas WFLN -FM 95.7 Philadelphia 

CALIFORNIA WLEZ -FM 102.7 Terre Haute KEDG -FM 103.5 Las Vegas WHYY -FM 90.9 Philadelphia 

KSIQ -FM 96.1 Brawley WXKE -FM 103.9 Ft. Wayne KFBI -FM 107.5 Las Vegas W1013-FM 102.1 Philadelphia 

KLON -FM 88.1 Long Beach KYRK -FM 97.1 Las Vegas WMGK -FM 102.9 Philadelphia 

KKGO 105.1 Los Angeles IOWA KLNR -FM* 91.7 Panaca WMMR -FM 93.3 Philadelphia 

KPCC -FM 89.3 Los Angeles KRVR -FM 106.5 Davenport KTPH -FM* 91.7 Tonopah WPLY -FM 100.3 Philadelphia 

KTWV -FM 94.7 Los Angeles KMFG -FM 103.3 Des Moines KEYV -FM` 103.5 Laughlin WRTI -FM 90.1 Philadelphia 

KCRW -FM 89.9 Los Angeles WMT -FM 96.5 Cedar Rapids WUSL -FM 98.9 Philadelphia 

KATM -FM 103.3 Modesto KOEL -FM 92.3 Oelwein NEW JERSEY WWDB -FM 96.5 Philadelphia 

KHOP -FM 104.1 Modesto K000 -FM 103.9 Spirit Lake WFPG -FM 96.9 Atlantic City WXPN -FM 88.5 Philadelphia 

KNPR -FM* 88.1 Ridgecrest KAYL -FM 101.5 Storm Lake WKDN -FM 106.9 Camden WXTU -FM 92.5 Philadelphia 

KSFM -FM 102.5 Sacramento WBGO -FM 88.3 Newark WDUQ -FM 90.5 Pittsburgh 

KPBS -FM 89.5 San Diego LOUISIANA WFME -FM 94.7 Newark WRTI -FM* 97.7 Reading 

KPLM -FM 106.1 Palm Springs WGGZ -FM 98.1 Baton Rouge WNNJ -FM 103.7 Newton 

KYXY -FM 96.5 San Diego KFXY -FM 96.7 Morgan City WPAT -FM 93.1 Patterson RHODE ISLAND 

KKHI -FM 95.7 San Francisco WLMG -FM 101.9 New Orleans WADB -FM 95.9 Point Pleasant WWBB -FM 101.5 Providence 

KDFC -FM 102.1 San Francisco WMYZ -FM 95.7 New Orleans WCHR -FM 94.5 Trenton WHJY -FM 94.1 Providence 

KEAR -FM 106.9 San Francisco KCIL -FM 107.5 Houma WBSS -FM 97.3 Millville 

KECG -FM 88.1 San Francisco KMJJ -FM 100.1 Shreveport TENNESSEE 

KALW -FM 91.7 San Francisco NEW MEXICO WYPL -FM 89.3 Memphis 

KKSF -FM 103.7 San Francisco MASSACHUSETTS KKOB -FM 93.3 Albuquerque 

KCBX -FM 90.1 San Luis Obispo WAAF -FM 107.3 Boston KKSS -FM 97.3 Santa Fe TEXAS 

WBUR -FM 90.9 Boston KEAN -FM 105.1 Abilene 

COLORADO 
KMUI -FM 100.3 Denver 

WGBH -FM 89.7 
WBCN -FM 104.1 

Boston 
Boston 

NEW YORK 
WAMC -FM 90. 90.3 Albany 

KNLE -FM 88.1 

KTTX -FM 106.1 
Austin 
Brenhane 

KCFR -FM 90.1 Denver WMUX -FM 106.7 Boston WGY -FM 99.5 Albany KTEX -FM 100.3 Brownsville 

CONNECTICUT 

WBOQ -FM 104.9 
WBCS -FM 96.9 

Gloucester 
Newton 

WZRQ -FM 102.3 
WSKG-FM 89.3 89. 

Albany 
Elmira 

KKYS -FM 104.7 
KORA -FM 98.3 

Bryan 
Bryan 

WSHU -FM 91.1 Fairfield 
WHTZ -FM 100.1 New York KTEX -FM 106.9 Bryan 

WPKT -FM 90.5 Hartford MARYLAND WNEW -FM 102.7 New York KAYD -FM 97.5 Beaumont 

WHCN -FM 105.9 Hartford WHFS -FM 99.1 Annapolis WNYC -FM 93.9 New York KOXY -FM 94.1 Beaumont 

WEAA -FM 88.9 Baltimore WBEE -FM 92.5 Rochester KYKR -FM 95.1 Beaumont 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
WAMU -FM 88.5 Washington 

WIYY -FM 97.9 
WXYV -FM 102.7 

Baltimore 
Baltimore 

NORTH CAROLINA 
WUNC-FM 91.5 Chapel Hill 

KCBI -FM 90.9 
KERA -FM 90.1 

Dallas 
Dallas 

WETA -FM 90.9 
WDCU -FM 90.1 

Washington 
Washington 

WETH -FM` 89.1 Hagerstown 
WCXL-FM 104.1 Kill Devil Hills 

KBNA -FM 97.5 
KILT -FM 100.3 

El Paso 

Houston 

WGAY -FM 99.5 Washington MICHIGAN NORTH DAKOTA 
KUHF -FM 88.7 Houston 

WIOG -FM 102.5 Bay City KSSS -FM 101.5 Bismark KJMZ -FM 100.3 Irving 

FLORIDA WLLZ -FM 98.7 Detroit KDVL -FM 102.5 Devil's Lake K001 -FM 106.5 Jacksonville 

WAPN -FM 91.5 Daytona Beach WKQI -FM 95.5 Detroit KFNW -FM 97.9 Fargo 
KYKX -FM 104.5 Orange 

WSFP -FM 90.1 Ft. Myers WJLB -FM 97.9 Detroit KNOX FM 94.7 Grand Forks KCRN -FM 93.9 San Angelo 

WAOA -FM 107.1 Melbourne WQRS -FM 105.1 Detroit KXTN -FM 107.5 San Antonio 

WLRN -FM 90.3 Miami WDBM -FM 88.9 East Lansing OHIO WACO -FM 99.9 Waco 

WTMI -FM 93.1 Miami WKAR -FM 90.5 East Lansing WOUB -FM 91.3 Athens 
WMFE -FM 90.7 Orlando WLAV -FM 96.9 Grand Rapids WGUC -FM 90.9 Cincinnati UTAH 

WOCL -FM 105.9 Orlando WKLQ -FM 94.5 Holland WVXU -FM 91.7 Cincinnati KSOS -FM 106.9 Ogden 

WUFT -FM 89.1 Gainesville WRKR -FM 107.7 Portage WWNK -FM 94.1 Cincinnati KSOS -FM* 92.1 Salt Lake City 

WOWW -FM 107.3 Pensacola WCLV -FM 95.5 Cleveland KSOS -FM* 96.7 Salt Lake City 

WFLZ -FM 93.3 Tampa MINNESOTA WCPN -FM 90.3 Cleveland KISN -FM 97.1 Salt Lake City 

KBEM -FM 88.5 Minneapolis WGAR -FM 99.5 Cleveland KSOS -FM* 98.3 Utah County 

GEORGIA KNOW -FM 91.1 St. Paul WENZ -FM 107.9 Cleveland 
WDMG -FM 99.5 Douglas KSJN -FM 99.5 St. Paul WKSU -FM 89.7 Cleveland VIRGINIA 

WSTR -FM 94.1 Smyrna KSTP -FM 94.5 Minneapolis WLTF -FM 106.5 Cleveland WLTY -FM* 95.7 Norfolk 

WABE -FM 90.1 Atlanta KTIS -FM 98.5 Minneapolis WLVQ -FM 96.3 Columbus WNVZ -FM 104.5 Norfolk 

WCLK -FM 91.9 Atlanta WDFM -FM 98.1 Defiance WESR -FM 103.3 Onley 

WKLS-FM 96.1 Atlanta MISSOURI WKRJ -FM` 91.5 New Philadelphia WKOC -FM 93.7 Virginia Beach 

KYYS -FM 102.1 Kansas City WGLE -FM 90.7 Toledo WCDX -FM 92.7 Richmond 

ILLINOIS WKKO -FM 99.9 Toledo 
WCIL -FM 101.5 Carbondale NEBRASKA WGTE -FM 91.3 Toledo WASHINGTON 

WLRW -FM 94.5 Champaign KESY -FM 104.5 Omaha WKRW -FM* 89.3 Wooster KFAE -FM 89.1 Richland 

WBEZ -FM 91.5 Chicago WHIZ -FM 102.5 Zanesville KISW -FM 99.9 Seattle 

WKKD -FM Oldies 96 Chicago NEVADA WOUZ -FM 90.1 Zanesville KUOW -FM 94.9 Seattle 

WXRT -FM 93.1 Chicago KKLZ -FM 96.3 Las Vegas WGLE -FM 90.7 Lima KMPS -FM 94.1 Seattle 

WLS -FM 94.7 Chicago KNPR -FM 89.5 Las Vegas KVTI -FM 90.9 Seattle- Tacoma 

WNUA -FM 95.5 Chicago KNPR -FM" 88.7 Boulder City OKLAHOMA KDRK -FM 93.7 Spokane 

WNU -FM 90.5 DeKalb KNPR -FM` 91.7 Beatty KSYE -FM 91.5 Frederick KEZE -FM 105.7 Spokane 

WLLR -FM 101.3 East Moines KOMP -FM 99.3 Henderson KIRQ -FM 98.1 Lawton KRPM -FM 106.1 Tacoma 

WAAG -FM 94.9 Galesburg KNPR -FM* 88.7 Indian Springs 

WSWT -FM 106.9 Peoria KNPR -FM* 89.5 Laughlin OREGON WISCONSIN 

WDBR -FM 103.7 Springfield KNPR -FM` 88.7 MoapaValley KYTE -FM 102.7 Newport WIZM -FM 93.3 LaCrosse 

WGFA -FM 94.1 Watseka KNPR -FM* 88.7 Pahrump KOPB -FM 91.5 Portland WERN -FM 88.7 Madison 

WPGU -FM 107.1 Urbana KBUL -FM 98.1 Reno KKRZ -FM 100.3 Portland WIJWM -FM 89.7 Milwaukee 

KNEV -FM 95.5 Reno KMCQ -FM 104.5 The Dalles WMYX -FM 99.1 Milwaukee 

*Translator WMSE -FM 91.7 Milwaukee 

Source: EIA 21 
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tage of its five -band graphic equalizer and 
its built -in SRS (Sound Retrieval System) 
processing. If all sound is routed through 
the receiver, only one set of speakers is 
required. 

The audio -out jacks send unprocessed 
stereo audio out to either your sound card 
or to another device such as a cassette deck 
for recording, while the line -in jack ac- 
cepts input from a sound card or other 
external audio source for processing. 

The RS -232 jack is provided for corn - 
mercial uses of the card. It allows data to 
be sent to an external device such as a 
printer, or an electronic sign. The feature is 
not available without special software. 
However, ADS plans to enhance the soft- 
ware to provide such features as the control 
of multiple -disc CD players. 

The software is installed in the tradi- 
tional Windows style. The resulting pro- 
gram group contains three applications: 
Radio Rock -It, SoundStation, and ID Ra- 
dio. The Radio Rock -It application pro- 
vides a user interface to the tuner board 
that includes a radio control panel, an 
equalizer /enhancement module, and a 
CD- player controller. Each can be "turned 
off" so that it is not displayed. Optionally, 
a small "remote control" lets you control 
the system. 

The main radio display looks like a so- 
phisticated receiver. It has such buttons as 
MUTE, TUNING, SCAN, SEEK, BALANCE 
VOLUME, and a set of eight memory-preset 
buttons that can be used to store 16 stations 
in memory. They operate just as you would 
expect them to on a standard receiver. 
There are also a couple of buttons that you 
might not be familiar with. 

First is PTY SEL, which selects the pro- 
gram type that you want to search for. 
Second is TA, which lets you search for 
traffic announcements, and, if you want, 
automatically record them to your hard 
disk. 

Searching for program type is conve- 
nient. If you want, for example, to bypass 
all stations except for those that normally 
play classic rock, you can simply set the 
program type to CLAS ROCK. Press one of 
the SEEK keys, and the radio will stop at the 
next station up or down the dial that plays 
classic rock. Unfortunately, there is a 
room for error here -when an RBDS sta- 
tion doesn't send the right program type 
data, for example. For most of the stations 
in our area, that wasn't much of a problem. 
WNEW -FM rarely plays anything other 
than what fits into the ROCK program type. 
However, WNYC, another RBDS station, 
broadcasts a variety of programming. Dur- 
ing the day, it's programming schedule is 
largely classical music, which is what 
showed up in our display. However, 
CLASSICAL also showed up during "Fresh 
Air," a show of interviews, or during the 
NPR newscasts. 

Along with format, call sign, and logo, 
stations are free to transmit up to 32 
characters. WNYC, for example, sends: 
WNYC -FM NEW YORK PUBLIC RADIO CLAS- 
SICAL MUSIC AND NPR NEWS. At least that's 
what we assume that the station was send- 
ing. The software didn't quite get it right, 
and an awkward line break repeated some 
letters, and dropped others. 

The SoundStation application is de- 
signed to control the mixing levels of the 
sound devices in your PC, and also to 
control the CD player. Although some 
users will undoubtedly find it useful, 
others who have become familiar with 
their existing audio mixer will probably 
want to simply ignore SoundStation. 

The third application, ID Radio, not 
only controls the ADS tuner module, but 
also demonstrates the power of the ID 
Logic portion of the RBDS standard. In 
fact, the software contains a complete 
database of all AM and FM stations in the 
U.S. and Canada. As mentioned earlier, 
ID Logic works for both AM and FM sta- 
tions. However, when ID Radio is switch- 
ed to the AM simulation mode, the tuner 
board is silenced. 

The first task is to set your home loca- 
tion by choosing your state or province, 
and the closest city. (That is similar to 
what should be done with the Radio Rock - 
It software, except that in this application, 
it works.) 

In the FM mode, the software works to 
control the Radio Rock -It board com- 
pletely. You can tune a frequency directly 
from a normally hidden keyboard (some- 
thing that the Radio Rock -It software 
doesn't allow), tune up and down one step 
at a time or scan through the band. You can 
scan by format, and even search for a sta- 
tion by call sign. Once you find that loca- 
tion, you can instantly "skip" there to find 
other stations in that location. 

Okay, most people probably don't have 
any use for that. But readers of Popular 
Electronics probably do. Every summer, 
when the door to FM skip opens up, it is 
possible to receive stations from hundreds 
of miles away. From our location on Long 
Island, NY, we've received stations from 
as far away as Virginia and Florida. Be- 
cause those "doorways" normally open up 
to a particular area at any given time, we 
could use the travel feature of the ID Logic 
receiver to scan through the band and log 
other stations that might be receivable 
here. 

The ID Logic receiver also lets you 
probe some of the technical areas of the ID 
Logic technology. For example, by click- 
ing on the dot of the "i" in the ID Logic 
logo, you can get information about the 
grid in which your city is located. For 
geographical reference, the continent is 
divided into a matrix of rectangles of Y2 

degree latitude by '/2 degree longitude. 

That grid location tailors the database to 
determine which stations will be displayed 
at any given location. 

Here is where we found ID Logic to be 
something less than perfect. From our 
Long Island location, we could tune into a 
station and be presented with the wrong 
call letters. By setting the "tuning sen- 
sitivity" to DX or DX2, we could be pre- 
sented with a variety of choices, of which 
we could select one. For example, we often 
listen to WKCR, 89.9 MHz, which ori- 
ginates from Columbia University and of- 
fers an eclectic programming lineup 
(called "variety" by ID Logic) that in- 
cludes perhaps the nation's finest jazz pro- 
gramming. 

Based on our location, the station that 
ID Logic thought we should receive was 
WWEB, from Wallingford, Connecti- 
cut-a station we've never received. Only 
in the DX2 setting did we get other 
choices: WQTQ in Hartford, WRLI in 
South Hampton, Long Island, WSUF in 
Noyack, Long Island, and, finally, WKCR 
in New York. From our real -world experi- 
ence, Grid 5052 needs a little fine tuning 
to correspond to actual reception condi- 
tions. 

If the previous example was an isolated 
case, we wouldn't mention it. But once we 
moved outside the power -house stations, 
identification became a little too much of a 
hit -or -miss situation for our tastes. Of 
course, as more stations incorporate 
RBDS subcarriers to their signals, the po- 
tential for errors will decrease, and ID 
Logic will do what it was intended to excel 
at: filling in the gaps. 

On the other hand, we were impressed 
by the great database of station data made 
available by ID logic. Readers with Inter- 
net access who have an interest in such 
data might want to browse the home page 
of PRS Corporation, the company respon- 
sible for ID Logic. The URL is: 
http://www.hk . net/prs 

The one big drawback of the ID Logic 
receiver is that the data is static -unless 
you manually edit it. The Radio Rock -It 
software is supposed to combine the bene- 
fits of ID Logic with the automatic updat- 
ing made possible by RBDS. Perhaps by 
the time you read this, ADS will have 
worked out the problems with the software 
supplied with the tuner. We hope so. 

We were impressed enough with the 
ADS Radio Rock -It package to consider it 
worthy of coverage despite its numerous 
bugs. Although the package was appar- 
ently rushed to market without adequate 
testing, we know that the company is hard 
at work trying to get things patched up. 
However, if we bought the unit (an evalua- 
tion sample was provided to us) we would 
definitely have sent it back for a refund. If 
you buy Radio Rock -It, make sure that you 
have that option. 
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By Marc Spiwak 

A Game With 
A Mission 

MULTIMEDIA 
WATCH 

One of the nice things 
about multimedia is 

that it can take you away 
from your office, away from 
your PC, and off to distant 
places. It does that through 
realistic animation, sound 
effects, and more. It's true 
that video games in gener- 
al have always tried to 
simulate different experi- 
ences. For example, flight 
simulators have allowed 
game players to "take 
flight' for years. And driving 
games have turned plenty 

ECO East Africa transports players thousands of miles around 
the world to preserve wildlife on the brink of destruction. 

of kids into skilled race -car 
drivers well before they 
could ever drive a real car. 
Outer space isn't even off 
limits to PC users. 

Shoot -em -up games 
have been around since 
the advent of arcades. 
Those games let someone 
handle a "weapon" without 
putting themselves or any- 
one else in danger. Also, if 

you should end up getting 
"killed" instead of the crea- 
ture you were shooting at, 

it's not such a big deal and 
you get to try again. 

Shooting games have 
come a long way from the 
old hit- the -clown- in -the- 
face -with -water setups. To- 

day games such as Doom 
and other similar titles put 
the player in the center of 
the action with excellent (or, 

depending on your point of 
view, disgusting!) graphics 
and realistic killing noises. 
Those games simply could 
not be without the power of 
today's PCs; you need a 
fairly powerful CPU to run 

the games at optimum 
speed. 

Games don't have to be 
high -tech to be fun. The old 
Pong game certainly was 
entertaining for its time, 
even though there were no 
fancy graphics. And action 
games hold their own as 
long as they deliver fast 
action. You don't need ul- 

tra- realistic graphics in a 
fast -moving game because 
the action distracts the 
player's attention from the 
screen details. Driving 
games can be fun as long 
as there's a fast -moving 
black line to follow and 
some screeching noises 
here and there. 

ANOTHER LAND 
While action games can 

be fun without fancy graph- 
ics, a game that purports to 
take one to another land 
had better do a good job 
of simulating that land, es- 

pecially if fast -moving 
screen action is not a pri- 

ority. What's interesting is 

that a game intended to 
immerse a player in real - 
time video or animation re- 

quires a lot more 
computing horsepower 
than does a game with 
high -speed action and low - 
resolution graphics. 

Take, for example, ECO 
East Africa from M Publish- 
ing. That game transports 
players thousands of miles 
around the world to East 

Africa, where the mission is 

to preserve wildlife on the 
brink of destruction. While 
the game does not require 
what would today be con- 
sidered a state -of- the -art 
machine, it does require a 
minimum of a 486/25 or 
better, 4 megabytes of 
RAM, and 256 -color VGA 
graphics. 

ECO East Africa is an en- 
vironmental- simulation CD- 
ROM that produces realistic 
images of East Africa. Play- 

ers experience how 
beautiful and fragile life 

can be in a wildlife pre- 
serve. The game starts with 
the player arriving in a fic- 
tional game park called 
Ethemba, which is modeled 
after the Serengetti in East 

Africa. 
Players can choose the 

tourist mode where they 
can simply view Ethemba's 
beautiful grasslands, moun- 
tain ranges, animals, and 
more, and see how chang- 
ing seasons and food 
supplies affect the wildlife. 
Someone who wants to do 
more for the wildlife can 
choose to play in the 
game -warden mode, 
where they must actively 
manage the park. 

The game warden has 
important decisions to 
make, and his own back to 
watch as well. One imme- 23 
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diately learns that the 
previous warden was killed 
by poachers who have also 
dangerously depleted the 
animal population. With 
limited financial resources, 
the warden must hire park 
personnel; make improve- 
ments; and purchase food, 
weapons, and other neces- 
sities. Changing seasons 
bring poachers, govern- 
ment interference, and 
unpredictable weather. 
Those factors make it diffi- 
cult to balance Ethemba's 
delicate ecosystem. 

The warden is given an 8- 
page journal, in which trav- 
el, budget, staff, supplies, 
park improvements, and 
population must be docu- 
mented. A running count of 
animals and tourists is also 
kept in the journal. The war- 
den makes decisions based 
on information from news- 
papers, radio transmissions, 
letters, and the previous 
warden's diary. 

The game combines ele- 
ments of photography and 
hand -drawn animation to 
create 12 species of ani- 
mals and their habitats. Also 
seen are lightning storms, 
sunsets, star -filled nights, 
and sunrises. Authentic Af- 
rican music featuring the 
Nigerian Talking Drum En- 
semble completes the 
picture of East Africa. 

The more money the 
warden can raise by in- 
creasing global awareness 
of Ethemba, the easier it is 

to contain poachers, build 
improvements, and keep 
everyone happy. But funds 
can dry up quickly. The war- 
den is doing a good job 
when animals start to ap- 
pear in the park. Even if 
animals do return, however, 
poachers can come in and 
ruin your day and the park. 
The warden's job is not an 
easy one. 

ECO East Africa has a 
street price of about $45. 
That's a lot less than what a 
real safari trip through Af- 

Address 
Stow Gir le Straight 
rode 

tter_ 

Enjoy a game of golf almost anywhere in the world with one of 
Access Software's ultra- realistic, computer golf -simulation 
games. 

rica costs. If you'd like to see 
East Africa, and maybe 
even try your hand at sav- 
ing the wildlife there, then I 

urge you to visit ECO East 
Africa today. 

LET'S PLAY GOLF 
Speaking of travel, let's 

go off somewhere and play 
golf. The question is, where 
would you like to play? Ac- 
cess Software is big into 
golf -simulation games with 
its Links 386 CD game in 
particular. Links does an ex- 
cellent job of simulating the 
golfing experience by let- 
ting players play on two 
different courses: Harbour 
Town Golf Links on Hilton 
Head Island, South Caro- 
lina, and Banff Springs 
Resort Course in Alberta, 
Canada. It's almost as 
though you were watching 
golf on television, except 
that you're the guy swinging 
the club. 

Links 386 CD features a 
digital sound track that in- 
cludes music and 
commentary. The talents of 
comedian Bobcat Goldth- 
wait are heard as your 
personal golf caddie; there 
are two soundtracks to 
choose from depending on 
how much ridicule you can 
stand-or deserve. 

The best thing about the 

CD -ROM version of the 
game, though, is the simu- 
lated aerial fly -by's of each 
course. The fly -by's are each 
over 200 megabytes in size, 
so they only fit on the CD. 
Fly -by's are at an altitude of 
about 50 feet and give 
"helicopter views" of the 
courses. All for only $49.95. 

Another nice thing about 
the Links line of computer 
golf games is that you can 
buy new courses to play on 
when you get fired of Har- 
bour Town Golf Links and 
Banff Springs Resort Course 
or just want to try some 
fresh ground. The add -on 
courses are being released 
on CD -ROM now, and each 
CD includes a fly -by of the 
course. Devil's Island Fan- 
tasy Course rises from 
crystal blue waters in the 
middle of the Bermuda Tri- 

angle. Ifs a tough course 
but the scenery makes it all 
worthwhile. Prairie Dunes 
Country Club duplicates 
the actual course in 
Hutchinson, Kansas, which Is 

ranked among the top 20 
golf courses in America. The 
add -on courses are $29.95 
each. 

NEW STUFF 
Let's continue on our top- 

ic of sports as we check out 
this month's line -up of the 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Access Sof -ware 
4910 W. Amelia Earhart Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Edmark Corporation 
6727 185th Ave. NE, 
PO Box 3218 
Redmond, WA 98073 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Hearst Business Publishing 
645 Stewart Avenue 
Garden City, NY 11530 

CIRCLE 62 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

IVI Publishing 
7500 Flying Cloud Drive 
Minneapolis, MN 55344 

CIRCLE 63 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Microsoft Corporation 
One Redmond Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 

CIRCLE 64 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

MySoftware Company 
1259 El Camino Real 
Suite 167 

Menlo Park, CA 94025 
CIRCLE 65 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Stormfront Studios 
4000 Civic Center Drive 
Suite 450 
San Rafael, CA 94903 

CIRCLE 66 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

new and interesting. Base- 
ball fans will want to check 
out Stormfront Studios' Tony 
La Russa Baseball 3 on CD- 
ROM. The disc integrates 
high -resolution graphics, 3D 
models, photographs, dig- 
itized speech, music, video, 
and, of course, baseball. 
The game features TV -style 
graphics and accurate rep- 
resentations of all 28 major - 
league stadiums, which 
have been rendered from 
3D models. With digitized 
play -by -play commentary, 
this is very close to real 
baseball, and you'll never 
get rained out. Tony La Rus- 
sa Baseball 3 is priced at 
$59.95. 

Geared toward children 
(Continued on page 90) 
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our expense. Your only obligation is to purchase 3 more books during the next 12 months, after which you may cancel your membership at any time. 
And you'll be eligible for FREE BOOKS th-ough our Bonus Book Program. 

A shipping /handling charge and sales tax volt be added to c4l orders. All books are sottcover unless otherwce noted. li you select a book that counts as 2 

choices, write the book number it one box and XX in the next. (Publishers' Prices Shown) 01995 EBC PE 1195 27 

If card is missing, write to: Electronics Book Club, A Division of The McGraw -Hill Companies, P.O. Box 549, Blacklick, OH 43004 -9918 
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By Dan Karagiannis 

A World of 
Information 

NET WATCH 

Welcome to a new 
monthly column! From 

this issue on, Popular Elec- 
tronics will be bringing you 
information on some of the 
hottest sites (both elec- 
tronics- related and 
general- interest) on the In- 
ternet, and what the best 
ways to get to them are. If 

you're connected to the 
"Net" and have access to 
the World -Wide Web, get 
ready for some fun. If you're 
not online yet, what are you 
waiting for? (Check out the 
"Investigating the Internet" 
article, found elsewhere in 
this issue, if you need some 

The Search feature of the Harris Semiconductor home page lets 
you find data sheets for that elusive part you've been looking for. 

tips on getting onto the 
Net.) 

But what is the Internet? 
We've all been hearing 
more and more about it 
lately. Within the past year, 
a (literally) virtual revolution 
has swept the globe. Each 
day, more and more com- 
puter users are entering the 
world of cyberspace to find 
and exchange information 
on a variety of topics rang- 
ing from astrology to 
zoology. The Net is the me- 

dium for that transfer. 
Now, what few people 

know is that even though 
the Net has been hyped in 
the press only recently, it 
actually has been around 
for quite a while. It all start- 
ed in the late 1960s as a 
government networking ex- 
periment to link together 
military and university com- 
puters. The tiny network that 
resulted in 1972 was called 
ARPAnet, and consisted of 
approximately 50 comput- 
ers when it was functional. 
(For a closer look at the 
history of the Internet, see 
the "Investigating the Inter- 
net" article.) 

Several developmental 
steps later, the Internet has 
become a network of net- 
works, connecting millions 
of computers /servers, with 
about 30- million users log- 
ging in around the world 
through providers. But what 
are all those machines and 
their users accomplishing 
when connected to the In- 
ternet'? 

Perhaps a better ques- 
tion would be "what aren't 
they accomplishing ?" The 
Internet grows in leaps and 
bounds each day, and 
more and more types of 
transactions are being per- 
formed there. People shop, 
do research, play games, 
and even meet each other 
on the Net. 

So, as you might imagine, 
as a result of the world 
being brought together 
online, there's bound to be 
something of interest for ev- 
eryone on the Net, 
including hobbyists. Lets get 
to some of those goodies. 

ELECTRONICS SITES 
One of the greatest 

things about the Internet is 

all the free stuff you can 
download. This month, we'll 
take a look at a couple of 
places on the Web where 
electronics enthusiasts can 
find both useful software 
and data. 

Note: Those who wish to 
visit the Web sites described 
in this column each month 
can look at the "Hot Links" 
box for URL (Uniform Re- 

source Locator) addresses. 
Just enter the URL of a site 
you'd like to visit in the URL 

command line in your Web 
browser and you're on your 
way. 

First up is Ivex Design In- 
ternational's Web site; Ivex is 

the company that man- 
ufactures the popular 
WinBoard PCB Layout and 
WinDraft Schematic Cap- 
ture software. The Ivex site 
was created to give its cus- 
tomers a way to access 
information about new 
products and software revi- 
sions (including bug fixes), 
but best of all, it also pro- 
vides an FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol) link for download- 
ing shareware versions of 
the programs just men- 
tioned. Those are fully 
functional versions with a 
100 pin /pad limitation. (Un- 
limited versions of the 
software are available for a 
registration fee; more infor- 
mation on registration is 

available at the site as well.) 
What I also liked about 

the Ivex site was the fact 
that they provide links to 
some of their competitor's 
Web sites. Even though 
there were only a couple of 
other links at the time of this 
writing, Ivex claims that they 
will add any that they are 
made aware of. That way, 
cybernauts can see what 
electronics- design software 
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Point Communications has found a way to make surfing the Net 

easy for the beginner. Read some reviews of sites or let them take 

you by the hand on a tour of the Web. 

they like for themselves, 
without having to spend 
time searching for other 
vendors. 

If you want another place 
to go for software links, try 
the Electronic Design Soft- 
ware page. You can 
download such programs 
as PADS Logic and PADS 

PCB, as well as link to other 
sites for math software. Let's 

face it, no hobbyist likes 

doing electronics math! 
So, let's say you want to 

use the software just men- 
tioned to design a project. 
In keeping with the spirit of 
electronic design, flipping 
through piles of paper data 
books to find information 
on a particular semicon- 
ductor is simply not 
acceptable. Wouldn't it be 
much easier to be able to 
enter a part number and 
get a manufacturer's data 
sheet on your computer's 
screen? 

Now you can, without 
using expensive CD -ROMs 
that must be updated (for 
even more money) at least 
once a year. Just visit the 
Harris Semiconductor site 

on the Web. It has the best 
search engine that I've 
found so far for ICs and 
other semiconductors. 

The Harris Semiconductor 
Search feature works like 

this: Just enter a part 
number, like "4093," and 
you'll be presented with in- 
formation on which Harris 

part matches up. You'll also 
be presented with a link to 
a downloadable Adobe 
Acrobat file of the actual 
data sheets from the Harris 

book containing the part. 
Information on all parts 
might not be available, but 
you should be able to solve 
most design problems with 
the information you find 
here. 

Speaking of problems, if 

you don't have Acrobat you 
obviously can't view the 
data sheets. Well, no need 
to worry, you can download 
a shareware version using a 
link at that site as well. 

Once you have selected 
a part according to its de- 
scription on your computer 
screen, you'll most likely 
want to buy the actual unit 
itself. The Harris page 
makes that easy, too. Just 

click on the Contact Us 

button on the screen and 
you'll be presented with a 
few options for getting in 

touch with the company 
(including, of course, e- 
mail). 

Just be warned, you 
might find yourself spend- 
ing some time at that site. 

There really is a lot of useful 

information there to aid in 

electronic design, including 
a Design Support link that 
lets you access application 
notes, tech briefs, design 
software, and even a lex- 

icon or compendium of 
electronics -related terms 
and their definitions. 

HOT SITES 
First up in our coverage 

of non -electronics oriented 
sites is the Point Communi- 
cations page. Actually, it's a 
site that helps you find 
other sites. By logging on, 

you can see what the most 
popular Web pages are, 
read reviews of them, and 
even read what their Point 

good links and clips? Is the 
information accurate and 
complete? 

The second factor is Pre- 

sentation. Is the page 
attractive, colorful, and 
easy to use? "Does it lead 
visitors through the informa- 
tion nicely? Does it use 
multiple media? Is it 

unique ?" 
Finally, pages are rated 

on Experience. In fact, this is 

what Point considers to be 
its key rating. Is the page 
fun? Is it worth the time 
spent on line? "All things 
considered, does the site 
deliver the goods ?" 

Also, if you enter the Point 
Escort home area, you can 
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The Sci -Fi Channel's Dominion site will link you to a world of 

information dealing with almost every techie's favorite epe of 
fiction. 

Survey ratings are on a 
scale of 0 to 50 (those 
ratings are compiled from 
surveys that you can partici- 
pate in). 

According to Point Com- 
munications, "a score of 50 
would indicate perfection, 
but it's really only a the- 
oretical score; we dpn't 
expect anyone to score 50 
unless God Himself starts up 
a Web site. And He proba- 
bly having trouble getting 
phone lines installed." 

The 0 to 50 scale applies 
to three areas: The first is 

Content -"just how broad, 
deep, and thorough is the 
information ?" Does it have 

take a guided tour of the 
Web, from one great site to 
another. And if you stray too 
far away, there is a "safety 
line" that will allow you to 
quickly get back to Point's 

home page. "Newbies," or 
those new to the Internet, 
should definitely visit this site 

to get a feel for Web surf- 

ing. There's also information 
and downloadable soft- 
ware that can help you 
develop your own Web 

page. 
Now, lets look at some- 

thing a bit different. For fans 
of science fiction, fantasy, 
and horror, the Dominion, 

(Continued on page 89) 29 
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Extech 
Indoor/ 
Outdoor 
Temperature 
Alarm 

It warns you when the temperature is not just right. 

Affer the time and date, the one 
thing everyone always wants 
to know is the temperature. But 

taking temperature readings one 
step further, wouldn't it be great if an 
alarm could sound when the temper- 
ature is not exactly where you would 
like it to be? 

That's exactly what Extech's Model 
401012 indoor /outdoor temperature 
alarm does. It's a solid- state, dual -dis- 
play thermometer with a program- 
mable alarm that can work in four 
modes. The device costs only $19. 

The unit has a built -in indoor tem- 
perature sensor, and another sensor 
on a 10 -foot cable that can be 
placed outdoors or wherever else you 
need to know the temperature. A 
large 1.5 -inch LCD normally displays 
the two temperatures, which can 
range from -58 to +158 degrees 
Fahrenheit (Extech also offers a unit 
that displays temperature in degrees 
Celsius). The unit is powered from a 
single "W" battery, supplied, that 
can last up to two years depending 
on how often the alarm is used. The 
correct temperature is factory cali- 

30 brated. 

The indoor /outdoor thermometer 
measures only about 3 by 3 inches, 
and is only slightly thicker than the 
"W" battery that powers it. A snap - 
down stand on the back of the unit 
allows it to rest at a comfortable view- 
ing angle on any flat surface. Also in- 
cluded is a mounting plate that has 
double -sided tape already attached 
to it and holes for Iwo screws. The 
plate can be mounted permanently 
on any vertical surface with the tape 
or screws. You can then either hang 
the thermometer on the plate or take 
it with you wherever you go. 

Temperature Alert. Four buttons 
and one switch located out on the 
right side of the unit are used to set the 
temperature alarm. The alarm works 
for the outdoor sensor only. That 
probe's 10 -foot cable should be long 
enough for most applications, but 
readers of this magazine should have 
no trouble lengthening the two -con- 
ductor cable, if necessary (just make 
sure the splice is made waterproof). 

The switch sets the unit into the pro- 
gram mode. An ALERT SELECT pushbutton 
scrolls through four alarm modes. Any 

alarm point can be set anywhere 
within the thermometer's full range 
(- 58 to + 158 degrees F). Two of the 
alarm modes have one -point set- 
tings. The "High -Temp Alert" mode 
sounds an alarm and flashes two LEDs 
for five seconds every minute if the 
temperature of the outdoor probe 
rises above a preset temperature. The 
"Low -Temp Alert" mode sounds the 
alarm when the temperature falls be- 
low a user -set point. 

The other two alarm modes have 
two -point settings. The "Inside -Temp 
Alert" mode sounds the alarm when 
the temperature falls within any Iwo 
temperature points set by the user. 
The "Outside -Temp Alert" mode 
sounds the alarm when the tempera- 
ture falls outside a two -point range. 
The unit retains the most recently en- 
tered settings whenever it is turned off. 

Good For A Project. Readers often 
call and write asking us how to turn 
some device on and off according to 
temperature. The indoor /outdoor 
temperature alarm is a good starting 
point for those projects. And at a price 
of only $19, you won't be afraid to 
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experiment with it or worry about 
voiding its warranty. 

Although the unit does not have 
any kind of output jack to control ex- 

ternal devices, it does open up quite 
easily by removing only four screws. 

Inside, a piezoelectric disc buzzer is 

connected to a small PC board with 
wire leads. The transistors that drive 
the transducer are also easily accessi- 
ble. It would be very easy to connect 
another circuit to the alarm output. 

It would be up to the builder to de- 
vise a circuit that could convert the 5- 

second series of pulses that drive the 
thermometer's buzzer into a signal 
that could activate a relay or solid - 

state driver. The relay could power 
some other device, the most logical 
being heating, cooling, or ventilation 
equipment. In effect, the ther- 
mometer could be used as a ther- 
mostat. We know that this is easy work 
for a lot of our readers. Those kinds of 
applications came to mind when we 
learned of this device. 

Those applications aside, the inex- 

pensive digital thermometer is a neat 
gadget to have on hand. The out- 
door -probe lead is thin enough to al- 
low a window to close over it for a 

quick and permanent enough in- 

stallation. However it is a good idea to 
protect the probe lead with some 
kind of sleeving or tape if that's how it 
will be installed. 

The thermometer's most basic use 

will be to satisfy general curiosity 
about temperature and weather 
conditions. But other concerns might 
be in a baby's room, where you would 
certainly want to know when the tem- 
perature is not between, say, 65 and 
75 degrees. Or perhaps you're con- 
cerned aboutthe temperature in your 
attic, where you would like to turn an 
exhaust fan on when the temperature 
exceeds 120 degrees. 

In a crawl space one might be con- 
cerned about pipes freezing. Many 
people have to heat crawl spaces to 
prevent that. The heat is a small price 
to pay to not have to deal with frozen 
pipes, but why heat the pipes unless 

ifs necessary. The temperature alarm 
can indicate when it's time to turn on 
the heat. 

A greenhouse is another place 
where temperature is critical. If you 
have an outdoor greenhouse, the unit 
provides an easy way to monitor its 

temperature. You don't even have to 

monitor it when you can be warned 
that the temperature is not right. 

Perhaps there's a classic car in your 
garage that you don't want to expose 
to temperatures below 50 degrees. 
On camping trips you might want to 
be warned when the temperature in 

the tent falls below 30 degrees. As you 
can see, possible applications for the 
device are almost limitless. 

We're sure that a lot of people will 

find the indoor /outdoor temperature 
alarm to be useful. And at a price of 
only $19, it's a good thing to buy now 
and keep around for when you really 

need it. It also might make a great 
starting point for that next big project. 

For more information on the Extech 
Model 401012 indoor /outdoor tem- 
perature alarm, contact the man- 
ufacturer directly at the address given 
in the box below, or circle no. 119 on 
the Free Information Card. 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Extech Instruments Corporation 
335 Bear Hill Road 
Waltham, MA 02154 

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED 
Free Sample! is }-± 

Antique Radio's r' r 
- 

Largest Circulation Monthly ro r V 

Articles, Ads & Classifieds. 
6 -Month Trial: $17.95. 1 -Yr: $34.95 ($51.95 -1st Class). 

A.R.C., P.O. Box 802 -L14, Carlisle, MA 01741 
Phone:(508) 371 -0512 VISA/MC Fax:(508) 371 -7129 

Cable --o Test 
I 

Orders only Aids 1 ÓB41 l-SOO4S2 -7090 
Test Chips that fully activate JerroldTocom, Zenith. 
S.. Pioneer and more Easy Quick-Board instaUttiod 
Prices from $5 to $49.95 ea. C&C SPB Z4LTIES 

Yeer Wur abl FAX 3!69020851 
JYo a s Xot for uv ta able on o and equip AY bf ar 'emir mtY 

Learn VCR repair! Ì 
Home study. Learn high -profit repairs I 

without investing in high tech instruments. 
Free career literature: 800- 223 -4542. 
Name Age 

Address 

City 
The School of VCR Repair, Dept.VRM341 
PODI, 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328 , 

arem - State Zip 

I 

I 

Get your copy of the 
CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK 

TI IF CRYSTAL SE I 

1 IANnIiCOK 

Go back to antiquity and build the 
radios that your grandfather built. 
Build the "Quaker Oats" type rig. 

wind coils that work and make it 

look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 
plus $4.00 for shipping and han- 
dling. Claggk Inc., P.O. Box 4099, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. USA 
Funds ONLY! USA and Canada - 
no foreign orders. Allow 6-8 weeks 
for delivery. MA01 

54123 
COMPONENTS 
Whether you order 1 part or 
all 54,123...MOUSER stocks 

and...ships same day!! 

CALL... (800) 992 -9943 

, ryPU 

958 North Main St. 

Mansfield, TX 76063 

for your 

FREE 

CATALOG 

MOUSER 
ELECTRONICS 
Sales & Stocking Locations Nationwide i 

CIRCLE 174 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Earn $1000 
A Week While You Learn High 

Paying VCR Repair. 
Earn While You Learn . . . 

Secrets Revealed . . . 

Train at Home 
If you are able to 
work with small 
hand tools and pos- 
sess average me- 
chanical ability, you 
could earn top dol- 
lar part time or full 

time. Our learn by doing method teaches you how 
to work on VCR's without boring unnecessary 

electronic basics. 
For Free Information Package Send Coupon to: 

Foley -Belsaw Institute, 6301 Equitable Road, 

Kansas City, MO 64120 

I Check VCR 

or another 
High Paying 

Career 
Field 

(Check One Bo: Only) 

El VCR Repair, Dept. 62393 

Computer Repair, Dept. 64290 

TV/Satellite Dish, Dept. 31169 

Advance VCR Repair, Dept. 65054 

Camcorder Repair, Dept. 66064 

( 
BEBSBW 
r06E9_ Fax Repair. Dept. 67064 

Printer Repair, Dept. 68063 

Since 1926 Computer Programming, Dept. 635117 

Name 

Address 

City 

Late Zip 1 

CIRCLE 172 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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By Stephen A. Booth 

NEC 
MultiSync 

XV17 
Computer 

Monitor 

PRODUCT 
TEST REPORTS 

hough it is well -known 
Il for its desktop and por- 

table computers, NEC 
Technologies doesn't nearly 
have the brand -recognition 
of Panasonic, Sony, Thom- 
son, Zenith, or other names 
in the video -display busi- 
ness. That's despite the fact 
that NEC has been building 
broadcast and data -grade 
monitors for quite a long 
time. The company tried to 
parlay that expertise to 
gain entry into the U.S. con- 
sumer market a decade 
ago, and briefly marketed 
high -end video gear here 
before limiting its offerings 
to PC monitors. Judging by 

r 
CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEC Technologies' MultiSync XV17 17-inch computer monitor. 

the MultiSync XV17, it's a 
shame NEC doesn't sell TVs 

in the U.S. anymore. 
You might get caught up 

in the specmanship and 
jargon of multimedia com- 
puters, but no matter what's 
under the hood, the com- 
ponent you'll confront day 
in and day out is the display 
monitor. A high -quality dis- 
play won't necessarily 
increase your satisfaction 
with the PC at least not 
consciously. But a poor 
monitor will surely detract 
from the experience, even 
if subconsciously. 

Many computers come 
with a monitor of the same 
brand, usually a 14- or 15- 
inch model, but you almost 
always have the option to 
buy a monitor of your 
choosing. One popular op- 
tion is to step up to a larger 
unit. 

One impetus in the move 
to larger displays is the so- 
phisticated imagery of 
multimedia software, for ref- 
erence works or blast -em- 
up games. Other induce- 
ments include the 
availability of full- motion 
video via MPEG cards and 
CDs, tuner- boards for 
broadcast and cable 1V 

and desktop video applica- 
tions. Desktop is a key word 
here: a 17 -inch monitor still 
fits manageably, and its dis- 
play area isn't over- 
whelming at arms' length 
from the keyboard, mouse, 
or game controller. 

If you're thinking of up- 
grading your PC's current 
display, or if you're shop- 
ping for a whole new setup, 
you ought to take more 
than a peek at the 17 -inch 
MultiSync X/17. It'll work with 
PC- compatibles or Apple 
Macintosh computers. Set- 

up and operation's easy, 
thanks to some very 
thoughtful features includ- 
ing on- screen menus (you 
can put away the owner's 
manual). Performance -wse, 
the MultiSync XV17 was on 
the money in APEL's bench 
tests (more on that in a 
moment). While at $799 it is 

far from inexpensive, ifs in 
the ballpark with 17- inchers 
from other brands, 

On that note, we strongly 
recommend you spend an 
extra $49 on the optional 
MultiSync Monitor Lens. That 
snap -in screen enhances 
contrast while further re- 
ducing reflected glare-an 
important consideration if 
you'll spend long hours at 
the PC, 

The accessory lens also 
makes the MultiSync XV17 
compliant with Sweden's 
strict TCO '92 guidelines for 
magnetic field, alternating 
electric -field, and elec- 
trostatic emissions. Out of 
the box, the monitor al- 
ready conforms to Sweden's 
tough SWEDAC specs (for- 
merly called MPR II). 

Speaking of specs, it meets 
U.S. Environmental Protec- 
tion Agency "Energy Star" 
requirements by consuming 
fewer than 30 watts in its 

power -down mode. That is 

automatic when con- 
nected to an Energy Star - 
compliant PC (or a video 
card) that incorporates the 
Display Power Manage- 
ment System approved by 
the Video Electronics Stan- 
dard Association (VESA). 

FEATURES 
Probably the first thing 
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you'll notice about the Mul- 
tiSync XV17 is the virtual 
flatness of its CRT. What little 
curvature there is to the 
glass is mostly in the vertical 
plane, from top to bottom. 

That pays off in the excel- 
lent test -measurements for 
geometric distortion -and 
its what you pay for in a 
computer monitor. (You 

could spend as much on a 
27 -inch or larger TV but 
you'd accept the fishbowl 
curvature in a TV display). 
Behind the scenes there's 
an Invar shadow mask and 
the dot -pitch (or spacing) 
of the phosphors is just 
0.28mm. The Invar alloy 
keeps heat -induced warp- 
age to a minimum when 
the mask's bombarded by 
the electron guns. That, in 

turn, keeps colors true, es- 
pecially at the corners of 
the display. You'd expect 
tight 0.28mm dot -pitch in a 
good 14- or 15 -inch monitor 
(0.39mm in a cheaper unit), 
but it's exceptional in a 
larger CRT (0.31mm would 
have been good). 

Once you turn on the 
power, color is the next 
thing you'll notice about the 
MultiSync XV17 -or, more 
accurately, colors. The 
monitor offers five settings 
for color temperature. 
Those are preset at the fac- 
tory but could be 
customized and stored in 

memory with NEC's Accu- 
Color controls, available 
through the On Screen 
Manager (OSM) menu. The 
factory settings can be re- 
stored at any time. 

As opposed to brightness 
and contrast (there are 
separate, recessed knobs 
for those) color tempera- 
ture has to do with tint, or 
hue. In a camcorder, it 

would be called White Bal- 

ance. Ifs measured in 

degrees Kelvin, and the 
MultiSync's presets range 
from 3900 through 9300 
degrees. 

Incidentally, contrary to 

what you might expect, the 
lower the temperature the 
'Warmer" the image -that 
is, the more it tends to the 
red scale of the spectrum. 
Higher readings induce a 
cooler look, with more blue 
in the mix. In color video 
displays, the most neutral 
setting (yielding ideally - 
pure white) occurs at 6500 
Kelvin. That is the NTSC stan- 
dard for color TVs (5400 
Kelvin for black- and -white), 
though ifs seldom encoun- 
tered right out of the box in 

home TVs. To compete on 
brightly lit showroom floors 
(and because few consum- 
ers view TV in cinema -like 
darkness) manufacturers 
pump up the color temper- 
ature. 

With the MultiSync, at 
least, you'll have a choice. 
The third factory preset 
(6500 Kelvin) is almost per- 
fect NTSC color, so you 
might want to retain it if 

you'll watch TV or video on 
the monitor. As with the 
other presets it was deter- 
mined by consumer focus - 
groups, but the presets are 
all yours to change. 

You might be wondering 
why you would want to 
bother? Well, for one thing, 
you might want to vary 
color balances according 
to software, ambient light- 
ing, or even the time of day. 
More important, perhaps, 
would be to match on- 
screen color to the ca- 
pabilities of a color 
printer -either your own, or 
that of a printing service 
you might use. To that end, 
NEC offers the Colorific soft- 
ware package ($49) for 
critical calibration between 
the monitor and specific 
printers. 

Adjustments are made 
through the monitor's Accu- 
Color Controls, accessed 
from the OSM. That on- 
screen window has cursor - 
controlled color bars to let 
you manipulate red, green, 
and blue separately. As you 

do so, you'll see the 
change in color balance in 

the background. You can't 
enter a new temperature 
numerically, nor will the 
OSM tell you the tempera- 
ture of your revised color - 
balance In degrees. In 

place of the Preset temper- 
ature, it simply reads 
"Custom." 

Besides color, the Multi - 
Sync's OSM lets you control 
virtually every aspect of the 
display's operation, includ- 
ing position, size, geometry, 
resolution, the location of 
the OSM (it's centered in the 
factory default), and the 
language it speaks (the 
menu is in English from the 
factory, but French, Ger- 
man, Italian, Spanish, and 
Swedish are selectable). 

Finally, although APEL 

found set -up easy, the 
monitor supports the Plug 
and Play protocols of Mi- 

crosoft's new Windows '95 
operating system for auto- 
matic configuration. 

TEST RESULTS 
The Multi Sync XV17 un- 

derwent electrical testing 
and visual exams at the 
Advanced Product Evalua- 
tion Laboratory (APEL), an 
independent testing facility 
located in Bethel, Connect- 
icut. The electrical 
measurements for geo- 
metric distortion and color 
appear in the accompany- 
ing chart, and indicate that 
the monitor is as good as 

they come. After viewing 
computer -generated im- 
ages and patterns, three 
different pairs of eyes 
agree. But all concur that 
unless you intend to use the 
monitor when shaving, the 
optional lens- screen is a 
must to reduce reflections 
and glare. For the record, 

Just the thing for 
people who want to get 

weather information 
first hand! 

Over 20 
Functions 

Actual 
Size: 
5' /a "x5 /a" 

Havent you always wanted a weather station? 
The Weather Wizard HI combines all the most 
requested features into one incredible package! 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 
Inside & Compass Rose Instant Metric 
Outside Temps Wind Chill Conversions 

Wind Speed Alarms Optional PC 

& Direction Highs & Lows 
Interface ($165) 

Optional Rain Collector 
Order today: 

1- 800 -678 -3669 
M -F 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pacific Time PE659J 

FAX 1 -510 -670 -0589 WC and VISA 
Add $8.00 for Shipping and Handling 

One -year warranty 30-day money -back guarantee 

DAVIS INSTRUMENTS 
6416 Diablo Ave., Hayward, CA 64646 

Our 30th Year! USA Made! 

CIRCLE 162 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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the test results published 
here were derived at the 
1024 x 768 resolution 
mode -but performance 
was similar at the 640 x 
480 and 800 x 600 modes. 

Regarding color temper- 
ature, the stated values of 
NEC's factory presets are 
almost exact. At 6635 -de- 
grees Kelvin, Preset 3 is so 
close to the NTSC color TV 

standard (6500- degrees 
Kelvin) that you ought to 
use it for any video applica- 
tions -it's the closest most 
people will ever get to 
seeing TV like it is intended. 

Among the screen- distor- 
tion measurements, it's 

worth noting that APEL 

measured the visible dis- 
play image at 15.2 inches, 
diagonally. The total diago- 
nal of the glass picture -tube 
is 17 inches -and that is the 
measurement that NEC and 
all other brands use in ad- 
vertising (for example, so- 
called 14 -inch monitors typ- 
ically deliver an image 
that's just under 13 inches), 
There's legislation afoot to 
force monitor makers to 
state the actual image size 
of their CRTs -just as TV 

marketers must do. For the 
record, product literature 
for the MultiSync XV17 does 
cite the visible display as 
15.2 inches. 

Aspect ratio is another bit 
of TV jargon, referring to the 
width -to- height ratio of the 
display area. It's commonly 
expressed as 4 :3 (1.33:1). 
The factory - preset 1.34 -to -1 

here is close enough, and 
can be adjusted through 

"Hare rau seen the Wok:'.. 

TABLE 1 --TEST RESULTS 

Color Temperature Measurements 
Factory Presets 
9300 degrees Kelvin 
7500 degrees Kelvin 
6500 degrees Kelvin 
5000 degrees Kelvin 
3900 degrees Kelvin 

Screen Distortion Measurements 
Display Image Height: 
Display image Width: 
Display Image Diagonal: 

Aspect Ratio: 
Aspect Ratio Error: 
Squareness Error: 
Horizontal Keystone Error: 
Vertical Keystone Error: 
Horizontal Pincushion Error: 
Vertical Barrel Error: 
Horizontal Bow Error: 
Vertical Bow Error: 
Horizontal Linearity Error: 
Vertical Linearity Error: 
Screen Distortion Index: 

APEL Tests 
9260 degrees Kelvin 
7704 degrees Kelvin 
6635 degrees Kelvin 
5104 degrees Kelvin 
3972 degrees Kelvin 

9.04 in, 

12.10 in. 

15.20 in, 

1.34 
0.4% 
0.5% 

-0.2% 
-0.4% 

0.4% 
0.2% 
0.7% 

-0.8% 
0.5% 
0.9% 
0.5% 

Dot Pitch: 
Scanning: 
Refresh Rate: 

Resolutions Supported: 
VESA 
VESA 
VESA 

VESA 
Mac 

Mac 
Mac 

TABLE 2- FEATURES 

0.28mm 
Non -interlaced 
Up to 100 Hz, depending on video card 
scanning frequency. 

640 x 480 
800 x 600 

1024 x 768' 
1280x1084 

640 x 480 
832x624 

1024 x 768 

Color- temperature presets (5), user adjustable 
On- Screen Manager display- and color controls 
User -selectable language menus (6) 
Front, bezel- mounted controls 
Degauss button 
Tilt/Swivel base 
EPA Energy Star, Swedac (MPR II) compliant 
Microsoft Windows '95 Plug and Play Compatible 

the OSM menu. 
Like any of the other 

screen -distortion measure- 
ments, the squareness error 
is negligible. That represents 
deviations from perfec- 
tion-in this case, perfect 
90- degree angles at each 
corner of the display. 

Keystone, pincushion, 
and barrel distortion would 
look just like the objects 
they describe. Keystone dis- 
tortion creates a 
parallelogram, wider either 
at the top or the base. 
Pincushioning gives the dis- 

play the appearance of 
being pinched inward from 
the sides, while Barrel distor- 
tion makes the borders 
appear to bellow outwards. 

With bow distortion, think 
of archery. Opposite bor- 
ders of the display -top 
and bottom, or left and 
right sides -might appear 
concave and convex. An- 
other way to look at it: One 
side seems pincushioned, 
its opposite barreled, but 
the remaining opposite 
sides are parallel. 

Linearity error looks for 

any variation from straight 
lines on any side of a 
square- waviness, for ex- 
ample. It's a pretty exacting 
exam that puts a variety of 
square patterns across the 
screen, from large to min- 
ute, and looks for non - 
linearities in any size and at 
any point on the display. 

CONCLUSION 
So, what's the result of all 

of those exacting tests? Sim- 
ply put, the MultiSync XV17 
was an outstanding per- 
former. For example, its 

overall screen distortion in- 
dex of just 0.5 percent is 

more like a high -fidelity au- 
dio spec than most video 
ratings. 

As for the 24 visual, or 
subjective, exams per- 
formed on the MultiSync 
XV17, those are "pass /fail" 
tests -you either see a 
problem or you don't. The 
only truly objectionable ar- 
tifacts we saw were 
ourselves, reflected in the 
monitor's faceplate under 
just about any ambient 
lighting condition. White or 
light- colored shirts, as one 
would typically wear in an 
office, also showed up far 
too well. 

When you pay $800 or so 
for a monitor, you shouldn't 
get wash -out on your 
screen. We think NEC ought 
to throw in the optional 
glare- screen, but then that 
would simply be a big im- 
provement over near - 
perfection! 

For more information on 
the NEC MultiSync XV17 
monitor, circle no. 120 on 
the Free Information Box, or 
contact the manufacturer 
directly at the address 
given in the "For More Infor- 
mation" box below. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

NEC Technologies, Inc. 
1414 Massachusetts Ave. 
Boxborough, MA 01719 
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Just like these 
Fully Trained 
Electronics 
Professionals 

"Thanks to CIE I have tripled my previous 
salary, and I am now in a challenging and 
rewarding new field where only the sky is 
the limit." 
Daniel Wade Reynolds 
Industrial Electrician 
Ore -Ida Foods 

"CIE was recommended to me by my boss. 
It was appealing since I could study at my 
own pace at home and during business 
travel." 
Dan Parks 
Marketing Manager /Consumer Products 
Analog Devices, Inc. 

"I loved the llexib lity CIE offered. It was the 
only way I could continue both school and 
my demanding job." 
Britt A. Hanks 
Director of Engineering 
Petroleum Helicopters, Inc. 

"I liked the way the school was set up with 
laboratory assignments to enforce 
conceptual learning. The thing which 
impressed me the most about CIE's 
curriculum is the way they show application 
for all the theory that is presented." 
Daniel N. Parkman 
Missile Electro-Mechanical Technician 
U.S. Air Force 

Completing the course gave me the ability 
o efficiently troubleshoot modern 
icroprocessor based audio and video 
stems and enjoy a sense of job security." 

,any Reynolds 
rvice Manager/Technician 

threshold Audio & Video 

Graduate with an Associate 
Degree from CIE! 

CIE is the best educational 
value you can receive if you 
want to learn about 
electronics, and earn a good 
income with that knowledge. 
CIEs reputation as the world 
leader in home study 
electronics is based solely 
on the success of our 
graduates. And we've 
earned our reputation with 
an unconditional commit- 
ment to provide our students 
with the very best electronics 
training. 

Just ask any of the 
150,000 -plus graduates of 
the Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics who are working 
in high -paying positions with 
aerospace, computer, 
medical, automotive and 
communications firms 
throughout the world. 
They'll tell you success 
didn't come easy...but it 
did come...thanks to their 
CIE training. And today, a 
career in electronics offers 
more rewards than ever 
before. 

career skills. Each lesson is 
designed to take you step - 
by -step and principle -by- 
principle. And while all of 
CIEs lessons are designed 
for independent study, CIE's 
instructors are personally 
available to assist you with 
just a toll free call. The result 
is practical training... the kind 
of experience you can put to 
work in today's marketplace. 

LEARN BY DOING...WITH 
STATE -OF- THE -ART 
EQUIPMENT AND 
TRAINING. 
CIE pioneered the 
first Electronics 
Laboratory 

934 

electronics. And every CIE 
Course earns credit towards 
the completion of your 
Associate in Applied Science 
Degree. So you can work 
toward your degree in stages 
or as fast as you wish. In fact, 
CIE is the only school that 
actually rewards you for fast 
study, which can save you 
money. 

ED 
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CIE'S COMMITTED TO 
BEING THE BEST...IN ONE 
AREA...ELECTRONICS. 
CIE isn't another be- 
everything-to-everyone 
school. CIE teaches only 
one subject and we believe 
we're the best at what we 
do. Also, CIE is accredited 
by the National Home Study 
Council. And with more than 
1,000 graduates each year, 
we're the largest home study 
school specializing exclu- 
sively in electronics. CIE has 
been training career -minded 
students for nearly sixty 
years and we're the best at 
our subject... 
ELECTRONICS... 
ITS THE ONLY SUBJECT 
WE TEACH! 

CIE PROVIDES A 
LEARNING METHOD SO 
GOOD IT'S PATENTED. 
CIEs AUTO -PRO- 
GRAMMED® lessons are a 
proven learning method for 
building valuable electronics 

Course 
and the first 
Microprocessor 
Course. Today, no 
other home study 
school can match CIE's 
state -of- the -art equipment 
and training. And all your 
laboratory equipment, books 
and lessons are included in 
your tuition. It's all yours to 
use while you study and for 
on- the -job after you 
graduate. 

PERSONALIZED 
TRAINING....TO MATCH 
YOUR BACKGROUND. 
While some of our students 
have a working knowledge of 
electronics others are just 
starting out. That's why CIE 
has developed twelve career 
courses and an A.A.S. 
Degree program to choose 
from. So, even if you're not 
sure which electronics career 
is best for you, CIE can get 
you started with core lessons 
applicable to all areas in 

Send for CIE's FREE Course Catalog and 
See How We Can Help Your Career Too! 

YES!I want to get started. 
Send me my CIE course catalog 
including details about the 
Associate Degree Program. (For 
your convenience, CIE will have a 

representative contact you - there 
is no obligation.) 
Please Pent Clearly 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip Age 

Phone No. 

Check box for G.I. Bill Benefits. 
Veteran 
Active Duty AH71 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street 
Cleveland, OH 44114 

A School of Thousands. 
A Class of One. Since 1934. J 
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RETAILERS THAT SELL OUR MAGAZINE MONTHLY 

Alaska 

Frigid North Co. 
1207 W. 36th Avenue 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Alabama 

Radio Distribuiting Supply 
121 East Broad Street 
Gadsden, AL 35903 

Arizona 

Dalis Electronics 
2829 E. McDowell Road 
Phoenix, AZ 85008 

California 

California Electronics 
221 N. Johnson Ave. 
El Cajon, CA 90202 

Signal Electronics 
22307 Ocean Avenue 
Torrance, CA 90505 

Ford Electronics 
8431 Commonwealth Avenue 
Buena Park, CA 90621 

All Electronics 
14928 Oxnard Street 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 

Gateway Electronics of CA 
9222 Chesapeake Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123 

Mac's Electronics 
191 South "E" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 

Electronics Warehouse 
2691 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 

Orvac Electronics 
1645 E Orangethorpe Ave. 
Fullerton, CA 92631 

Say -On Electronics 
13225 Harbor Blvd. 
Garden Grove, CA 92643 

Marvac Dow Electronics 
980 S. A Street 
Oxnard, CA 93030 

Kandarian Electronics 
1101 19th Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Whitcomm Electronics 
105 W. Dakota #106 
Clovia, CA 93612 

Marvac Dow Electronics 
265 -B Reservation Road 
Marina, CA 93933. 

Minuteman Electronics 
37111 Post St., Suite 1 

Fremont, CA 94536 

HCS Electronics 
6819 S. Redwood Drive 
Cotati, CA 94931 

Halted Specialties Co. 
3500 Ryder Street 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

JDR Micro Devices 
2233 Branham Lane 
San Jose, CA 95124 

Metro Electronics 
1831 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

The Radio Place, Inc. 
5675 -A Power Inn Road 
Sacramento, CA 95824 

HSC Electronics 
4837 Amber Lane 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

Colorado 

Gateway Electronics of CO 
2525 Federal Blvd. 
Denver, CO 80211 

Centennial Electronics 
2324 E. Bijou 
Colorado Sps., CO 80909 

Connecticut 

Signal Electronics Supply 
589 New Park Avenue 
W. Hartford, CT 06110 

Electronic Service Prod. 
437 Washington Avenue 
North Haven, CT 06473 

Georgia 

Norman's Electronics, Inc. 
3653 Clairmont Road 
Chamblee, GA 30341 

Idaho 

The Current Source 
5159 Glenwood 
Boise, ID 83714 

Illinois 

Tri State Elex 
200 W. Northwest Hwy. 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

Maryland 

Mark Elec. Supply Inc. 
5015 Herzel Place 
Beltsville, MD 20705 

Massachusetts 

U -Do -It Electronics 
40 Franklin Street 
Needham, MA 02194 

Michigan 

Purchase Radio Supply 
327 East Hoover Avenue 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

The Elec. Connection 
37387 Ford Road 
Westland, MI 48185 

Minnesota 

Acme Electronics 
224 Washington Avenue N. 

Minneapolis, MN 55401 

Missouri 

Gateway Electronics Of MO 
8123 -25 Page Blvd. 
St. Louis, MO 63130 

New Jersey 

Lashen Electronics Inc. 
21 Broadway 
Denville, NJ 07834 

New York 

Sylvan Wellington Co. 
269 Canal Street 
New York, NY 10013 

Unicorn Electronics 
Valley Plaza 
Johnson City, NY 13790 

Ohio 

Philcap Electronic Suppliers 
275 E. Market Street 
Akron, OH 44308 

Oregon 

Norvac Electronics 
7940 SW Nimbus Avenue 
Beaverton, OR 97005 

Portland Radio Supply 
234 S.E. Grand Avenue 
Portland, OR 97214 

Texas 

Tanner Electronics 
1301 W Beltine 
Carrollton, TX 75006 

Mouser Electronics 
2401 Hwy. 287 N 
Mansfield, TX 76063 

Electronic Parts Outlet 
17318 Highway 3 

Webster, TX 77598 

Virginia 

Elec. Equipment Bank 
323 Mill Street, N.E. 
Vienna, VA 22180 

Washington 

Amateur Radio Supply Co. 
5963 Corson Ave., Ste 140 
Seattle, WA 98108 

Wyoming 

Chris Supply 
2007 S. Douglas Hwy., Ste. C 
Gillette, WY 82716 

if you'd like to sell our magazine in your store, 
please circle 180 on Free Information Card. 
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This simple device down -converts signals in 

the 800- to 950 -MHz band so that an 
ordinary scanner can "hear" them. 
vex.: <. ,,,.ßm9' 

Build 
Scanner 

014d,Vk 

Every day we are bombarded 
with communications signals 
on numerous different frequen- 

cies, And many people take advan- 
tage of those signals -some people 
use them to communicate with 
others, while other people simply lis- 

ten to the signals as a form of enter- 
tainment. 

The common scanner can receive 
many different frequencies, but some 
frequencies, specifically from 800 to 
950 MHz, are out -of -reach for most 
scanners. Police, fire, and other ser- 

vices communicate within that band. 
Sometimes certain signals are out of a 
scanner's reach because of physical 
limitations of the electronics, and 
other times the signals are deliber- 
ately "blocked," or the scanner is pro- 
grammed not to receive them. One 
reason for that could be that certain 
signals are not supposed to be ac- 
cessible. For example, it is illegal to tap 
into cellular telephone transmissions 
which also happen to exist between 
800 and 950 MHz. 

The Scanner Converter presented 
in this article down- converts signals 
between 800 and 950 MHz by 400 
MHz, so that ordinary scanners can 
receive them between 400 and 550 
MHz. You can get all the parts needed 
to build the Converter as a kit (see the 
Parts List for supplier information), or 
you can build the circuit from scratch. 
We don't recommend the latter, how- 
ever, and we'll say more about why 
later. 

But no matter where you get the 
parts to build the circuit, the best thing 
about the Converter is that there are 
no calibration or alignment pro- 
cedures whatsoever. Power it up and it 

should work. 

BY MARC SPIWAK 

Basic Theory. When signals ap- 
proach 1 GHz (gigahertz, or one -bil- 
lion hertz), special considerations 
must be taken into account in the de- 
sign and construction of a circuit that 
will receive them. Fortunately for us, 

the most critical part of the Converter 
circuit is the PC board itself, and if the 
right parts are soldered onto it, it 
should then work properly right off the 
bat. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the basic theory 
behind the Scanner Converter circuit 
is to mix input signals (A) with a 400 - 
MHz local- oscillator frequency (B). The 
output of the mixer is then the sum 
(A+ B) and difference (A - B) frequen- 
cies. With a 400 -MHz local oscillator, 
the difference frequencies of signals 

WARNING! 

Please note that unauthorized wire and 
electronic communications intercep- 
tion and interception of oral communi- 
cations is illegal under Federal and 
State Law. In addition Federal law ren- 
ders illegal the intentional manufactur- 
ing, assembling, possessing or selling 
any electronic, mechanical or other de- 
vice, knowing or having reason to know 
that the design of such device renders it 
primarily useful for the purpose of sur- 
reptitious interception of wire, oral or 
electronic communications. Federal 
law imposes both civil and criminal 
penalties for violations of the applicable 
statutes. Thus, the use of the Scanner 
Converter described in this article is in- 
tended for and should be restricted to 
educational, scientific and /or informa- 
tional purposes. This is not intended to 
constitute legal advice and readers are 
advised to obtain independent advice 
as to the propriety of their use thereof 
based upon their individual circum- 
stances and jurisdictions. 

INPUT 
FREQUENCY 

(A) 

MIXER 

1 

OUTPUT 
A +B 
AND 
A -B 

LOCAL OSCILLATOR 

(B) 

Fig. 1. The basic theory behind the 
Scanner Converter circuit is to mix 
incoming signals (A) with a 400 -MHz 
local- oscillator frequency (B). The 
output is the sum (A + B) and difference 
(A - B) frequencies. 

between 800 and 950 MHz end up 
being between 400 and 550 MHz. 

That allows the frequencies to be re- 

ceived with just an ordinary scanner. 

Circuit Description. Figure 2 is the 
schematic of the Converter. The cir- 
cuit can be powered from any 9- to 
12 -volt DC source, including a good 
alkaline 9 -volt battery. Switch S1 either 
puts the unit into its bypass mode, 
where a scanner connected to J3 will 

receive its normal signals, or it applies 
power to the circuit and down -con- 
verts all 800- to 950 -MHz signals as 
follows: 

At the heart of the circuit is OSC1, a 
40 -MHz oscillator module. Transistor 
Q1 amplifies the oscillator's output, 
which is then bandpass filtered four 
times so that only the tenth harmonic 
at 400 MHz is presented to the input of 
U1, a Mini Circuits MARI wideband 
UHFNHF amplifier. 

Signals from an antenna con- 
nected to J2 are high -pass filtered by 

capacitors C4-C7 in conjunction with 
inductors L2 -L4. Those inductors are 
etched into the tracings on the PC 

board, making the exact PC board 39 
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Q1 
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Fig. 2. At the heart of the Converter circuit is OSC1, a 40 -MHz oscillator module. 
Only the 10th harmonic at 400 MHz is presented to the input of Ul. 

4 INCHES 

Fig. 3. This is the solder side of the double -sided board. Three of the components, 
40 L2 -L4, are stripline parts that are etched into the board. 

C15 C16 
1pF 1pF 

C18 I` C19 
K 

5pF 

l 
5pF 5pF 

L7 L9 , 

015µH .015µH 

C20 

layout a necessary part in order for 
the circuit to function (in other words, 
as we will deal with later, the circuit 
cannot be wire wrapped). Mixer U1 

amplifies and mixes the two inputs - 
signals between 800 and 950 MHz 
and the 400 -MHz local oscillator - 
and passes the 400- to 550 -MHz out- 
put to J3. 

Construction. The main thing to 
consider when building this project is 

the PC board. In order to design a 
circuit to operate at such high fre- 
quencies, and require nothing in the 
way of alignment, certain compo- 
nents, namely inductors etched onto 
the PC board itself, must be of exact 
values. That is known as stripline con- 
struction, and it is the only suitable 
method for building this project. For 
that reason, the circuit cannot be 
made using point -to -point wiring or 
wire -wrapping. 

If you are skilled at making your own 
PC boards, then you can probably 
make the double -sided one for this 
project as we have provided the foil 
pattern for the solder side of the 
board in Fig. 3 and the one for the 
component side in Fig. 4. The compo- 
nent side is plated and acts as a 
ground plane. 

Note the size of the circular white 
areas in the Fig. 4 pattern. While some 
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4 INCHES 

Fig. 4. Here's the component side of the board; it's really just a ground plane with 
circular etched areas. 

Here's a view of the board showing that the entire top surface is a ground plane. The 
board also contains, on its other side, three stripline inductors, which makes the use 
of a PC board for this project mandatory. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
SCANNER CONVERTER 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
U1 -MARI wideband MMIC 

amplifier (Mini Circuits, see text) 
U2 -7805 5 -volt regulator 
Q1- 2SC2498 NPN transistor 

CAPACITORS 
CI-C3, C8, C10, C11, C21- 

0.001-µ,, ceramic -disc 
C4, C7, C17- C20 -5 -pF, ceramic - 

disc 
C5, C6, C9 -2 -pF, ceramic -disc 
C12, C13- 10 -p.F, 25 -WVDC, 

electrolytic 
C14- C16 -1 -pF, ceramic -disc 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND 
MATERIALS 

R1- 220 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor 
R2 -1000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor 
Li, L5 -l0 -µH axial inductor 
L2- L4- Stripline inductor, see text 
L6- L9- 0.015 -µH (see text) 
OSC1 -40 -MHz oscillator module 

(Digi -Key part number CTX -120- 
ND or equivalent) 

J1-2.5-mm power jack 
J2, J3 -PC -mount RCA jack 
SI -DPDT pushbutton switch 
Printed- circuit materials, project 

enclosure, 9- to 12 -volt DC supply, 
wire, solder, hardware, etc. 

Note: The following items are 
available from Ramsey Electronics, 
Inc. (793 Canning Parkway, Victor, 
NY 14564, Tel. 716- 924 -4560): 
SCN -1 Scanner Converter kit- 
$49.95; matching case set - 
$14.95; assembled and tested 
SCN -1 with matching case - 
$89.95. Shipping and handling is 
$4.95. New York residents please 
add appropriate sales tax. 

of the component leads must be sol- 
dered on both sides of the board, any 
lead that does not get soldered to 
both sides must not make contact 
with the top ground plane; the large 
white areas are what make that possi- 
ble. Therefore, if you are making your 
own board, you will have to make sure 
that the holes you drill through the 
solder side fall into the center of the 
circular etched areas on the compo- 
nent side. 

Leads that must be soldered on 
both sides of the board are indicated 
by an "X" in the parts -placement di- 
agram shown in Fig. 5. Any leads not 
marked with an "X" in Fig. 5 must to be 
kept from touching the ground plane 
as just described. If making sure that 41 
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U 
X = SOLDER ON BOTH SIDES, SEE TEXT 

Fig. 5. Use this parts -placement diagram to make assembling the unit much easier. 
Leads that must be soldered on both sides of the board are marked with an "X." Note 
the three feedthroughs that go through the board at L2, 1,3, and 1,4; those are made 
from scrap component leads and are soldered on both sides of the board. 

the holes are drilled that way sounds 
like more trouble than it's worth, and it 
might just be, then you might want to 
consider buying the kit described in 
the Parts List. It will definitely save you a 
lot of trouble and you are assured of 
having a good printed- circuit board 
to work with. 

Once you have a board, begin by 
installing the capacitors and resistors. 
Be sure to double -check the orienta- 
tion of all the polarized capacitors. 
Then install transistor Q1, making sure 
that component is oriented properly 
as well. 

Oscillator OSC1 will have a dot on 
one corner, or a notch, or one corner 
that's more pointed (less rounded) 
than the other three, to indicate pin 1. 

Be sure to match that with the orienta- 
tion in the parts- placement diagram. 
The 7805 voltage regulator, U2, must 

42 be mounted flat on the board as 

shown; bend its leads to fit the board 
before soldering. 

You will have to install three 
feedthroughs at the ends of stripline 
inductors L2, L3, and L4, and solder 
them on both sides. Those 
feedthroughs connect the stripline in- 
ductors to the ground plane on the 
top side. You can use trimmed resistor 
leads to make your own 
feedthroughs. 

The MARI amplifier, available from 
its manufacturer, Mini Circuits (PO. Box 

350166, Brooklyn, NY 11235 -0003; Tel. 

718 -934 -4500); other distributors; and 
as part of the kit described in the Parts 
List, is a tiny part with four leads. An 
even tinier dot indicates pin one; if 

you can't see the dot, use a magnify- 
ing glass -it's that small. Mount the 
part with pin 1 oriented as shown in 
Fig. 5 and with the dot visible on the 
top side and solder all four leads. 

If you don't buy the kit, you will have 
to wind your own inductors for L6-L9. 
They are each made of 2 turns of 26- 
gauge enameled wire and should 
have a diameter of 1/8-inch each. 
Mount those and the other inductors 
on the board. 

When all parts are installed, inspect 
the board for proper soldering, and 
also double -check that any leads that 
should be soldered on both sides of 
the board actually are. If you pur- 
chased the matching case for the 
Scanner Converter from the Supplier, 
or are using a similar enclosure, now is 

a good time to install the board in it. 

That will prevent the bottom traces 
from shorting against anything. Other- 
wise take precautions to prevent 
shorts during testing (i.e. don't let the 
board rest on a surface that is con- 
ductive). 

Testing and Use. To test the board, 
make sure S1 is in the bypass position, 
and apply a 9- to 12 -volt regulated 
DC supply to power jack J1 (the cen- 
ter pin of J1 is positive). Locate or 
make a shielded cable with an RCA 
plug on one end and a connector on 
the other end that matches the an- 
tenna input on your scanner. Connect 
the RCA end of that cable to J3 on the 
Converter, and the other end to the 
scanner's antenna input. Also con- 
nect an antenna to J2 on the Con- 
verter. If you don't have a suitable 
antenna, see the article elsewhere in 
this issue that shows you how to make 
one. 

Turn on the Converter by pressing S1 

and tune your scanner to receive any 
multiple of 40 MHz -40, 80, 120, etc. 
Background noise on the scanner 
should cease at those frequencies 
and the signal -strength meter on the 
scanner should show an increase. 
That is due to the scanner receiving 
the output of the Converter's oscillator 
or its harmonics. 

Now tune your scanner to receive a 
signal between 400 and 550 MHz. As a 
result, you will actually tune in signals 
that are 400 MHz higher. For example, 
want to hear 800 MHz? Just tune in 
400 MHz. Pressing S1 on the Converter 
should return the scanner to normal 
operation. 

With your scanner converter com- 
plete, you are now ready to experi- 
ence hours of listening pleasure. Enjoy 
your added reception! 
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Build the 
Poor -Man's 
transmitter 
It's a simple, inexpensive 
transmitter that 
demonstrates the basic 
principles of amplitude 
modulation. 

BY JAMES CICON 

you are shipwrecked on a des- 
erted tropical island. All you 
have are oranges (there are 

lots of them on a tropical island), and 
your Nintendo Gameboy. At first you 
think your situation is heaven, but then 
the batteries go dead in the 
Gameboy, and you start thinking that 
if you only had a phone, maybe you 
could get some pizza delivered. What 
to do? 

Well, they didn't call you "kid 
McGyver" for nothing in high school, 
so you take out half a dozen oranges 
and make a battery. You then rip 
open your Gameboy and use the guts 
to make an emergency radio 
beacon. In no time at all, you are back 
at home telling every one about wres- 
tling great -white sharks and battling 
with marauding cannibals. 

Now, this article isn't going to tell you 
how to make batteries out of oranges 
(if you are really interested, see the 
article "Experiments in Galvanism" in 

the November 1991 issue of Popular 
Electronics for information on how to 
do that). Nor will it recommend that 
you take your Gameboy apart. But it is 

going to show you how to build a 
Poor -Man's Transmitter that makes for 
a great little radio beacon. Best of all, 
it can be built for just a few dollars 

The project is a simple AM transmit- 
ter that you can use to transmit tones 
into your AM or FM Radio, TV set, CB 

radio, police scanner, ham radio, or 
anything else that you happen to 
have lying around that picks up radio 

waves (later in the article, we'll get to 
why the AM transmissions can be 
picked up by so many different types 
of devices). To avoid annoying your 
neighbors, the range on the Transmit- 
ter as shown is just about enough to 
reach across an average -size room, 
provided no one is standing in the 
way. 

AM- Transmitter Basics. The Poor - 
Man's Transmitter is basically a simple 
amplitude -modulated (AM) radio 
transmitter. The dictionary defines 
modulation as "an inflection of the 
tone or pitch of the voice" (to convey 
meaning). It also defines modulate: 
"to vary the amplitude, frequency, or 
phase of a carrier wave for the trans- 
mission of intelligence." 

Amplitude modulation, as the 
name implies, changes the loudness 
or amplitude of a carrier to transmit 
intelligence. In order to build an AM 

R1 

1K 

9V 
o 

transmitter, three things are needed: 
a carrier wave, another wave to mod- 
ulate it, and some way of transferring 
an intelligent message into the sys- 

tem. The Poor -Man's Transmitter works 
by supplying all three of those. 

Circuit Description. The schematic 
diagram for the Transmitter is shown in 

Fig. 1. Power for the circuit is supplied 
by B1, a 9 -volt battery. 

Two sections of a 4011 NAND gate, U1- 

c and U1 -d, are used as part of a 
radio -frequency (RF) oscillator (car- 
rier). The other two sections, U1 -a and 
U1 -b, are used in an audio frequency 
(AF) oscillator (modulator). Switch S1 

enables and disables the modulation 
to allow the transfer of an intelligent 
message with the Transmitter. 

When you press S1, the AF oscillator 
composed of U1 -a, U1 -b, R4, and Cl 
starts generating an audio signal (see 
Fig. 2). That signal gates the RF os- 

ANTI 

R4 
120K 

Cl y 
.0047 T 

4AN, 
R2 
1K 

W® 
R3 
2K 

C2 
220pF T 

Fig. 1. This is the schematic for the Poor -Man's Transmitter. The circuit gets its name 
because of the extremely low parts count (and the low prices of those parts). 43 
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dilator composed of U1 -c, U1 -d, R2, 

R3, and C2 on and off. When on, the 
RF oscillator runs at 1 MHz. The resulting 
output is sent out ANTI as an AM signal 
(see Fig. 3). Note that except for R3, 
the AF and RF circuits are laid out ex- 
actly the same. The purpose of R3 is to 
tune the RF oscillator. 

When momentary- contact, push- 
button- switch S1 is released, the AF os- 
cillator is turned off. Resistor R1 pulls the 
voltage on pin 2 of U1 -a low, disabling 
the circuit. When S1 is pressed again, 
pin 2 goes high. That causes the cir- 
cuit to once again start flipping be- 
tween its two stable states. The first of 
those states is when the output of U1 -a 
is high and the output of U1 -b is low. 
The second state is when the output of 
U1 -a is low and the output of U1 -b is 

high. 
Capacitor C1 is included in the cir- 

cuit to control the speed of the transi- 
tions between the Iwo states. If the 
capacitor weren't used, the circuit 
would oscillate at an unpredictable, 
and extremely rapid rate. The fre- 
quency would be affected by the 
temperature of the room, the shape 
of the wires connecting the circuit to- 
gether, and even the nearness of your 
hand to the IC. Here's how C1 controls 
the frequency of the changing states: 

When U1 -a flips and tries to change 
the circuit from the first state to the 
second Qne, C1 keeps the circuit in 
the first state for a little while, thereby 
slowing down the frequency. The ca- 
pacitor does that because it is con- 
nected to the input of U1 -a, just as R4 
is. As long as C1 is charged up, it can 
"overpower" R4, preventing it from 
changing the input of U1 -a. Gradually, 
C1 loses enough charge through R4 

and allows U1 -a to flip to the second 
state. 

Figure 4 shows the waveform of the 
voltage appearing across C1; the 
curving sloping region occurs when 

2 
C1 is keeping the circuit from flipping 

a) to the next state. Figure 5 shows the 
waveform of the voltage at the output 

áof U1 -c; remember, U1 -c is part of the 
RF oscillator. Notice the bumps on the 

tri 
rn 

leading edge of the squarewave in 
rn Fig. 5 and on both edges of the 

sawtooth wave in Fig. 4. The bumps 
are there because the electrical cir- 
cuit is behaving in a similar manner to 
a mechanical switch. When the circuit 
switches rapidly from off to on, it 

44 bounces a bit. 

Fig. 2. When you press Sl, the AF 
oscillator in the Transmitter generates 
an audio signal; here's the waveform. 

i 

Fig. 3. Shown here is the waveform of 
the Transmitter's output AM signal. 

Fig. 4. Here s the waveform of the 
voltage appearing across capacitor CI. 
The curving sloping region occurs when 
Cl is keeping gates UI -a and UI -b from 
switching between two states (see text). 

Fig. 5. This shot shows the waveform of 
the voltage at the output of gate UI -c, 
which is part of the Transmitter's RF 
oscillator. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
POOR -MAN'S TRANSMITTER 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt. 5' 

units.) 
R1, R2 -1000 -ohm 
R3 -2000 -ohm, 15 -turn trimmer 

potentiometer 
R4- 120,000 -ohm 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND 
MATERIALS 

UI 1011 quad 2 -input NANO gate. 
integrated circuit 

C1-- 0.0047 -11F, ceramic -disc 
capacitor 

C2- 220 -pE ceramic -disc capacitor 
ANTI -Four feet of stiff. 22 -gauge 

wire (see text) 
S1 -SPST, momentary- contact, 

normally open pushbutton switch 
B1 -9 -volt alkaline battery 
Modular IC breadboard (Radio Shack 

276 -175 or equivalent), 22 -gauge 
solid wire, 24 -gauge stranded 
cable (2- conductor), battery snap 
with leads, solder,, hardware, etc. 

Construction. Building the Trat 
ter is a very simple task. As you car . 

in the photo at the beginning of . 

article, the author's prototype w< 
built on a breadboard. The comp( 
nents were simply pressed direct 
onto the breadboard, and smc 
jumper wires were used to make cor 
nections between components. 

If you want a more permanent cl 
cuit, you can assemble the circuit on 
perforated board. If you decide to g 
that route, use an IC socket for U1 t 
make sure that it doesn't ge 
damaged. Also, install the resistors, th 
potentiometer, and the capacito 
before you insert the IC into its socke. 

Solder long leads of strande( 
small -gauge wire to switch S1. That w 
allow you to hold it in your hand whe 
keying the Transmitter on and of 
Stranded wire is flexible, so you ca 
move the switch easily. 

Next install the battery -snap lead 
Both the snap and the switch hay 
stranded -wire leads. If you are using 
breadboard to build the project, yo 
will have to first tin the ends of the wir 
to stiffen them. That makes it easier ti 
insert the wires into their holes. 

For those who don't know, tinning 
wire is pretty simple. Strip the insulc 
tion of the wires back about 1/4 incl 
and twist the strands together. Ther 

(Continued on page 91) 
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ive a `Friend 
ñ Tear of 
`F,lectronícs 
Tun this Ckristmas 
Does fighting the crowds at Christmas short-cir- 
cuit your holiday fun? Don't blow a fuse this 
year...for the friend who shares your love of 
project- oriented electronics - or a youngster 

,.r who may need only a spark to ignite a life -long 
Z interest - give a gift subscription to Popular 

Electronics. 

Popular Electronics readers get the know how 
they need to build exciting, educational, and \ useful projects like these...a professional -qual- 
ity home -security system...an autoranging fre- 
quency counter...a nine -band shortwave re- 
ceiver...a radio -controlled car...a telephone 
scrambler...an aviation receiver...and even a 
robot! 

SAVE MONEY...A great gift to receive, Popu- 
lar Electronics is also a great gift for you to 
give! The Special Holiday Rate saves you 
$25.05* off the newsstand price on each gift. 
You can save another $25.05* when you start or 
extend your own subscription at the same time. 
It's our "thank -you" for sharing Popular Elec- 
tronics with a friend at Christmas. 

PLUS...Gizmo, our honest and straight- shoot- 
ing review of the latest consumer -electronics 
gear...Market Center, featuring mail -order 
merchants that are ready to help you in all your 
hobby activities...articles and columns cover - 
ng every aspect of the electronics hobby - 

including antique radio, shortwave listening, 
ham radio, computers, scanners, circuit de- 
sign, and more! 

Send no money, unless you prefer. We'll be glad 
to bill you in January, 1996. Just take a brief 
moment to go over your gift list and make sure 
you haven't forgotten anyone who might ap- 
preciate the many benefits of Popular Elec- 
tronics. Then write the names on the attached 
Gift Certificate and mail it back in the postage - 
paid reply envelope...we'll take it from there! 

Your friends will receive a handsome gift an- 
nouncement card signed with your name just 
before Christmas. And all through the new year 
they'll remember and appreciate your thought- 
ful gift! So don't blow a fuse...take it easy and 
enjoy the holidays. Give Christmas gifts of Pop- 

ular Electronics! 

Popular Electronics 
'Basic sub rate -1 yr/$21.95 
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Is 

the turn of the century bearing 
down on you, even though you've 
yet to venture out onto the "Infor- 

mation Superhighway ?" That cyber- 
turnpike is on almost everyone's mind, 
and for good reason: it heralds a new 
age of information exchange that's 

revolutionizing the way we all live, 

work, and play. And the good news is 

that today you don't have to be a 

computer genius to hop on board the 
Internet. 

For those who don't know, 
cyberspace -the catchword for the 
interactive computing and communi- 
cations available on the Internet -is 
the "space" you enter when you go 
online. It's the virtual arena where 
computer- mediated communica- 
tions occur. And, until something bet- 
ter comes along to absorb or replace 
it, the Internet is cyberspace. It might 
not reach everywhere, as the writer 
who coined the term in 1984, William 
Gibson, imagined it would, but it 

comes very, very close to doing so. 

Part of the curiosity arising about 
the Internet has built on Vice President 
Gore's promotion of a National Infor- 

mation Infrastructure, the Nil. The Nil is 

intended to be a web of communica- 
tions networks, computers, consumer 
electronics, and databases that will 

put vast amounts of information at ev- 

eryone's fingertips. Also, the Nil will 

help foster an information revolution 
that will change forever the way we 
work and interact with one another. 

But What is The Internet? While 
the Internet seemingly is practically 
everywhere today, you might be 
puzzled about what it is and what it 

means to you. So, then, just what is this 

thing called the Internet? 
The Internet is the world's largest 

computer network -one that serves 

about four times the number of peo- 
ple as do all of the commercial online 
services like CompuServe, America 
Online, Prodigy, and Delphi com- 
bined. But the Internet is more than 
just a network: It's also a mailbox, busi- 
ness tool, library, newspaper, shop- 
ping mall, and much more. 

The Internet is the world's largest 
computer network -one that serves 

about four times the number of peo- 
ple as do all of the commercial online 
communications utility services like 

CompuServe, America Online, Pro- 

digy, and Delphi combined. But the 

Internet is more than just a network: It's 

also a mailbox, business tool, library, 

newspaper, shopping mall, and 
much more, as we'll see. 

Technically speaking, the Internet is 

a set of protocols, or communications 
rules, that govern basic interactions 
between interconnected computers. 
Those protocols allow every make 
and model of computer -from the 
home -based microcomputer to the 
hulking mainframe -to swap e -mail 
and files. It really doesn't matter what 
kinds of chips, software, or languages 
are used. 

other restrictions. Also, even with new, 

point- and -click graphical user inter- 
face (GUI) -based Internet software 
such as Netscape and Mosaic, is still 

difficult to smoothly navigate ('surf') 
the Net. And, because it requires ac- 
cess to both a computer and a 

modem or other communicctions 
link, the Internet is beyond the reach 
of millions of people. 

Security on the Internet seems to be 
another problem. Companies that 
engage in "electronic commerce" 
are concerned with Net security, and 
have to use various schemes to Keep 

Fie Edit Optio 

EXPLORING DocurnentTitle: 

Document UHL: 

THE . 

INTERNET 
BY KARL T. THURBER, JR. 

If you're not surfing the Net, or not sure 
what it is, then these basics can help you 

get started. Prepare to learn how best to 

access, cruise, work with, communicate 
over, and explore the Internet. 

A person sitting at a personal corn - 
puter or terminal equipped with the 
proper software communicates 
across the Internet by placing data in 

an Internet Protocol (IP) packet -an 
electronic envelope -and "address- 
ing" the packet to a particular Inter- 
net destination. 

Even though it might sound simple 
so far, the Internet is does present 
some problems. For one, the Net is 

largely an uncensored free -for -all, 
and its content often is tasteless, 
foolish, or misleading -and there are 
no warnings, movie -like ratings, or 

financial transactions private. Security 
issues have prompted them to keep 
sensitive information systems off the 
Internet, even setting up computer 
"firewalls" that prevent outsiders from 
gaining access to protected data 
through the Net. 

Another problem is protection of 
copyrighted material. It's a thorny one 
because anyone can easi'y down- 
load text and other data through the 
Internet. Some companies encrypt 
valuable data they sell over the Net, 
providing decoding keys only to bona 
fide buyers. 
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A Little Cyber- History. We'll exam- 
ine further, later on, what the Internet 
is today. But first, let's take a look at how 
it all got started in the 1960s. The Inter- 
net has its roots in a 1969 cold -war 
research project conducted by an 
arm of the U. S. Department of De- 
fense, the Defense Advanced Re- 
search Projects Agency (DARPA). 
Military planners, scientists, and engi- 
neers wantec a computer network 
that would interconnect information 
resources and researchers and that 
also could withstand partial destruc- 
tion, as would surely occur during a 

possible route, nota single fxed path. 
Under that "robust interconnection" 

arrangement, if a part of the network 
were destroyed, the surviving parts 
would automatically reroute commu- 
nications through different pathways. 
That solution also was attractive to po- 
tential users outside the military, and 
effectively set up the infrastructure for 
what we know today as the Internet. 
The original ARPAnet initially consisted 
of just four computers, but by 1972, 
about 50 universities and military re- 
search sites were on the network. 

The "DARPA Internet" escaped from 

nuclear attack, yet still function as a 
viable network. 

One theme of the network planners 
was fault tolerance and reliability. The 
planners reasoned that centralized 
data flow through just a few "hub" 
computers would leave the system 
too open to disruption. And they want- 
ed every computer on the network to 
be able to communicate, peer -to- 
peer, with all other computers on the 
network. ARPAnet created many re- 
dundant routes among the comput- 
ers so that messages and data could 
arrive at their destinations using any 

the Pentagon and its university con- 
tractors in the early 1980s, when it split 
into two networks, ARPANet and 
Milnet, a military nework. The Internet 
spread like wildfire during the early 
years of the PC boom, doubling in size 
each year. A combination of tech- 
nological advances in software, hard- 
ware, and communications made 
Internet connections very econom- 
ical by the late 1980s. 

Designers had to develop a means 
by which the interconnected com- 
puters would have a standard lan- 
guage and set of rules by which 

information is communicated over 
the network. They developed a com- 
munications protocol known as Trans- 

mission Control Protocol /Internet Pro- 

tocol (TCP /IP). TCP /IP became the 
major protocol used by ARPANet (now 
the Internet) beginning in 1983. 

Also in the 1980s, the National Sci- 

ence Foundation (NSF) developed a 
network, NSFNET, which was a nation- 
wide "computer backbone." In the 
late 1980s NSF built five supercom- 
puter centers to give researchers ac- 
cess to computers previously avail- 
able only to military contractors. The 

NSF's networks, based on TCP /IP tech- 
nology, interconnected the five re- 
gional centers and hundreds of 
university networks. Soon the network 
connections were used for other pur- 
poses, such as e-mail. 

Eventually, all of those networks, 
public and private, were intercon- 
nected to enable any computer on 
any one of the sub -networks to access 
computers anywhere in the entire 
network. Some date the birth of the 
Internet as we know it today to be 
March 1986, when the old ARPAnet 
was dismantled. 

How Big is the Internet? Today the 
Internet combines multiple networks 
of the academic, military, govern- 
ment, business, and industrial sectors. 
No one really knows how big the Inter- 
net is: size estimates vary widely. But 

some of the statistics are telling. 
Looking back 14 years to the dawn 

of the PC era, in 1981 there were only 
about 200 directly connected host 
computers on the Internet. But the 
number of computers connected to it 
grew dramatically: by 1991, there 
were more than 300,000 of them. By 

late 1993, about 2.2 million computers 
were reachable via the Internet, with 
over 25 million users. One recent esti- 
mate put the number of host comput- 
ers alone on the Internet at some 5 
million! 

In the mid- 1990s, 40 to 50 million 
people in more than 160 countries 
have indirect or at least e -mail access 
to the Internet, and more than 30,000 
computer networks in over 75 coun- 
tries have full access. In Japan and 
some parts of Europe the number of 
users has grown more than 1000 per- 
cent in the past 3 years. 

Regardless of how you figure it, the 
Net is growing at a dizzying pace. By 47 
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America Online - [World Wide Web] 
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et CITS Technical Update 

InS Interesting Tools 

Ft UC Electrical and Computer Engineenng Gopher Server 
n UC Phone Directory (Experimental) 

CI Today's Weather 

a Other Gopher and Information Servers 

Fig. 1. Shown here is a Gopher menu graphically displayed by AOL's Web browser. 
While Gopher is a menu -based approach to browsing the Internet, the Web browser 
offers you a graphic, easy -to -use alternative. It makes it easy to find information and 
move among non -Web Internet resources such as Gophers, FTP files, USENET 
newsgroups, and more. 
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O About the Internet ( About Internet Mail 

® About the Internet Forums 
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IJlnternet Resources Forum 
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Ell Internet Feedback 
(I Special Pricing - The Internet Club 
U Direct Internet Access (Dial PPP) 

Now Access the World Wide Web 
through your CompuServe account. 
Click Dial PPP to download NetLauncher 
for Windnws 

Telnet. 
Remote 
Login 

FTP: File 
Transfer 
Protocol 

1.`t 

--11111111111111M 
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USENET 
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Internet 
World 
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Fig. 2. Here's CompuServe's Internet Services welcome screen as viewed by their 
WinCIM software; it offers access to all the service's Internet features except the Web. 
Presently, you access the Web separately using the CompuServe edition of the SPRY 
Mosaic browser, called NetLauncher. 

some estimates, the Internet popula- 
tion grows by an estimated 10 per- 
cent or more each month; the World - 
Wide Web alone reportedly is 

doubling in size every 53 days or so. By 
the year 2000 the Internet might have 
as many as 100 million servers (central 
computers that store volumes of infor- 

48 motion and serve it out to so- called 

"clients "), which are mostly PCs like 
your own rather than room -filling 
mainframes. 

Who Owns the Internet? One fac- 
tor fueling the Internet's remarkable 
growth is its grassroots structure. Most 
conventional computer systems are 
closed, hierarchical, undemocratic, 

and proprietary; they run on 
copyrighted software in a tight, pyra- 
mid -like structure that empowers the 
system operators (SYSOPS) at the top 
of the pyramid. 

The Internet, by contrast, is open, 
non -proprietary, and democratic; it 
crosses national boundaries and an- 
swers to no government. No one owns 
the Internet and no single organiza- 
tion controls it, although the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) has pro- 
vided a good deal of the money and 
computing infrastructure to make the 
Internet possible. (Recently, NSF has 
reduced its funding contributions and 
management of the central comput- 
er networks or backbones, with con- 
nectivity becoming the responsibility 
of other providers, including commer- 
cial ones.) 

Besides the NSF the Internet is over- 
seen loosely by The Internet Society, a 
group of individual and corporate 
volunteers. But they don't own it. Nei- 
ther does the Electronic Frontier Foun- 
dation (EFF), which is concerned with 
policies that maintain and enhance 
First Amendment, privacy, and other 
democratic values. 

The great flexibility of that dé- 
centralization is what enables the In- 
ternet to grow rapidly, with very titile 
central management or blueprints for 
the future. In some respects, the Inter- 
net represents a partial return to the 
so- called "hacker ethic" of free and 
open information flow that charac- 
terized the early, 'Wild and woolly" 
computing of the 1960s and 1970s. 

Computer- Industry Implications. 
Many observers have likened the In- 
ternet to an already launched rocket 
or a missile: no one can stop it, even if 
they wanted to. Some even consider 
that the future of computing is de- 
fined by the Internet, and it's not hard 
to see why. 

Thanks to a powerful software 
scheme called the World -Wide Web, 
or simply "the Web," the Internet is be- 
ginning to eclipse, or even embrace, 
the PC. Eventually, the Internet and 
the NII will be so widespread and 
transparent that we'll simply take 
them for granted, as we now give little 
thought to electrical power, cable, 
telephone, and other utility systems. 

In fact, the Internet, with its low -cost, 
open technology could very well be 
the modern equivalent of the "PC rev- 
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olution." Like the IBM PC of 1981, the 
Internet of today might reshape the 
whole computer industry; and also 
like the PC, the impact will be felt on 
individual users like you and me as 
well as on business and industry. 

The Information Superhighway - 
the NII -is supposed to meld a wide 
variety of technologies into a single, 
digital data stream. But while it re- 
mains a work in progress, the Internet 
is a real -world, working prototype of 
the future, and it offers a solid test bed 
for advanced communications. Al- 
ready, the Internet is absorbing prac- 
tically every improvement in comput- 
er hardware and software perfor- 
mance that reaches the market- 
place. 

The industry vision is that within the 
next few years all major software pro- 
grams will be Internet -aware and will 
depend on it for a continuous stream 
of new data and even software up- 
dates. Ultimately, you might not even 
have to make a conscious decision to 
access the Internet, as you must today. 

In particular, software makers will 
adapt to the World -Wide Web so that 
most word -processing programs, 
spreadsheets, databases, and oper- 
ating systems will work seamlessly 
across the Web. Eventually, your soft- 
ware applications will simply reach 
into the Web for a piece of data, a 
movie clip, a new program, or what- 
ever else you might need at the mo- 
ment -and retrieve it. 

Most likely, the Internet era won't be 
marked by the kind of dominance 
that Microsoft now has in software or 
IBM has enjoyed with mainframes. 
Rather, the Internet is open to any 
brand or type of computer, to any 
software, to almost infinite geograph- 
ical expansion, and to practically any 
use that can possibly be conceived. 

The Internet has already grown so 
large that industry giants like Micro- 
soft, IBM, Intel, and others couldn't 
dominate or fight it if they wanted to. 
Rather, they're figuring out how to best 
capitalize on the Internet. IBM, for ex- 
ample, has made Internet access an 
integral feature of its OS /2 Warp oper- 
ating system and Microsoft has done 
the same with Windows 95. 

Using the Internet. Designed by 
and for research and technical users, 

the Internet admittedly isn't very 
friendly. It's basically a creature of the 

mainframe era and was designed by 
academics and techies for their own 
purposes. Until very recently, to effec- 
tively use the Internet you needed a 
"frontier mentality " -if a neat and or- 
derly universe is important to you, you 
probably haven't enjoyed any en- 
counter you might have had with the 
Net. The Internet can be chaotic, hap- 

hazard, and seemingly random, and 
it's still best learned by those familiar 
with the main- frame -based, UNIX 

computer -operating system. 
Just going online with the Internet, 

learning where to look for information, 
finding what you want, and retrieving 
it, can be highly frustrating. But that 
fact hasn't kept thousands of edu- 
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cators, scientists, professionals, corn - 
puter geeks, activists, and "just plain 
folks" from putting the Internet to 
good use. 

Happily, things slowly are changing 
as more casual users seek conve- 
nient, uncomplicated access. Today, 
you might be able to hook up to the 
Internet through an existing direct 
connection at work or at school, or 
you might gain access through a 
commercial online service, a bulletin - 
board system (BBS), or a public -ac- 
cess service provider. 

The really compelling charac- 
teristic of the Internet is that it lets you 
interact with the whole world. That en- 
ables communication among mil- 
lions of people and organizations 
who are "plugged in" through Inter- 
net- connected computers. Today, 
anyone with a PC, a modem, and a 
little online knowledge can benefit 
from Internet resources, including 
communication throughout the 
world, tapping into robust research 
databases, and downloading articles 
from online archives. 

The Internet puts a world of informa- 
tion at your fingertips for as little as a 
$10 -$25 per -month access fee to a 
provider (there's no charge to use the 
Internet itself). While you're online, you 
can send and receive e -mail, do re- 
search and browse for information, 

50 transfer or download files, and even 

view and hear multimedia files and 
hold video conferences, if you're so 
equipped. As the Internet evolves, it's 
likely to become intimately involved 
with, or even take over, your tele- 
phone, FAX machine, home- enter- 
tainment console, and other elec- 
tronics and communications systems 
as it ultimately merges into the NII as 
envisioned by Vice President Gore. 

The Internet is a huge repository of 
information for individuals and busi- 
nesses. For many professional, busi- 
ness, educational, and governmental 
users today, the Net truly is an indis- 
pensable tool. 

The U.S. government, especially, 
posts more and more information, 
such as Commerce Department 
data and patent filings, on the Inter- 
net- information that could be very 
difficult and sometimes expensive to 
obtain. Also, many universities are 
converting large libraries of data, in- 
cluding their card catalogs, to elec- 
tronic form for browsing and distribu- 
tion on the Internet. 

As we've hinted, the Internet repre- 
sents a new marketing opportunity 
that's arguably even more exciting 
and revolutionary than was the origi- 
nal IBM PC. There's hardly any product 
or service that isn't getting developed 
for or actually being delivered over 
the Internet. The only limit seems to be 
one's imagination. The economics of 

communication via the Net shortly will 
be too compelling to ignore. 

Today, companies are scrambling 
to get aboard one of the newest Inter- 
net facilities, the World -Wide Web. 
Most computer companies, pub- 
lishers, and communications firms, as 
well as many banks, insurance com- 
panies, government agencies, and 
mail -order and retail firms, are setting 
up Web sites or "home pages." They 
sense, with good reason, that the In- 
ternet in particular, and cyberspace 
in general, will be one of the driving 
forces for economic growth as we 
move toward the next century. 

The Web will cause many changes 
in the industry -for example, how PC 
software is sold and delivered. Instead 
of shipping floppies or CD -ROMs, soft- 
ware publishers likely will advertise, 
take orders and payments, ship pro- 
gram code, and provide technical 
support over the Net. They'll use the 
Web and its increasingly sophisti- 
cated browsers as the "universal 
portal" into the Internet's vast re- 
sources (more on the Web later). 

Basic Internet Features and Ser- 
vices. While there's no comprehen- 
sive directory of everything you'll find 
on the Internet, you can access gov- 
ernment documents (including library 
catalogs and databases), White 
House press releases, weather maps 
and forecasts, sports schedules, ZIP 
codes, and much, much more. 

Some of the more popular Internet 
features and services include infor- 
mation browsing using Gopher and 
the World -Wide Web; automatic infor- 
mation delivery via distribution lists; in- 
formation- searching with WAIS, Ar- 
chie, and Veronica; real -time written 
interactions using Internet Relay Chat 
(IRC); file transfers; directory lookups 
to discover network addresses; and 
even multicasts of audio and video 
programs. 

So, by now you have a general un- 
derstanding of the Internet. But we still 
need to explore further some of the 
unique terms, features, services, and 
other resources of the Net: 

Electronic Mail (e- mall): Thanks to 
e -mail, you can transmit a variety of 
communications and correspon- 
dence such as letters, memos, graph- 
ics, and spreadsheets over a network 
to other users. Not only can you send 
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simple messages, but you can attach 
files to them, get receipt acknowledg- 
ment, and send information copies of 
your messages to others. 

To use e -mail, you must be elec- 
tronically accessible to others. You 

need an e -mail address, which is the 
set of commands used to route mes- 
sages through gateways until they 
reach a recipient, Each electronic 
service or organization offering e -mail 
has its own address format. Using it, e- 
mail can be sent from users on one 
interconnected service to users on 
another service. 

It helps to have an e -mail program 
on your PC to check for mail waiting, 
read the mail, reply to and forward 
messages, and compose and send 
new messages. Several commercial 
and shareware programs to handle 
those tasks are available. One of the 
best shareware products is Eudora, 
which has a graphical interface for 
the Apple Macintosh or Windows - 
based PC; look online for EU- 

DORAI4.EXE for Windows or Eudora 
1,4.2 for the Mac. 

LISTSERV Mailing Lists: Internet 
mailing lists are topic- oriented discus- 
sion groups that use e -mail for com- 
munications. The mailing lists consist 
of people who have signed up to re- 
ceive mail on a specific topic. If the 
process is automated so that a com- 
puter adds an individual to a list after 
that person sends in a specially for- 
matted e -mail request to subscribe to 
the list, it's called a LISTSERV mailing list, 

or simply a LISTSERV. 

In that case, instead of mail being 
sent to a specific individual on the list, 

messages are sent to an automated 
LISTSERV address for mass distribution 
via e -mail to everyone who sub- 
scribes to the list. (The term LISTSERV 

also refers to the UNIX software used to 
manage much of the process.) 

USENET Newsgroups: USENET news- 
groups are a series of discussion 
groups that focus on a specific sub- 
ject; they're the Internet's equivalent 
of forums on the online services and 
BBSs. There are over 10,000 such dis- 

cussion groups distributed over the In- 

ternet and devoted to practically 
every conceivable subject. 

It's useful to have a program to help 
with the mechanics: locating news- 
groups, searching through and read- 
ing messages, and composing and 
posting messages. One such inexpen- 

sive shareware newsreader program 
is Trumpet News Reader. 

It's a good idea to read the news - 
group traffic before jumping in. Make 
sure you have a good idea as to what 
type of messages are posted to a 
group before you post a message as 
well. That will keep you from imme- 
diately being spotted as a "newbie" 
and possibly being attacked 

("flamed ") by members of the news - 
group because of your manners. 

FTP: There are several ways of 
copying files from other computers on 
the Internet to your own PC, such as by 
saving newsgroup messages or e- 
mail messages that have files at- 
tached to them, or by logging onto 
remote computers that allow down- 
loading using Telnet. But the most flexi- 

INTERNET BOOKS 
AND BOOK/DISK PACKAGES 

As the Internet continues to grow at a 

phenomenal rate, you might find your- 
self scrambling to uncover how to best 
use its immense resources for your ben- 
efit. The following sampling of books 
and book /disk software packages 
should get you started on the Internet 
and the World -Wide Web. 

Books 
The Complete Idiot's Guide to the World - 
Wide Web, by Peter Kent, Alpha Books 
(Macmillan, 201 West 103rd Street, Indi- 
anapolis, IN 46290; Tel. 800- 428 -5331), 
1995, $21.99. 

Creating Successful World -Wide Web Sites 
with Mosaic, by John R. Vacca, Addison - 
Wesley (1 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867; 
Tel. 800 -358 -4566), 1995, $28.95. 

Curious About the Internet ?, by Ned Snell, 
Sams (Macmillan), 1995, $14.99. 

The Instant Internet Guide, by Brent Heslop 
and David Angell, Addison- Wesley, 1994, 
$14.95. 

The Internet Companion: A Beginner's 
Guide to Global Networking, Second Edi- 
tion, by Tracy LaQuey, Addison -Wesley, 
1994, $12.95. 

The Internet Yellow Pages, Second Edition, 
by Harley Hahn and Rick Stout, Osborne 
McGraw -Hill (260 Tenth Street, Berkeley, 
CA 94710; Tel. 800-227-0900), 1995, 
$29.95. 

Netscape Quick Tour, by Stuart Harris and 
Gayle Kidder, Ventana Press (P.O. Box 
13964, Research Triangle Park, NC 
27709 -3964; Tel. 800- 743- 5369), 1995, 
$14.00 (Mac or Windows edition). 

Student's Guide to the Internet, by David 
Clark, Alpha Books (Macmillan), 1995, 
$14.99. 

Teach Yourself HTML Web Publishing in a 
Week, by Laura Lemay, Sams (Macmillan), 
1994, $25.00. 

The Whole Internet User's Guide & Catalog, 
Second Edition, by Ed Kral, O'Reilly & As- 
sociates (103 Morris St., Suite A, 
Sebastopol, CA 95472; Tel. 
800- 998 -9938), 1994, $24.95. 

Book/Disk Packages 
Internet in a Box: The Complete Internet 
Solution, produced by SPRY, Inc., O'Reilly 
& Associates, 1994, $149. The software 
package includes three guidebooks. 

Internet Starter Kit for Windows, Second 
Edition, by Adam C. Engst, Corwin S. Low, 
and Michael A. Simon, Hayden Books 
(Macmillan), 1995, $30.00. The kit includes 
three disks of Internet software and tools. 

Mosaic Quick Tour, Second Edition, by 
Gareth Branwyn and Sean Carton, Ventana 
Press, 1995, $19.95 (Mac version) or 
$24.95 (Windows version). The package 
includes a diskette with Ventana Mosaic 
software. 

Phoenix Internet, Phoenix Technologies, 
Ltd. (Three First National Plaza, Suite 1616, 

Chicago, IL 60602: Tel. 312- 541 -0260), 
1994, $39.95. The package includes Inter - 
NaV Windows software, The Official Delphi 
Internet Guide, and the What to Do on the 
Internet tour guide. 

Special Edition Using the World -Wide Web 
with Mosaic, by Bill Eager and Mary Ann 
Pike, Que (Macmillan), 1995, $45.00. It in- 
cludes a CD -ROM with SuperMosaic soft- 
ware and utilities. 

The Windows Internet Tour Guide, Second 
Edition, Ventana Press, 1995, $29.95. The 
Guide includes a diskette with Ventana 
Mosaic software. A Macintosh version also 
is available. 

Note: In addition to the above resources, 
there are several online Internet tutorials 
and reference guides you can download 
from the commercial online communica- 
tions utility services, some BBSs, and vari- 
ous Internet resources. Some of the more 
interesting tutorials and guides you can 
download include Brendan P. Kehoe's 
book, Zen and the Art of the Internet (look 
for ZEN10.ZIP); Clyde Grotophorst's 
lnfoPop (IPWIN121.ZIP for Windows and IN- 
FPOP27.ZIP for DOS); and the Merit Net- 
work's Internet Tutorial (MERIT.ZIP). Also, 
you can find most of the Internet shareware 
software programs and files we mentioned 
in the text o# tais rticje in th mG the 
places. 
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ble downloading is by File Transfer 
Protocol, or FTP 

FTP is a standardized method of 
transferring files between computers 
on the Internet. "Remote host" com- 
puters known as FTP sites let you down- 
load from on- screen lists of files that 
are available for download. Anony- 
mous FTP sites are especially good in 

that they let you access the remote 
computer without already having an 
account established at that site. A 
good Windows shareware FTP pro- 
gram is WS-FTP found online as WS- 
FTPZIP; it even comes with a starter 
selection of popular FTP sites. 

Archie: A disadvantage of FTP is 

that it's hard to use unless you know 
what you're looking for and where to 
look among the millions of available 
files on the net Archie can help. Ar- 
chie is a file -finding, FTP- indexing aid 

that helps you locate and copy files 
on the Internet, something like the 
software file finders on the online ser- 
vices. 

You can call up an Archie server to 
try to locate a given file using all or 
part of the filename and other infor- 
mation you specify, by searching 
groups of lists of files at various FTP 

sites. If the search is successful, Archie 
shows you where to go. 

Gopher: Figuring out how to find a 
resource, accessing it, and learning 
the quirks of that resource's menu and 
command system it challenging. 
Gophers can help you with that prob- 
lem. 

Named for the mascot at the Uni- 
versity of Minnesota where it was de- 
veloped, Gopher is a tool that 
enables you to browse more than 
25,000 Internet sites by creating a sys- 

NAMES AND NUMBERS 

Public- Access Internet Providers 
and Online Services 
America Online 
8619 Westwood Center Drive 
Suite 200 
Vienna, VA 22182 
Tel 800-827-6364 

California Education and Research 
Federation Network (CERFNet) 
P.O. Box 85608 
San Diego, CA 92186 -9784 
Tel. 800-876-2373 

Internet Organizations and 
Groups 
Computer Professionals for Social 
Responsibility (CPSR) 
P.O. Box 717 
Palo Alto, CA 94302 -0717 
Tel. 415 -322 -3778 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) 
1667 K St., NW 
Suite 801 
Washington, DC 20006 -1605 
Tel. 202 -861 -7700 

Federation of Academic and Research 
Networks (FARNET) 
114 Waltham Street 
Suite 12 

Lexington, MA 02173 
Tel. 670-890-9445 

The Internet Society 
12020 Sunrise Valley Drive 
Suite 270 
Reston, VA 22091 
Tel. 703-648-9888 

National Public Telecommunication 
Network (NPTN) 
P.O. Box 1987 
Cleveland, OH 44106 -0187 
Tel. 216- 498 -4050 

CompuServe 
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd. 
P.O. Box 20212 
Columbus, OH 43220 -0212 
Tel. 800 -848 -8199 

Delphi Internet Services 
1030 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Tel. 800-695-4005 

GEnie Services 
401 N. Washington Street 
Rockville, MD 20850 
Tel. 800- 638 -9636 

Netcom On-Line Communications 
Services, Inc. 
3031 Tisch Way 
San Jose, CA 95128 
Tel. 800-353-6600 

NetManage 
10725 North De Anza Blvd. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
Tel. 408 -973 -7171 

Netscape Communications Corp. 
501 E. Middlefield Road 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Tel. 415- 528 -2555 

Performance Systems International, 
Inc. (PSI Net) 
510 Huntmar Park Drive 
Herndon, VA 22070 
Tel. 800 -827 -7482 

The Pipeline 
150 Broadway 
Suite 1710 
New York, NY 10038 

212 -267 -3636 

Prodigy 
P.O. Box 791 
White Plains, NY 10601 
Tel. 800- 284 -5933 

tern of easy -to -use menus in an en- 
vironment popularly known as 
"gopherspace." You can navigate the 
Internet using Gopher by selecting 
the desired item from a series of lists or 
layered menus. 

You can continue in a series of lists 

or menus until you locate the informa- 
tion you're seeking, and you even can 
insert an "electronic bookmark" to tag 
places of interest. Many Internet pub- 
lic- access service providers and 
online utilities set up their own 
Gophers to assist you in burrowing or 
tunneling for information. If your con- 
nection supports graphics, you can 
use one of the many graphical 
Gopher programs, such as Win - 
Gopher. 

Veronica: What would Archie be 
without Veronica? Veronica is to 
Gopher as Archie is to FTP Veronica, 
which means "Very Easy Rodent -Ori- 
ented Netwide Index to Comput- 
erized Archives" (really!) helps you 
search for and locate information 
and Gopher -accessible resources; it's 

a built -in Gopher tool to help you find 
the Gopher server(s) with the informa- 
tion you need. 

Veronica lets you specify a search 
term to find Gopher menus and items 
on a subject. After finding matching 
menu items, it creates a custom menu 
that lists the terms that match; you 
choose an item from that menu and 
burrow to it using Gopher. You can 
browse a Veronica menu as you 
would a Gopher menu. 

Telnet: Telnet is a facility used to 
access other Internet computers. It's a 
tool that lets you log onto remote 
computers, access files, and even ex- 
ecute commands and run applica- 
tions on the remote host as though 
logged in locally. 

In effect, you can -within limits, of 
course -legitimately use your com- 
puter to drop in on selected comput- 
er systems and run them much as 
though they were your own. That pro- 
cedure is known as a remote login, 
and it often requires that you be regis- 
tered with the computer system and 
obtain a username and password. 

But many systems allow limited ac- 
cess after you fill in an online question- 
naire; such guest logins typically 
restrict the types of actions you can 
take at that site. There's also another 
use for Telnet: it's possible to log into 
your own computer from a remote 
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location, using your own username 
and password. 

Telnet is limited in that it remains in 

the text -based realm, and when 
you're hooked up to another comput- 
er system, its commands are the com- 
mands you need to use. Telnet slowly is 

going out of favor as other access 
methods -FTP, Gopher, and the 
Web -eclipse it in popularity. 

Wide Area Information Server 
(WAIS): WAIS (pronounced "ways ") is 

an Internet -based research system. 
WAIS lets you search more than 500 
Internet databases by what's actually 
in the documents, rather than by just 
the document name. You can do c 
keyword search using WAIS to retrieve 
all matching documents and then 
read them. After typing in a few key- 

words from the document you're look- 
ing for, WAIS will find all the documents 
on those computers that contain 
those words within their text. You can 
access WAIS servers using Gopher, 
Telnet, or the Web. 

Internet Relay Chat: This is a CB- 

like Internet feature in which people 
meet and chat in real time with one 
another. But instead of using a micro- 
phone, you use a computer keyboard 
and monitor screen to engage in 

conversations online. 
Using IRC, you can chatwith people 

in America and around the world; irs 

similar to CompuServe's CB Simulator 
and comparable features on other 
online services. One caution when 
chaffing: don't assume anyone you 
meet online is who or what they say 

they are -you can assume any identi- 
ty you want online. 

MUDs, MUSHes, and MOOs: These 

are simulated online environments 
comparable to the role -playing 
games many people play on their 
PCs. There are MUDs (Multi -User Di- 

mensions), MUSHes (Multi -User Shared 
Hallucinations), and MOOs (MUD Ob- 
ject Oriented). In them, the essential 
idea is that you create characters and 
do battle with dragons or spaceships, 
save princesses, or whatever. The dif- 
ference with computer role -playing 
of the past is that there are other live 
players gaming online, and you can 
interact with those cyberplayers. 

The World -Wide Web: Recently, the 
red -hot place to be on the Internee for 
both individuals and businesses has 

been the World -Wide Web, which 
seemingly came out of nowhere in 

Here's a Computer Peripherals Viva 
14.4 /FAXp Pocket Modem that features 
automatic speed negotiation. Some 
commercial services still limit their 
access to 14,400 bps. 

Shown here is a Practical Peripherals 
28,800 bps PM288LCD stand -alone 
modem, which makes use of the fastest 
speed available over conventional 
telephone lines. 

1994 to stand the Internet on its ear. 
Based on a new set of protocols, the 
Web is helping the Internet deliver the 
multimedia features that PCs are ca- 
pable of: classy typography, multi- 
color graphics, convenient radio - 
button interactivity, and sound and 
video. 

While Gopher is a menu -based, tex- 
tual approach to browsing the Inter- 
net, the Web offers you a graphic 
alternative that can become a 
globe -traveling experience. As a pre- 
established system of links that sim- 

plifies the task of navigating among 
the resources of the Net, it's hooked 
into the rest of the Net in such a way - 
through a series of home pages -that 
lets you treat it as an interactive win- 
dow on the whole Internet, 

The Web has become an organiz- 
ing system that makes it easy to find 
information and move among various 
Internet resources such as Gophers, 
FTP files, Telnet sites, USENET news- 
groups, and more (see Fig. 1). It adds 
structure to the confusing reality of the 
Internet to help you navigate its frag- 
mented resources. 

How does it do all that? The Web lets 

you browse the Internet by using hy- 

pertext links, created using a special 
protocol, HTML, or HyperText Markup 
Language, something like a Windows 
help file. When you a select a hyper- 
text link by clicking on color -coded 
highlighted words or buttons, you can 
jump to another place in the same 
location or to another computer to 
browse that information or topic. As a 

user you don't need to know where 
any of the documents or other infor- 

mation are physically stored. (The 

Web also uses another special pro- 
tocol, HyperText Transfer Protocol, HTTP 

which supports fast network file trans- 
fers.) 

Browsing in Style. The hypertext, 
hypermedia, and multimedia ser- 
vices offered by the Web are best uti- 

lized through a software tool known as 

a Web browser. It's a computer pro- 
gram used to find and display the hy- 

permedia resources of the Web. It 

presents Web information in a visually 
attractive format familiar to Windows, 
Macintosh, and other graphical user 

interface (GUI) users. 

What you see when you load most 
browsers looks like a magazine page. 
There are bullet -style lists of places 
and things, icons and images, upon 
which you can click. Clicking on high- 
lighted words sends you to another 
page. That subsequent page could 
be local or found on a server halfway 
around the world. You can then down- 
load images or text. 

A bonus you get with a browser is 

that you can use it for more than just 

browsing the Web. You also can 
download files, access Gopher sites, 

read USENET newsgroups, do Archie - 
like keyword searches, and much 
more using its GUI capabilities. 

The original Web browser, Mosaic, 
was developed at the National Cen- 
ter for Supercomputing Applications 
(NCSA) at the University of Illinois in 

Champaign- Urbana. Because the 
NCSA Mosaic program was de- 53 
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Ltd. The software comes as part of a book /disk package called the Phoenix Internet, 
which includes 10 free hours on the Delphi Internet Service. 

veloped with government funds, it 
was placed in the public domain and 
spread like wildfire over the Internet, 
where it was posted everywhere for 
free downloading. (The latest version 
of Mosaic is available online; look for 
MOS20B1.EXE) 

Various proprietary NCSA Mosaic 
offshoots have been developed. 
Those include SPRY Mosaic, Cello, 
Netcom NetCruiser, Netscape Navi- 
gator, Pipeline, Spyglass Enhanced 
Mosaic, MacWeb, NetManage Cha- 
meleon/WebSurfer, and others. Offen 
NCSA Mosaic or a derivative browser 
is distributed free or at low cost when 
you open an account with an Internet 
public- access service provider. 
(There's also a text -only hypertext 
browser called Lynx that you can use if 
you can't use graphics on your sys- 
tem.) 

How difficult is it to create Web 
pages? Hypertext electronic publish- 
ing is easily within the capability of 
most anyone who can use a word 
processor (Microsoft and WordPerfect 
offer HTML editors as free add -ons to 
their word- processing software). And 
a number of excellent home page 
how -to books are available from a va- 
riety of publishers (see the "Internet 
Books and Book/Disk Packages" box). 
The Prodigy online service also has 
developed a feature, known as Home 
Page Creator, that lets members 

54 create their own Internet home 

pages without even knowing the 
HTML programming language. 

Connecting to the Net. As the corn - 
puter world regroups around the In- 
ternet, access is being taken for 
granted. IBM's OS /2 Warp operating 
system offers a built -in connection via 
the company's own Advantis network, 
while Microsoft's Windows 95 offers an 
Internet connection through the new- 
ly launched Microsoft Network. Just 
about any fast, modem -equipped, 
Windows -based PC or any Mac offers 
all the horsepower you need for Inter- 
net browsing. 

As little as a year ago, if you were on 
the Internet at all you might have had 
to settle for a tenuous telephone con- 
nection that reduced your PC to little 
more than an old- style, text -only, 
"dumb" terminal. You could log onto 
someone else's computer, send e- 
mail, and read text files, but not much 
more. An explosion of new Internet 
software has changed that, putting a 
full -fledged Internet connection with- 
in reach of practically anyone. 

Internet access now is available via 
a variety of media paths, from simple 
telephone dial -up to high -speed fi- 
ber- optical connections. Direct con- 
nection using permanent, high- 
speed links still is the most practical 
and desirable for businesses, univer- 
sities, and government organizations. 
If you can use such direct connec- 

tions, great. But you also can surf the 
Internet and its Web yourself, from your 
own home. All you need is your own 
PC, a modem, an ordinary telephone 
line, the right software, and a provider. 

For most individual users, the sim- 
plest and best route to Internet access 
probably is through commercial 
online services and through public - 
access service providers. We'll take a 
look at both. 

Commercial Services. There are 
around 8 million people who sub- 
scribe to commercial online services. 
Those services have been around for 
about 15 years and offer a great deal 
for the money, which now typically 
runs about $10 per month for basic 
service. They're like large "pay BBSs" 

and offer their own news, weather, 
and sports; e -mail; shopping; travel; 
bulletin boards and forums; games; 
chatting; educational services; infor- 
mation and reference databases; 
files; and now, an Internet connection. 

The majors, like America Online, 
CompuServe, Prodigy, and Delphi of- 
fer you varying degrees of Internet 
access; they're all aiming for com- 
plete access in the near future. Most 
online services are limited to 9600 or 
14,400 bits -per second (bps) -9600 
bps is about the slowest you can use 
on the Web -but are beginning to 
offer 28,800 bps service. There also 
are plans to offer high -speed Inte- 
grated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 

access at up to 128,000 bps, but those 
fast -lane telephone line upgrades 
are months away, at least, and ISDN 

access is expensive. 
Let's briefly examine the major 

online services that have varying 
types and degrees of Internet con- 
nectivity: 

CompuServe: This sprawling H&R 
Block subsidiary's wide variety of ser- 
vices and databases makes it a first 
choice among many researchers, PC 
power users, businessmen, and pro- 
fessionals. It gives you access to an 
immense array of travel services, fi- 
nancial information, software, online 
shopping, and more. CompuServe 
also has several hundred online for- 
ums. 

CompuServe offers a high level of 
Internet access, including USENET 
newsgroups, FIR Telnet, e -mail, 
Gopher, and now the Web (see Figs. 2 

and 3). Both the Mac and IBM PC are 
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supported. CompuServe's basic rate 
is $9.95 a month, which gives you un- 

limited access to about 100 basic ser- 

vices and three free hours of Internet 
access a month. 

America Online: AOL is a rapidly 
expanding online service that chal- 
lenges industry leader CompuServe 
in many areas, especially with its very 
attractive GUI. New services are add- 
ed regularly, and there's almost com- 
plete access to the Internet. 

The AOL software supports the Mac, 
DOS, and Windows, and the service 
recently integrated a derivative of 
Book Link Technologies' Interworks in its 

access software. AOL's base rate is 

$9.95 per month, which includes 5 

hours of access time. It offers un- 
limited e -mail privileges and consid- 
erable Internet access, similar to that 
offered by CompuServe (see Figs. 4 

and 5). 

Prodigy: The Prodigy Information 
Service is a joint IBM -Sears online ven- 
ture. It's become one of the largest 
services, mainly due to the colorful, 
easy -to -use access software. The soft- 
ware is available in Mac, DOS, and 
Windows versions. 

Prodigy features full Internet access 
and was the first to offer a Web 
browser. With a click of your mouse, 
you can jump from the regular Pro- 

digy service to the Web. Prodigy's 
basic service costs $9.95 per month; 
that includes unlimited access to 
"core services" and 2 hours of "plus 
services." Prodigy also offers a novel 
feature that lets you easily create your 
own Web home page. Non -Prodigy 
members can access those home- 
made Web pages using a list 
searchable by member name and 
state. 

Delphi: Delphi Internet Services 
was the first major online service with 
a full- featured Internet connection. It 

offers text -based access to all major 
Internet resources, but a new graph- 
ical interface should be available for 
Web browsing by the time you read 
this. 

There are two access options. One 
includes 4 hours of non -prime -time 
connect time for a $10 basic monthly 
service charge; prime time hours are 
$9. A second plan is the 20/20 plan; 
$20 per month gives you 20 hours of 
non -prime connect time. Both plans 
charge $3 a month extra for Internet 
access. 

Major Public- Access Providers. If 

you want Internet dial -up access with- 
out the trappings of an online service, 
you often can get more hours - 
sometimes even unlimited access - 
for less money with this type of service 
provider. 

There are two distinctly different 
types of service you can sign up for, 

although often a single provider can 
offer both types of service as alter- 
natives. Typical basic account 
charges range from about $10 to $50 
per month, depending on the plan. 

The more robust access option is a 
direct dial -up account. That type of 
account offers TCP /IP access, either 
through a SLIP (Serial Line Internet Pro- 

tocol) or PPP (Point -to -Point Protocol) 
account. Those types of service in- 
clude a dial -up connection, and thus 

let you connect your computer to the 
Internet using an ordinary telephone 
line and modem, the next best thing 
to a direct Internet connection. Both 

SLIP and PPP a newer and some say 
better form of connection than SLIP let 
your computer use the industry -stan- 
dard TCP /IP protocol. 

To use such a dial -up connection, 
you must run a TCP /IP program unless 
TCP /IP support is built into your operat- 
ing system. Thus, you'll probably need 
to have a shareware program called 
Trumpet WinSock, short for "Windows 
Sockets" (look for 1WSK20B.ZIP online), 
or other "TCP stack" connectivity soft- 
ware that tells your PC how to talk to a 
dial -up connection. 

Such connectivity software effec- 
tively makes your PC a temporary part 
of the Internet. That means that you 
can take advantage of all Internet 
services, including transferring files di- 
rectly to your own PC and using ad- 
vanced software tools like the Web 
browser. You also might need a dialer 
program to connect. 

A second type of account is a basic 
dial -up terminal account known as a 
command line or "shell" account. 
Such accounts are simple to set up 
but don't give you the flexibility or the 
ability to run Internet tool software 
(such as a Web browser) on your PC- 
you're limited to what your service 
provider offers on its system. Com- 
mand line or shell interfaces are rela- 
tively "dumb" and non -graphical, 
and so might be harder for beginners 
to use productively. However, those 
with somewhat less powerful PCs and 

modems have no choice but to use 

those more limited Internet access 
accounts. 

Until recently, SLIP /PPP connections 
have been a pain for you to set up 
and configure. But a number of new, 

easy -to- set -up software and service 
packages are offered by national 
providers and by a host of local and 
regional providers. Both can offer you 
the essential software you need to 
start, along with any needed set -up 
and technical support. Here are a few 
examples: 

Netcom: Netcom On -Line Corn - 
munications Services offers you 
custom software that gives conve- 
nient access to major Internet fea- 
tures, including the Web. There's a $25 
setup fee plus $19.95 per month. That 
includes 40 hours of primetime use, 

and 380 hours of non -primetime and 
weekend hours. The software for Net - 
corn's NetCruiser provides a full range 
of Internet access. 

Pipeline: User -friendliness is prom- 
ised by the Pipeline, a provider with 
slick Windows point- and -click soft- 
ware. The service costs $15 a month 
with five free hours and $2 for each 
additional hour, $20 a month for 20 

hours, and $35 for unlimited access. 
Performance Systems Interna- 

tional: Another popular service pro- 
vider is Performance Systems Interna- 
tional, with its PSI Net. PSI Net offers full - 

featured dial -up connections and the 
Instant InterRamp access software, 
which includes access to the Web 
and other Internet features. Costs are 
$9 setup, $9 per month for 9 hours, 

and $1.50 per hour over 9 hours. 
Local Access Providers and Free - 

Nets: With most service providers, you 
have to dial a long- distance number, 
a local access number, or an 800 
number that results in a long- distance 
toll or communications surcharge. 
Those charges are in addition to the 
provider's basic fees, and they can 
add up fast. 

If you're lucky enough to live in an 
area where there are local service 
providers who offer the type and level 
of service you need, check them out. 
You might even find their service to be 
as good as the nationals. Of course, 
the advantage of using a local pro- 
vider is that you don't have long -dis- 

tance telephone tolls or communica- 
tions surcharges to contend with. 

(Continued on page 91) 55 
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hile still in the womb, we are 
first exposed to the sounds 
of our mothers' breathing as 

well as the pounding of their hearts. 
From that point, through birth and on, 
we are constantly surrounded with 
sound. But not all of the sounds we are 
exposed to each day are completely 
safe for our hearing. 

It is common today, for example, to 
see people jogging while immersed 
in sound from a set of headphones 
connected to a portable CD player. 
However, chances are you will also be 
able to hear their music selection as 
they pass by, which is a good indica- 
tion that they might be damaging 
their hearing. Similarly, while car man- 
ufacturers have tried to reduce road 
noise and wind noise, they have also 
surrounded drivers and passengers 
with multi- speaker stereo systems that 
can achieve levels dangerous to 
hearing. 

What can you do to make sure your 
surroundings are safe for your ears? 
Well, you can either walk around with 
earplugs on, just in case, or build the 
practical Sound -Level Meter de- 
scribed in this article. The unit provides 
a visual readout of just how many 
decibels (dB) you're absorbing, using 
a solid -state LED bar graph with a dy- 
namic range from 30 to 120 dB. It is 

shirt -pocket sized and highly porta- 
ble, so you can take it with you to work, 
to a club, or even to the theater. 

Sound and Hearing. Just about ev- 
erything that moves through the air 
produces vibrations that we perceive 
as sound. In nature, the loudest 
sounds are produced by hurricanes, 
volcanic eruptions, and of course, 
thunder. Sounds made by humans are 
the most intense as well as the most 
persistent, though. Anyone who listens 
to a jack hammer for half an hour or 
who goes to a rock concert can attest 
to that. 

At frequencies below 500 hertz, al- 
most any part of the body can detect 
vibrations; the fingertips are es- 
pecially sensitive to such vibrations. 
But the vibration required to stimulate 
the hearing threshold is still far more 
sensitive. At the human -hearing 
threshold, the vibration of the ear- 
drum causes a displacement of one - 
billionth of a centimeter, less than the 
diameter of a single hydrogen atom. 

The sensitivity of a high- impedance 

Build a 
Sound -Leve 

Meter 
BY RICHARD PANOSH 

Use it to find out just 
how safe your surroundings 

are for your hearing. 

microphone is generally expressed as 
so many dB down from a reference. 
Usually that reference is: 

0 dB = 1Vrms /µBat 

where 1 atmosphere of air pressure = 
1 Bar at 1 kHz. The Panasonic 
WM -52BM microphone used in the 
Sound -Level Meter has a rated sen- 
sitivity of - 64 ± 2 dB, and will provide 
631 ± 147 .LVrms /µBar. Today the 
proper unit for that microphone is 

- 44 ± 2 dB where the reference is 0 
dB = 1Vrms /Pa (pascal) at 1 kHz. Pascal 
units increase the older Bar units by 
exactly +20 dB. 

A human ear operates exactly like a 
microphone to detect sound -pres- 
sure waves and convert them to elec- 
trical signals that are sent to the brain 
for processing. The intensity of those 
pressure waves is interpreted as loud- 
ness while the frequency of the wave 
produces the tone of the sound. Now, 

the sound intensity perceived by the 
ear cannot be directly measured, but 
it has been related to a sound -pres- 
sure level (SPI) through careful mea- 
surements. 

The threshold at which we can per- 
ceive a 1 -kHz tone is taken as the 0 -dB 
SPL that corresponds to 0.0002 µBars. 
That is a remarkably small pressure 
change that indicates the extreme 
sensitivity of human hearing. 

Table 1 illustrates the SPL levels of 
typical sounds and environments. 
Ordinary breathing at 10 dB corre- 
sponds to a pressure change of 
0.0006 µBar. At the other extreme, a 
space launch produces a pressure 
vibration of 140 dB, over three million 
times larger, or 0.002 Bar. Sounds 
above 100 dB are disagreeable to 
most people, and prolonged ex- 
posure to intensities above 80 -90 dB 
can produce noise -induced hearing 
loss. Those losses begin with the higher 
frequencies and progress downward 
to lower frequencies. A person might 
recover from such noise -induced 
hearing loss after a period of rest in a 
quiet environment, but routine ex- 

TABLE 1 

Perceived Sound and the Decibel Scale 

Decibel Description 

0 Threshold of hearing 

10 Ordinary breathing (barely 
audible) 

20 Rustling leaves in a gentle 
breeze 

30 Country house (quiet) 

40 City house 

50 Classroom, quiet restaurant 
(moderate) 

60 Large store, ordinary 
conversation 

70 Factory, inside car in heavy 
traffic (noisy) 

80 Downtown street at rush 
hour, vacuum cleaner 

90 Large truck that is 45 feet 
away (very noisy) 

100 Subway train 

110 Construction site (nearly 
intolerable) 

120 Jet plane taking off from 
180 feet away 

130 Machine gun fire at close 
range (intolerable) 

140 Space launch, thunder with 
nearby lightning stroke 
(painful) 
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posure to that condition over a pro- 
longed duration will lead to perma- 
nent hearing damage. 

At an SPL level of 100 dB, the pres- 
sure changes become 100,000 times 
larger (20 µBars). It is not surprising, 
then, that sound pressures of extreme 
intensity can damage our hearing. 
The level at which damage is sus- 

tained is also a function of duration. 
Federal, state, and local agencies 
have established standards on ac- 
ceptable levels and duration. Table 2 

presents one standard from the U.S. 

Department of Labor for noise regula- 
tion. Amplified rock music can easily 
exceed those limits at just 100 dB(A) fo- 
a couple hours. 

Note that in Table 2 and in several 
places in this article the dB measure- 
ments are given in terms of dB(A). 

Here's what that term refers to: The 

greatest sensitivity of human hearing 
occurs just above 1 kHz; that sensitivity 
decreases as frequencies go lower or 
higher. A device designed to follow 
the response of the human ear works 
on a weighted curve -an A- weighted 
curve. Therefore, the unit is dB(A). 

Because sound waves generally ra- 
diate spherically outward in all direc- 
tions, the SPL decreases as the square 
of the distance. The distance be- 
tween the source of sound and the 
point of measurement is, therefore, 
very important. Table 3 gives the dB 

attenuation for several convenien` 
measuring distances. Notice thaT 
when the distance increases ten 
times, the dB attenuation is just - 20 
dB (that relationship only holds for 
spherical waves in a large room with- 
out reflections). The 10-dB- per -seg- 
ment display of the Sound-Level 
Meter and its large dynamic range 
can be easily used to demonstrate 
that relationship. 

Logarithmic Amplifiers. The design 
of the Sound -Level Meter is based 
upon the successive log -detection 
amplifier used in the Signetics NE614 

high- frequency IF amplifier. That IC 

was originally designed for cellular - 
telephone applications. It belongs to 
a family of related devices, one of 
which also includes an NE602 -type 
mixer on a single die to make a com- 
plete, low- power, single -chip, high - 
performance receiver. 

The successive log amplifier pro- 
vides a detected output signal, re- 

TABLE 2 

Acceptable Noise Levels 
(U.S. Department of Labor) 

Sound level 

(dB(A)) 
Duration per day 

(Hours) 

90 8 

92 6 

95 4 

97 3 

100 2 

102 1.5 

105 1 

110 0.5 

115 0.25 or less 

TABLE 3 

Increase 
in distance 

Sound pressure 
reduction (dB) 

2 times -6.02 

3 times -9.54 

4 times -12.04 

5 times -13.98 

6 times -15.56 

7 times -16.90 

8 times -18.06 

9 times -19.08 

10 times -20.00 

ferred to as the RSSI (Received Signal 
Strength Indicator), which is propor- 
tional to the received signal strength 
over about a 90 -dB dynamic range. In 

cellular telephones, that feature is val- 
uable to indicate the operating ex- 

tremes of the communications chan- 
nel and to indicate the proper times 
to exchange cells to maintain a solid 
signal -to -noise ratio. 

Logarithmic amplifiers fall into a 
category between linear amplifiers 
that can handle perhaps a 20 -dB dy- 
namic range and limiting amplifiers, 
where most of the amplitude informa- 
tion is lost through clipping action. 
What also makes a logarithmic ampli- 
fier ideal for this project is that it offers 
instantaneous signal compression 
with fast response as compared to an 
automatic gain -control stage or a 
range- changing amplifier. 

Circuit Description. Figure 1 shows 
the schematic diagram of the Sound - 
Level Meter. Power for the circuit is 

provided by B1, a 9 -volt battery. Total 

battery current is 14.5 mA, so an al- 

kaline battery should last about 250 
hours. 

Audio signals are picked up by mi- 
crophone MICI. The output of MICI is 

buffered by Q1 to maintain the 3000 - 
ohm load of resistor R2. The input im- 
pedance at pin 16 of the NE614 (U1) is 

1600 ohms; R4 provides an additional 
1600 ohms of resistance to reduce the 
gain on the high end and preserve 
the RSSI linearity. Capacitors C2 and 
C3 provide low- and high -frequency 
roll -off, respectively (that allows the 
unit to follow an A- weighted curve). 

Capacitors C4 and C7 -C9 are 
used as filters to bypass internal bias 
voltages within U1. An external coup- 
ling scheme is used between pins 14 

and 12 of U1 to couple the first, inter- 
nal, IF- amplifier stage to the second - 
stage limiter amplifier. 

The RSSI signal is a current source 
that flows through R6 to establish a 
voltage at pin 5 of U1; the RSSI output 
voltage is a function of the input SPL. 

Capacitor C10 filters that voltage to 
remove high -frequency components. 
The slope of the RSSI line is nominally 
0.084 Vcc/10 dB. Op -amp U2 -b is con- 
figured as a non -inverting voltage 
buffer with a gain of 1.2; that gain, 
multiplied by the RSSI slope, produces 
a slope of 0.1Vcc/10 dB to the remain- 
ing circuitry, which includes the dis- 
play and the power supply. 

The components connected be- 
tween U2 -b and U2 -a make up a low - 
pass filter to give the meter a slow 
response. A slow response is desirable 
so that the unit responds to an aver- 
age of the noise and not the peak. 

The display, DISP1, is a ten -bar LED 

that is used to indicate sound level in 

10 -dB increments from 30 to 120 dB(A). 
The display is driven by an LM3914 
linear bar -graph driver, U5. The inter- 
nal voltage regulator of U5 functions 
by establishing a constant current 
through R15, because the voltage be- 
tween pins 7 and 8 is maintained at 
1.25 volts. The resulting voltage at the 
emitter of Q2 is about 5 volts, which 
powers U1, U3, and the internal volt- 
age- divider string of U5 at pin 6. 

While the divider string is tempera- 
ture dependent, the division ratio is 

very stable and accurate. When 
powered from Q2 at a constant volt- 
age (Nice), U5's voltage steps remain 
stable at a slope of Vcc divided by the 
ten steps. The resulting slope is there- 
fore 0.1 Vcc/step, which compares nic- 57 
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Fig. I. Here's the schematic for the Sound -Level Meter. It uses an electret condenser microphone, M /CI, to pick up noise in a room. 
The unit then measures the level of that noise and displays it on DISPI, an LED bar -graph disply. 

ely with the RSSI signal slope of 0.1 
Vcc /10 dB. Therefore, each segment of 
the display will increase by 10 dB, in- 
dependent of the exact magnitude of 
Vcc. 

While the slopes of the display driv- 
er and the RSSI signal are the same, 
they might not have the same offset. 
For that reason, an LM334, U4, is used 
to source a constant 10- microamp 
current through R17 to generate a 
fixed offset voltage on top of the com- 
posite RSSI voltage at the output of U2- 
a. By adjusting the value of potenti- 
ometer R17, differences in micro- 
phone sensitivity can be accommo- 
dated so that the display reads 
properly from 30 to 120 dB(A). The 

This board shot shows how DISPI looks 
when mounted properly. 

proper readout of the display is also 
ensured by an ICM7555 timer, U4, 
which is configured as a self- excited, 
squarewave oscillator; the resulting 
peak -to -peak, 1 -kHz signal of the 
timer is almost one step size of DISP1 

(that's the equivalent of an LED bar). 

Construction. The author's pro- 
totype for the Sound -Level Meter was 
built on a double -sided printed- circuit 
board. Building the Meter on a PC 
board with a good ground is strongly 
recommended because the NE614 is 

a high -frequency IC. If you would like 
to make your own PC board, you can 
use the solder- and component -side 
templates shown in Figs. 2 and 3, re- 
spectively. An etched and drilled 
board is also available from the 
source mentioned in the Parts List. 

A parts -placement diagram is 
shown in Fig. 4. Cut the pins of the LED 
display to a length of approximately 
3/4e -inch. Mount the LED display side- 
ways with pins 11 through 20 lined up 
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Fig. 2. This is the full -size fOil pattern for the solder side (f the 

double -sided PC board. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
U1 -NE614 high -frequency IF 

amplifier, integrated circuit 
U2- LPC662 dual operational 

amplifier, integrated circuit 
U3- ICM7555 timer, integrated 

circuit 
U4 -LM334 constant -current source, 

integrated circuit 
U5- LM3914 linear bar -graph driver, 

integrated circuit 
Q1, Q2- 2N5089 NPN transistor 
DI- IN4148 silicon diode 
DISPI- Ten -LED bar graph 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are 1 -watt, 5% 

units.) 
RI, R3, R13, R16 6800 -ohm 
R2 -3000 -ohm 
R4 -1600 -ohm 
R5, R15 -2700 -ohm 
R6, R7, R9- I00,000 -ohm 
R8- 20,000 -ohm 
RIO 470,000 -ohm 
R11- 130,000 -ohm 
R12- 33,000 -ohm 
R14- 10,000 -ohm 
R17- 100,000 -ohm trimmer 

potentiometer 

CAPACITORS 
Cl, C4, C7, C8, C9, C11, C16, 

C17- 100 -µF, 10 -WVDC, 
electrolytic 

C2, C10, C13- 0.l -µF ceramic -disc 
C3, C15 0.02 -1F ceramic -disc 
C5- 0.015 -µF ceramic -disc 
C6 0.047 -µF ceramic -disc 

with the pads along the component 
side of the board. The face of the dis- 

0000 -,-0-- O- 00o 
op ó! 

000 00. 
0 Op-P-0 

0 ° 0 000 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

2 -5/8 INCHES 

Fig. 3. Here's the component side of the hoard. 

SOUND -LEVEL METER 

C12- 4.7 -µF, 10 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C14 0.01 -),LF ceramic -disc 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND 
MATERIALS 

MICI- Electret condenser element 
(Digi -Key part no. P9970 -ND or 
equivalent) 

SI -SPST slide switch 
B1-9-volt battery 
Printed- circuit materials, project 

enclosure, battery snap with leads, 
IC sockets, wire, solder, hardware, 
etc. 

Note: The following items are 
available from Vista (P.O. Box 
1425, Bolingbrook, IL 60440; 
Tel. 708 -378 -5534): NE614 IF 
Amplifier -$4.50 (plus $3.00 
shipping and handling); pre- etched 
PC board (NOISE -BRD)- $10.00 
(plus $3.00 shipping and 
handling); kit of all parts including 
prepunched case with silk screen 
and battery (NOISE- KIT) -$48.00 
(plus $5.00 shipping and 
handling); a fully assembled 
version is available with battery 
(NOISE -ASSEM)- $59.00 (plus 
$5.00 shipping and handling). 
Illinois residents please add 7.5% 
sales tax. Check, money order, and 
credit cards are accepted. For fast 
check verification, please provide 
street address (no P.O. boxes), 
telephone number, and driver's - 
license number and state of issue. 

play should be pointing away from 

the board, and pins 1 through 10 

i 

should be located above the compo- 
nent side of the board. Solder those 

free pins together with a wire and 
connect that wire to the solder pad 
closest to pin 20 of the LED display 
(see Fig. 4). 

Next mount sockets for the U1 -U4, 
making sure to observe proper orien- 
tation for each. The smaller, mono- 
lithic capacitors should be mounted 
next. Do not substitute other values for 

the capacitors, as most of the values 

tailor the bandwidth. Next, vertically 
mount the fixed resistors. 

Mount the trimmer potentiometer, 
diodes, transistors, and the constant 
current source (U4). The electrolytic 
capacitors should be mounted next; 

make sure to match the proper polar- 
ity as shown in Fig. 4. Next install slide - 

switch S1 so that about 1Áo inch of the 
leads protrude through the PC board. 
That will give the switch the proper 
height and clearance for the SerPac 

M6 case that comes with the Sound - 

Level Meter kit. 

Trim the battery -snap leads to ap- 
proximately 21/2 inches, and solder 
them to the board, using the parts - 

placement diagram as a guide. You 

might want to apply silicone rubber to 
where the leads attach to the board 
to reduce the strain on the joint. 

Clean the board of residual flux be- 
fore installing the microphone (make 
sure that the component doesn't 
make contact with any cleaning sol- 

vents). The microphone used is a Pan- 

asonic WM -52BM (Digi -Key part 
(Continued on page 94) 59 
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Simple Antenna 
for 800 MHz 

Build this simple quarter -wave 
ground -plane antenna and hear what 

you've been missing on the 
800 -MHz band. 

The great day has come -you 
have just built the Scanner Con- 
verter described elsewhere in 

this issue, or have built or purchased a 
similar unit. You hook it up, thinking 
about all of the new frequencies you 
are going to be able to listen to, only 
to be disappointed in the apparent 
performance. All seems to be working 
properly, so what went wrong? 

Then it hits you -it's the antenna! 
Your old antenna is not optimized for 
your new frequencies. Not to worry; 
you have a couple of alternatives. 
One is to buy a commercial 800 -MHz 
antenna. Those are great; commer- 
cial antennas are well made, durable, 

BY JAMES A. WILLIAMS 

and have excellent performance. But 
they do have one disadvantage, 
they're expensive. 

The second alternative is to build 
your own. The 800- to 900 -MHz Scan- 
ner Antenna described here can be 
built in a couple of hours, or less, and 
costs around $5.00. While it is tweaked 
for the range of 800 -900 MHz, it also 
does a great job for local reception 
on the other VHF /UHF bands. Building 
your own antenna also gives you the 

Fig. 1. This simple quarter -wave antenna can improve performance on the 800 -MHz 
60 band and can be built in just a couple of hours. 

opportunity to get more involved with 
your radio /scanner hobby. 

A Quarter -Wave Ground Plane. 
The antenna described here and 
shown in Fig. 1 is a quarter -wave 
ground plane. That simple and popu- 
lar design is sometimes called an om- 
nidirectional or non -directional an- 
tenna because it can receive RF 

signals from all compass directions. 
The antenna consists of a radiator 

element that is 1/4- wavelength long 
and has four radials that are also '- 
wavelength long. The radials at the 
bottom of a vertical antenna act as a 
ground under the antenna. That is the 
reason those antennas are called 
ground -plane antennas. 

The required lengths for the radiator 
element and the radials can be 
found from the simple equation: 

L(feet) = 234 /f(MHz) 

Assuming a center frequency of 850 
MHz, the radiator and radial lengths 
should be about 3.5 inches. Because 
this is a receiving antenna, not a trans- 
mitting one, an approximate length is 

sufficient, making measuring and cut- 
ting the elements a lot easier. 

Building an Antenna. Enough of the 
technical talk; lets make an antenna! 
First you will need the items given in 
the Parts and Materials List. Be sure to 
use a silver -plated SO -239 connector 
as specified; the less expensive and 
commonly available nickel -plated 
ones will not work. Once you have 
gathered all the items, start by cutting 

(Continued on page 94) 
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The demand for computer programmers will double by the year 2005! 

Train now for a highpaying 
career as a computer gi 
programmer! 
Only NRI at -home training gives you in -demand 
programming skills in three of today's hottest 
computer languages: QBasic, C, and Visual Basic. 

Plus, you now train with and keep state -of- the -art 
programming tools: a powerful 486DX2/66 MHz 
multimedia computer system featuring 8 meg RAM, 
420 meg hard drive, color monitor, 
CD -ROM drive, and Windows 95! 

Prepare for today's newest 
programming opportunities 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts that 
job opportunities for computer programmers 
will increase much faster than the average 
over the next 10 years, with as many as 

40,000 new jobs opening up by 2005. 

Now, with NRI, you can get the new 
skills you need to build a top -paying career - even a full- or part -time business of your 
own - in this high -growth field. 

No experience needed - 
NRI's Discovery Learning Method 

builds your programming skills 
step by step 

With NRI's unique Discovery Learning 
Method, you get hands -on programming 
experience as you master today's most 

z_ 
popular languages and programming 
environments. Step by step, you learn to 

create the kinds of full- featured, powerful 
programs today's employers and clients 
demand: 

You start with QBasic, learning to develop 
programs in a DOS -based environment as you 
actually create and modify several programs 
of your own. 

You move on to master C, a sophisticated 
language that's become the programming tool 
of choice for a variety of applications. 

You're then ready to explore Visual Basic, 
a high- level, object- oriented language 
designed specifically for creating programs in 

a Windows environment. 

More equipment, more advanced software. and more 
real -world programming experience 
than any other school! 

A(TlON 
LE w Ni? 

Only NRI gives you hands -on experience with today's most sought -after programming tools. In 

addition to QBasic, C, and Visual Basic programming software, you train with and keep a 

powerful 486DX2/66 MHz multimedia computer system with all these state -of -the -art features: 

486DX2 microprocessor 
8 meg RAM installed 
420 meg hard drive 
3.5" floppy drive 

Super VGA color monitor with .28mm 
dot pitch 
Pentium Overdrive -ready socket 

Math coprocessor 
Double -speed CD -ROM drive 

Sound Blaster -compatible sound card and 
speakers 
9600/2400 baud fax modem 
Windows 95 - the very latest version of 

this popular graphical interface 

Best of all, you master these important 
languages as you train with and keep the 
most powerful computer system available 
from any school! 

Send for your FREE catalog today! 

See how NRI can give you the programming 
skills, the full- featured computer system, 
and the state -of- the -art software you need to 

get started in this top -paying field. Call or 

send for your free catalog today! 

If the coupon is missing, write to us at 

NRI Schools, McGraw -Hill Continuing 
Education Center, 4401 Connecticut 
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008. 

CALL 1-800-321-4634,ext. 1295 

SEND TODAY FOR FREE NRI CATALOG 

I M Schools c. 
McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 1:A I 
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008 

¿Check one FREE catalog only 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
PC Applications Specialist 
Visual Programming in C ++ 
LAN Specialist 
Microcomputer Servicing 
Desktop Publishing with PageMaker 
Bookkeeping & Accounting 
Multimedia Programming 
NEW! Associate Degree in Accounting 

Name Age 
(please print) 

Address 

City 

State /Zip 

Accredited Member, National Home Study Council 5113 -1195 - - - - - - - - - - 63 
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BY JAMES BAILEY Build a 
Flash- Battery Tester 
Just how good are the batteries you're using in your 
flash? Use this project and your PC to find out. 

Want to know exactly how a 
particular brand or type of 
battery performs in your 

electronic flash? Well, if you have a 
PC, you can use it and the Flash -Bat- 
tery Tester described in this article to 
evaluate different batteries in your 
flash and get a permanent record of 
how well they did. 

With the Tester, there's no need to 
invest in or build an expensive ana- 
log-to- digital converter or data -ac- 
quisition system. Neither will you need 
to write several pages of complex 
code to do the testing. Just enter into 
your PC the short BASIC program listed 
within this article, plug the Tester into 
the computer's serial port, and you're 
all set. 

Battery Differences? We'll get to 
how the Tester works in a moment. But 
first, let's just take a brief look at how 
different types of batteries behave in 

different ways when used with a cam- 
era flash. 

Figure 1 contains a graph showing 
how one brand of "AA" alkaline bat- 
teries compares with "AA" lithium 
ones. As you can see, lithium batteries 
maintain a shorter recycle time for a 
greater number of flashes. After 150 
flashes, an alkaline battery takes al- 
most 29 seconds to recycle the flash, 
while a lithium battery only takes 10 

seconds to recycle after the same 
number of flashes. 

But the differences don't end with 
types of batteries. Different brands of 
the same type of battery can perform 
significantly better or worse than 
each other as well. So, as you can see, 
there are lots of tests to perform with 
the Flash- Battery Tester. 

Circuit Description. The schematic 
for the Flash- Battery Tester is shown in 

Fig. 2. Power from a 9 -volt battery, B1, is 

fed to a 78L05 regulator, U3. The IC 
then produces a regulated 5 volts to 
power the rest of the circuit. 

A cadmium -sulfide photocell, PC1, 

conducts when a connected flash's 
ready light comes on and illuminates 
it. When current flows through PC1, U1- 

a and U1 -b, two sections of a 74HC132 
quad Schmitt trigger NAND gate, pro- 
duce a sharp -edged TTL high. A 
MAX232, U2, converts the high to an 
RS232 low that is compatible with the 
PC's serial port. The MAX232 also takes 
an incoming serial -port pulse and 
converts it to TTL levels to fire the flash 
via SCR1, a C106D2 silicon -controlled 
rectifier. 

As mentioned earlier, the circuit 
works with a BASIC program (see List- 

ing 1). That program fires the flash by 
sending a brief pulse through plug PL1 

to the serial ports DTR pin. The pro- 
gram then starts timing how long it 

takes for the flash to recycle. In other 
words, the program "looks" at the CTS 

pin over and over until it sees that it 

went low. That happens when the 
photocell is lit by the flash's ready light. 
The program records the elapsed 
time and then continues counting un- 
til one minute elapses. 

At that time the DTR pin is cycled 
again to fire the flash and the process 
is repeated. The test concludes when 
the recycle time exceeds 45 seconds. 

Construction. There is nothing crit- 
ical about the layout of the Tester, so 
any project -building method can be 
used. For those who would like to etch 
a PC board, however, a full -size tern - 
plate is shown in Fig. 3. 

If you use a PC board, refer to the 
parts -placement diagram in Fig. 4 
when installing the components. Be- 
gin by mounting IC sockets for U1 and 
U2. Make sure they are oriented prop- 
erly. Then, go on to install the resistors 
and capacitors, making sure to 
match the polarity of the latter with 
what's shown in Fig. 4. 

Next go on to solder U3 and SCR1 to 
the board. Make sure to follow the 
orientation shown for the compo- 
nents in the parts -placement di- 
agram. 

Now we get to a slightly more tricky 
part, the photocell assembly. Cut an 
elastic strap to a length of approxi- 
mately 7 inches. Sew the strap so that 
it makes a band or loop, and then cut 
a hole in it. 
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Fig. 1. As this comparison chart shows, typical lithium batteries keep shorter flash 
recycle times for a greater number of flashes than do alkaline ones. 
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using a large center punch. 
Solder two- conductor wire to the 

photocell's leads. Unless the pho- 
tocell's leads are very short, insulate 
the connections with shrink tubing. 
Center the photocell in the eyelet so 

that the sensor points into the band, 
and epoxy the photocell in place. 
When the epoxy is cured, you might 
want to reinforce the leads with more 
epoxy or silicone caulk. 

When the photocell assembly is 

ready, take the loose ends of the wire 
and attach the conductors to their 
appropriate points on the board (see 
the parts -placement diagram). The 
elastic band should easily stip over 
your flash. 

Use one end of a flash sync cord to 
connect the Tester to your flash (sync 
cords are available at any photo 

10' RECYCLE TEST * 

20 KEY OFF 
30 C$ =" 
80' 
90' 
100 ESTABLISH DISK FILE 
105' 
110' 
115 CLS: LOCATE 1,1:INPUT'ENTE.R DATA FILENAME 
";FILENAMES 
120 FILENAME$ = "A: "+ FILENAME$ + ".PRN" 
130 OPEN FILENAME$ FOR APPEND AS #1 

140 N % =0 
150 INPUT "ENTER SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
";SAMPLE$ 
160 PRINT #1, SAMPLE$ 
170 PRINT #1, "FLASH # "; ","; "SECONDS" 
180' 
190' 
200' ARE YOU READY? 
205' 
210' 
215 CLS:LOCATE 1,1:PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO 
START TEST' 
220 A$= INKEY$:IF A$ = "" THEN GO-0 220 
230 CLS 
240 ' 
250' 
260' FIRST SHOT 
270' 
280 ' 

310 F =TIMER 
320 OUT &H3FC,( &H1 OR INP( &H3FC)) 
330 FOR I % =1 TO 10 :NEXT I% 
340 OUT &H3FC,( &HFE AND INP( &H3FC)) 
350 FOR I % =1 TO 1000: NEXT I% 
360 ' 

370' 

It 

Aftwsaxa;wavot, 
LISTING 1 

380 *-"" CHECK FOR READY 
390' 
400' 
405 LOCATE 1,1:PRINT C$:LOCATE 1,1:PRINT 
"FLASH IS CHARGING" 
410 T %= (INP( &H3FE)AND &HFF) 
415 IF T %>5 THEN GOTO 420 
417 LOCATE 1,1:PRINT C$:LOCATE 1,1:PRINT'READY 
LIGHT IS ON" 
420 LOCATE 2,1:PRINT C$:LOCATE 2,1:PRINT USING 
"##.##' ;TIMER -F 
430 IF T % >5 THEN GOTO 405 
440 B= TIMER -F 
450 N % =N % +1 

460 GOSUB 1000:' SAVE READING TO 
DISK 
465' " " ""` IF RECYCLE TIME IS >45 SEC, THEN 
TERMINATE TEST 
470 IF B > =45 THEN GOTO 9000 
500' NEXT CYCLE 

515 LOCATE 5,1:PRINT'ELAPSED TIME = " 

520 LOCATE 5,17:PRINT USING "##";TIMER-F 
530 IF TIMER -F > =60 THEN GOTO 550 
540 GOTO 520 
550 CLS:GOTO 310 
995' 
1000 

1005' 
1010 PRINT #1,N %; ", ";B 
1020 RETURN 
8990' 
8900' 

DISK DATA STORAGE 

CLOSE DISK FILE AND END TEST 

8910' 
9000 CLOSE #1 

10000 END 

Pass one half of a brass eyelet 
through the hole in the band, and put 
a few drops of white glue around the 
edges of the hole to keep the edges 

from fraying. Slip the other half of the 
eyelet through the first half's opening. 
Secure the halves together using a 
swagging tool or by hammering them 

store). Cut off the end that doesn't go 
to the flash, strip the exposed leads, 
and solder them across SCR1 as 
shown in Fig. 4, 65 
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Fig. 2. This is the schematic for the Flash -Battery Tester. A MAX232 (U2) and a 9 -pin 
D plug (PLI) provide a simple interface to a PC. 

-r 
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r 
Fig. 3. Layout of the Tester is not critical, but if you'd like to build the project on a 
PC board, use this template to etch your own. 

Mount the board in a suitable proj- 
ect enclosure. Using the parts- place- 
ment diagram as a guide, attach a 
battery snap and leads for switch S1 to 
the appropriate points. Mount the 
switch to the enclosure and connect 
that component to the leads you just 
mounted. 

The last step is to attach the proper 
66 pins of PLI, the 9 -pin D plug and shell, 

to their proper points on the board. 
Use a four -conductor wire to accom- 
plish that. 

Checkout. Install a 9 -volt battery 
and turn S1 on. Connect a voltmeter 
between pins 5 and 8 of PLI. Be sure 
that the photocell is somehow kept 
dark. The voltmeter should read be- 
tween 8 and 10 volts, and pin 8 should 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
FLASH -BATTERY TESTER 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
U1- 74HC134 quad Schmitt trigger 

NAND gate 
U2- MAX232 RS232 interface 
U3- LM78L05 5 -volt regulator 
Q1- 2N3906 PNP transistor 
SCRI-- C106D2 silicon- controlled 

rectifier 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.) 
RI-51,000-ohm 
R2- 15.000 -ohm 
R3 -1200 -ohm 
R4-í70 ohm 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND 
MATERIALS 

C1 C5 -10 µF, 16 -WVDC, 
electrolytic capacitor 

PC1- Cadmium -sulfide photocell 
SI -SPST miniature toggle switch 
PLI -9 -pin D plug and shell 
Printed -circuit materials, project 

enclosure (Radio Shack 270 -222 or 
equivalent), electronic flash -sync 
cord (should fit your flash), IC 
sockets, 9 -volt battery and 
connector, two -conductor wire 
(such as speaker wire) for 
photocell, four -conductor wire 
(such as telephone wire) for D 
plug, elastic strap, brass eyelet, 
epoxy, wire. solder, hardware, etc. 

be positive. Shine a flashlight at the 
photocell; the voltmeter should now 
read the same voltage, but pin 8 

should be negative. 
Strap the photocell around your 

flash so the photocell sits directly.over 
the ready light. Turn on the flash. When 
the ready light comes on, pin 8 of PLI 

should again switch from positive to 
negative. 

Temporarily connect pin 8 of PLI to 
pin 4. Keep the photocell dark. Con- 
nect your flash to the sync cord, and 
turn on the flash. Measure the voltage 
across SCR1; it will be between 5 and 
250 volts, depending on the type of 
synchronizing interface the flash has, 
but the actual voltage is not impor- 
tant. What is important is that the 
anode of SCR1 must be positive with 
respect to its cathode. If not, discon- 
nect the flash, turn off S1, and reverse 
the wires from the sync cord to SCR1. 

Reconnect the flash, if necessary, 
and turn on S1 and the flash. After the 
flash's ready light comes on, shine the 

(Continued on page 93) 
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Transtorm l 

Here's how to make your own BALUN, matching, 

and other broadband RF transformers. 

BY JOSEPH J. CARR 

Broadband radio- frequency 
(RF) transformers are used ex- 

tensively by SWLs and ham 
operators to match the impedance 
of antennas to the 50 -ohm system im- 
pedance that is standard on most re- 

ceivers and transmitters. In some 
cases, those transformers also convert 
a balanced load to an unbalanced 
one consistent with coaxial -cable 
use. Such transformers are called BAL- 

UNs (for BALanced UNbalanced), Not 

all RF broadband transformers are 
BALUNs, however, even though it is 

common among both SWLs and 
hams to use the term "BALUN" univer- 
sally. There are also balanced-to-bal - 
anced (BAL -BAL) devices and unbal- 
anced-to- unbalanced (UN -UN) de- 
vices. 

For those who are not familiar with 
the concept, a "balanced" device 
means that the signal voltage is not 
referenced to ground or any com- 
mon point. An example is the feed - 
point of a half -wavelength dipole. 
Conversely, in "unbalanced" devices 

the signal voltage is referenced to 
ground. An example is the coaxial an- 
tenna input of a receiver. 

While one can buy RF transformers, 
especially BALUNs, in certain standard 
versions (e.g. 1:1 and 4:1 impedance 
ratios), odd versions are harder to find. 
In addition, receiver owners might not 
like the bulky transformers used by 
ham operators. Those transmitting 
transformers are large because they 
have to handle high RF -power levels. 

A receiver can make do with much 
smaller transformers. 

Transformer Basics. A transformer 
is an electronic component consist- 
ing of at least two magnetically cou- 
pled windings of wire wound over a 
common core (see Fig. 1). The winding 
connected to a source of electrical 
current is the primary winding, while 
the winding connected to the load 
(resistor RL in the figure) is the second- 
ary winding. 

In a radio -receiver antenna system, 

the antenna is the "signal generator" 

and the receiver is the load, but other- 
wise the setup is conceptually very 
similar to Fig. 1. When a primary cur- 
rent (le) flows, it sets up a magnetic 
field around the winding. That field 
induces current Is into the secondary 
winding, and that current flows in the 
load resistor. 

Transformers come in a wide variety 
of types and uses, but for this article 
the class that we will concern our- 
selves with are broadband RF transfor- 
mers. Those transformers are wound 
over a variety of different core types, 
including: air, powdered iron, and fer- 
rite. Those materials are efficient at RF 

but not at lower frequencies. 
There is a very definite relationship 

between the voltages and currents 
found in the primary and secondary 
windings. The voltage across the sec- 
ondary winding is directly propor- 
tional to both the voltage applied to 
the primary winding, and the turns 
ratio between primary and second- 
ary windings; i.e. the ratio between 
the number of turns in the primary (Ne) 

and secondary (Ns): 

Vp /Vs =Np /Ns 

The currents in the two windings are 
inversely proportional to the turns 
ratio, or: 

Np/Ns = Is /le 

If you combine those two equa- 
tions, you will find that Vplp = Vsls, which 
is a constant. 

Impedance- Matching Transfor- 
mers. Transformers not only change 
voltages and currents, but they also 
can transform impedances. When 
you find yourself dealing with a 12- 

ohm impedance at the feedpoint of 
a quarter -wavelength vertical anten- 
na, and need to match it to a 50 -ohm 
receiver input or transmitter output, 
then an impedance transformation of 
50/12, or about 4:1, is needed. As in our 
earlier discussion, the impedance 
transformation is a function of the 
turns ratio: 

Np/Ns=,' Zp /Zs 

Suppose we need to match a 500 - 
ohm long -wire antenna to a 50 -ohm 
receiver input (a 10:1 impedance 
transformation), working the above 
equation shows us that the primary to 
secondary turns ratio needs to be 
about 3.2:1. 67 
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PRIMARY SECONDARY 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

Fig. 1 The circuit of a basic transformer 
consists of two (or more) windings of 
wire over a common, magnetically 
coupled, core. 

AAA 

RL 

PRIMARY o 

A 

B 

Fig. 2. A basic step -up (or step -down if 
reversed) transformer is shown in A, 
while B shows how such a transformer 
could be wound on a toroidal form. 

We sometimes speak of the load 
impedance being "reflected" into the 
primary circuit. That term refers to the 
apparent impedance seen looking 
into the transformer primary when a 
given impedance is connected 
across the secondary. Consider Fig. 

2a in which an impedance, Zs, is con- 
nected across the secondary of the 
transformer; the primary has fewer 
turns than the secondary, so the im- 
pedance reflected is less than the 
load impedance. 

Figure 2b shows one way such a 
transformer can be wound on a 
toroidal coil form. The primary and 
secondary windings are wound sepa- 
rately, and are magnetically coupled 
through the form. They could also be 
wound over one another, or in a bifilar 
fashion; that is, two parallel windings 
wound together over the core. 

BALUN Transformers. The purpose 
of a BALUN transformer is to convert a 

68 balanced load impedance, such as a 

dipole or o push -pull RF amplifier, to 
an unbalanced load such as a re- 
ceiver antenna input, transmitter an- 
tenna output, or a single -ended 
amplifier. Those transformers are bilat- 
eral, so one can also turn them 
around backwards and match an un- 
balanced load to a balanced output 
circuit. 

A popular use for BALUN transfor- 
mers is to connect the center feed - 
point of a dipole to a coaxial 
transmission line. Tests in antenna 
chambers and in the field demon- 
strate clearly that practical dipole - 
antenna patterns approach the ideal 
"figure -8" only when connected to a 
BALUN transformer. When the coaxial 
cable is connected directly to the 
feedpoint, the currents flowing in the 
shield radiate signal, and that distorts 
the antenna pattern. 

BALUN transformers are typically 
specified according to the imped- 
ance ratio that they will convert. The 
two most common varieties are 1:1 

and 4:1. A 1:1 BALUN transformer re- 
flects the same impedance into the 
primary circuit as is connected to the 
secondary circuit. Thus, a dipole's 75- 
ohm, balanced, center impedance 

4:1 

BALANCED ó 
r130oO0 

UNBALANCED 

Fig. 3 Here's the circuit diagram for a 
typical 4:1 BALUN transformer. It is 
called a BALUN because it converts a 
balanced load to an unbalanced one. 

FERRITE 
CORE 

WINDING 
B 

WINDING 
A 

O 
UNBALANCED 

o 

4:1 
BALANCED 

Fig. 4. Here's a 4:1 BALUN wound over 
a ferrite solenoid core. Note that the unit 
is bifilar wound. 

will be reflected as a 75 -ohm unbal- 
anced impedance for connection to 
the coaxial cable. The 4:1 BALUN 
transformer, on the other hand, re- 
duces the reflected impedance by 
four. A folded dipole, which has a bal- 
anced feedpoint impedance pf 
about 300 ohms, will, when co 
nected to a 4:1 BALUN, reflect a 

5- 
ohm unbalanced impedance r 

coaxial cables. 
The circuit for a 4:1 BALUN trans- 

former is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of 
two bifilar wound coils of wire. The dots 
on each coil indicate the same ends. 
To make BALUN transformers for the 
high- frequency (HF) shortwave 
bands, wind ten bifilar turns of wire 
around a ferrite or powdered -iron coil 
form. The actual number is not terribly 
critical. If the antenna is for the up r 

end of the HF spectrum (higher than 
18 MHz), then you can use as few as 
five turns, and if it is only for the lower 
end (less than 7 MHz) use eighteen 
turns. 

There are a few different methods 
for winding 4:1 BALUN transformers. A 
solenoid -wound transformer wound 
on a powdered iron or ferrite core is 

shown in Fig. 4. It is called a solenoid - 
wound transformer because t e 
length of the unit is greater than 
diameter, A 4:1 BALUN wound on a 
toroid is shown in Fig. 5. Note that bo 
of the BALUNs are wound in a bifil r 
fashion. Also, as indicated in the fi 
ures, it is a good idea to use two dif- 
ferent- colored wires in order to k= -p 
them identified when winding t e 
coil. 

A 1:1 BALUN- transformer circuit is 

shown in Fig. 6. That transformer n 

4 :1 
BALANCED 

Fig. 5. Here's the same 4:1 BALUN 
wound over a toroid core. Use different - 
colored wire to make it easier to keep 
track of the windings. 
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1:1 

UNBALANCED 

1:1 

BALANCED 

Fig. 6. A 1:1 BALUN requires a trifilar 
winding; that is, three coils wound 
together in parallel. 

180° 
ANT 

0° 
ANT 

TO RECEIVER 

Fig. 7. This phase -shift transformer, 
based on the 4:1 BALUN circuit, 
overcomes the transmission -line 
problems associated with feeding two 

antennas out -of- phase. 

be wound using the same methods as 

the 4:1 BALUN, but requires trifilar wind- 
ings; that is, three parallel wires wound 
on the same form. Those windings can 
be either parallel, or twisted, as you 
prefer. One practical use fora 1:1 BAL- 

UN is at the center feed point of a 
standard half -wavelength dipole. 

Phase Reversal Transformers. A 

number of shortwave listeners and 
ham -radio operators sometimes 
build phased antennas to enhance, 
or vary, directional characteristics. A 

common version of that theme is to 
place vertical antennas a half -wave- 
length apart. When those antennas 
are fed in -phase with each other, the 
reception and radiation pattern oc- 
curs at right angles to the line be- 
tween the verticals. But if the 
antennas are fed 180 degrees oui of 
phase with each other, the direction 
of radiation or reception flips 90 de- 
grees and appears along the line be- 
tween the antennas. 

There are several ways to feed the 
two antennas, but nearly all of them 
pose problems that the authors of 
books and articles somehow fail to 
mention. For example, to feed the an- 

tennas 180 -degrees out -of -phase 
with each other, the recommenda- 
tion is to connect the coaxial cable 
from the receiver or transmitter to one 
antenna, and then connect that junc- 
tion to the other antenna through a 
half -wavelength piece of coaxial ca- 
ble. Unfortunately, that recommenda- 
tion fails to account for the coax's 
velocity factor, which tends to be 
something on the order of 0.66 or 
0.80. That means under the best of 
circumstances that a half -wave- 
length piece of coax will only be 80 
percent of the required length. 

Another popular suggestion is to 
use three half wavelengths. The prob- 
lem there is that such a scheme dis- 

torts the current distribution in the 
antenna -because of coax losses - 
and the antenna patterns are valid 
only for equal currents. 

Of course, there is a better way! Run 

equal lengths of identical coax (that is 

important) from each antenna to the 
receiver, and then combine the sig- 

nals in a 180 -degree phase -shift trans- 
former. There are a couple of different 
ways to accomplish that. A simple ver- 

sion is shown in Fig. 7. There, a bifilar- 
wound RF transformer, identical to the 
4 :1 BALUN transformer, is used, but it is 

turned around backwards. One an- 

TO 
RECEIVER 

TO 
ANTENNA 1 

SWITCH 

Fig. 8. This trifilar phase -shift 
transformer allows two antennas to be 
fed either in phase or 180- degrees out -of- 

phase. 

Fig. 9. This transformer is useful when 
working with certain half -wavelength 
dipole antennas. Note that it is a BAL- 

BAL unit. 

TO 
RECEIVER 

Fig. 10. This BAL -BAL transformer 
could be used to match multiple 
impedances. It can be made even more 
versatile by adding taps and a switch to 

the top (fourth) winding. 

tenna is connected to the 180 -de- 
gree port, while the other antenna is 

connected to the 0- degree port. 
Another scheme is shown in Fig. 8. In 

that circuit, the phase -shift trans- 
former consists of three trifilar wind- 
ings similar to the way a 1:1 BALUN is 

wound. Winding "A" is connected be- 
tween ground and the antenna input 
of the receiver (or antenna output of 
the transmitter); winding "B" is con- 
nected to one antenna ("antenna 1'i; 
and winding "C" is connected to a 
double -pole double -throw (DPDT) 

switch and The other antenna ("an- 
tenna 2'1. 

When the DPDT switch is in the posi- 
tion shown, the dotted end of winding 
C is grounded, so antenna 2 is 180 - 

degrees out -of -phase with antenna 1. 

Alternatively, when the DPDT switch is 

in the other position, the undotted 
end of winding C is grounded, so it 

has the same phase sense as winding 
B. 

Other Impedance -Ratio Transfor- 
mers. The 1:1 and 4:1 BALUN transfor- 
mers are probably the most com- 
monly used, but are by no means the 
only ones required. There are a 
number of practical situations where 
the impedance ratio is other than 1:1 

or 4:1, and for those cases a different 
transformer is needed. Examples in- 

clude vertical antennas other than 
quarter wavelength, some quarter - 
wavelength verticals (the feedpoint 
impedance is determined by the par- 
ticular installation), dipoles that are 
mounted close to the ground, bev- 
erage and long -wire antennas, some 
random -length wire antennas, and 
some loop antennas. Solid -state RF 

amplifiers might also require some 
unusual impedance transformations. 

(Continued on page 93) 69 
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By Marc Ellis 

Scrounging 
Parts For the 

1930 Ham 
Receiver 

ANTIQUE RADIO 
Last month, we intro- 
duced our latest 

Antique Radio project: the 
construction of a starter 
ham receiver as recom- 
mended by the Amateur 
Radio Relay League circa 
1930. Appropriately de- 
signed for the limited 
experience of the prospec- 
tive builders and the 
leanness of depression -era 
family budgets, this was a 
simple radio. It required 
only a handful of parts, 
most of which could be 
salvaged from one of the 
battery- operated broad- 
cast sets then being made 
obsolete by the new AC- 
operated receivers. 

The "midget" 23 -plate tuning capacitor with 10 -1 vernier dial is 
ready for installation on the front panel. 

Yet, such was the state of 
the electronic art back in 
those simpler times, that this 
"beginner's set' could really 
be quite competitive on 
the bands. In the introduc- 
tion to the construction 
article, the ARRL stated "... It 
may surprise you to know 
that this tuner, with occa- 
sional slight modification, is 

used in probably 90% of 
the amateur stations in this 
country... ," 

I set about getting to- 
gether the parts and 

materials for this radio just 
as the original builders 
did-by scrounging. Of 
course, the battery sets that 
those folks took apart with 
such abandon are now val- 
uable antiques; no one 
would dream of cannibaliz- 
ing one now unless it was a 
total junker. 

Like most of us in the 
hobby, though, I've gradu- 
ally acquired a fair 
collection of fragments of 
vintage sets -both corn - 
mercial and home-built- 
over the years. I was rea- 
sonably sure that my "junk 
box" would yield virtually all 
of the needed compo- 
nents. Not only was that 
indeed the case, but the 
scrounging process and as- 
sociated detective work 
turned out to be quite a lot 
of fun! 

THE "CHASSIS" 
As discussed last month, 

the radio is intended to be 
built "breadboard" style - 
that is, with most of the 
parts surface- mounted on 
a flat wooden board. The 
10- x 14 -inch board used 
for the project constituted 
half of a standard "bread- 
board" (used to roll out 
dough for baking projects) 
of the era. 

Such boards were 
smooth, attractive, knot - 
free -and probably inex- 
pensive. But I couldn't find 
an affordable one on to- 
day's market. I settled for a 
length of 1- x 10 -inch com- 
mon pine. 

Lumber being what it is 

today, I had to buy a four - 
foot piece to obtain a rela- 
tively knot -free 14 -inch 
section. As it turned out, I 

could have used narrower 
lumber. After placing the 

parts on the board to 
check for spacing, I decid- 
ed that the 10 -inch width 
was much too generous 
and ripped it down to 7 
inches. 

The original construction 
article suggested that the 
controls could be mounted 
on brackets attached to 
the breadboard, but I de- 
cided that it would be 
classier (and easier!) to 
have a front panel. Antique 
Electronic Supply turned out 
to be out of stock on the 
black lucite panels they sell 
as "Bakelite look- alike" ma- 
terial. So I cut a 6- x 14- 
inch panel from a scrap of 
1/4-inch plywood and plan 
to spray -paint it with gloss 
enamel. After all, aren't we 
supposed to be building 
with scrounged materials? 

TUNING CAPACITOR 
AND DIAL 

I really lucked out on the 
tuning capacitor. It was 
specified as a "23 -plate 100 
mmFd midget condenser 
(equivalent to a 5 -plate 
condenser of standard 
size." I decided to check 
out a small owner -installed 
variable capacitor that I 

had removed from a Pilot 
Super Wasp while restoring 
it for this column a few 
years ago. 

The capacitor was a nice 
little Hammarlund unit. It 
certainly looked like a mid- 
get compared with the 
standard variable capaci- 
tors of the era; it had 23 
plates, and, wonder of 
wonders, my Sprague Tel - 
Ohmike confirmed that it 
had a capacity of 100 µF 
with plates fully closed! 

In the original model of 
this set, the tuning "dial" 
was simply a large gradu- 
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ated knob as used on the 
old "3- dialers." But knowing 
how touchy regenerative 
sets can be to tune, I 

thought it would be a good 
idea to install a vernier dial. 
That would be quite easy to 
do in view of the fact that I 

was going to have a front 
panel, and it would also 
provide more reliable fre- 
quency calibration. 

The "junk box" coughed 
up a usable and interesting 
vernier unit. It has a 10 -to -1 

reduction, which means 
that you turn the knob 
through five revolutions to 
move the variable capaci- 
tor through its half - 
revolution of travel. 

At first, I couldn't figure 
out how the dial was to be 
installed. It has a set screw 
for securing its drive hub to 
the capacitor -control shaft, 
but there is no provision for 
securing the body of the 
dial to the front panel. 

It finally dawned on me 
that the dial must have 
been designed as a quick - 
conversion unit for sets with 
direct -drive knobs. All one 
had to do was to remove 
the old knob and install a 
small screw (or possibly a 
special "stop" supplied with 
the dial and designed to 
be installed from the front 
of the panel) 3/4 -inch below 
the control shaft. The drive 
hub of the new dial was 
then slipped over the con- 
trol shaft and the dial 
pressed flat against the 
front panel, whereupon the 
head of the newly installed 
"stop" would be captured 
in a socket that I found 
molded into the back of 
the dial. 

Tightening the set screw 
on the drive hub com- 
pleted the installation. The 

dial was now secured 
against the set's front panel 
solely through its attach- 
ment to the capacitor's 
control shaft. But it was pre- 
vented from turning with 
the shaft by the panel- 

mounted "stop" captured in 

its socket. 

REGENERATION AND 
FILAMENT-VOLTAGE 
CONTROLS 

The variable resistance 
used for the regeneration 
control (R3 in the schematic 
printed last month) was 
specified as a "volume- 
control Clarostat'' (no value 
given). I thought that was 
rather an ingenuous way to 
specify a component, but 
later came across some 
period Clarostat advertising 

my hands on a dual 
50,000 -ohm unit (from a 
slightly later period than the 
receiver, but not too anach- 
ronistic looking). 

A proprietary device 
called a "Lynch Equalizer" 
was specified as a filament 
voltage control (R2 on the 
schematic). But I'll substitute 
a conventional 20 -ohm 
rheostat found in that inval- 
uable junk box. 

REMAINING 
COMPONENTS 

The audio transformer 

The old 1 -1F capacitor (bottom center) as removed from its case 
(bottom left) and paraffin embedment. A new orange drop 
capacitor (above) will be installed in the case and wired to the 
original terminal board (bottom right). 

that explained things. It 

seems that the Clarostat 
controls covered such a 
wide resistance range that 
a value didn't have to be 
specified. You could get 
whatever you wanted at 
the twist of a knob! 

So instead of specifying 
Clarostats by value, one 
had only to specify them by 
function! Special models 
were made to serve as grid 
leaks, volume controls, B 

voltage controls, etc. 
Not having a Clarostat 

available to me, I checked 
specifications for this re- 
ceiver published in other 
sources and found that the 
typical value for a re- 
generation control was 
50,000 ohms. Diving into the 
junk box, I was able to put 

could be "any ratio" ac- 
cording to this construction 
article, but other ARRL pub- 
lications of the time 
specified unusually high 
turns ratios (from 1:9 to 1:20) 

for transformers used in sim- 
ilar circuits. I'll go with a 1:15 

FADA unit I had on hand. 
The capacitor (C3 on the 

schematic) bypassing the 
regeneration control was 
specified as 1 µE I found a 
1 -µF capacitor of the era 
housed in the typical flat 
rectangular can. However, it 

tested at only 0.1 µF on the 
Tel -Ohmike! Opening the 
can, I saw that I could easily 
slip out the old capacitor - 
which was embedded in a 
paraffin block. A Sprague 
"Orange Drop" unit of the 
proper value will be in- 

stalled in its place. 
A grid capacitor (C2) of 

the correct 0.00025 value 
was located, complete with 
clips to hold the 2- megohm 
grid leak resistor (R1), which 
I also found in the junk box. 
Finally, I was able to put my 
hands on a couple of 4 -pin 
sockets (for the 01 -A tubes) 
designed for breadboard 
mounting, as well as 
Fahnestock clips for con- 
nections to power, phones, 
antenna, and ground. 

That's about everything 
we'll need except for the 
coil "makings' -which will 
be covered next month. 

NEW REVISION OF 
CLASSIC RADIO PRICE 
GUIDE 

Sonoran Publishing, Inc., a 
new firm founded by An- 
tique Electronic Supply co- 
founder and former co- 
owner George Fathauer, Jr., 

has recently released the 
Second Edition of a 1986 
classic: The Radio Collec- 
tor's Directory and Price 
Guide. Written by university 
professor and 50 -year vet- 
eran radio ham Robert E. 

Grinder, it shares insights 
gained from years of expe- 
rience in vintage -radio 
collecting and restoring. 

The original 1986 guide 
listed 8500 radios, with 
about 600 trade names, 
manufactured between 
1921 and 1941. The current 
edition covers radios from 
1921 to 1965, and includes 
data on over 20,000 mod- 
els representing over 1400 
trade names. 

The guide is divided into 
three broad categories: 
"Radio in America, 
1921- 1965" is a six -chapter 
overview of technical de- 
velopments, regulations 
involving radio, and the 
effects of broadcasting on 
people's lives; "The Radio 
Directory and Price Guide," 
which comprises most of 
the book, provides basic 
data on all listed models; 71 
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NEW BOOKS 
for the Project Builder) 

i 

n BP350-ELECTRONIC BOARD n BP350 -ELECTRONIC BOARD 
GAMES $6.00 

Twenty novel electronic board games 
that you can build from the plans in this 
book. Whether you are interested in 
motor racing, searching for buried trea- 
sure on a desert island or for gold in Fort 
Knox, spinning the wheel of fortune, or 
doing a musical quiz -there is some- 
thing for you to build and enjoy! 

n PCP119- ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
AND MIDI PROJECTS $14.95 

Save cash by building the MIDI gadgets 
you need. Want a MIDI THRU box, pro- 
gram change pedal, Metronome, analog 
echo unit, MIDI patchbay or switcher? 
Over 16 practical and very useful music 
and MIDI projects -all in this book! The 
projects are explained in detail with full 
instructions on assembly. 

n BP301- ANTENNAS FOR VHF 
AND UHF $6.00 

From installing a TV or FM antenna to 
setting up a multi- antenna array for 
shortwave listening or amateur radio, 
this book explains the basics of VHF and 
UHF antenna operation and installation. 
The text describes in easy -to- understand 
terms the essential information about 
how antennas works, the advantages of 
different antenna types, and how to get 
the best performance from an antenna. 

Mail to: Electronic Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Shipping Charges in USA & Canada 
$0.01 to $5.00 $2.00 $30.01 to $40.00 $6.00 
$5.01 to $10.00 $3.00 $40.01 to $50.00 $7.00 
$10.01 to $20.00 $4.00 $50.01 and above $8.50 
$20.01 to $30.00 $5.00 

ó 

ISorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. All 
payments must be in U.S. funds only. 

o Number of books ordered. 

"' Total price of books $ 

á Shipping (see chart) $ 

CL 
Subtotal $ 

Sales Tax (NYS only) 
0) Total enclosed 

$ 

$ 

.ó 

I 
N 

Name 

Address 

z City State ZIP 

Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. 
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The basic parts were placed on a "breadboard" to check the 
layout. The board has been ripped down to a 7 -inch width (10 
inches had been specified) for a more compact parts 
arrangement. 

and the "Trade Name Di- 
rectory" is a very useful 
index listing manufacturers 
by trade name and trade 
names by manufacturer. 

The directory section is 

the reason that collectors 
will want to carry this book 
to swap meets, flea mar- 
kets, and auctions. It is 

organized into five columns 
listing models by manufac- 
turer, year of introduction, 
power source, style, and 
price range. The "style" list- 

ings indicate the set's 
cabinet style (table model, 
console, portable, bread- 
board, mantle, etc.). 
"Midget," radio -phono 
combination, and clock ra- 
dios are specifically 
identified in that list, as is 

the cabinet material of ta- 
ble model and portable 
sets (plastic, wood, leath- 
erette, etc.). 

The all- important price 
column offers a six -step set 
of 'value ranges" on which 
to base a judgment. That is 

a sensible approach be- 
cause the pricing of 
antique radios is far from an 
exact science. Unlike rare 
coins or stamps, whose val- 
ues depend on easily 
catalogued attributes, the 
going price of an antique 
radio depends on a 
number of intangible fac- 
tors. Perceived condition of 

the radio, rarity, the buyer's 
emotional response to that 
particular model or style of 
set, and the would -be sell- 
er's desire to get rid of it all 
play a part. 

The Radio Collector's Di- 
rectory and Price Guide will 
be a valuable addition to 
the library of any serious 
radio collector. It is also of 
great value to beginning 
collectors because of the 
orientation it provides to the 
antique -radio hobby. The 
5' x 8'/2 -inch, 530 -page 
Guide is softbound and sells 
for $26.95. 

FREE RADIO 
COLLECTOR INFO 
SHEET 

Readers who would like a 
free information sheet on 
my antique -radio newslet- 
ter, The Radio Collector, 
can request it by either 
mail or "snail- mail." The e- 
mail address is ellis @in - 
teraccess.com. Send 
conventional mail to The 
Radio Collector, PO. Box 
1306, Evanston, IL 

60204 -1306. But please 
don't use either address for 
comments or inquiries re- 
garding this column! Those 
should be addressed, as 
always, c/o Antique Radio, 
Popular Electronics, 500 Bi- 

County Blvd., Farmingdale, 
NY 11735. 
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A Shocking Offer! 
Now you don't have to be enrolled at CIE to receive our 
introductory Electronic and Electricity Lesson Modules. 
This program is available for a limited time to non- 
students for the shockingly low price of only $99.50. 

With CIE's patented AUTO -PROGRAMMED method 
of learning you will quickly learn and then master the 
basics of electronics and electricity and then move on 
to... DC /AC circuit theories, fundamentals of bi -polar 
junction transistors (BJT), field effect transistors (FET), 
wiring, diagram and schematic readings, component 
identification, soldering techniques... and much, much, 
more. This introductory offer 
includes the first 39 lessons 
in CIE's Associate in 
Applied Science in Elec- 
tronic Engineering Technol- 
ogy Degree. 

Your commitment to CIE 
ends with your payment, but 
CIE's commitment to your 
success just begins when 
you receive your lessons, 
exams, binder and equip- 

More 
ervic s! 

ment. This special introductory price includes all the 
benefits and assistance CIE normally extends to its full 
time students. You'll be entitled to unlimited access to 

CIE's faculty and staff to assist you in your studies via a 

toll free 800 number six days a week, 24 -hour turn- 
around on grading your submitted exams, CIE book- 
store privileges, a patented learning method, reference 
library, access to CIE's electronic bulletin board and a 
free issue of CIE's school newspaper The Electron. 

And best of all, when you decide to continue 
your electronics education in any of CIE's programs 

you'll receive full academic 
credit for successful lessons 
submitted and a $100.00 
Tuition Credit Certificate. 

All this knowledge and 
support will put you on the road 
to understanding digital electron- 
ics, automotive and industrial 
electronics, microprocessing 
principals, computer systems, 
telecommunications and much, 
much, more. 

$100.00 Tuition Credit 
Academic Credit 
Free issue of The Electron 
Build your personal burglar alarm 
Toll Free Instructor Assistance 
24 -hour grading 
CIE bookstore privileges 

All This For Only! 

39 theory and hands -on training 
lessons and exams. 

Patented learning method 
CIE electronic bulletin board 
privileges 

Yes! Send me CIE's Introductory 
Electronic and Electricity Lessons 
and Equipment. A7334 

Name: 

Total Merchandise: 

Ohio Residents 

California 

Tctal This 

Shipping 

Method 

Personal 

Master 

MN 

$99.50 

add 

Residents 

Order: 

7% Sales Tax: 

add 6 1/2% Sales Tax: 

and Handling 

of Payment/Amount 

Check or 

Card 

Charge: $5.00 

Street: Apt #: Enclosed: 

City: 
Money Order 

Visa Discover 

State: Zip: 

Age: Phone. ( ) 

Card Expiration 

Signature: 

Date: 

BOOKSTORE 
1776 East 17th Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

PHONE! o , CHARGE BY 
9 AM to 4:30 PM Eastern Time; 

7334 1- 800 -321 -2155 ext. 

m 
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By Jeff Holtzman 

Command 
your 

Telephone 

System 

SINGLE 
TELEPHONE 

LINE 

COMPUTER BITS 

Telephone -line man- 
agement has been a 

pain for years. If you had 
one line and multiple de- 
vices (telephone, answering 
machine, modem, and fax), 
sharing that line among 
those devices in a conve- 
nient and reliable manner 
has been almost impossi- 
ble. However, a new breed 
of intelligent yet low -cost 
(under $100) line switches 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

ANSWERING 
MACHINE 

TELEPHONE 

FAX MACHINE/ 
FAX MODEM CARD 

COMPUTER 
MODEM 

1111111111111111111111 1111, 

Illlq!ulul III IIIIIIIIIII 

The ComShare 750 intelligently and inexpensively shares a single 
telephone line among a telephone, answering machine, fax, and 
modem. 

has recently come to mar- 
ket; those devices do a 
really impressive job. For ex- 
ample, I've been using the 
ComShare 750, made by 

Command Communica- 
tions, for the past several 
weeks, and am extremely 
impressed with its opera- 
tion. 

Physically, the ComShare 
750 is a little smaller than 
an external modem. It has 
four status LEDs on the front 
panel, and five RJ -11 jacks 
on the back. (The tele- 
phone and answering 
machine jacks are simply 
wired in parallel.) Also, there 
is a 12 -VAC power jack on 
the back. 

To use it, you connect 
your phone line and as 
many as four devices to the 
labeled jacks on the back 
of the unit. Apply power, 
and you have instant line 
sharing. When the C750 
detects an incoming call, it 

answers, but continues to 
supply a ring signal to the 
calling line. Meanwhile it 
listens for modem or fax 
tones. If it detects one or 
the other, it routes the call 
to the appropriate jack, 
and simultaneously lights 
the appropriate status LED. 

So far so good; that's 
pretty standard stuff. The 
C750 also helps manage 
outgoing calls. For example, 
if you start a modem trans- 
mission and then pick up a 
telephone line, you get a 
busy signal. Without the 
C750, you'd probably kill 

your modem connection 
and have to restart. That 
feature alone has saved 
me both time and money. 

The C750 has several ad- 
ditional features. For 
example, it can respond to 
Distinctive Ring Service 
(DRS) calls. DRS is a service 
offered by the phone com- 
pany that allows one 
physical telephone line to 
respond to several different 

telephone numbers. At any 
one time, only one number 
can be active because 
there is only one physical 
line; while one line is active, 
incoming calls on another 
line would ring busy. At the 
user's end, DRS provides dif- 
ferent ring -signal patterns 
to distinguish the different 
telephone lines. Typically, 
there is a single ring for the 
main line, and a double 
ring (beep -beep, beep - 
beep) and a triple ring 
(beep- beep -beep, beep - 
beep -beep) for the subsidi- 
ary lines. The C750 can 
detect those ring patterns 
and route each to a dif- 
ferent port. 

Another interesting fea- 
ture is Remote Message 
Notification (RMN), which 
allows the C750 to dial a 
remote number after it re- 
ceives a call on a particular 
port. You could use RMN to 
notify you via cellular 
phone when a telephone, 
fax, or modem call had 
been received. 

What really distinguishes 
the C750 is its program- 
mability. Using an attached 
touch -tone telephone, you 
can set numerous charac- 
teristics of the device. For 
example, if you were using 
DRS, you could program 
which ring pattern corre- 
sponds to which port. 

Returning to our modem 
example above, using an- 
other feature called Open - 
Line Notification, you could 
program the C750 to pro- 
vide a short ring to the 
telephone device after the 
modem transmission is 

completed. A related fea- 
ture is reverse modem 
detection. Using regular 
modem protocols, the an- 
swering modem "speaks" 
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first. In reverse mode, the 
originating modem speaks 
first. That could be useful as 
a security measure. For ex- 
ample, if you wanted to use 
the C750 to provide remote 
access to your computer 
system, by putting both call- 
ing and answering 
modems (and the C750) in 
reverse mode, it would be 
more difficult to "hack" your 
system. 

Other functions allow you 
to transfer a call to a given 
port. For example, in the 
default configuration, if the 
C750 receives a DTMF "11" 

during an active call, it will 
transfer that call to the fax 
port. If it receives a DTMF 

"22" during an active call, 
the call goes to the 
modem port. Both transfer 
numbers are programma- 
ble, both locally and 
remotely. In addition, you 
can program a security 
code that must be entered 

before any changes can 
be made remotely. 

LASER FAX 
Another useful tele- 

phone -type gadget I 

recently picked up is the 
Fax -Me cartridge (typically 
about $70) made by 
Practical Peripherals. It sim- 
ply plugs into a slot on an 
old LaserJet (most models 
from the Series 2 and 3 

lines), and subsequently al- 
lows the laser printer to 
function as a receive -only 
Fax. 

The primary advantage 
of the Fax -Me is, of course, 
the ability to print faxes di- 
rectly on plain paper. The 
cartridge has three modes 
of operation: Printer, Fax, 

and Automatic. In the Auto- 
matic mode, the cartridge 
automatically switches the 
LaserJet from Printer to Fax 

mode whenever an incom- 
ing call is received. 

There are a few nice ex- 
tras as well. For example, 
Fax -Me can optionally print 
a status box at the top (or 
bottom) of each received 
fax page, showing current 
time and date, page 
number, sending fax 
number, etc. The cartridge 
has a built -in clock, so you 
only have to set time and 
date once. Fax -Me can 
also print a status page, 
showing the status of all 
settings. Together, Fax -Me 
and ComShare 750 have 
substantially improved my 
small -office environment. I 

highly recommend both. 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Command Communications 
10800 East Bethany Drive 
Aurora, CO 80014 

Practical Peripherals 
P.O. Box 921789 
Norcross, GA 30092 

t 

One match can burn 
3,000 trees. 

, ,7 

From Not- Workin 
to Networking! 
Troubleshooting 
Local -Area Networks! 
Now, complete for the first 
time in one detailed booklet! 

Gain a fuller knowledge of network 
fundamentals and how they 
developed from the early days of 
main frames, from XNS to Ethernet 
technology, the OSI stack for 
interconnecting different computers, 
basic and specialized test instruments, etc. Several 
tough LAN case histories brings you from theory to 
thepractical side of troubleshooting. 

CLAGGK Inc., Reprint Bookstore 
P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735 

Please rush my copy of "From Not -Working to Networking: I enclosed 
payment of $5.50 which includes shipping charges. 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 

Sorry, no orders accepted outside of United States and Canada. All 

Payments must be in U.S. funds. Send check or money order payable to 

CLAGGK Inc. -do not send cash or stamps. New York State residents 
add applicable sales tax. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. RBS02 

/. .1 11 ,,,, 

Z o 

Your Ticket To 

SIJCCI3SS 
Over 28,000 technicians have gained admit- 
tance worldwide as certified professionals. 
Let your ticket start opening doors for you. 

ISCET offers Journeyman certification in 
Consumer Electronics, Industrial, Medical, 
Communications, Radar, Computer and 
Video. For more information, contact the 
International Society of Certified Electro- 
nics Technicians, 2708 West Berry Street. 
Fort Worth, TX 76109; (817) 921 -9101. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
Send material about ISCET and 
becoming certified. 

Send one "Study Guide for the 
Associate Level CET Test." En- 
closed is $10 (inc. postage/. 75 
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By John J. Yacono 
Technical Editor 
Windows Magazine 

High -Voltage 
Projects 

S1 

--i I -CrAro-- 
91 

6V 
D9 

1N4007 

13 

R1 

1.5K 
11 

AOM 

R5 
10K 

FREQ. ADJ. 9 

-- 

THINK TANK 
While this column, with 
its tutorial and letters, 

will be the same as always, 
I'd like to propose some- 
thing new for an upcoming 
column or two: a contest! 
There are a few really in- 
dustrious hobbyists out there 
who send me multiple cir- 
cuits in a given month, but 
up to now I've only pre- 
sented one or two circuits 
per month from each. What 

I propose is that if I get 
enough really good circuits 
(say, four or five) from an 
individual in one letter, I'll 

devote a column to his /her 
work. That month's partici- 
pant will receive a free kit 
and the bizarre (but individ- 
ually wrapped) MCL1010 
chip in addition to a book 

LEDI Q 
R3 

2200 

12 

1/6 74LC14 

/6 74LC14 

+ C7 M 220 

R2 
33052 

NE1 

R4 
1 MEG 

from our Think Tank library. 
What if you don't have 

enough stuff for an entire 
column'? Keep sending 
those great ideas in. I'll only 
do tribute columns when a 
submission warrants it. What 
if only three of your four or 
five circuits are really cool? 
I'll break up your letter 
across multiple columns 
and you'll get a book for 
each circuit I publish. What 
if you think my idea stinks? 
Please let me know; this is 

your column, I prepare it for 
you, so what the majority 
says goes. 

In our last tutorial, I men- 
tioned that capacitors can 
only be charged so 
much -they have a limited 
charge "capacity." That 

j 

D3 
1N4007 1 

C3' 
.018 

D1 D6 
1N4007 1N4007 A 

D4 
1N4007 - 

U1-d 
/6 74LC14 

1/6 74LC14 

PC C5 
.022 

/6 74LC14 

s 

U1-f 
7 1/6 74LC14 

Q1' 
nP31A 

C2' 
.018 

D7 
1N4007 

D8 
1 N4007 

D5 
1N4007 I C4, 

.018 

+0 

2kV OUTPUT 

'SEE TEXT 

Fig. 1. This circuit uses a transformer to generate a high - voltage output (up to 20,000 volts) from 
76 just four C- cells. 

WALL 
OUTLET 

TO 
120VAC 
POWER 
LINES 

Fig. 2. Placing an MOV 
across an electrical outlet's 
terminals is a good way to 
protect any device you plug 
in. 

raises the question "what 
determines a capacitor's 
capacity, or more correctly, 
its capacitance ?" Mostly it's 

geometry. The larger the 
plates, the more electrons 
they can accommodate. 
The closer the plates, the 
more alluring the charge 
across the gap is. 

From an engineering 
standpoint, there's only so 
much benefit to be derived 
from playing with the ge- 
ometry of the plates to gain 
capacitance. You could 
make the plates out of foil 
so you can roll them up in a 
tight bundle like an old 
newspaper, but a high -ca- 
pacitance unit built that 
way would still occupy sig- 
nificant volume. 

Fortunately, the material 
between the plates also 
plays a role in determining 
a capacitor's value. Up to 
now I've presented capaci- 
tors as though they had a 
vacuum or just air between 
their plates, but a large 
number of capacitors fea- 
ture an "electrolytic" 
material in the gap. An 
electrolytic enhances ca- 
pacitance. Some common 
electrolytic materials are 
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paper, oil, paper /oil, Mylar, 
and polyester. Some of 
those materials (for exam- 
ple, oil) carry the added 
benefit of allowing a ca- 
pacitor to be charged to 
higher voltages -voltages 
that would cause sparks to 
shoot across the gap of a 
simple air -filled capacitor. 

Speaking of high volt- 
ages, before we get to this 

month's circuits, a word of 
caution is in order. Don't 
build high- voltage circuits 
unless you know what pre- 
cautions to take. If you 
don't know how to handle 
high voltages, check your 
local library or school for 
books on the subject before 
proceeding. 

OZONE FOR EVERYONE 
Included herein are plans 

for a 2000 -volt inverter that 
operates from four 1.5 -volt 
"C" batteries, or any equiv- 
alent 6 -volt source (see Fig. 

1). The circuit operates at 
frequencies from 2 -20 kHz. 

For best performance, ad- 
just R5 until just past the 
point where NEI ignites. 
That sets the circuit's operat- 
ing frequency to about 15 

kHz. 

If transistor Q1 gets hot, 
you might want to heatsink 
it. Caution: This circuit will 
induce a painful shock if 

the output is touched. 
Transformer T1 is available 

from Images Company (PO. 

Box 140742, Staten Island, 
NY 10314; Tel. 718 -698 -8305) 
as part No. COR -6B for $1, 

The 3000 -volt capacitors, 
Cl through C4, are avail- 
able from The Electronic 
Goldmine (PO. Box 5408, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85261; Tel. 

602- 451 -7454) as part No. 

G5374 (that's six of them for 
$1). 

-Alex Belenky, Brooklyn, 
NY 

Great! To explain a little 
more, C5, R1, R5, and U1 -a 
form an oscillator. The os- 

cillator's signal is passed on 
to U1 -b through U1 -f, which 

1K 
RESISTOR 

ALLIGATOR 
CLIPS 

Fig. 3. You should always 
discharge electrolytic 
capacitors before fiddling 
with a circuit. This little tool 
allows you to do that quickly 
and safely for moderate -sized 
units.. 

drive Q1 in parallel. Tran- 

sistor Q1 pulls current 
through T1 and shuts off 
abruptly, causing high -volt- 
age spikes to appear at T1's 

secondary. The high -volt- 
age is sent to a voltage 
quadrupler before it is out- 
put. 

THE SPIKE STOPS 
HERE 

Those who have micro- 
waves, computers, TV sets, 

VCRs, and other equipment 
the" wish to protect against 
power -line surges usually 
wind up buying expensive 
power strips with built -in 
surge -protection devices. 
My solution for that: Turn off 
the power to the 120 -volt 
outet you wish to use for 
protection. Remove the 
faceplate and the outlet 
itself. Connect an MOV di- 
rectly across the two outlet 
terminals that power the 
equipment you wish to pro- 
tect (see Fig. 2). Keep the 
leads as short as possible. 

Replace the socket and 
faceplate. When re- install- 

ing the outlet, be careful to 
avoid shorting or grounding 
any of the leads. Turn on 
the power. The MOV that I 

used was a P7069. That unit 
has an operating voltage 
rated at 140 -volts AC and 
180 -volts DC at 6500 amps. 
It offers a bit more surge 
protection than normally of- 
fered in power strips. You 

can get the MOV from Digi- 
Key (PO. Box 677, Thief River 
Falls, MN 56701). 

Is this simple idea worth 
one of your Think Tank 
books? - William B. Hopf, Jr., 

Knoxville, TN 

I don't judge circuits by 
simplicity, just usefulness or 
uniqueness. Yours certainly 
rates. A word of caution to 
users: Follow Mr. Hopf's ad- 

vice about shutting down 
power. Also, be sure to insu- 

late the MOV's leads with 
slip -on insulation. By the 
way, I like to place MOVs in 
wall cubes to provide pro- 
tection I can take with me. 

DISCHARGER 
I just read an issue of 

Popular Electronics maga- 
zine for the first time and I 

was so fascinated with it 

that I ran down to the li- 

brary and got a few back 
issues. I really enjoy your 
magazine except for the 
fact that most of it is over 
my head. Could you please 
tell me some names of 
more -elementary elec- 
tronics magazines? Myself 
and other electronics hob- 
byist -wanna -bes would 
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Fig. 4. If you retrofit a flash unit as described in A. it can accept 

signals from the circuit in B to operate as a precision 
stroboscope. 77 
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greatly appreciate it. 

The tool that I made is for 
discharging capacitors. 
From personal experience I 

can say that discharging 
high -voltage capacitors 
can be real shocking, and 
can sometimes destroy the 
capacitor leads. My tool is 

fairly simple (see Fig. 3), just 
take Iwo pieces of insulated 
wire and solder them to 
each end of a 1000 -ohm 
resistor and then put any 
type of contact on the end 
of the wires like alligator 
clips. 

Thanks for the great mag- 
azine. 

-Chad Heim, Green Bay, 

WI 

Frankly, I recommend 
books rather than maga- 
zines for beginners. Unless 
they run a series just for 
beginners, the other maga- 
zines seem to concentrate 
on the experienced builder. 
If my tutorials aren't what 
you're looking for try your 
local library for more basic 
fare. 

By the way, for heavy - 
duty capacitors, don't use 
light -duty alligator clips. 
They'll just melt away after a 
few uses. Try using the kind 
that look like small jumper - 
cable clips instead. 

POCKET 
STROBOSCOPE 

If you happen to have an 
electronic camera flash 
handy (those are available 
for peanuts at garage 
sales), you can easily con- 
vert it into a precision 
stroboscope capable of 
measuring from 0 to 6000 
RPM. Also, it could be used 
for some interesting multi - 
image photography! 

Refer to Fig. 4A and care- 
fully open up your flash unit, 
after first removing the bat- 
teries. Discharge all of the 
capacitors -they might still 

hold a 300- to 400 -volt 
charge. Don't touch the 
flash tube or the reflector - 
fingerprints can cause high- 

120VAC 
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(5.0., 

TO 
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Cl 
22 D1 
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_= 

1N4001 220K: ,- 
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Q2 
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Fig. 5. This laser pulser consists of two main circuits: a voltage 
booster and a driver. 

voltage leakage problems. 
Trace back from the flash 
tube and locate the parts 
that correspond with TI, R1, 

C2, and Cl, which will be 
off the PC board. 

Replace Cl with a 
0.33 -µF 400 -WVDC Mylar or 
similar capacitor, and re- 
place R1 with a 100,000 - 
ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor, so that 
the circuit matches Fig. 4A. 
Those modifications reduce 
flash output and duration 
by approximately a factor 
of 1000, and allow the flash 
to fire at high speeds, up to 
100 flashes per second. 

Refer to Fig. 4B to build a 
timing circuit for the driver. 
Use a circuit board small 
enough to fit in the area 
vacated by the original ca- 
pacitor used for Cl. Mount 
R5 on an external bracket if 
needed. Batteries B1 and 
B2 can be 1.5 -volt coin cells 
or replaced by a single 3- 
volt lithium cell. Capacitor 
C3 should be Mylar, and C4 
and C6 should be Tan- 
talum. Integrated circuit U1 

is a CD4046 chip in which 

we use the VCO only. The 
VCO rate of 0 to 6000 FPM 
(0 to 100 Hz) is set by R5, 

and is linear with R5's rota- 
tion. Capacitor C6 is 

alternately charged by the 
VCO and then discharged 
through Q1 to trigger SCR1. 
That 400 -volt SCR fires the 
flash tube. 

To calibrate the driver, 
turn on S2 on set R5 to 
maximum (6000 FPM), and 
set trimmer potentiometer 
R2 for 100 Hz at pin 4 of UI. 
If you have a ten -turn po- 
tentiometer of at least 5 
kilohms (scale R4 and R6 to 
match), replace C3 with a 
0.1 -11F capacitor, and cali- 
brate the circuit at 6000 
FPM, as above. Above all, 
be extremely careful 
around the high voltages in 
this circuttl 

-Skip Campisi, S Bound 
Brook NJ 08880 

Nice retrofit. I've got lots 
of gutted flash units lying 
around. You might have 
helped me breathe new 
usefulness into them. 

Now we'll shift gears, turn- 

ing from high- voltage 
circuits to something just as 
hazardous: lasers. Again, 
educate yourself in proper 
handling procedures be- 
fore dealing with lasers. 

LASER DRIVE 
The "old-style," single - 

hetero- structure, pulsed, in- 
jection -laser diode has 
always been a trial to fire 
up. However, the simple dr- 
cuit in Fig. 5 is easy to build 
and use. The diode I used 
was an LASD59 with a 
threshold current of 10 

amps (40 amps maximum) 
and an output of 5 to 9 
watts at 904 nM, which is an 
invisible, infrared beam. The 
maximum allowable pulse 
width is 200 nS at a 0.1- 
percent duty cycle. 

As shown in the sche- 
matic, TI, a 24- volt -AC wall 
transformer, drives a full - 
wave quadrupling rectifier, 
which produces an output 
of 120 -volts DC. Compo- 
nents R1, R2, D6, and Q2 
form a 5.7 -mA constant -cur- 
rent sink. Use a heat sink on 
Q2, which can be any 1- 

watt or higher transistor with 
a VcE of 150 volts or more. 

Components C5, R3-R6, 
D5, LEDI, and Q1 form an 
avalanche oscillator that 
runs at 4 to 5 kHz. Transistor 
Q1 must be selected for a 
breakdown voltage of be- 
tween 90- and 110 -volts DC. 

Build the power- supply 
section on a separate cir- 
cuit board using standard 
methods. Resistors R4-R6 
must be carbon, 1/2-watt 
units, or can all be re- 
placed by a single 1 -watt, 
1 -ohm, carbon unit. Use 
short leads throughout on 
this assembla' to avoid cur- 
rent undershoot. Use a 
socket to mount Q1, and a 
female lin for the anode of 
LEDI. (Note: the LASD59's 
cathode is it's case.) 

Before installing LEDI, Q1 
must be selected: short the 
female pin to ground, install 

(Continued on page 90) 
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By Charles D. Rakes 

Ham -Radio 
Circuits 

CIRCUIT CIRCUS 

very so often, I like to 
share a few simple 

ham -related circuits with 
you, and that's just what 
we're going to do for this 
visit. Even if you are not now 
an amateur -radio operator, 
or even thinking about be- 
coming one, these circuits 
might just spark an interest 
in that direction. 

A SIMPLE ANTENNA 
TUNER 

Antennas and tuners re- 
main one of the areas of 
this high -tech hobby where 
we can still "build it our- 
selves" and obtain excellent 
results. The simplest anten- 
na of all is the long -wire 
antenna. Unfortunately, for 
a length of wire to qualify 
as a true long -wire anten- 
na, it must be longer than 
the wavelength at which it 

Fig. 1. This simple tuner can 
properly match anything from 
a bedspring to a long -wire 
antenna. Be sure to use a 
voltage transmitting -type unit 
for CI if more than 5 -watts of 
output power is to be used. 

is to be used; for high - 
frequency work, that can 
be unwieldy in many typ- 
ical situations. Of course, if 

you have enough room, 
you should make your an- 
tenna as long as necessary, 
but if you do not, and you 
must do with a much short- 
er antenna, all is not lost. 

The antenna tuner shown 

in Fig. 1 is especially suited 
for tuning random lengths 
of wire to match the output 
impedance of most mod- 
ern solid -state transceivers. 
Anything from a bed spring 
to a 300 -foot length of wire 
can be tuned with that sim- 

ple "L "- network tuner. 
The inductor, LI, can be a 

rotary inductor or a bare - 
wire, space -wound, fixed in- 

ductor with taps. In any 
event, L1 should have a 
minimum inductance of 20 

p.H. Larger inductors will al- 
low broader frequency 
coverage. 

For QRP (low power, five - 
watts or less) operation, the 
tuning capacitor can be a 
365 -pF unit removed from 
an old broadcast receiver. 
When operating at higher 
output powers, such as the 
100 watts or so of a typical 
solid -state rig, a special 
high -voltage tuning capac- 
itor must be used. The best 
place to locate such a ca- 
pacitor is at a hamfest or 
local ham store; that's also 
a good place to get a 
rotary inductor. 

A 40 -METER LOOP 
If you live in an apart- 

ment building, the 
compact, 40- meter, 30 -inch 
diameter mini -loop shown 
in Fig. 2 could be your 
magic conduit to the world. 
The loop is formed from a 
95 -inch length of /4 -inch 

copper tubing; the finished 
loop should have a 1 -inch 
gap at the bottom end. The 

loop can be mounted to a 
wooden "T" with the vertical 
leg extending three to four 
feet below the bottom of 
the loop. Add a simple sup- 
port to the leg so the loop 
will stand vertically. 

The matching trans- 
former, T1, is wound on an 
Amidon Associates (3122 Al- 
pine Ave., Santa Ana, CA 
92704) T50 -2 toroid core. 
The primary consists of 4 

turns of 18 -gauge enam- 
eled copper wire, while the 
secondary consists of 12 

turns of 20 -gauge enam- 
eled copper wire. Close 
wind the secondary and 
the primary, and make sure 
that the two windings do 
not overlap. 

The matching transformer 
and tuning capacitor must 
be located as close to the 
loop's gap as possible. Sol- 
der one end of the primary 
(4 -turn) winding directly to 
one end of the loop and 
keep the leads between T1 

and Cl, and Cl and the 
other end of the loop as 
short as possible, and, un- 
der any circumstances, no 
longer than 3 inches. Use 

an SO -239 connector for J1 

The best way to tune the 
loop is with your transceiver 
in the receive mode. Set Cl 
to mid position and tune 
the receiver to the middle 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
ANTENNA TUNER (Fig. 1) 

C1- 365 -pF, air -variable tuning capacitor, see text 
L1 -20- to 50 -µH rotary inductor or fixed inductor with taps, 
see text 
JI, J2 -SO -239 chassis -mount coaxial connector 
Wire, solder. enclosure, etc. 
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J1 

TI ̀  OUTPUT 

'SEE TEXT 

Fig. 2. A cliff-dweller's dream, this 40 -meter loop can get 
apartment -based hams on the air. It also makes a great 
receiving antenna. 

1N34 germanium diode, D1, 
rectifies the signal, which is 

then indicated on the 50 
NA meter, Ml. Sensitivity is 

1 
ANTI' 

(SEE TEXT) 

L1 

1mH 

330pF 

'SEE TEXT 

Fig. 3. This simple field - 
strength meter is great for 
tuning transmitters or 
antennas. It's a tool no ham 
should be without. 

controlled by varying the 
length of the antenna. 

QRP TUNING MONITOR 
Our next circuit, see Fig. 4, 

is designed to be used as a 
tuning monitor for very -low- 
powered stations (QRP). It is 

based on the field -strength 
meter of Fig. 3. 

If you compare the two 
circuits, you will note that 
two transistors have been 
added to the original cir- 
cuit, and the meter has 
been replaced with a piezo 
sounder, BZ1. A 24 -inch tele- 
scoping antenna is again 
used for the pick -up anten- 
na (ANTI). 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
FIELD- STRENGTH METER (Fig. 3) 

Dl -1N34 germanium diode 
L1- 1 -1n1-1 choke coil 
Mi -50 -1.LA meter 
ANTI -24 -inch telescoping antenna 
Wire, solder, enclosure, etc. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
LOOP ANTENNA (Fig. 2) 

C1- 365 -pF, air -variable tuning capacitor, see text 
TI -see text 
II-SO-239 chassis -mount coaxial connector 
Copper tubing (see text), wood support, wire, solder etc. 

of the 40 -meter band and 
to a spot where no stations 
are heard. Slowly tune Cl 
for the maximum receiver 
noise output. The tuning will 
be very sharp, so go slow as 
you adjust Cl. 

The loop when built as 
shown will handle power 
levels up to about 25 watts 
if you use a high -voltage 
tuning unit for Cl. If a 
broadcast tuning capacitor 
is used, don't operate at 
power levels over 5 watts or 
the capacitor will likely arc 
over. 

The mini -loop is an excel- 
lent receive -only antenna. 
Its high "Q" factor reduces 

adjacent -frequency inter- 
ference and out -of -band 
noise. Also, in some cases, 
rotating the loop can help 
in reducing interference 
from another station on or 
near the same frequency, 
or interference coming 
from a specific location or 
direction. 

FIELD -STRENGTH 
METER 

Our next entry, shown in 
Fig. 3, is a field -strength 
meter that can be useful in 
tuning an antenna or trans- 
mitter. A 24 -inch pull -up rod 
antenna, ANTI, picks up the 
transmitted RF and the 

Fig. 4. With the modifications shown here, the field- strength 
meter makes a great tuning monitor for QRP (low- power) use. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
QRP TUNING MONITOR (Fig. 4) 

D1-1N34 germanium diode 
Q1- 2N3904 NPN transistor 
Q2- 2N3906 PNP transistor 
RI -2200 -ohm, %a -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 10,(00 -ohm,'' / -watt, 5% resistor 
CI- 330 -pF ceramic -disc capacitor 
Ll -1 -mH choke coil 
BZl -Piezo sounder 
SI-SPST switch 
BI -9 -volt battery 
ANTI -24 -inch telescoping antenna 
Wire, solder, enclosure, etc. 
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U1-a 
1/6 4049 

3 

R2 
200K 

1/6 4049 

C1 

.05 

R3 
50012 

SPKR1 

C2 
100 T+ 

R1 

100K 

14 

+9V 

Fig. 5. This versatile code -practice oscillator is great for use by 
individuals or small groups wishing to learn Morse code. Note 
that switch SI is a telegraph -type Morse -code key. 

CODE -PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR 

Our last entry this time 
around is a versatile code 
practice oscillator that has 
a variable frequency and 

volume control. The unit is 

especially suitable for use 
by small groups that we are 
interested in learning and 
practicing the code. 

A single 4049 CMOS hex 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
CODE -PRACTICE OSCILLATOR (Fig. 5) 

Ul 4049 hex inverting buffer, integrated circuit 
C1- 0.05 µF, Mylar capacitor 
C2- 100 -µF, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor 
R1- 100,000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 200,000 -ohm potentiometer 
R3- 500 -ohm potentiometer 
SPKR1 -8 -ohm speaker 
SI-CW key 
9 -volt battery or power source, wire, solder, enclosure, 

hardware, etc. 

inverting buffer is the heart 
of the oscillator, with inver- 
ters UI -a and UI -b making 
up the variable audio -os- 
cillator circuit. The 
oscillator's output is coupled 
to the speaker- driver circuit 
through the CW (Morse 
code) key, SI. The audio 
frequency of the oscillator, 
and hence its tone, is var- 
ied by potentiometer R2, 

while potentiometer R3 is 

used to vary the speaker's 
volume. 

Well, it's time to close for 
now. If you are not one 
already, maybe these cir- 
cuits could inspire you to 
become a radio amateur. 
Ham radio is a fun and 
fascinating hobby through 
which you could make 
many life -long friends. In 

any event, good circuitry 
until next time. 

-AN IMPORTANT PART 
OF YOUR PHOTOCOPIER 

ISN'T PART OF 
YOUR PHOTOCOPIER 

Having a machine may not permit you to photocopy 
books, journals, newsletters and magazines. 

The Copyright Clearance Center CAN. 
Contact us to find out 

how you too can COPY RIGHT!SM 

COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER 
222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923 W. (508) 744 -3350 LI Fax (508) 741.2318 

© 1993 Copyright Clearance Center 

Col Dosignand 
Construction 
Illonust 

YOU CAN WIND 
YOUR OWN COILS? 
There's no trick to it except knowing what 
you are doing. In a unique, 106 -page book 
you can become expert in winding RF, IF, 

audio and power coils, chokes and trans- 
formers. Practically every type of coil is dis- 
cussed and necessary calculations are given 

with the mathematical data simplified for use by anyone. Get your 
copy today! 

rMail coupon to: 

Electronics Technology Today, Inc. 

P.O. Box 240 Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Please send me my copy of Coil Design and Construction Manual 
(BP160). I enclose a check or money order for $8.45 to cover the 

book's cost and shipping- and -handling expenses. NY state resi- 

dents must add local sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

1 

City State ZIP 

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, no orders ac- 

cepted outside of USA and Canada. Please allow 6 -8 weeks for de- 

livery. J 81 
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By Don Jensen 

The Club of 
Clubs 

DX LISTENING 
More years ago than I 

like to admit, a new 
radio -hobby organization 
was born. Its full name? The 
Association of North Ameri- 
can Radio Clubs, which 
usually is abbreviated to just 
its initials, ANARC. 

Because this author 
served as that organiza- 
tion's first executive director, 
it's not surprising that I've 
had more than a passing 
interest in ANARC over the 
years. The club's current 
chief executive is Richard 
D'Angelo, of Wyomissing, PA. 

i MOCKBA PA,11,V1O 

In Russia's Cyrillic alphabet, this vintage QSL card reads 
"Radio Moscow." 

ANARC is not just another 
shortwave- listening club. 
Rather it is a club of clubs, 
an umbrella organization 
affiliating most of the lis- 

teners' clubs in the United 
States and Canada. Now in 
its 31st year, ANARC con- 
tinues to promote close 
links between the various 
hobby -listening clubs of 
North America, and to 
serve as spokesman for the 
listening hobby to broad- 
casters, equipment 
manufacturers, the news 
media, and the public. 

ANARC encourages lis- 

tening hobbyists to join one 
or more of its affiliated 
clubs. Those clubs cover 
various aspects of the radio 
hobby, whether one's inter- 
est is tuning shortwave, 
medium -wave, longwave, 
or VHF /UHF scanner fre- 
quencies. 

If you've thought about 
becoming a member of 
one of these international, 
national, or regional radio 
clubs, you can get a list of 
them, their addresses, 
membership fees, the type 
of listening activities cov- 
ered, and how you can get 
sample copies of their 
newsletters to look over be- 
fore you decide to join. A 
copy of that list is available 
for just a stamped, self -ad- 
dressed envelope from the 
Association of North Ameri- 
can Radio Clubs, 2216 
Burkey Drive, Wyomissing, PA 

19610. 

IN THE MAIL 
The first letter this month is 

from Raji Lakshman who 
lives in Anchorage, Alaska. 
Raji writes: 

"I came to the U.S. last 
year from India, where I did 
quite a bit of shortwave 
listening. Now that I'm here, 
though, I haven't been able 
to make contact with any- 
one else interested in DXing 
on the shortwave bands. I 

read your column in Popu- 
lar Electronics and 
decided to write. I would 
be happy if you could give 
me the names of any DXing 
clubs up here in Alaska, or if 
there are none, then some 
clubs in the lower 48." 

Unfortunately, there are 
no Alaskan listener clubs, 
Raji, as far as I am aware. 
However, one of the AN- 

ARC -affiliated regional 
clubs that you might find of 
special interest is the Pacific 
Northwest, British Columbia 
DX Club. The PNBCDXC was 
founded in 1982 to encour- 
age fellowship and 
information exchange 
among DXers. It publishes a 
newsletter 10 -12 times a 
year. Annual membership 
dues are $9 for U.S. mem- 
bers, and $10 for 
Canadians. The club's ad- 
dress is 9705 Mary NW, 

Seattle, WA 98117. 
Next, Rex Blasingame, 

Carbondale, IL, has a ques- 
tion about Iranian 
shortwave: 

"I've been interested in 

SW radio for a number of 
months now. But so far, I 

haven't been able to hear 
any programming from 
Iran. Are they on short- 
wave? If so, when and 
where should I tune ?" 

Indeed, the Voice of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran, as 
the shortwave service is 

called, broadcasts from 
Teheran and even has an 
English -language North - 
American service. Look for 
VIRI from 0030 to 0130 UTC 

on 7,260, 9,022, and 9,670 
kHz. 

MORE ABOUT MOSCOW 
Albert Samuelson, New 

York City, writes: "I've been 
paying more attention to 
Radio Moscow Interna- 
tional's air schedules after 
reading the August column. 
I think there have been 
even further cutbacks in 
shortwave broadcasting for 
Russia." 

Yes, Albert, you're right. 
Radio Moscow Interna- 
tionalNoice of Russia is 

down to 30 foreign lan- 
guages in its overseas 
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services. Gone are pro- 
grams in two African 
languages (Swahili and 
Hausa), and five Asian 
tongues (Tamil, Sinhalese, 
Nepalese, Indonesian, and 
Khmer). Also gone from the 
Russian broadcaster's SW 

schedule is Swedish. In ad- 
dition, there have been 
reductions in the broad- 
casting hours for 17 other 
languages. 

Still, most North -American 
SWLs will be primarily inter- 
ested in the Voice of 
Russia's English- language 
World Service. As of this writ- 
ing, here are some times 
and frequencies where you 
might find that program- 
ming: 

0000 to 0100 UTC -5,940, 
9,530, 9,720, 11,750, 15,180, 

and 15,425 kHz. 

0100 to 0200 UTC- 9,530, 
12,050, 15,180, 15,425, and 
15,580 kHz. 

0400 to 0500 UTC - 
12,050 kHz. 

1000 to 100 UTC- 9,835, 
11,800, 12,050, 17,765, and 
17,870 kHz. 

William Reilly, Daytona 
Beach, FL, writes to observe 
that he's been hearing the 
Voice of Vietnam with good 
signals recently. "That's not a 
station I've tuned before," 
he says. 

You didn't mention the 
frequency, Bill, but I'd haz- 
ard a guess that you're 
listening to Hanoi's English 

programming on 7,360 kHz 

sometime after 0400 UTC. 

The reason for the good 
signal at that hour seems to 
be that Vietnam, like many 
other countries, is renting air 
time on powerful transmit- 
ters located in what not -so- 

long -ago was the Soviet 
Union. In that case, accord- 
ing to reports, the Voice of 
Vietnam's English program- 

*CREDITS: Jerry Berg, MA; 
Richard D'Angelo, PA; Marie 
Lamb, NY; Harold Levison, PA; 

North American SW Associa- 
tion, 45 Wildflower Road, 
Levittown, PA 19057. 

ming is being relayed by 
Russian facilities at 
Krasnodar. 

DECISIONS, DECISIONS 
Next we have a letter 

from Canadian listener, 
John Banks, who writes from 
Kingston, Nova Scotia: 

"Please advise," he says, 

"on a good make and 
model receiver for the SWL. 

I'm not out to save money 
by purchasing a cheap ra- 
dio but I am interested in 

eliminating all the frills and 
getting the best for the 
money. Your opinion would 
be greatly appreciated." 

Well, John, your question 
is typical of many I receive 
from DX Listening readers 
asking for advice on which 
SW receiver to buy. It sounds 
like an easy one to answer, 
but it's not. 

Simply put, there is no 
one best receiver. Which set 
you ultimately select de- 
pends on a number of 
personal factors. I can no 
more advise you which ra- 
dio to buy than I could tell 
you which tie to wear, what 
car to buy, or who you 
should marry! To help you 
along, however, here are a 
few questions you should 
ask yourself: 

How much signal sen- 
sitivity do I need? How 
important is it to be able to 
separate weak stations in a 
really crowded SW band? Is 

good audio quality impor- 
tant to me? What about 
ease of tuning? Do I want a 
top -of- the -line table -top 
model or a lightweight por- 
table? And, of course, how 
much can I spend for a 
shortwave radio? 

Every receiver on the 
market -and there are 
many- represents a dif- 
ferent compromise among 
often conflicting design el- 
ements. To give you some 
idea what's out there, the 
new Universal Radio Inc. 
(6830 Americana Parkway, 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068) 

mail -order catalog lists 

some 15 pages of SW re- 

ceivers, ranging from SONY's 

ICF -SW10 at just under $50, 

to the Watkins- Johnson 
HF -1000, with preselector, at 
nearly $4,400. 

As you can see, you've 
got some homework to do 
before you decide which is 

the right set for you. For 

that, I recommend the 
easy -to- understand but de- 
tailed and candid receiver 
reviews in the just -published 
1996 Passport To World 
Band Radio (International 
Broadcasting Services Ltd., 

Box 300, Penn's Park, PA 

18943). 

DOWN THE DIAL 
Here are some SWLing 

targets to try: 

AUSTRALIA -5,955 kHz. 

Radio Australia is noted 
here at 1200 UTC with world 
news and feature pro- 
grams. 

ETHIOPIA -9,335 kHz. 

Radio Fana has been log- 
ged at 0326 UTC with a 
music -box interval signal, 
then identifications and 
news in the Amharic lan- 
guage. 

UKRAINE- 17,655 kHz. 

Radio Kiev has been noted 
with decent signals here at 
2320 UTC with English pro- 
gramming. 

VANUATU -3,945 kHz. 

Radio Vanuatu is a rare and 
exotic Pacific -region SW sta- 
tion to try. It has been 
logged in east -coast North 
America at 1055 UTC identi- 
fying in both English and 
Pidgin languages. 

"Here comes the stuff you asked 
for on the Internet." 

°- 
f. 
-' 

tkoMini Long Range FM Voice 
Transmitter (3 ml) Ultra Sensitive - 
with fine tune, range control, more! Detects 

even whispers! FMX1 Kit and Plans $445( 

Tiny Telephone 
FM Transmitter 
(3 ml) - automatically operates when phone is 

used. Crystal clear clarity with fine tune and 

range control. TELX -1 Kit and Plans SQ 
Both Easy -to -Build Kits Above only $49.501 

Extended Play 
Telephone 
Recording System - $129.50 
Automatic - Crystal Clear Easy to Use - 

Connects to Any Phone - Automatically controls 

and records both sides of the conversation on our 

extended play recorder. Caution - check local 

laws as some states require an alerting beeper. 

TAP2OX Ready -to -Use System only $129.50 

FREE CATALOG with order or send S1.00 NH 

4. 1 Tim MC, VISA, Check, Cash or C.O.D. 

NUMITED Send or Fax Orders to: Dept pe16 

.-j PO Box 719, Amherst, NH 03031 

Orders: 800-221 -1705 FAX 603.672.5406 Tel 603-6734730 83 
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By Joseph J. Carr, K4IPV 

A DC Power 
Supply For 

Hams 

HAM RADIO 
Very few workbenches 
would be complete 

without a low- voltage DC 
power supply. I've got sev- 
eral on my bench, all but 
one of them homebrewed 
(indeed, some have ap- 
peared in various Popular 
Electronics articles over 
the years). DC power sup- 
plies are essential for 
building new circuits, doing 
projects, and in some cases 
building kits. They also can 
be used for troubleshooting 

Here's "The Crusher," a variable voltage, high- current supply 
that can come in handy when testing or using ham gear. 

gear. It's obvious that a 
bench DC supply is needed 
when working on low - 
powered mobile rigs and 
accessories, and hand -held 
or other portable rigs, that 
normally operate from ei- 
ther internal batteries or a 
vehicle power system. 

Not so obvious is the fact 
that a DC supply can be 
used to replace the DC 
supply in a rig as a trou- 
bleshooting ploy. Many 
problems could be traced 
to DC power -supply prob- 
lems, so it's fairly standard 
practice to disconnect a 
piece of equipment's inter- 
nal power supply and then 

substitute a "known good" 
bench power supply. If the 
rig works on the alternate 
power source, then the 
problem is in its power -sup- 
ply section. 

Among the DC power 
supplies that I own are a 
dual polarity ± 12 -volt DC, 
1- ampere unit (nice for op- 
amps). I've also built a big 
power supply that produces 
a fixed voltage of 5 -volts 
DC at 3 amperes; fixed volt- 
ages of 6 -, 8 -, 9 -, 12 -volts 
DC (times Iwo), all at 1 

ampere; and 1.26- to 30- 
volts DC variable voltage 
(limes two) at 1 ampere. All 
of those sources are inde- 
pendent and separately 
switched, and all are 
housed inside a large Ham- 
mond cabinet intended for 
mounting in a 19 -inch rack. 
There are also a pair of 

12 -volt DC, 100 -mA, 
power supplies mounted in- 
side my Heath and Ace 
breadboards. 

For general hobbyist work 
you need ± 12 -volts DC, 
+ 5-volts DC, and a few 
other DC power supplies. 
Typically, those are de- 
signed for 100 -mA, 500 -mA, 
or 1 -A current levels. How- 
ever, have you ever tried to 
power a small hand -held 
transceiver from one of 
those DC supplies? It won't 
work, because they need 

more than 1 ampere of 
current. That's why I built the 
1.26 to 30 -volt, 5- ampere 
supply I am about to de- 
scribe. I modestly call it The 
Crusher! 

THE CRUSHER 
The circuit for the Crusher 

is shown in Fig. 1. The unit is 

powered from a 25.6 -volt 
AC, 5- ampere transformer 
(T1). The bridge rectifier 
(BR1) is a 50 -volt PIN/ 6- 
ampere unit. It has Iwo AC 
inputs that are connected 
to the secondary winding 
of transformer T1, and two 
outputs (designated - and 
+). The negative output 
( -) is connected to chassis, 
although some people pre- 
fer to leave it floating and 
only ground it when 
needed. 

The output of the rectifier 
is pulsating DC, which is 

almost as useless for power- 
ing electronic devices as 
AC. It must be filtered and 
regulated before it is useful. 
The ripple filter capacitor is 

Cl. The general rule for the 
main pre -regulator filter ca- 
pacitor is to select one that 
is at least 1,000 µF /ampere. 
For standard 1- ampere 
power supplies, use either 
1000 -µF or 2000 -11F units, 
but for a 5- ampere DC 
power supply like this one, 
at least 5000 µF should be 

Fig. 1. Here's the schematic for The Crusher DC power supply. 
The outputs are front -panel- mounted banana jacks. 
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used, as shown. 
The voltage regulator for 

this power supply is an 
LM338. It will produce out- 
put voltages from 1.26 to 32 
volts, although here the out- 
put voltage "top end" is 

limited by the transformer 
secondary voltage; its cur- 
rent rating is 5 amperes. 
The LM338 is easily avail- 
able from local dealers, 
and from many Popular 
Electronics mail -order ad- 
vertisers, so you shouldn't 
have any problems finding 
one. If for some strange 
reason you can't locate 
one, and have access to 
the ECG /NTE line of indus- 
try- standard replacement 
parts, a direct substitute is 

the NTE -935 /ECG -935. If you 
are planning to build just a 
3- ampere supply, you can 
use the NTE -970 or ECG -970 
instead. 

The output voltage for 

the LM -338 is: 

Vow= 1.26 + 
(R2 /R1 + 1) volts 

In standard practice, R1 is 

either 180 or 240 ohms, and 
R2 is a 5000 -ohm, linear - 
taper potentiometer. To 

help make setting the sup- 
ply output precisely easier, I 

mounted a 0-100 vernier 
dial on the potentiometer 
shaft; alternatively, a 10- or 

15 -turn precision potenti- 
ometer could be used with 

good results, 

The LM -338 device 
comes in the TO -3 power 
diamond -shaped transistor 
package (see Fig. 2). The 

output terminal in that 
package type is the case 
itself, so that case must be 
insulated from ground. Also, 

even though the device is 

rated at 5 amperes, if you 

try to run it consistently at 
anything close to 5 am- 
peres it will run more than a 

trifle hot, which is never 
good for electronic de- 
vices. To help reliability, it is 

a really good idea to use a 

finned heatsink. One way to 

3 'CASE) 

1. ADJ 
2. VIN 

3. Vol. (CASE) 

Fig. 2. The LM338 voltage 
regulator used in the circuit 
comes in a TO -3 package. In 
that package, the case itself 
is the output terminal. 

accomplish both the insula- 

tion requirement and the 
heat sinking is to mount the 
heatsink on insulated stand 
offs. A small fan might also 
be in order, although I 

didn't use one on this 

project. 
The output metering is 

not really up to par on this 

project. I used a 0- to 5- 

ampere DC meter. What 
woulc be more useful is an 
output voltmeter (0- to 30- 

volts DC). Because that is 

missing, I use a digital multi - 

meter to set the output 
voltage. The outputs for the 
supply are two standard, 
front - panel- mounted ba- 
nana jacks. 

The Crusher is an easy 

power supply to build and 
use; I used perfboard con- 
struction when I built mine. 
Plan to use 14 -gauge wire, 

rather than the normal 22- 

gauge hook -up wire for all 
5- ampere circuits; 22- 
gauge wire could be used 
for the control circuits (R1 

and R2) if you wish. 
That's all there is to it, 

except for a brief caution- 
ary note. Remember that 
this device is powered from 
the 117 -volt AC -power lines, 

which can be lethal if con- 
tacted. As with all 117 -volt 
AC projects, be very cau- 
tious when working on this 

circuit. After all, we want all 

of you to be with us when 
we meet here again next 

month. 

You 
I 

can Build Gadgets! 

Here are 3 reasons why! 
BP345- GETTING STARTED IN 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS .$5.95 

If you are looking into launching an ex- 

citing hobby activity, this text provides 

minimum essentials for the builder and 

30 easy -to -build fun projects every ex- 

perimenter should toy with. Printed -cir- 

cuit designs are included to give your 

project the professional touch. 

I n BP349- PRACTICAL OPTO- 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS....$5.95 

If you shun opto- electronic projects for 

Ilack of knowledge, this is the book for 

you. A bit of introductory theory comes 

first and then a number of practical pro- 

jects which utilize a range of opto de- 

vices, from a filament bulb to modern 

infrared sensors and emitters. 

Practical 
Opto- Electronic 

Projects 

n BP363- PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
PROJECTS $5.95 

The text contains a goodly number of 

practical music projects most often re- 

quested by musicians. All the projects 
are relatively low -in -cost to build and all 

use standard, readily -available compo- 

nents. The project categories are guitar, 

general music and MIDI. 

1 

Mail to: Electronic Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Shipping Charges in USA & Canada 

$0.01 to $5.00 $2.00 $30.01 to $40.00 $6.00 

$5.01 to $10.00 $3.00 $40.01 to $50.00 $7.00 

$10.01 to $20.00 $4.00 $50.01 and above $8.50 

$20.01 to $30.00 $5.00 

Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. All 

payments must be in U.S. funds only. 

Number of books ordered. 

Total price of books $ 

Shipping (see chart) $ 

Subtotal $ 

Sales Tax (NYS only) $ 

Total enclosed $ 
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Address I g. 
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By Marc Saxon 

Tuning in to 
GMRS 

SCANNER 
SCENE 

Among the groups of 
stations that have re- 

cently captured the 
monitoring imaginations of 
scannists are GMRS (Gener- 
al Mobile Radio Service) 
stations. So this month, let's 
take a look at them. 

GMRS is a two -way UHF 

radio service that has been 

Radio Shack's entry into the GMRS market has given that 
86 sleeping giant new life. Tune those scanners to 462 MHz, gang! 

around for a while, but has 
been allowed to remain 
rather dormant. Yet, within 
the past year or so, GMRS 
has unexpectedly become 
a fabulous "overnight" suc- 
cess. We can thank 
companies such as Radio 
Shack, Maxon, and other 
giants, who have decided 
to market GMRS radios to 
the public. Let's also thank 
the public, which is snap- 
ping up GMRS equipment 
and bringing lots of new 
activity to the formerly quiet 
communications frequen- 
cies. Heh -hehl All the more 
stations for you and I to 
monitor! 

Essentially, GMRS is a per- 
sonal communications 
service. Years ago, it origi- 
nally had been called (by 
the FCC) "Class A CB Ra- 
dio," but the government 
probably decided to ditch 
the CB appellation when 
they saw the antics on the 
27 -MHz Class D CB chan- 
nels. The FCC's hope has 
always been that GMRS (es- 
tablished with FM, and in 
the 460 -MHz band) would 
bring to reality the agency's 
dream of a really useful, 
inexpensive, two -way per- 
sonal radio service with 
simple license procedures 
for the general public. 

Unfortunately, that dream 
couldn't happen until the 
public forgot the chaos, 
noise, anarchy, and ca- 
cophony of the FCC's first 
personal communications 
experiment -CB on 27 MHz. 
Only hobbyists, truckers, 
and motorists seem to find 
ways to enjoy 27 -MHz CB. 
While they do it with gusto, 

many others seeking to 
meet personal two -way 
needs receive a long -last- 
ing sour taste for those 
communications. Justifiably 
so, perhaps. 

But now GMRS has re- 
newed and recaptured the 
public's interest. Things are 
perking. Time to start 
monitoring the GMRS. There 
are repeater frequencies, 
as well as simplex frequen- 
cies for your listening 
pleasure. 

Repeater frequencies 
(also available for simplex) 
are 462.55, 462.575, 462.60, 
462.65, 462.675, 462.70, 
and 462.725 MHz. Frequen- 
cy 462.675 MHz has been 
selected, unofficially, as the 
national travelers' as- 
sistance, emergency, and 
safety channel. It's used 
and monitored by the 
many REACT and rescue 
teams, and other volunteer 
groups. That channel is 

available for use by all indi- 
vidual licensees in need of 
emergency assistance. Re- 
peater inputs are 5 -MHz 
higher (i.e. 467.55, 467.574 
MHz, etc.). 

Simplex -only channels 
are reserved for direct unit - 
to -unit communications. 
Operations on those fre- 
quencies are restricted to 
handheld units, which nor- 
mally operate with 2 watts, 
or (maximum) 5 watts. 
Those frequencies are 
462.5625, 462.5875, 
462.6125, 462.6375, 
462.6625, 462.6875, and 
462.7125 MHz. The very 
popular Radio Shack GMRS 
handheld units are sold 
equipped to operate on 
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462.6375 and 462.7125 
MHz, so those are the best 
bets for monitoring. 

GMRS stations are re- 
quired to have FCC 
licenses, although the FCC 
has been considering al- 
lowing the stations to be 
used without licensing, or 
perhaps requiring licenses 
only for repeaters. 

Meanwhile, Radio Shack 
has asked the FCC to 
create a new radio service, 
similar to GMRS, to be 
known as the Family Radio 
Service. Radio Shack sug- 
gests that it would use the 
frequencies 467.5625, 
467.5875, 467.6125, 
467.6375, 467.6625, 
467.6875, and 467.7125 
MHz. The proposal has not 
been approved nor re- 
jected by the FCC at this 
point. 

There's a lot here to 
monitor, and more to come 
as the service continues its 

rapid growth. Punch up 
those GMRS channels and 
see what they have to offer! 
Certainly, the 462.675 -MHz 
national emergency chan- 
nel is, at the very least, an 
immediate winner. 

ABOUT THOSE 
MODIFIABLE 
SCANNERS 

There's been a never - 
ending stream of questions 
regarding which specific 
scanners can be modified 
to unblock the two 800 -MHz 
cell -phone bands that were 
factory locked out during 
the manufacturing process. 
As we all know, there are 
many high -end scanners 
that can be easily un- 
locked. Nevertheless, other 
less- sophisticated scanner 
models never could. Cer- 
tainly not any of the latest 
scanners can be unlocked. 
That's because the FCC 
ruled that all scanners man- 
ufactured or imported after 
April 1994 could not be 
easily user -modified to re- 
ceive cellular frequencies. 

The result of that rule has 
been an overwhelming 
amount of confusion and 
misinformation circulating in 

the hobby regarding which 
scanners can, and which 
cannot, be unlocked. 

Please allow me to un- 
ravel the mess and clarify 
things. 

The following Radio 
Shack scanners are known 
to be able to be unlocked 
with no problem: PRO -34, 
PRO -37, PRO -39, PRO -2004, 
PRO -2005, PRO -2006, 
PRO -2027, PRO -2030, and 
PRO -2032. The following 
scanners can be unlocked 
only !t the label on the 
back contains the identifi- 
cation 1A4, 2A4, #A2, or 
#A3: PRO -23, PRO -46, 
PRO -51, PRO -2026, 
PRO -2030, and PRO -2032. 
Other Radio Shack scanners 
are riot able to be un- 
locked, as far as we now 
know 

The following Uniden 
Bearcat scanners can be 
unlocked with no problems: 
BC- 200XLT, BC- 205XLT, and 
BC- 950XLT The BC- 2500XLT 
scanner can be unlocked if 

the manufacturing code on 
the unit does not end in the 
letters "OBID," although 
other endings with the 
code letter "D" should work 
out OK. The following scan- 
ners cannot be unlocked if 

the manufacturing code on 
the set contains the letter 
"D ": BC -700A, BC- 700XLTA, 

BC- 760XLT, BC- 855XLT, and 
BC- 890XLT. No other Uniden 
Bearcat sets are known to 
be cable to be unlocked at 
this time. 

The Regency 1600 and 
4030 can be unlocked 
without problems. 

The standard modifica- 
tion guides for easily 
unlocking scanners are CRB 
Research's popular books 
by B!ll Cheek: Scanner 
Modification Handbook 
Volumes 1 and 2 ($18.95 
each, plus shipping and 
handling). Cheek's newly 

published 242 -page The Ul- 

timate Scanner, Volume 3 

($29.95, plus shipping and 
handling) picks up where 
his first two books ended. All 

three are available from 
CRB Research Books, Inc., 

PO. Box 56, Commack, NY 

11725 -0056; 
Tel. 516- 543 -9169; 
Fax: 516 -543 -7486. Write or 
call for a catalog, or order 
by phone with a Visa or 
MasterCard. 

LET'S HEAR FROM YOU 
We hope you'll send us 

your questions, ideas, and 
local frequencies. This col- 
umn is as good as you help 
us make it, and we want to 
keep it tops! We continue to 
seek your valued assistance. 

Write to us at Scanner 
Scene, Popular Elec- 
tronics, 500 -B Bi- County 
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 

11735. 

NEW PRODUCTS 
(Continued from page 6) 

grated wireless remote control. 
A built -in test mode offers quick 
and easy adjustment of speaker 
volume and balance. Additional 
features include three surround 
mode choices (Pro Logic, hall, 
or matrix), a subwoofer output 
with built -in crossover, and line 
level outputs for each channel. 

The SS -Five surround -sound 
processor has a suggested re- 

tail price of $349.95. For further 
information, contact Au- 
dioSource, Inc., 1327 North 
Carolan Avenue, Burlingame, 
CA 94010; Tel. 415 -348 -8114; 

Fax: 415-348-8083. 

CIRCLE 103 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

BUY 
BONDS 

ATTENTION! 
ELECTROÂ 

T 

Our New and Highly Effective Advanced- Place- 
ment Program for experienced Electronic Tech- 
nicians grants credit for previous Schooling and 
Professional Experience, and can greatly re- 
duce the time required to complete Program and 
reach graduation. No residence schooling re- 
quired for qualified Electronic Technicians. 
Through this Special Program you can pull all of 
the loose ends of your electronics background 
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Up- 
grade your status and pay to the Engineering 
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12 
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50 
States and throughout the World, Established 
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Lit- 
erature. 

COOK'S INSTITUTE 
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

CT"CE 4251 CYPRESS DRIVE I E JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39212 

CIRCLE 175 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The Unofficial 
Macintosh 

Guide to 
America 

Online 
by Charles E. Flynn 

ELECTRONICS 
LIBRARY 

Mac users can stop wasting 
valuable time and expensive on- 
line hours using trial- and -error 
to find their way around America 
Online. This book, written by 
the "answer man" on AOL's 
Members Helping Members bul- 
letin board, is packed with 
undocumented tricks, money- 
saving hints, and troubleshoot- 
ing tips, all intended to 
streamline the Mac user's jour- 
ney through AOL. 

Informative and often irre- 
verent, the book provides 
working solutions to the prob- 
lems Mac users are likely to 
face with their AOL accounts, 
with pointers on everything from 

MACINTOSH uide f; 
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installing their AOL accounts to 
navigating the Internet using 
AOL. It explains how to ad- 
dress, send, unsend, receive, 

and save e -mail messages; ad- 
just modem settings to hook up 

at the highest speed; find inter- 
esting departments and forums; 
set up AOL sessions to do work 
off -line; and download files and 
transfer files with non -AOL sub- 
scribers. 

The Unofficial Macintosh 
Guide to America Online costs 
$19.95 and is published by 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 
Third Avenue, New York, NY 
10158 -0012; Tel. 800 -CALL- 
WILEY. 

CIRCLE 90 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

THE ARRL OPERATING 
MANUAL: Fifth Edition 
edited by Steve Ford, WB8IMY 

Amateur -radio enthusiasts will 
find this book an invaluable re- 

source. Newcomers to the 
hobby will refer to it often as 
they begin their explorations, 
and veteran hams will find it 

opens the door to new experi- 
ences. Its more than 550 pages 
are packed with information on 
shortwave listening, basic oper- 
ating techniques, antenna 
orientation, DXing, contesting, 
operating awards, HF digital 
modes, packet radio, FM and 
repeaters, VHF and UHF oper- 
ating, satellites, emergency 
communications, traffic han- 
dling, amateur TV, and more. 

The fifth edition has been 
updated to reflect the many 
changes that have occurred in 

amateur radio in the last five 
years. For instance, VHF and 
UHF operating have become 
more popular, as have amateur 
satellites and new HF digital 
communication modes. Most 
chapters have been revised, but 
some, such as the chapter on 
shortwave listening, have been 
completely rewritten. A new 
chapter called "HF Digital Com- 
munications' covers everything 

pe)`ílÍ 
a1 

from RTTY to G -TOR. 
The ARRL Operating Manual: 

Fifth Edition costs $22 and is 
published by The American Ra- 
dio Relay League, 225 Main 
Street, Newington, CT 06111; 
Tel. 203 -666 -1541; 
Fax: 203 - 665 -7531. 

CIRCLE 91 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

DOOM GAME EDITOR 
by Joe Pantuso 

Written by the creator of the 
Doom Editor software, this 
book/CD -ROM set gives you all 
the information and software 
you need to create new levels 
for Doom I and Doom II -even 
if you have no programming 
experience. The package lets 
you breathe new life into the 
game by creating new Doom 
levels, graphics, and sound, 
right from Windows. 

The book shows you how to 
build complex mazes and de- 
vious traps, create new sound 
effects and wall textures, and 
populate the game with nasty 
demons and monsters. It also 
provides a complete reference 
to every element of a Doom 
game -from developing mon- 
sters and creating ominous 
lighting and atmosphere to 
adding new music and inventing 
a powerful arsenal of weapons 
and ammunition. It offers a be- 
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hind -the -scenes look at how 
Doom was invented, and gives 
you plenty of ideas for creating 
your own fun and challenging 
mazes. 

The CD -ROM features a col- 
lection of software to help you 
build your levels. Doom Editor is 

the Windows program that al- 

lows you to create your own 
Doom mazes with a point -and- 
click interface. Doom Audio Edi- 

tor lets you add your own music 
and sound effects. The disc 
also contains the Graphics In- 

serter and more than 1000 

.WAD data files. 
The Doom Game Editor 

book/CD -ROM package costs 
$24.95 and is published by 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 
Third Avenue, New York, NY 
10158 -0012; Tel. 800 -CALL- 
WILEY. 

CIRCLE 92 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

EASY PC 
MAINTENANCE AND 
REPAIR: Second Edition 
by Phillip Laplante 

This information -packed book 
was designed to take the fear 
out of computer repairs. Using 
step -by -step instructions, it 

teaches even technical novices 
to perform routine maintenance, 
complete upgrades, and trou- 
bleshoot and repair their 
systems, without using any fan- 

cy equipment or tools. The book 
covers virtually every element of 
a PC, including keyboards, 
memory, mice, monitors, floppy 
and hard drives, power sup- 
plies, controllers, modems, 
ports, batteries, clocks, and the 
DOS operating system. 

The new edition covers every- 
thing from XTs to Pentium - 
based PCs. It has been updated 

with new material on CD -ROM 
drives, tape backups, "floptical" 
disks, multimedia, sound cards, 
scanners, LANs, and ISA and 
EISA technologies. Using this 
manual and the documentation 
that came with their PCs, users 
will be able to save money, 
minimize downtime, and pro- 
long the life of their systems. 

Easy PC Maintenance and 
Repair: Second Edition costs 
$17.95 and is published by Tab 

Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, 
PA 17294 -0850; 
Tel. 800 -233 -1128; 
Fax: 800 - 932 -0183. 

CIRCLE 98 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 
CATALOG 
from Mouser Electronics 

More than 53,000 in- stock, fac- 
tory- authorized product 
selections from over 100 quality - 
conscious manufacturers are 
featured in this 316 -page cata- 
log. It offers semiconductors, 
passive components, elec- 

MOUSER ELECTRONICS 

...... .- 1.1. 

tromechanical devices, re- 

sistors, capacitors, switches, 
transformers, inductors, wire 
and cable, connectors, publica- 
tions, equipment, and supplies. 
Intended as a guide for buyers, 
enguleers, and manufacturing 
managers, the catalog provides 
specification drawings, a Quick 
Index on the front cover, and a 

comprehensive index. 
The Industrial Electronic 

Components Catalog (Purchas- 
ing Manual 582) is free upon 
request from Mouser Elec- 
tronics, 958 North Main Street, 
Mar sfield, TX 76063; 
Tel. 800-992-9943. 

CIRCLE 99 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

NET WATCH 
(Continued from page 29) 

HOT LINKS 

Electronic Design Software 
http://engr-www.uni.eduiee/eeshopicad.html 

Harris Semiconductor 
http: / /www.semi.harris.com/ 

Ivex Communications 
http: / /www.ivex.com! 

Point Communications 
http:/ /www.pointcom.com / 

Science Fiction Channel: Dominion 
http://www.scifi.comicgi-bin/rbox/incgiflorl/ 

part of the Sci -Fi Channel 
On -Line, is an absolute 
must. It contains eight 
zones, each of which is sat- 
isfying in its own particular 
way. 

The Edge is where you'll 
find information about up- 
coming specials and 
feature series on the Sci -Fi 

Channel. It's also where you 
can access the channel's 
on -air programming grid. 
Sci -Fi Originals is another 
zone that's loaded with in- 
formation about the 
channel's original program- 
ming series. In addition, 
facts about many special 
events are located there. If 

you are not familiar with the 
channel, those first Iwo 
zones will change that. 

But if your true love of 
science fiction and the bi- 
zarre comes from books 
you've read (as is the case 
with me), then you have to 
check out the Pulp zone. 
You'll find more articles, re- 
views, and excerpts from 
print relating to the world of 
science fiction, fantasy, and 
horror than you can han- 
dle. 

If you'd like to choose 
from an assortment of 
downloadable images, and 
audio and video clips, then 
click on the FreeZone. Just 
make sure you have some 
free hard -disk space and 
plenty of time -it's addic- 
tive collecting all of those 

digital freebies. 
Moving on, you'll find 

Bboard -a bulletin board 
where you can contact like - 
minded people. If you'd 
like, you can send com- 
ments regarding the 
Dominion by entering the 
Feedback zone. Also, there's 
a neat Trader zone where 
you can shop for tons of 
Sci -Fi goodies. 

One of the best zones, 
however, is Orbit. There 
you'll find a collection of 
locations relating to imag- 
inative fiction in all its forms, 
and items of interest to 
cybernauts. Choose from 
several site links under the 
following categories: 
Gothic /Horror (my favorite), 
Interactive Sites, Internet 
News, Literature, Movies, 
Other Science Fiction Re- 

sources, Paranormal, 
Science Fact, Television, 
and Internet Search En- 

gines. 
And that's it for this month. 

But be sure to join us here 
each month for a look at 
the best of the Net. If you 
have any questions, com- 
ments, or suggestions for 
what you'd like to see cov- 
ered, you can s -mail (that's 
snail mail) them to me at 
Net Watch, Popular Elec- 
tronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., 

Farmingdale, NY 

11735 -3931. We'll be pub- 
lishing an e-mail address 
soon; watch for itl 89 
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MULTIMEDIA WATCH 
(Continued from page 24) 

ages 6 to 12, Edmark's 
Thinkin' Things Collection 2 
on CD -ROM helps build 
thinking skills. IGds can learn 
how to read and make 
rhythms, strengthen audito- 
ry and visual memory, build 
visual perception and spa- 
tial awareness, and more, 
all in a colorful, animated 
presentation. 

Also geared toward chil- 
dren is Simon the Sorcerer 
from Activision. The game 
features fully digitized audio 
that lets you engage Simon, 
the 13- year -old hero, in wit- 
ty conversation with friends 
and enemies in his quest of 
becoming a sorcerer. You 
can explore over 100 illus- 
trated scenes, solve puzzles, 
and interact with a variety 
of characters. Simon the 
Sorcerer is priced at $29.95. 

So far this month we've 
been concentrating on en- 
tertainment software. To 

keep things in perspective, 
let's finish up with some 
business /productivity titles. 

The 1995 IC Master Plus 
on CD -ROM from Hearst 
Business Publishing is one of 
the best sources of informa- 
tion on ICs that you can 
find anywhere. The disc in- 
cludes information on 
108,000 integrated circuits. 
It runs in DOS or Windows so 
you can take your pick. The 
disc's powerful search ca- 
pabilities allow for quick 
device selection. Also in- 
cluded on the disc is the 
1995 Directory of IC Man- 
ufacturer's Data Pages and 
the 1995 Alternate Source 
Directory. The 1995 IC Mas- 
ter Plus on CD -ROM can be 
purchased for an introduc- 
tory price of $395. 

Microsoft's Bookshelf '95 is 

the latest update to this 

versatile reference disc. The 
disc includes updated ver- 
sions of The American 
Heritage Dictionary, The 
Original Rogers Thesaurus, 
The Columbia Dictionary of 
Quotations, The Concise 
Columbia Encyclopedia, 
Hammond Intermediate 
World Atlas, The People's 
Chronology, The World Al- 
manac and Book of Facts 
1995 Edition, and the Na- 
tional Five -Digit Zip Code 
and Post Office Directory. All 
very useful stuff, and conve- 
nient to have right at your 
PC. 

Last this month is 

MyProfessionalBusiness- 
Cards from MySoftware 
Company. This neat little 
$49.95 package lets you 
design and print your own 
business cards on laser or 
ink -jet printers. You can 
customize a card any way 
you want, use dozens of 
professionally designed 

Whether you wish to save money, 
boldly go where no guitarist has gone 
before or simply have fun building 
electronic gadgets designed for your 
musical pleasure, then read 

Electronic Projects for u =TAR 

w 

$1295 
Preamplifier Headphone Amplifier Soft Distortion Effects Unit 
Compressor Auto -waa Waa -waa Pedal Phaser Dual Tracking 
Effects Distortion Unit Expander Dynamic Treble Booster 
Direct Injection Box Dynamic Tremelo Thin Distortion Unit 
and Guitar Tuner. 

Anyone with some previous electronic project building experi- 
ence should have no problem assembling the projects. 

Some of the add -on guitar 
gadgets you can build are: 

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC. 
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Yes, send my copy of ELECTRONIC PROJ- 
ECTS FOR GUITAR by RA Penfold to the 
address at right. I am enclosing $12.95 plus 
$4.00 for shipping charges in USA and Can- 
ada. All payments must be made in US 
funds. Sorry, no orders accepted outside of 
USA and Canada. New York State residents 
add local sales tax. Allow 6 -8 weeks for 
delivery. 

Check or International Money enclosed. 

Please charge my Visa MasterCard 

Signature 

Account No. Expir. Date 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 
MA10 

layouts, view colorful de- 
signs on- screen, select from 
a library of logos, or import 
your own graphics. The soft- 
ware works with business - 
card stock from Avery, Pa- 
per Direct, Beaver Prints, 

Imageplus, and others. In- 

cluded in the package are 
200 ready -to -print business 
card samples so you can 
get to work immediately 
printing your own custom 
cards. 

THINK TANK 
(Continued from page 78) 

Q1 (2N2219, 2N3053, etc.) 
and apply power. With your 
DC voltmeter between 
ground and the collector of 
Q1, the reading will be 1/2 of 
Q1's breakdown voltage. 
You want a reading of 45- 
to 55 -volts DC; that will give 
you pulses of 50 nS at 
20 -25 amps. If you have a 
scope, the job is that much 
easier. 

After you have selected 
Q1, clip on a heatsink; also 
install LEDI on a heatsink. 
Use extreme caution 
around the laser beam and 
also the high -voltage sup- 
ply! Use a Radio Shack (no. 
276 -0099) infrared -sensor 
card to locate the beam, 
and to aim optics. 

-Skip Campisi, S Bound 
Brook, NJ 08880 

Wow another really neat 
circuiti In case some regular 
readers haven't figured it 
out, Skip is one of those 
devoted contributors with 
more submissions than I 

can put in a given column. 
Now remember if you've 

got a number of plausible 
circuits for Think Tank you 
could walk away with a kit 
as well as a book. At the 
very least, you might get a 
bunch of books. I only have 
13 kits, so don't wait too 
long. Send your work in to 
Think Tank Popular Elec- 
tronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd.,. 

Farmingdale, NY 11735. 
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EXLORING THE INTERNET 
(Continued from page 55) 

There also are some providers wh =o 

charge no fee at all, being supported 
by equipment donations by comput- 
er and communications companies 
and relying on volunteers. Those 
"FreeNets" might not offer all the sup- 
port and features of the commercial 
providers, and you might often en- 
counter your share of busy signals, but 
it's worthwhile to see if there's one of 
those FreeNets in your local dialing 
area. 

To find out, check with your local 
computer stores and computer user 
groups to see if there's a nearby Free - 

Net. Or contact the National Publ c 
Telecomputing Network (NPTN) for a 
list of FreeNet providers; their e -mail 
address is info(ânptn.org. Three pop- 
ular FreeNets are the Cleveland, OH, 

FreeNet at 216- 368 -3888; the Mobile, 
AL, Area FreeNet at 334 -405 -4636; 
and the Tallahassee, FL, FreeNet at 
904 -488 -5056; all those are modem 
numbers. There are dozens mo-e 
FreeNets around the country, located 
in at least 42 states. Furthermore, 
there are about ten countries have 
FreeNets. 

Where Do We Go from Here? The 

Internet is changing rapidly, and 
much recent development has 
focused on the consumer -oriented 
"home pages" of the World -Wide 
Web. To some, the Internet is turning 
into a gigantic cyberspace version of 
a shopping mall. But unless conve- 
niently accessing and using the Inter- 
net proves to be a total bust for bcth 
individuals and business, that com- 
mercialization is quite likely to con- 
tinue. 

Today, you'll find that practically 
every conceivable non -profit and for - 
profit use for the Internet is either n- 

derway or being envisioned. There's 

hardly any product or service that isn't 

getting developed for or actuclly 
being delivered over the Internet. 
Many businesses operate exclusively 
within cyberspace, being in the busi- 
ness of creating, supplying, selling, re- 

ceiving, or manipulating electronic 
data, rather than something that's 
physical. 

Tomorrow, who knows? The existing 
Internet is far from being a be -all and 

end -all. Already, some far -out Inter- 
net -based applications are in de- 
velopment. For example, connecting 
multiple, three -dimensional virtual re- 
ality environments, called multi -CAVEs 

(Cave Automatic Virtual Environ- 
ments), has been tested by the Ar- 

gonne National Laboratory and 
others. That project, dubbed I -WAY 

(the Information Wide Area Year) in- 

volves connecting two or more super- 
computers at different locations, but it 
requires wide -area networks that can 
handle very- high -intensity communi- 
cations, and those aren't quite ready 
just yet. 

MCI is working on high- intensity 
communications, and has developed 
a network known as vBNS, which 
hooks up five supercomputer sites for 
scientific applications. Those might 
be used to handle multi -CAVEs and 
could become the basis for a much - 
improved Internet. But we'll just have 
to wait and see if that's the case. 

It might be that as we drive further 
down the Information Superhighway, 
or to use the formal term, the National 
Information Infrastructure (NII), the In- 

ternet as we know it today might no 
longer exist. In fact, as we unify our 
communications networks, we might 
even replace our familiar telephone 
lines and cable iV connections with a 
single, very fast, high- capacity corn - 
munications network that would sub- 
sume and supplant our present -day 
cable NV systems, telephone systems, 

and the Internet itself. Only time will tell 
what ultimately will emerge from the 
realm of virtual cyberspace into the 
"real world." 

So, as you can see, the Internet is 

currently ushering in a new sub -era in 

the computer era's short but colorful 
history. Both global and universal, the 
Internet offers a way to the best of the 
past and a nearly limitless, futuristic 
window on cyberspace. But to take 
advantage of the Internet, you need 
to hop aboard, and you should do it 

now! 

POOR -MAN'S TRANSMITTER 
(Continued from page 44) 

apply solder to the twisted strands un- 
til the exposed wire is completely cov- 
ered. It will appear silvery when that 
occurs (tin colored). Do not apply too 
much solder, because that will make 
the wire thicker, and more difficult to 
insert into the breadboard. 

The antenna can be made out of 4 

feet of stiff, 22 -gauge wire. If you 
would like to have the antenna take 
up less space, wrap the wire around a 
1- inch -diameter form, and remove 
the resulting coil. Attach the antenna 
to the proper point in the circuit. 

Tuning and Use. Okay, so you got this 

thing assembled, now what? Well, like 

most transmitting devices, the Poor - 

Man's Transmitter has to be tuned. 
Start out by turning on an AM /FM 

radio and tuning to a frequency on 
the AM band where there are no 
other signals. Place your Transmitter 
near the radio and attach the battery. 
Then, while holding down S1 with one 
hand, start turning potentiometer R3 

with the other. You will hear an audio 
tone come in and out of tune as you 
adjust R3. 

Now try this: Set the radio to FM and 
tune R3. You'll find that you can pick 
up the signal in the FM band as well, in 

fact It seems to be all over the place in 

the FM band, while it just came 
through on one setting in the AM 
band. Try turning on a CB, it will come 
through that as well. It will also come 
through the VHF stations of your TV 

causing horizontal bands in the pic- 
ture and odd tones in the sound. 

Why can you pick up the signals 
from this 1 -MHz AM transmitter on 
every communications device in your 
house? Because it is transmitting a 

squarewave that is, electronically 
speaking, very dirty. A squarewave is 

made up of an infinite number of 
sinewaves, in different proportions. A 

sinewave is very clean, and is the type 
of wave that most radio transmitters 
send. 

So, although you might have R3 set 
to transmit at 1 MHz, you are also gen- 
erating harmonics (component sine - 

waves) at 2 MHz, 3 MHz, and so on up 
to 100 MHz. That covers the FM radio 
band, the CB band (27 MHz), and the 
TV VHF band (54 -88 MHz). 91 
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GET THE LATEST ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS 

SUBSCRIBE 

traffics 
MAKE CUSTOM PANEL -METER FACES WITH YOUR PC 

Elec.o 
Build This 

laser 
Show and create 

dazzling displays 

Pul that 

Phone On Hold 
from anywhere in the house 

Hew to work with 

Olt -Line Re Iulatp 
In your noel Ora 

low power 

Voltage Converter 
circuits for experimenters 

emlu 

Telephone Meter 
and keep Intelligent track of 

your phone costs 

Electronics Now gives you 
exciting articles like: 

Buyer's Guide to Digital 
Oscilloscopes 
Build A Scanner Converter 
Single -Chip Voice Recorder 
Build A MIDI Interface for your PC 

Troubleshoot Microprocessor 
Circuits 
Build A High -Power Amplifier for 
your Car 
Add Music On Hold to your Phone 
All About Binaural Recording 
VGA -to -NTSC Converter 

ENJOY THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS EACH MONTH! 

Subscribe to the best informed electronics maga- 
zine -the one that brings you the latest high -tech 
construction projects, feature articles on new tech- 
nology, practical troubleshooting techniques, circuit 
design fundamentals, and much more. 

Electronics Now looks to the future and shows you 
what new video, audio and computer products are on 
the horizon. You'll find helpful, monthly departments 
such as Video News, Equipment Reports, Hardware 
Hacker, Audio Update, Drawing Board, Computer 
Connections, New Products, and more. All designed to 
give you instruction, tips, and fun. 

MAT OOOKBOOK 

BASIC AUDIO OP-AMP CIR Va 

!r!Jtti le (tró E 
How bag a Problem 

Is Ill craw 

PIWannnWe 
rotect a rim 

SISOMVe óe1118101 Your Car y 111 leIR PL mit e, 

ah 

M,nRaI M1Me...-- -, 

ha OU 

o 

UA 

,' 

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL OUR TOLL -FREE NUMBER! 

1- 800 - 999 -7139 
DON'T DELAY SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
If you prefer, just fill out the order card in this magazine and mail it in today. 
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RF TRANSFORMERS 
(Continued from page 69) 

Figure 9 shows a modification of the 
trifilar wound 1:1 transformer that 
yields an impedance ratio of 2.25:1. 

That type of transformer can be used 
to match 50 -ohm coaxial input, which 
is standard for most receivers, to im- 

pedances in the 120 -ohm range. Im- 

pedances of that order are found in 

half -wavelength dipoles at some dis- 

crete heights (relative to wavelength) 
and in large loop antennas. 

A tetrafilar wound (i.e. four separate 
windings wound parallel to each 
other) multiple- impedance trans- 
former is shown in Fig. 10. As shown, 
that transformer can be used to 
match impedance ratios of 4:1, 9:1, 

and 16:1. If an impedance between 
9:1 and 16:1 is needed, a tap could be 
added to the top winding at the ap- 
propriate point. If multiple imped- 
ances in that range are required, 
multiple taps and a switch could be 
added, making this circuit a variable - 
impedance transformer. When mak- 
ing the taps, be careful not to 
damage the insulation on the adja- 
cent windings. 

Note that the transformers shown in 

Figs. 9 and 10 are not BALUNs because 
they do not transform a balanced im- 
pedance to an unbalanced imped- 
ance. Rather, they work between two 
unbalanced (e.g. coax to coax) im- 
pedances. 

Conclusion. Wideband RF transfor- 
mers are very useful to anyone work- 
ing with RF circuits or doing antenna 
work. While BALUN transformers can 
be bought, commercial units are 
most often intended for ham- trans- 
mitter operation, so are terribly bulky 
for receiver applications. Besides, it is 

easy to obtain some of the special 
sizes that you require when building 
them yourself. 

FLASH -BATTERY TESTER 
(Continued from page 66) 

flashlight on the photocell. The flash 

should fire. If so, the Tester is ready to 
use. 

Testing the Batteries. Put the bat- 
teries to be tested into your flash. 
Again, strap the photocell around 
your flash so that the photocell sits 

directly over the ready light. Then con- 
nect PL1 to your computer. 

Enter the program in Listing 1 into 

your computer. If you have a modem, 
and don't feel like typing the program 
in yourself, you can download it in- 

stead from the Gernsback BBS 

(516- 293 -2283). 
Load and run the program. Be sure 

that a formatted diskette is in drive A. 

Here's what the elastic band looks like 
before the photocell is inserted into it. 

SCR1 
TO 

FLASH 

O Q 

PL1 

Fig. 4. If you're building the project on a PC board, use this parts - placement diagram 
as a guide. 

All data collected by the program is 

stored on a disk in that drive in corn- 
ma-delimited ASCII format. That 
makes the data easy to use with any 
spreadsheet program. At the 
prompts, name the disk file, enter the 
battery description, and then press 
RETURN. 

Turn on the flash. Once the ready 
light comes on, press the spacebar as 

prompted on the screen. The test will 

continue until the flash takes more 
than 45 seconds to recycle. That's be- 
cause when the batteries get that 
weak, their useful life is over. The corn - 
puter shuts off the test and closes the 
disk file. 

When the program ends, you can 
shut off the flash.Then import the data 
file into Lotus 123, Microsoft Works, Ex- 

cel, or some other spreadsheet for 
analysis. That's all there is to it. 93 
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SOUND -LEVEL METER 
(Continued from page 59) 

number P9970 -ND) electret con- 
denser element specified at - 44 dB 
sensitivity into a 3000 -ohm resistive 
load (the frequency response is flat 
within 3 dB to 16 kHz). It should be 
mounted with the leads just protrud- 
ing through the board for maximum 
height. A small drop of silicone rubber 
can be mounted under the front 
edge of the microphone to support it 
more securely. Do not substitute any 
other electret microphone that might 
have a different sensitivity, load, or fre- 
quency response. 

When the board is completed, 
mount it in its enclosure. The four inter- 
nal mounting posts of the SerPac M6 
case fit through the four larger outer 
corner holes. If you use a different 
case, you will have to come up with 
an alternative method. 

Testing and Calibration. Measure 
the Vc, voltage; it should be approxi- 
mately 5 volts. Under very quiet condi- 
tions, the RSSI voltage should be under 
0.2 volts at pin 5 of W. Sounds should 
drive the RSSI voltage upward and 
light the bar graph progressively. Note 
that the low end of the display is lo- 
cated closest to the switch, so that the 
display reads properly (left to right) 

131 + 

Fig. 4. When installing components to the PC board, use this parts - placement 
diagram as a guide. The LED display, DISPI, is mounted sideways, off board. The 
row of pins not connected to pads are connected together by a wire that is then 
soldered to the pad shown. 

when the microphone is facing away 
from the user and towards the source. 

Calibration is performed by adjust- 
ing R17, the offset potentiometer, so 
that a given signal level coincides 
with the proper bar display. Because 
the slope of the RSSI signal and the 
display are already equal, only one 

point of the display need be cali- 
brated. The lowest point (the first LED) 

is almost in the noise of the amplifier, 
so that merely adjusting RI7 to just fully 
light the first bar in a very quiet room 
will generally be adequate. The volt- 
age measured across R17 should be 
about 0.44 volts. 

800 -MHz ANTENNA 
(Continued from page 60) 

the 36 -inch, 3/,b -inch brass rod into five 
4 -inch pieces. Those pieces are a little 
longer than you need, but give you 
some room for the next steps. Sand 
one end of each of the rods. 

Form a small loop at the sanded 
ends of four of the rods using the nee- 
dle -nose pliers; those four pieces will 
become the radials, and the loops will 
be used to fasten the radials to the 
SO -239 connector. Next, solder the 
sanded end of the remaining 4 -inch 
brass rod to the center conductor of 
the SO -239 connector. You'll need to 
use a propane torch or high- wattage 
soldering gun for that. 

Your SO -239 panel -mount con- 
nector should have four mounting 
holes, one at each corner. Attach the 
looped ends of the four radial ele- 

MATERIALS LIST FOR THE 
800 -MHz ANTENNA 

SO -239 panel -mount coax connector, 
silver plated (see text) 

Brass rod, 36- inch length, 3/16-inch 
stock 

Four (4) 4 -40 x 'A -inch machine 
screws 

Four (4) 4-40 nuts 
High- wattage soldering iron or 

propane torch, needle -nose pliers, 
rosin -cone solder, ruler, hacksaw, 
sandpaper, connectors (as required, 
see text), etc. 

ments to the SO -239 connector at 
those points with the 4 -40 machine 
screws and nuts. After the four radials 
are attached, solder the radials and 
the mounting machine screws and 
nuts to the SO -239 connector, again 
using the propane torch or a high - 
wattage iron. Once they have 
cooled, bend the radials at about a 

45° angle, trim the radiator and the 
radials to 3.5 inches. 

Using your Antenna. The way that 
you mount the antenna to your scan- 
ner is up to you. On a hand -held scan- 
ner, you can obtain the adapters 
needed, a double PL -259 and a 
PL- 259 -to -BNC adapter, and connect 
the antenna directly to your scanner's 
BNC connector. 

On base stations or converters use 
a short piece of RG -8 coax with the 
proper connectors (PL -259) and hang 
the antenna by a piece of fishing line 
from the ceiling. You can also use a 
piece of PVC pipe and a compres- 
sion -type hose clamp as a mast. If you 
will use the antenna outside, be sure 
to weatherproof it by using outdoor 
RF- connector sealant. Use the sealant 
where you soldered the radiator to 
the center conductor of the SO -239 
connector. 
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Fpu1ar Electronics 
Supplement to Popular Electronics 

November 1995 

r 
Paperback Books 

GREAT BOOKS AT BUDGET PRICES 

100 RADIO HOOKUPS 

-#7 -$3.00 

First published in May, 1923 this 

popular booklet went into reprint 
editions nine times. It is packed 
with circuits, theory, antenna 
installation and tips on consumer 
radio receivers that were popular in 

the early 1920's. Antique radio buffs 

and those inquisitive about the early 

days of radio will find this booklet 
an exciting, invaluable and excellent 
reference into the minds of early - 

day radio listeners. Sorry, we 

cannot honor the original 25-cent 
cover price. 

How to Use 
©p 

HOW TO USE OP AMPS 
-BP88 -$5.95 
The engineer's best friend is the op 

amp. This basic building block is 

found in many circuits, analog and 

digital alike. The op amp finds many 

useful purposes such as: 

oscillators, inverters, isolators, 
high- and low- filters, notch and 

band -pass filters, noise generator, 
power supplies, audio, MIDI, and 

much more. Prepared as a 

designer's guide, some limited math 

is used, however engineers and 

hobbyists alike find it a useful text 
for their design needs. 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO 

STATIONS GUIDE -BP255 
-$9.95 

Provides the casual listener, 
amateur radio DXer and the 

professional radio monitor with an 

essential reference work designed 
as a guide for listening tothe 
complex radio bands. Includes 

coverage on Listening to Shortwave 
Radio, ITU Country Codes, 

Worldwide Radio Stations, 
European Long Wave and Medium 
Wave Stations, Broadcasts in 

English and more. 

rlr,\I 

E 

' ' ll )l ÇlA . WIRELESS & 

ELECTRICAL CYCLOPEDIA 
-ETT1 -$5.75 
A slice of history. This early 
electronics catalog was issued in 

1918. It consists of 176 pages that 

document the early history of 

electricity, radio and electronics. It 

was the "bible" of the electrical 
experimenter of the period. Take a 

look at history and see how far we 

have come. And by the way, don't 
try to order any of the radio parts 
and receivers shown, it's very 
unlikely that it will be available. 

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC. 

P.O. BOX 240, Massapequa, NY 11762 -0240 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

L 

SHIPPING CHARGES IN 

USA AND CANADA 

$0.01 to $5.00 $2.00 
$5.01 to $10.00 $3.00 
$10.01 to 20.00 $4.00 
$20.01 to 30.00 $5.00 
$30.01 to 40.00 $6.00 
$40.01 to 50.00 $7.00 
$50.01 and above $8.50 

SORRY No orders accepted Number of books ordered 

outside of USA & Canada 

Total price of merchandise $ 

Shipping (see chart) S 

Subtotal s 

Sales Tax (NYS only) s 
Total Enclosed $ 

All payments must be in U.S. funds! ET01 95 
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BLACK FEATHER ELECTRONICS 
VIDEO CLARIFIER 

ELIMINATES 

ADVERSE 

EFFECTS OF 

VIDEO 

COPY. 

GUARDS! 

State -of- the -art circuitry restores original (master) quality to 
all video tapes. Allows for flawless viewing of all prere- 
corded video's whether rented, purchased or produced at 
home (even copy -protected tapes),for your personal home 
use. Unique auto Sync Boost feature eliminates horizontal 
instability and restores tapes to broadcast quality. Noise 
Reduction Circuit filters out the snow and other annoying 
interference. Compatible with all VCRs and T.V.s. Includes 
AC adapter. 

CAT PVC -1 $59.95 each 

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER KIT 

This kit allows you to 

adjust the speed 

and direction of a 

stepper motor. You 

can move the motor 

in one step incre- 

ments or rotate it at 

a constant speed. 
There are a set of 
visual indicators that show the sequence of motor. Includes 
stepper motor, pc board, parts and instructions. 

,121/dc power source raat naiad.) CAT #SMK -1 $25.00 each 

FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT 

POWERFUL 

2 stage, wire 
less mike kr 
transmits ove- 
5 mile (up to 1 

Km in the 
open) Tunable 

to the upper 
part of FM b oadcast band. Circuit does require 
the ability to "Tweak" RF circuits by stretching or compressing 
coils. Vlth mike and 9V battery clip. Operates from 6-14V DC. 

4.75 "x.645 "x .5" WT .06 CATMFM -34 S10.95 each 

EMERGENCY LIGHT 

THE AMAZING EMERGENCY LIGHT! 
Never ever needs batteries! This waterproof unit is 

powered by pumping the handle -this action 
moves a flywheel which activates a dynamo. The 

dynamo produces a DC voltage and current that 
powers the light. Great for the car, home and boat. 
Never be without a light when the power goes out 
due to earthquakes, floods or other disasters. 
Operates when completely submerged in water. 
The dynamo can be stripped out for experimenta- 
tion. 

CAT 

EL -1 

$9.95 
each 

ULTRAMINI FM RADIO 

WOW! 
SOUNDS 
GREAT! 

Fit an entire 

orchestra w 

the palm of 
your hand 

and still 
have room for the concert tickets with this Mini FM Radio 
that has an incredible sound. Features on /off button, seek 
button and reset button. Includes battery. If this isn't the 
world's smallest, it's close to it. But the sharp, clear sound 
that comes out will make you think you have a jam box. 
Black. 

CAT kFM-1 $19.95 sash 

LASER POINTER 

SEAW LASER POINTER! 
Make a point with your laser pointer. 
Pointers are the most effective way to 
demonstrate your drawings, schematics, 
presentation, and charts. Just press and 
point! The beam shoots out across the 
room and puts a red dot on the wall up 
to 350 feet away. Operates on 2AAA 
batteries (included). wt. 2.3oz, wave- 
length 670nm /5mW output. Measures- 
. 5" diameter x 5.75'1 

CAT #LP -1 $39.99 each 

9V DC FM TRANSMITTER KIT 

POWERFUL 
FM transmitter. 
Transmits over 100 

meters in building 
and over 500 
meters outside 
using .25 or .5 

wavelength of wire, 
Transmits to the 
upper part of FM broadcast band (100- 108MHz). Circuit 
requires the ability to 'Tweak" RF circuits. Operates on 9V DC. 

1.75"x .75" x .375" WT .05 
CAT 55M -18 $9.95 each 

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT 

JUST LIFT THE HANDSET! 

Phone line powered and activated when handset 
is lifted. Uses phone wires for antenna. Transmits 

over short distance (100ft) to the lower part of FM 

broadcast band (90- 95MHz) Circuit does not 
require the 

ability to 
"Tweak" RF 

circuits. 
WT .06 

CAT kFM -16 

59.95 
each 

3 1/2 DIGIT PANEL METER 

This meter has many 

useful applications 

such as Voltmeter, 

Thermometer, Db 

Meter, Watt Meter, 

Current Meter, 

Capacitance Meter, 

Lux Meter and LCR - 
Meter. Features include: 200mV full scale input sensitivity, 
single 9VDC operation and decimal point selectable. In addi- 
tion, it has 13mm figure height, automatic polarity indication, 

guaranteed zero reading for 0 volt input and high input 
impedance (>IOOM ohms). Specifications: Max input 199.9mV 

DC -Max. Display: 1999 counts (3-1/2 digits). Measuring method: 
Dual slope integration A -D converter system, plus many other 
features. CAT XPM -1 59.95 each 

TALKING MEMO RECORDER 

TALKING 
MEMO 
RECORDER / 
KEY CHAIN 

Records and 

plays messages 

up to 16 sec- 

onds (i.e. park- 

ing spaces, 

things to do, etc.) 16 seconds is a long time to dictate! 

Measures 3" x 1.45 ". Battery operated (included). 

CATNTM -1 $19.95 each 

CAMCORDER VIDEO TAPES 

HI.8 140 MINUTE 
VIDEO CASSETTE 

TAPES (used) 
They were recorded on 

once and played 
only a few times. 
Made by a major brand 

name manufacturer. 

Professional series metal 

tapes. Includes plastic 

jewel box. 

STROBE KIT 

This kit allows you to vary the rate of 
strobe flashes 60 to 120 flashes per 
minute. Operating voltage is adjustable 
depending on how you wire the kit. It 
will work on 4.5, 6 and 12 VDC. Includes 
pc board, parts and instructions. 

CAT #SLK -1 57.50 each 

NOTE: Other tapes wvl.rbie 

CAT #CCT -1 $3.00 each 

10 or more 2.80 each 

111, 
IIO\r 

Black Feather 
ELECTRONICS 

Electronic Components, Supplies, Pars 6 Nils 

645 Temple Avenue #7 A Long Beach A CA 90814 

Local Phone Number (310) 434 -5641 
Hours Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Face nm,l 

California residence must include sales tac by county: 
7.25 or 7.5 or 7.75 or 8.25 or 8.5 

Check, Money Order, VISA or MasterCard. 
Shipping in USA > $4.00 

NO C.O.D.S. - Do not send cash. 

PLEASE NOTE...We Are Not Responsible For Printing 
Errors. Quantities Are Limited. Prices Are Subject to 
Change Without Notice. Some Pictures May vary From 
the Actual Item, Store Prices May vary from Catalog 
Prices, Quantity Pricing is Subject to Freight 
Considerations 

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-526-3717 
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SPECTRUM ANALYZER SCOPE ADAPTER 

1 MHz TO 500MHz 
SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 

1,I 

OP' 

ae.G L...wr%. 

AS SEEN ON YOUR SCOPE 

100% FACTORY ASSEMBLED NOTA KIT MADE IN THE USA 

A MUST FOR EVERY SHOP: 
The SA500ADP Spectrum Analyzer Scope 

Adapter works with any Scope Just one 
connection to the Vertical & Trigger Inputs 
and any scope becomes a full function 
Spectrum Analyzer. Tune H.T.'s Filters, 

Mixers. Check all RF based Sys:ems. The 
SA500ADP Scope Adapter will compliment 

any Ham Shack, Radio Service Shop or 
EMI Test Lab.. MADE IN THE USA Not 

a kit. If you have been waiting for a low cost 

High performance Spectrum Analyzer at an 
affordable price , take Advantage of our 
special introductory offer. Add a 500MHz 
Tracking/Noise Generator for only $100 
and save a total of $200. 

SA500ADP ONLY $399.00 
Add Tracking Gen. $100.00 

Introductory offer only 

$499.00 
SAVE OVER $200 Reg. price $699 

Model SA1300B 

SETTING THE STANDARD 

SA500A, SA1300B, SA1800C 

SPECTRUM ANALYZERS 

STARTING AT $995.00 

MADE IN THE USA 
6"x 12"x 16" (H xWxD )(only 16 1.10 

SAI800C Shown $2395.00 

1 -1300 MHz In One Sweep $1995.00 Options 1.3.5.6 

SPECTRUM DISPLAY MONITOR $995.00 
The SA500A easily attaches to any receiver IF output jack. Providing 

a panoramic signal display of your scanner or communication receiver. 

The SA500A is a Full Function Spectrum Analyzer with +1- 5KHz 

Narrow Band Filter, Center Freq. Display, 50 MHz Marker. SA500A 

The first affordable Professional Spectrum Monitor /Analyzer for all 

serious Ham Radio and Radio Monitoring Operators. With Opt. 1,3,5,6 

TWO FULL FUNCTION ANALYZERS 
Quality & Performance with 80dB on Screen, -100 dBm Sensitivity, 

Center Freq. Display, +1- 5KHz Narrow Band Filter 50 MHz Marker. 

DISPERSION ZOOM, Baseline Clipper, Adjustable Sweep Speed, 

Videc Filter, and 40dB Input Attenuation. SA1300B 1- 1300MHz 

SA1800C 1 -1300 & 850- 1850MHz $2395 With Opt. 1,3,5,6 

ADVANTAGE INSTRUMENTS CORP. MC -VISA - DISCOVER call 800- 566 -1818 
3579 Hwy. 50 East Carson City, Nevada 89701 702-885-0234 FAX 702 -885 -7600 

PRICES & SPECIFICATION'S SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE OR OBLIGATION. F.O.B. CARSON CITY NV. NV. RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. 
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HOME AUTOMATION SySTEMS, 
The World's Largest Selection 
of Home Automation Products! 

Order Today by 6pm EST 
and have it Tomorrow' 

Wireless Remote 
Lights /Appliances 

pm 

ontrol of Wireless Infra -Red Remote 
Control of Lights /Appliances 
& Audio/Video 

Prote 
Se 

et Your Home & Family With A Top Rated 
curity System That Installs in Minutes! 

( Sale 

o' 

Control 2 Llghts,l Appliance, and Your TVNCR/Stereo 
Control 2 Lights and One Appliance From A Completely W1M One Wireleu Infra -Red Remote 
Wireless Remote You Can Carry 

installs In Seconds... Just Plug In - No Wiring Required - Security System Sounds Siren, Flashes Lights 8 Calls 4 - Installs In Seconds... Just Plug In - No Wiring Required 9 9 W Y Y g 

It allows you to remotely control 2 lights and one 
Up to 5 audio/video components (select from TV, VCR, Telephone Numbers You Select (No Monthly Monitoring Fees) 

appliance. Lights can be dimmed from the keypad. Cable, LaserDisc, Satellite, Audio Receivers, CD - Installs Within Minutes With Just One Screwdriver 

Appliance module (bait into the wireless base unit) 
Players) as well as X10 controlled lights and appliances (Sensors Are Radio Frequency (5F) Wireless) 

can be used to remotely control coffee makers, fans, 
are at your command by simply pointing the remote at - Monitor Up to 16 Separate Zones (LED's show status) 

radios or another light (without dimming). the command console. Supervised Sensors Report Low Battery or Tampering 

HAS-t054 EZ Starter Pack 44 Only $97.95 - AC Powered With Battery Backup 
HAS -1083 EZ Starter Pack k3 Only $62.95 

Retail Value of $138.95 - Up to 8 KeychainMandheld Remotes for Family Members 

Retail Valúe of $84.97 - Remotes Can Also Turn On House Lights 

Computer Serial Port X10 Powerhouse Wall Switch 7 piece system Includes: 

Console, motion detector, 2 door /window sensors, remote, key - 

Interface Kit for X10 chain remote, lamp module, batteries, phone cable, and security 

Write your own two way warning stickers 

.! 

IIIIX10 control programs 

for your PC. It handles 

the complex timing of 
the X10 signals that are 

sent and received by the 
TW523 module and 

translates it into buffered 
ASCII code. Reading 

X10 activity or sending 
an X10 command 

becomes as simple as reading and writing ASCII codes to 
the serial port. Use virtually any programming language 
that provides access to the serial port to send and read 
X10 signals. Space is provided on the circuit board for 
your own experimental circuitry. A TW523 module (HAS - 
1135), a RJ11 cable, and a serial cable, (not included) are 
required to complete the system. Kit requires assembly. 
Full instructions and sample source code is provided. 

HAS-1150 X10 Serial Port Interface Kit $69.95 
HAS -1152 X10 Serial Port Interface Kit 

Fully Assembled $139.95 
HAS -1155 DB9 Serial 8 RJ11 Cable $9.95 
HAS -1135 X10 2 Way Interface Module (TW523) $22.95 

5 or more $18.99 

HAS -7301 7 Piece Secunty System Set Only $179.95 
(Retail$266) 

X10 Compatible Dimmer Switch 
- Can Be Dimmed Bt the Switch (press & hold to dim) 
- Responds to X10 On/Off, Dim/Bright Signals 

Easy 2 Wire Connection 
- Can Be DIMMED From X10 Transmitter 

Replace your existing wall switch with this 
unit and you will be able to turn the light 
ON/OFF directly from the switch (Press 
once for ON, press again for OFF) as well as 
remotely from any X10 compatible transmit- 
ter. DIM/BRIGHT control is available when 
controlled from X10 transmitters which have 
DIM/BRIGHT buttons. This switch will also 
respond to the ALL LIGHTS ON and the ALL 
UNITS OFF commands. Handles up to 500 
watts of incandescent lighting. Wall trim 
plate not included. 

HAS-2031-1 X10 Powerhouse Wallswitch 
(Ivory) $11.56 each (Retail $15.99) 

Only $9.95 each 4 or more 

The Ultimate Wireless XI Remote 
Mega -ThirtySix 

X10 Remote 
- Control Thirty Two X10 Devices 

From One Remote! 
- The Only Wireless X10 Remote 

With All Lights ON/OFF 

Control Up to 32 X10 Receivers or 26 
X10 Receivers and 10 Relays With One 
Wireless Remote. Remote has 16 

ON /OFF buttons, DIM/BRIGHT and 
ALL ON/ALL OFF. The button descrip- 
tion panel on the left side flips open, 
revealing another description panel for 
another 16 functions and a toggle 
switch to switch to the 2nd bank of 16 

functions. Five of the keys on the first 
bank can be used for controlling the 10 relays. Uses 32 X10 
addresses on 2 consecutive house codes. Requires Mega -36 
Base/Repeater for X10 Functions, Mega -36 Relay Module for 
Relay Control. Will not work with other X10 wireless bases. 
However, you can use the Mega 36 Remote/Base in coexis- 
tence with the other wireless X10 remotes 8 bases as long as 
they are on different house codes. 
HAS-4310 $29.99 Only $25.50 each 3 or more 

Mega -36 Base /Repeater 
Receives RF signals from Mega - 

36 remote and converts them 
into X10 commands. Plugs into 

any 110V wall receptacle. Can 
also be used as a repeater to 

extend the range in large homes. 

HAS-4320 $29.99 

Press 8 release for ON, press again for 
OFF. Press & hold the switch and the light 
will dim down. Keep holding the switch and 
the light will go to dim level 0% pause and 
then increase brightness back to 100%. 
Release the switch at any point and it will 
maintain that dim level. Easy 2 wire instal- 
lation. Rated at 500 watts. This switch will 
also respond to the ALL LIGHTS ON and 
the ALL UNITS OFF commands. Wall trim 
plate not included. (Fluorescent version 
does not dim. Requires neutral wire) 

HAS- 2201 -AC X10 Dimmer Switch (White or Ivory) $35.95 

or $31.99 ea.5 or more $28.99 ea. 10 or more 
HAS -2206 -AC X10 Fluorescent Light Switch (WtVIy) $43.99 

or $38.99 ea. 5 or more $35.99 ea. 10 or more 

Scare Away Unwanted Visitors 
Stanley X10 Motion Detector Floodlights New! X10 Controllable HVAC 

- set temperatures 42 - 90 deg. F with X10 signals 
- control heat, cool, auto and off functions 
- manual override at thermostat itself 

Set any temperature between 61 and 90 deg. F, a 
freeze protection setting of 42 deg. F, as well as con- 
trol heat/cool, auto and off functions by X10. 

.510 Cede Tug. x14 Code temp. 316 Coda TAI p. 
1 all OFF 16 on 65 3 On 74 

2 011 HEAT 11 06 80 4 On . 75 

3011- COOL 12 an -67 5On - 76 

4Òl1- AUTO 19 011 -M 60n- 77 

5 06 - 42 1406 -m 7On. 76 

d Off 61 1506- in a On - s 
7011. 62 16 Or -71 eon - an 

606 es I On 72 10 on - 41 

Boa- N 2On- 72 110n- 62 

ait Code Temp. 

120n 83 

13 On - B4 

14 On - e6 

1s On 86 

16 On - BO 

HAS-3035 X10 Controllable HVAC System 
(incl. thermostat, controller panel, TW523 
Module & power supply) $199.95 

PLATO For Windows Sta 
Computer Control of Your 
Lights & Appliances 

PEI 
- Control 2 Lights and One Appliance From Your Computer 

And Automatically (Expandable to 256 Lights/Appliances) 
- 128 Timers - Computer Can Be Tumed OH Alter 

Programming. Timers Will Continue To Function 
Save Different Schedules for Different Days/Months 

- Draw Floorplans of Your Home or Import Scanned Photos 
Overlay Icons Representing Lights Appliances Just Click 
on Icon to Tum On/Ott or dim. 

Puts a virtual representation of your home on your computer. 
Click on icons in the familiar intuitive Windows interface to turn 
devices ON/OFF or to DIM/BRIGHT lights. Prog am lights and 
appliances to turn on 8 off automatically with its 128 built -in 
timers. Includes Plato for Windows Software, CP290 Home 
Automation Interface, 2 Lamp & 1 Appliánce Module. 

HAS -toss EZ Starter Pack e5 Only $127.95 
Retail Value of $168.87 

X10 Compatible Stanley" Lamp Module 
. Special Purchase Low Price! 

Plug your incandescent lamp 
into the socket at the bottom of 0 this module and then plug the 
module into any standard 
110V wall outlet. Set the code 
you want that lamp to respond 

to, and you can then control 
that lamp from anywhere in 

your house that you have a X10 compatible transmitter or timer. 
Gives you ON/OFF and DIM/BRIGHT control for incandescent lamps 
up to 300watts. Manual Override feature allows you to manually turn 
the lamp on at the lamp even if the module has been turned off. Ivory 
color. 

HAS -2100 Stanley X10 Lamp Module $11.20 (retail $19.99) 

$8.99 each for 4 or more 

- Turns Floodlights On When Motion Is Detected 
- Sends Motion Activated Signals to 4 X10 Addresses 
- Sends Dusk Activated Signals to 4 X10 Addresses 

Adjustable Sensitivity It On Duration 
- Manually Activate Floodlights From 010 Transmitter 
- Use With Chime Module As An Automatic Doorbell 
-Turn On Lights All Over Your Home When Motion 
is Detected In One Area 

HAS -4080 Stanley X10 Motion Detector 

with floodlights $42.95 (retail $63.75) 

3 or more Only $35.95 each 

1/2 Credit Card Video Camera 
- 0.25lux, 384 TV lines 
- pinhole and regular lens available 

ItUse this tiny B 8 W camera to build 
your own video camera at a very 

reasonable price. Install them inside 

everyday items such as smoke 
detectors, docks, speakers, books to 

build your own covert video camera. 
Pinhole version sees through a hole 

about the size of a pinhead. Regular lens version has slight- 
ly better clarity and sensitivity than pinhole. version. 
HAS -7570 1/2 Credit Card Pinhole Video Camera $189.95 
4 or more only $159.95 each 
HAS -7571 12 Credit Card Video Camera Std Lens $189.95 
4 or more only $159.95 each 

HAS-7590 12VDC 500mA Power Supply $7.95 

Call for our 64 page 

color catalog of over 

500 products! 

For orders, information, or FREE 
color catalog contact us at: 

HOME AUTOMATION SySTEMS, INC. 
151 Kalmus Drive. Ste. L4. Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Questions: 714- 708 -0610 FAX 714-708-0614 

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 

800-FOR-XTEN 
800-SMART-NONIE 

800-762-7846 

= © ® 
Order 24hrs 7 days a week on 
our secure intemet web site 

http://www.techmall.comismarthome 
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Check Out These Deals From 
CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS! 

Ball Bearing 12V DC Fans 

odM110 
a.' 

These High Quality Fans feature Ball Bearings and Brushless DC Motors. All of them are designed to meet UL, CSA & VDE Standards. Design 

these fans into power supplies, computers or other equipment requiring additional air flows for heat removal. These fans are regular Circuit 

Specialists stock items - they are not surplus. PRICE EACH 

11t 

CAT 0 10 25 100 

CSD 4010-12 $ 9.88 $ 6.38 $5.48 $4.87 
5.41 4.71 

U5 CSD 

Q 
CSD8025 -12 tri) V'$G CSD 1225 -12 

PRI 

9.38 
8.88 

118.45 

5.91 
5.85 5,19 4.49 
6.14 5.29 4.59 

Specifications 
7.82 6.85 

RATED START INPUT STATIC 

E.M. 0 NGi PRC 

DIMENSIONS VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CURRENT AIR FLOW PRESSURE SPEED NOISE LEVEL 

CAT NO (MM) (V) (V) (A) (CFM) (INCH -H2O) (RPM) (dB) 

CSD 4010 -12 40x40x10mm 12 7 0.06 5.1 0.19 5,500 26 

CSD 6025 -12 60x60x25mm 12 5 0.13 13.7 0.165 4,500 28 

CSD 8025 -12 80x80x25mm 12 5 0.16 37.8 0.177 3,000 31 

CSD 9225 -12 92x92x25mm 12 5 0.32 42 0.18 2,800 37 

CSD 1225 -12 12042025nm 12 5 0.35 62 0.180 2,500 42 

WEIGHT (g) 
20 
65 
80 
95 
135 

CAT NO 
CSA8038AC 

CAT NO 
CSA8038AC 
CSA1225AC 

Ball Bearing AC Fans 

Size: 80 x 80 x 38.5mm (3.15 x 3.15 x 1.5 ") 
Weight: 370 ±10gm (0.821b,) 
Frame /Housing: Aluminum 
Impeller: Glass reinforced thermoplastic UL94V -O 
Bearing Type: Ball Bearing 
Dielectric Strength: l minute at 1,500VAC /50 -60Hz 
Operating Temp: - 20° -+85 °C 
Life Expectancy: 50,000 Hrs (at 25 °C, 65 %RH) 
Motor Protection: Impedance Protected 
Safety Approvals: Meets UL, CSA, VDE Standards 

PRICE EACH 
1 10 25 

$15.26 $12.92 $10.98 

DIMENSIONS 
(MM) 

80x80x38.5 
120x120x25.5 

NOMINAL 
VOLTAGE (V) 

110 /120 
110/120 

100 CAT NO 
$9.73 CSA1225AC 

Specifications 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 

50/60 
50/60 

SPEED (RPM) 
2300 2600 
2000/2300 

Size: 120 x 120 x 25.5mm (4.71 x 4.71 x 1.00 °) 
Weight: 390± 10gm (0.861b.) 
Frame /Housing: Aluminum 
Impeller: Glass reinforced thermoplastic UL94V -O 
Bearing Type: Ball Bearing 
Dielectric Strength: 1 minute at 1,500VAC /50 -60Hz 
Operating Temp: -20°--+85°C 
Life Expectancy: 50,000 Hrs (at 25 °C, 65 %RH) 
Motor Protection: impedance protected 
Safety Approvals: Meets UL, CSA, VDE Standards 

PRICE EACH 
1 10 25 100 

$15.28 $12.94 $11.01 $9.88 

INPUT POWER 

(W) 
9/7 

12/10 

AIR FLOW 
(M3 /MIN) 
0.63/0.72 
1.56/1.70 

STATIC PRESSURE 

(MM) 
3.5/4.5 
4.6/4.8 

NOISE LEVEL 

(dB) 
31/34 
23/36 

Cool your 486 or Pentium 
CPU's with one of these 
CPU Cooling Fans. 

CAT NO 
CC -M3 
PENTIUM FAN 

DESCRIPTION 
Cooling Fan for 486 CPU's 
Cooling Fan for Pentium CPU's 
(Will not fit Pentium 60 or 66MHz) 

NEW 
LOWER 
PRICES!! 

JO 

PRICE EACH 
1 5 10 

57.50 5600 55.00 
9.50 8.00 7.00 

Plastic Fan Filter Assemblies 

These fan filter packages consist of a guard, foam filter media and 
media retainer for tubeaxial fans. The retainer is easy to install 
without removing the fan or guard while the foam filter is also 
simple to clean and change. Use these kits to protect your equip- 
ment from airborn contamination and reduce external fan noise. 

PRICE EACH 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 25 50 

GRM 60 Plastic Fan Filter Kit for 60mm Fans $1.76 $1.42 5120 5 98 

GEM 80 Plastic Fan Filter Kit for 80mm Fans 2.20 1.75 1.48 1.28 

GRM 92 Plastic Fan Filter Kit for 92mm Fans 2.60 2.05 1.74 1 40 

GRM 120 Plastic Fan Filter Kit for 120mm Fars 2.92 2.19 1.84 1 56 

Fan Power Cord 2' Length, SPT -1, AWG18 x 2C, UL /CSA 
PRICE EACH 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 25 50 

C180 Fan Power Cord $1.28 51.14 5 .94 5 78 

Metal Fan Filter Assemblies 
For use with tubeaxial fans. These wire formed fan guards provide 
extra safety. PRICE EACH 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 25 

FG40 -2 Wire Formed Fan Guard for 40mm Fans $1.72 $1.29 51.09 

FG60 -4 Wire Formed Fan Guard for 60mm Fans 1.92 1.44 1.19 

FG80 -5 Wire Formed Fan Guard for 80mm Fans 2.00 1.50 1.24 

FG92 -5 Wire Formed Fan Guard for 92mm Fans 2.28 1.71 1.39 

FG120 -15A Wire Formed Fan Guard for 120mm Fons 2.52 1.89 1.57 

5o 
$ .86 

.96 

.99 
1.14 
1.26 

RECEIVE YOUR FREE 
COPY OF OUR LATEST 
100+ PAGE CATALOG! 
It's chock full of all types of electronic equip- 
ment and supplies. We've got I.C.'s. capacitors, 
resistors, pots, inductors, test equipment, bread- 
boarding supplies, PC supplies, industrial 
computers, data acquisition products, personal 
computers and computer parts, plus much, 
much more. FAX us your name and address or call 800-528-14 

ext. 5, to leave a message on our catalog request line. 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, SINCE 1971 
800- 528 -1417 
602 -464 -2485 

602 -464- 5824(FAx) 
WE ACCEPT: 

VISA, Mastercard, Discover Card & American Express 

WTPERFOHM 
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ARE YOU BEING "BUGGED ?" 

OUR FINEST ~ r 
&Lf.tCAL.4.Tc9ctiLLar..@c; 1..cc9ticc; 

EVEN AS YOU READ THIS, countless individuals and firms are 
being enormously damaged by having their private conversations 
overheard, monitored, and\or recorded. 
Almost without exception and AFTER the fact, the victims make a 
statement something along the lines of "But, I never thought it 
could happen to ME! 

THE ULTIMATE IN "BUG!" DETECTION EQUIPMENT 
"DEBUGS" ROOMS AND TELEPHONES! 

If you require GUARANTEED PROTECTION against electronic 
telephone monitoring devices and COMPLETE CONFIDENTIAL 
PRIVACY in certain rooms and areas, we highly recommend the 
COUNTER -SURVEILLANCE DETECTOR CSD -18. 

CONDUCT A PROFESSIONAL 
SEARCH...ANYTIME...ANYWHERE! 

Every newspaper and magazine article and every radio and TV 
story discussing some new episode involving "Bugging" devices, 
continues to Increase the ever growing demand for electronic 
Counter -Surveillance Sweeps" and equipment. The very limited 
supply of competently trained and equipped Counter -Surveillance 

specialists has created a situation where 'sweep" rates exceeding $250 per hour 
are now considered reasonable and appropriate. 
This is an exciting, immense interesting and profitable field that you can enter with 
a minimum investment. Two hours actual practice with the CSD-18 will have you 
'reading" and "clearing" telephones and rooms with professional ease and 
competence. The average fee for "debugging' a single telephone is over $20000 
It requires about 45 minutes to complete the job and once it gets around that YOU 
can provide this service, you'll quickly have more clients than you can handle. 
Even if you choose to provide "sweeps' for only a small number of friends and 
associates, your initial investment will quickly be returned many times over, 

FREE WITH ORDERj- 
SUBMINIATURE "BODY WIRE" 
DETECTOR! 

If you fear the possibility of 
being overheard and /or 
recorded during private 
conversations and require ç 
"silent" notification, we've 
also included our SBD -5 (regularly $225) as 
a FREE GIFT! Only 3" x 2' x ' , this exciting 
new development in micro- min'aturization will 
instantly detect hidden body wires at ranges 
up to 10 ft and alert you via a s lent vibration. 

BIG MONEY OPPORTUNITIES! 
Also, complete information describing the 
fantastic opportunities now open to trained 
Counter -Surveillance technicians and how a 
number of individuals are reaping a Bonanza 
in this booming business) You'll learn exactly 
how the ever increasing use of Electronic 
Listening Devices by investigative agencies, 
government agencies, jealous suitors and 
unscrupulous business competitors, etc. has 
created huge demand for this service. 

FASCINATING HI -TECH 
INFORMATION PACKAGE! 

A detailed analysis of a variety of extremely 
fascinating hi -tech devices and procedures 
used for ultra- sophisticated audio and video 
eavesdropping Including micro -wave and 
laser device monitoring; new methods for 
listening thru walls; all about scramblers, 
voice changers and exactly how neighbors 
eavesdrop. How missing persons are found, 
confidential data banks are broken into, lie 

detectors deceived and much morel 
A comprehensive information package 
JAM -PACKED FULL of some of the most 

exciting and fascinating reeding imaginable. 
Reads like a James Bond novel, with one 
important exception...ITS NOT FICTtONI 

EXTREME SENSITIVITY! 
This is our finest piece of detection equipment) The CSD -18 
quickly locates electronic eavesdropping devices in telephones, 
homes, offices, vehicles, boats, or concealed on the body. It will 
actually pick up many eavesdropping transmitters at ranges up 
to 25 ffl Extreme sensitivity is obtained via ultra- efficient 
amplification circuitry directly following the RF detecton stages. 
Excellent quality dynamic headphones exclude all external 
sounds to further enhance detector output 
Encompassing an extremely wide -band frequency coverage of 
under 1 Mhz to over 3 Ghz, the CSD-18 quickly domes -in" on any 
eavesdroppingIrnsmitter and immediately pinpoints its location. 
The closer you get to the bug', the further the needle moves to 
the right. It's as simple as that 

FULL RANGE 
DYNAMIC 

HEADPHONES 

"FLASHING" LED WARNS YOU INSTANTLY! 
And, for maximum telephone security, the CSD -18 automatically 
analyzes a pre -programmed series of electronic measurements 
along the telephone line and converts the analysis into an easy to 
follow, step by step, test procedure. No technical knowledge is 
required or necessary. A visual Indication (via a flashing LED) 
immediately reveals the presence of the various types of telephone 
taps" and the flashing sequence identifies the actual type of 
eavesdropping device. 

DETECTS THE LATEST "SUPER- BUGS" 
Exclusive GSS proprietary circuitry assures the utmost privacy protection possible 
today. The CSD-18 detects even the very latest ultra- sophisticated eavesdropping 
devices specifically designed to defeat detection, including sophisticated frequency 
Hoppers" and Burst Bugs ". Also includes multi -line option for testing business phones. 

THE ONE "BUG" TO FEAR MOST! 
While most individuals are now somewhat guarded in their 
telephone conversations, they still rather naively feel secure in 
the privacy' of their own home or office. However, the most 
common type of "tap" presently used by eavesdroppers now 
picks up ALL SOUNDS AND CONVERSATION WITHIN A 
ROOM ... WITH THE TELEPHONE STILL ON THE HOOK! 
Due to this devastating capability, this Infinity" tap (variously 
referred to as Infinity Transmitter, Hookswitch Bypass, 3rd 
Wire, Harmonica Bug, etc.) has become the bug of choice ". 
In flagrant violation of federal law prohibiting their use and 
sale, these devices in various forms are openly advertised in 
many technical publications for as little as $30. Literally 
thousands of these devices are now in the hands of 
unscrupulous individuals all over the country! 
In response to this ever -growing threat, a uniquely engineered 
feature of the CSD -18 now also detects Infinity type devices 
anywhere "down the line ". 

In other words, If ANYONE ... ANYWHERE .,. is utilizing the 
telephone tip and /or ring wires to monitor your private room 
conversations while your telephone is on the hook, you'll 
immediately be made aware of it via a flashing LEDI 

100% POSITIVE INDICATION 
The GSD -18 also flawlessly detects "Series" and "Parallel" 
telephone transmitters and 'Telephone Recording Devices'. 
And, a separate feature silently indicates when extension 
phones are picked up or being used The CSD -18 completely 
eliminates all doubt and guesswork. 

EXCLUSIVE "LISTEN -IN" FEATURE! 
The CSD -18 will even allow you to listen -in" to exactly what 
the eavesdropper is surreptitiously monitoring. And, without 
the eavesdropper ever becoming aware that he has been 
detected) We are unaware of ANY other detection equipment 
having this combined capability AT ANY PRICEI 

MAXIMUM PROTECTION 
The CSD -18 detects and Locates ALL major 

categories of surveillance equipment including: 
BUMPER BEEPERS, 

"BODY" TRANSMITTERS 
TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICES 

SERIES & PARALLEL PHONE TRANSMITTERS 
"INFINITY ", MICRO -WAVE AND "LASER" BUGS 

& ALL TYPES OF CONCEALED TRANSMITTERS 
including Video, Computer and Fax Transmitters 

CSD -18 
s 495 Complete 

Includes headphones, antenna /probe, all plugs and 
adapters, batteries, the Free SBD -5 & Info Packages. 

HOW TO ORDER 
Order NOW by Mail or Telephone. 10 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE if you're not 100% pleased and 
completely satisfied. We pay shipping charges on 
all prepaid & credit card orders. Add $15 for CODs. 

IC) lees Great Southern Security 
513 Bankhead Highway 

Carrollton, GA 30117 

ORDER 
BY 

PHONE 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1 800 732 -5000 
MasteCard 
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NATIONS LARGEST RECEIVER OUTLET 
SUN1N1ER SUPER SA1i '.!! 

AR27001-3 $399.95 
AR8000'-3 $599.95 
AR3000A' ` $1029 
SDU5000A/I $997.95 

YB305 NEW $137.95 
YB400 HOT $179.95 
SAT700 Special $388.95 

HF150 Compact $579.95 
HF225E Europa $999.95 

ATS202 $99.95 I 

ATS606P w/Ant60 $169.95 
ATS808 $137.95 
ATS818 $147.95 

PRO62 (CALL) $239.95 
PRO2035 (CALI :I $359.95 

JOIN THE OPTO /AOR REVOLU77ON!!! 
OPTO Electronics and AOR are revolutionizing the scanner world. 

The new Scout 40 version 3.1 and the AOR AR2700 /AR8000 scanners 

gives you the intercept power in your hands, that just a few years ago 

could only be a dream. Imagine having your scanner hop on 

a signal the instant someone presses the mic button. The 

Scout will reaction tune your AOR scanner in a blink of 

an eye to any locally generated signal. 
Sporting events, car races, air 

shows, NEWS gatherings, `accident scenes, air ports, railroads, marinas, 

fast food drive -thrus, many more applications. Everywhere you turn today 

there's a walkie- talkie in use. Listen in, it's your world. 

(sr' WHO needs the Scout/AOR System ?) NEWS service, local TV/Radio 

ports, anyone that wants to know what is being transmitted in the immediate 

scanner listeners, FBI, Law enforcement, SWAT team, and surveillance. 

(or WHAT do you need ?) 1. Scout 40 version3.1 

2. AOR AR2700 /AR8000 3. Input jack, modification to scanner 

4. Interconnect cable. 5. Scout 40 V3.0 requires CB -AR cable $49.00 

EEB SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL 

AR2700, Scout 40 version3.1, Mod to AR2700, cable, (regular discountprice $89990)...Package Deal $839.95 

ARM, Scout 40 version3.1, Mod to AR8000, cable, (regular discount price $1090)...Package Deal $1039.95 

(or WHERE is the Scout most effective ?) 

Beamat SALE!!! 
BC3000XLT 25 -550 /760- 1300MHz 1 

Scan 100ch /sec, search 300ch /sec, 

400 memory channels, 20 x 20 banks. 

LIST $499.95 EEB $369.95 
BC9000XLT 25- 550/760- 1300MHz 

Alpha numeric LCD on all 500 memory ch. Scan 

100 ch/sec, search 300 ch/sec, data skip, 

attenuator 15dB, COR recorder control. fiat 
LIST $769.95 EEB $389.95 
BCT -7 All Band 26- 956MHz 

A must for the frequent highway travel- 

lers. 7135 pre- programmed chs., search 

by state & service. Police, HP, DOT, . 

Fire, News, WX, CB, plus 100 User 

memories, scan 100 ch/sec. 

LIST $319.95 EEB $169.95 
Other BEARCAT Scanners... 
BC120XLT $129.95 BC760XLT $199.95 

SC150YB' $169.95 BC860XLT $169.95 

BC148XLT-1 ' $99.95 BC890XLT $229.95 

BC220XLT $224.95 

i Cellular Block (not restorable) 
2 Cellular Block, but can be restored 
S Un-Blocked O.K. to qualified buyers (Govt., Export, etc.) 

Imo' Cheek out LEB .c 

Dial us up, Check us out! 
Tech Info, Used -Demo Specials, MORE! 

7 -703- 938 -3781 

stations, Police, DEA, Air 
area, plus thousands of 

SAVE up to $300 
OFF list price 

EEB wilt tartan jack and wire in scanner, 
assure that your AOR warranty is good for one 

year and completely check our your system on 

our tab prior to shipping. 
FREE with system purchase. 

/R/./ \R271111/ \Rtillllll \111diticat I1.511 t:ducl 
ist 99.95 EEB 99,..... 

00000 list $799.95 EEB $5ág9$ 
MODS EEB $50.80 :4 

Cable CB RT EEB $20. 
SCOUT 40 v3.1 list $449.95 EEB $404.5: : 

Special SONY Summer SALE!!! 
ICFSW55 

"Among the best performers in 

compact portables, audio qual- 
ity among the best, a superior 
performer in it's size class ". 
(IBS Passport) 

150kHz - 30MHz, 76 - 108MHz AM, FM, CW, LSB, USB 

125 station memory preset Factory preset name tuning 

provides easy access to popular SWL stations Direct 

keyboard entry World clock 
rotary tuning dial for roam - 
ingthedial Power6VDC,or 
4 AA (not incl.) AC adaptor is 

induded. 

Other at Special 
Summer Prices 

ICFSW7600G $179.95 ' ICFSW100 $344.95 
ICFSW77 $459.95 ICFSW30 $104.95 
ICF2010 $344.95 ICFSW33 $159.95 

Limited 'Time... $319.95 
3 year Ex ended Warranty 539.9' 

HF1000 World's 
Ultimate Receiver 
$3799 
Opt. Preselector 
HF1000D $649.00 

E SUPERADIO Il 
Puts the fun back into AM Radio!!! 

Everyone needs a good AM/FM 
DX radio. Great audio, large 
ferrite antenna, 4 I.F. stages. 

$59.95 

IRAKE R8A 
Improved and Upgraded ver- 
sion of the world famous R8. 

Improved Ergonomics 
Dynamic range( +100dB) 
3rd OlP +20dBm 
Increase memory to 440 ch. 

Sean 4o ch/sec. 

It's time to trade -in 
your R8, call for Quote. 

R8A $1085. 

95 ('atalog... /it'll /ì 
96 ¡'ages. SWL, 

Scanners, Antennas. 
Books. Lots more. 

t RLE in ih: . tnl Ai.. 
rlsvrrAl 

l :l.rehrrr 

IELEEB 
L 

I:I.I:( 1RONI(' EQUIPMENT BANK 
323 Street \I: 

ienua. N \'_'_1811 

-i v, , , - i .. 

( )Itl)l':Itti: 800-368-3270 
Local Tech: 7113-93li-33511 

P\ S: 703-938-011 

m.:,q 

SI 

I. rce (':tl.ilae; 111 1 ti 

I'rict, tiuhjct1 lu clia112c 

l'rirt. du 11111 int'11111r 11'ri14hl 

Rr1111'I1S .uhjrcl In rsl"ck tre up I11 211'i 
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ALFA ELECTRONICS Q(. I1-11T TEST I;ty7P.11:.57' 

K1:.S1' PIU(Yi 

DMM 89 $199.95 
Most Advanced DMM 
All Purpose & Communication 
-80.7 to 81.4 dBm with 40 -12000 
20 reference impedances 

True RMS 
Frequency counter: 0.01Hz-10MHz 
Capacitance: 1 pF- 50,000µF 
Measure AC volt to 20kHz 
5000 counts, 0.1% accuracy 
Auto/manual range, fast bar graph 
Min/Max/Ave/DH/Relative/Zoom 
Auto power off 
Input warning 
Splash proof 
Volt, amp, ohm, logic, diode, continuity 
Ruggerdized case 
Rubber holster included 

LCR Meter 131D 
1 $229.95 
Most Advanced LCR 
Dual displayUO or C/D 
Inductances. 0.1µH -1000H 
Capacitance: 0.1 pF- 10,000µF 
Impedance: 1m0-10M0 
0.7% basic accuracy 
Auto/manual range 
Dissipation factor 8 O factor 
Serial 8 parallel mode 
Relative mode for comparison 
and to remove parasitics 

Statistics, tolerance, 
Best for design, incoming 
testing 8 production 
SMD and chip component 
test probe $25.00 

DMM 2360 
$119.95 

DMM +LCR Meter 
Very Versatile DMM 
Inductance: 101-1-40H 
Capacitance: 1 pF -40µF 
Frequency 1Hz - 4MH6 
Temperature: -40 -302 F 
TTL Logic Test: 20MHz 
Diode. Continuity 
Volt, Amp, Ohm 
3999 count display 
Peak Hold 
Auto power off 
Ruggerdized case. 
Temperate gobe ndxled 
Rubber Holster $8.00 

Caw VC 

e 

OW 21 rw.rwcrew 

LCR Meter 814 
$189.95 

Best Resolution LCR 
Inductance. 0.1µH -200H 
Capacitance: 0.1 pF- 20,000µF 
Resistance: 1m0-20M0 
1% basic accuracy 
Dissipation factor indicates leakage 
in capacitor and Q factor in inductor 
Zero adjustment to reduce parasitics 
Best for high frequency RF 
SMD and chip component test probe 
$25.00 
LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIAL 
DIGITAL LCR METER $74.96 
0.1pF, 1µH, 10m0 resolution 

DMM 20 
$74.95 

Inductance: 1µH -40H 
Capacitance:1pF -200pF 
Frequency 1Hz-20MHz 
Volt, amp, ohm, diode, 
20 Amp AC/DC current 
Transistor HFE 
Continuity, duty % 
Peak hold /Max 
Ruggerdized case 
Rubber holster $8.00 

Full line of DMMs, 
economy, compact, 
ruggerdized, solar cell 
automotive, heavy 
duty, industrial 
starts from $15 .95 

Fluke Multimeter 
Fluke 12 $84.95 
Holster C -10 $10 
Fluke 70 II $67.5 
Fluke 73 II $94 
Fluke 7511 $129 
Holster C -70 $16 
Fluke 77 IL $149 
Fluke 79 II $169 
Fluke 2911 $169 

Fluke 83 
Fluke 85 
Fluke 87 

$225 
$259 
$287 

Fluke 97 
Scope Meter$1785 

20 MHz Oscilloscope with Delay 
Sweep PS -205 $429.95 
Dual Trace, Component test, 6" CRT, X -Y Operation, TV 
Sync, Z- Modulation, CH2 Output, Graticule Ilium, 2 probes 
each has x1,x10 switch. Best price with delay sweep. 
PS -200 20 MHz DUAL TRACE $339.95 
PS -400 40 MHz DUAL TRACE $494.95 
PS -405 40 MHz DELAY SWEEP $569.95 
PS -605 60 MHz DELAY SWEEP $769.95 
Scope Probe: 60MHz xl x10 $15, 100MHz x1, x10 $22 

250MHz x1, x10 $29, 250MHz x100 $39 

DC Power Supply 
PS -303 $159.00 
0-30 VDC , 0-3A output 
Constant voltage 8 constant current mode 
0.02% +2mV irae repletion 
0.02%+ 3mV load repletion 
1 mVrms noise and ripple 
Short circuit and overload protected 
PS-8200 with dgtal voNneter $179.00 
Also available: 30V/5A, 60V/3A, 60V/5A 

16V /10A, 30V /10A 

Frequency Counter 
FC -1200 $129.95 
Frequency0.1 Hz -1 25GHz 
Display: 8 digit LCD 
Period: 0.1 -0.1s 
Records Max/Min /Average 
Data hold, relative mode 
Telescoping antenna $8.00 
Deluxe case $5.00 
Also Available.' 
AC /DC clamp meter,Light meter, 
Thermometer, pH meter, High 
voltage probe, Digital caliper, 
Anemometer Electronic scale, Force gauge,Tachometer, 
Stroboscope, Humidity & ÈMF 
adapter, Sound level meter, 
Frequency counter SWR/field 
strength /power meter, Dip meter 

Digital Storage Scope 
DS-203 20MHz, 10M Sample/sec $729.96 
DS-303 30MHz, 20M Sample/sec $849.96 
DS -303P with RS-232 Interface $1,049.96 
Switchable between digital and analog modes 
2 K word per channel storage 
8 bit vertical resolution (25 Lerel /div) 
Expanded Timebase 10ms/div - 0.5 s/div 
Refresh, Roll, Sae all , Save CH2, Pre -Trig 
Plotter control 

DC Power Supply Triple Output 
PS -8202 $499.95 

owns Ica j', Two 0-30 VDC , 0-3A outputs ® ® One ai or independent e deMtor treddng operation 
Constant volte and constant curent mode 
Four capital meters for volt and curent display 
Excellent repletion and low ripple 

z. Short circuit and overload protected 
Also available: 30V/5A triple output $549.95 
Dual tracking 30V/3A, 30V/5A, 60V/3A, 60V/5A 

RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
SG -4160B $119.00 
100 kHz- 150MHz sinewave in 6 
ranges 
RF Output 100mVrms to 35 MHz 
Internal 1 kHz, External 50Hz -20kHz 
AM modulation 
Audio output 1 kHz, 1 Vrms 

RF SIGNAL 
GEN. /COUNTER 
SG -4162 AD $229.95 
Generates RF signal same as 
SG -41608 
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz - 150 
MHz for internal and external 
source Sensitivity <50mV 

AUDIO GENERATOR 
AG -2601A $119.00 
10Hz - 1MHz in 5 ranges 
Output: 0 -8Vrms sinewave 

0- 10Vp -p squarewave 
Synchronization: +3% of oscillation 

frequency per Vrms 
Output distortion: 

0.05% 500Hz - 50kHz 
0.5 % 50Hz - 500kHz 

Output impedance: 600 ohm 

AUDIO 
GEN. /COUNTER 
AG- 2603AD $229.95 
Generates audio signal same as 
AG-2601A 
6 digit frequency counter 1 Hz- 
150MHz for internal and external 
sources Sensitivity <50mV 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 
FG -2100A $169.95 
0.2 Hz -2 MHz in 7 ranges 
Sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp 
Output 5mV- 2OVp -p 
1% distortion, DC offset + 10V 
VCF: 0 -10V control frequency to 1000:1 

FUNCTION GEN /COUNTER 
FG- 2102AD $229.95 
Generates signal same as FG -2100A 
Frequency counter 4 digits 
Feature TTL and CMOS output 

SWEEP FUNCTION 
GEN. /COUNTER $329.95 
0.5Hz to 5 MHz in 7 ranges 
Sweep. Linear 10:1 /Log 10:1 20ms to 2s 
AM Modulation 
Gated Burst, Voltage Control Generator 
Generator Control Voltage 8 6 digit counter 
1Hz-10MHz for internal 8 extemal sources 

ALFA ELECTRONICS (800) 526- 2532/(609) 520 -2002 
FAX:(609) 520 -2007 

741 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540 

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG AND BEST OFFER. 

Visa. Master Card. American Express. COD. Purchase Order Welcome 
CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Are Cable Companies 
Sinking You Dry? 

Take a Bite out of High Rental Fees 
with your own 

Converters & Descramblers 

1 
Everquest Panasonic Jerrold Zenith Pioneer 
Scientific Atlanta Oak Eagle Hamlin Tocom 

OIICIIVER 

Eer,ea,] Toll 1 800 624 -1150 
Call today for a FREE catalog! 

141 "01 t1,1.1.1 

Member of 875 S. 72 Street Omaha, NE 68114 oa National Consumer Natio nnal Consumer 

Cable Association Cable Association 03 
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CALL TOLL FREE C & S SALES WRITE FOR 1- 800 -292 -7711 
1- 800- 445 -3201 (Can) EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE FREE CATALOG 

Line Tracker 
MV -963 

$52.95 
(Infra -red Sensor) 
The robot follows 

+ 
rJ a black line 

,Mt on white paper 
Preassembled PCB 

Dual- Display 
,, LCR Meter 

w/ Stat Functions 
B +K Model 878 

$239.95 
'' Auto /manual range 

Many features 
with Q factor 

High Accuracy 

Electronic Tool Kit Model TK -1000 
A professional organizer tool kit at affordable prices. No 
student should be without this unique tool kit that holds all 
the tools you need. 
Including: g _ $39.95 $ 
Diagonal Cutter 
Long Nose Pliers 
6" Wire Stripper 
Solder 60/40 
6" Screwdriver I 

6" Phillips Driver r , 
l 

Safety Goggles 
IC Puller 
3pc Nut Drivers 
Iron 25W 

,r 

Iron Stand 
Solder Wick 
Desoldering Pump 

. 
5 pc Solder Ease Kit 
6pc Precision Screwdrivers 

Robotic Arm 
Y -01 

$49.95 
(Wired Control) 

Movement grabs 
&releases, 

lifts & lowers, 
pivots from side to side 

Stereo Cassette Player 
Kit 

- wry. Model 
TR -18K 

$16.95 
Headphones 

"" " 
Included 

Digital Elenco Digital ® LCR Meter 
- LCR -680 

I $79.95 
3 -1/2 Digit 

. LCD Display ® Inductance 

Function Generator 
GF -8026 

s. ,.- $239 
:,j 

Int/Ext 
Operation 

Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse 
Ramp, .2 to 2MHz, Freq Ctr 

date 

t . 

,.,f 
i 

Multimeter 
EDM -83B 

$175.00 
Almost every 

feature available 
Bargain of 

the decade 

W 

LCR +DMM 
LCM -1950 

$79 
12 Functions 

Freq to 4MHz 
Inductance 

Capacitance 

Digital 
Capacitance 

Meter 
CM -1555 

$49.95 
Measures capacitors 
from .1 pf to 20,000µf 

1 uH to 20Mí2 

3 -3/4 Digit Multimeter 
BK- 390 

Digital Frequency Counter 
, Multimeter Kit F -1225 

- wl Training Course 

Fluke Multimeters 
(All Models Available Call) 

Scopemeters 70 Series 
_vag 1 $139.00 

(11% DCV accy 
Analog bar graph 

tl 
Auto /manual ranging 

Capacitance meas 
t Temperature probe 

_ $225.00 
M -2665K a~ì 8 Digit LED display 

i Wide meas range 
I ° $49.95 High 

Model 97 $1,795 Model 7011 $69.95 
10 Series Model 7311 $97.50 
Model 10 $62.95 Model 7711 $149 
Model 12 $84.95 Model 7911 $175 
g_0___Series 80 Series 

sensitivity :.:: Full function 34 ranges Data hold function 
Ideal school project Input impedance 1 MÛ or 5052 

M -2661 (Assembled) $55.00 10:1 input attenuation function Model 2911 $175 Model 87 $289 

Triple Power 
Supply 
XP -620 

By Elenco 
$75.00 

3 fully regulated supplies; 1.5 -15V @ 
1A, -1.5 to -15V 1A or 3 -30V 1A @ @ 

& 5V @ 3A Kit XP -620K $49.95 

Quad Power 
Supply 

+:u - XP -581 
By Elenco 

. $79.95 
Four supplies in one unit; 2 -20V © 2.5A, 
5V 3A, -5V @ @ @ .5A and 12V 1A. All 

regulated and short protected 

High Current DC 
Power Supply 

NO ® BK -1686 $169.95 
°: c 

3 to 14 VDC Output 
12A @ 13.8V 

For servicing high 
power car stereos, 

camcorders, ham radios, etc. 
Connect 2 or more in parallel 

Wide Band 
_ Signal 

Generators 
rig 

_ SG -9000 

$124.95 
RF Frequency 100K- 450MHz q cY 

AM modulation of 1KHz Variable 
SG -9500 150MHz $239.00 

Telephone Kit 
PT -223K 
$14.95 

Available 
Assembled 
PT -223 
$15.95 ` 

Function Generator 
Blox 

#9600 ... 
4.1. B 

-', 4 Elenco 
- $29.95 

Learn to Build & Program 
Computers with this Kit 

Digital /Analog Trainer 
Complete Mini -Lab For Building, 

Testing, Prototyping Analog and Digital 

;t' 

By Elenco 
in U.S.A. 

XK 550 

$169.95 
Kit 

XK -550K 

_ . 

Kit $28.95 
Sine, Triangle, Square Wave 

tT'..monmf -_ ; 

i 
li 

'^ ' 1E-Iii 

»C_ - 000n. -- 
°°°g k °r 

1 mñáá 
MM -8000 

By Elenco 
$129.00 

From scratch you build a complete system. 
Our Micro -Master trainer teaches you to 
write into RAMs, ROMs and run a 8085 
microprocessor, which uses similar 
machine language as IBM PC. 

AM /FM Transistor 
Radio Kit 

with Training Course 
Model AM /FM 108 

$29.95 
14 Transistor, 5 Diodes 
Easy to build because 

schematic is printed on the PCB 
Makes a great school project 

Model AM -550 AM Only $17.95 

Telephone Line 
Analyzer 

S 
) 

iTiri3 ' ̂  _ 

Kit TT -400K $19.95 
Assembled TT-400 $26.95 

L.... 
4oq m.4..- ie 

$139.95 

Designed for school projects, with 5 built -in 

power supplies. Includes a function generator 
with continuously variable, sine, triangular, 
square wave forms. All power supplies are 
regulated and protected against shorts. 

W L BE U DERSOLD 
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5% 

IL RES 7.5% TAX ($3 min $10 nias) 
OTHERS CALL 

, I r 

GUARANTEE 
150 WEST CARPENTER AVENUE, WHEELING, IL 60090 FULL FACTORY WARRANTY 

FAX: 708 -520 -0085 (708) 541 -0710 PRICES SUBJECT TO GRANGE I ^lI1ROUT NOTICE 

CIRCLE 132 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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FREE PROBES 
WITH ALL 
SCOPES 

ELENCO HITACHI B +K 
SCOPES 

AT GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES 

QUALITY- ELENCO OSCILLOSCOPES 
2- YEAR WARRANTY 

,.4s 3 ' 60MHz 
S -1360 $775 

Delayed Sweep 

S -1365 $849 
Cursor Readout 

Voltage, Tlime 
Frequency differences 
displayed on CRT 

40MHz 
S -1340 $495 

2- Channel 

S -1345 $575 
Delayed Sweep 

Beam Find 
Component Tester 

25MHz 
S-1325 $325 

2- Channel 

S -1330 $449 
Delayed Sweep 

Beam Find 
Component Tester 

(/efteadalte Eguomeat at /4avida&le Pcl C4 

WRITE FOR 
FREE 
CATALOG 

B+K 20MHz 

samaaniallot 

Delayed Sweep 
Wesdcl 2/25 $539.95 
40MHz DUAL -TRACE 

1 mV /div sensitivity 
Model 1541$ Video sync separators 

Z axis input 
Single sweep 

V mode -displays 2 signals 
unrelated in frequency 

$749.95 

60MHz DUAL -TRACE 

Nadel 2160 

$949.95 

1 mV /div sensitivity 
Sweep to 5ns/div 

Dual time base 
Signal delay line 

Component tester 
V mode -displays 2 signals 

unrelated in frequency 

100MHz THREE -TRACE 
lmV/div sensitivity 

//G4rFCG 2190 Sweeps to 2ns /div 
Dual time base 

Signal delay line 
19kV accelaerating voltage 

Calibrated delay time multiplier 

$1,379.95 

20MHz ANALOG with 
DIGITAL STORAGE 

20MHz analog bandwidth 
20MS /s sampling rate 

2k memory per channel 
20MHz equivalent 

time sampling 

7Xddd 25224 
$869.95 

HITACHI POPULAR SERIES Elenco DS -203 20MHz, 10MS /s FLUKE SCOPEMETERS 
V -212 - 20MHz, 2 Channel 
V -222 - 20MHz, DC Offset 
V-422 - 40MHz, Dual Trace 
V -522 - 50MHz, Dual Trace 
V -523 - 50MHz, Delayed Sweep 
V -525 - 50MHz w/ Cursor 

$449.00 
$695.00 
$849.00 
$975.00 
$993.00 
$1 069.00 

HITACHI COMPACT SERIES SCO ?ES 

V -660 - 60MHz, Dual Trace $1,375.00 
V -665A - 60MHz, DT, w /cursor $1,449.00 
V -1060 - 100MHz, Dual Trace $1,549.00 
V -1065A - 100MHz, DT, w, /cursor $1,695.00 
V -1085 - 100MHz, QT, w /cursor $2:25.00 
VC -6045A - 100MHz, Digital Stor CALL 
VC -6025A - 50MHz, Di.ital Stor CALL 

Digital Storage Oscilloscope 

2K Word Per Channel Plotter Output 

$749 8 Bit Vert. Resolution 2048 Pts Hor. 

Resolution Much More 

A handheld instrument that combines a 

50MHz, 25MS /s dual channel digital storage 
oscilloscope with feature -packed 3000 count 
digital multimeter. 

7llEbdel 93 - $1,225 
71CsdeC 95 - $1,549 
Wedel 97 - $1,795 

Autoset, automatically 

sets voltage, time & trigger 

Multimeter display; 

3 -2/3 digits (>3000 counts) 
True RMS volts; AC or 

AC +DC up to 600V 

C &S SALES INC. CALL TOLL FREE I =,1 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY 

150 WEST CARPENTER AVENUE. WHEELING, IL 60090 1- 800 -292 -7711 ALL PRODUCTS ARE FACTORY NEW 

FAX: 708- 520 -0085 (708) 541 -0710 Wilt.'" 1- 800 -445 -3201 (Can) 
CIRCLE 132 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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New and Pre -Owned 
Test Equipment 

Substantial SAVINGS on New & Pre -Owned B +K Precision, Fluke, 
Hewlett- Packard, Goldstar, Leader, Tektronix, and more .- 

GoldStar Precision 

New Oscilloscope Specials 

THE SNIPPING! 

ON AIL GOLDSTAR EQUIPMENT 

ANYWIEAE IN TIM. 
Excluding AK & HI 

SUPER SALE! 
Model OS -9100P - $999.00 

Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! 

Model OS -904RD - 40 MHz Bandwidth 
On- Screen Measuring Cursors & Readout! $699 

TV Synchronization Trigger 
Dual -Channel, High Sensitivity 
Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
Two Probes Included 
2 Year Warranty 

Pre -Owned Oscilloscope Specials 
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $589.00 
Tektronix 465B 100 MHz $689.00 
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $749.00 
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $849.00 

Professionally Refurbished 
Calibrated to Original Specifications 
Dual Channel, Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
90 Day Warranty 

tkz, BIC Pñ v Mi iN 
MA7[TEC IMTERIYATIONAL COPP. 

NTSC Generator with RGB 
.00 Model1249A $569.00 

NTSC Color Bars ± 5° and ± 5 IEEE Units 
Ch. 3, 4, and IF Outputs Crystal Controlled 
Calibrated 1 Vp -p or Variable Composite Video Output 
RGB Outputs on BNC or 9 -pin D Connector 
Composite, Vertical, and Horizontal Sync. Outputs 
Interlaced or Progressive Scan 
1 Year Warranty 

WE BUY 

suRPLUS EQUIPMENT! 

Professional Quality Digital Storage Oscilloscopes 
HandHeld Parts Tester Model 815 $9900 at Affordable Prices! 

Transmit and Receive Data with Standard RS -232C Interface 
Includes FREE Comprehensive Communication Software 
Waveform Save, Calculation, and Print 
Dual Channel. Delayed Sweep, TV Synchronization Trigger 
20 MS /s Sampling Rate, Two Save Memories 
Switch Between Analog and Digital Modes 
CRT Readout Including Measurement Cursors 
Incudes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty. 

Bandwidth 20 MHz 40 MHz 60 MHz 
Model OS -3020 OS -3040 OS -3060 

SALE Price $ 1,199,00 $ 1,599.00 $ 1,899.00 

Large 0.8" digits, 26 User Ranges 
Tests Transistor hFE and Leakage Icen 
Checks SCR's, Diodes, LED's, Caps, and Resistors 
Tests Batteries Under Actual Load Conditions 
1 Year Warranty 

Variable 1.150VAC Isolation Transformer 
Model1653 $299.00 
Metered Display of Voltage or Current 
2 Amp. Continuous Output 
Eliminate Shock Hazard while servicing 
"Hot- Chassis" Equipment 

Full line of Oscilloscopes, RF, Video & Audio Test Equipment, 
Power Supplies, Meters, Probes and Accessories. 

Y/SA' 
IMMX AMEX 

CrO,D, 

TOLL FREE 1.800.99-METER 
1- 800 -9963837 

FOTRON IC 
CORPORATION 

P.O. BOX 708 
Medford, MA 02155 

(617) 665-1400 
FAX (617) 665 -0780 
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QUALITY PARTS DISCOUNT PRICES FAST SERVICE 

PORTABLE 
SCSI CASE 

Nearly complete 
case for SCSI 
device. 
Includes 
40 watt 
power supply 
(5 Vdc 4 3 amps, 
12 Vdc @ 2 amps) 
with cooling fan, power switch, fuse holder, 
LED socket, power input receptacle, two stan- 
dard 50 pin SCSI interface jacks, molex -type 
power connectors, interior cable with 50 pin 
socket connector and interior mounting rails. 
Front face plate is an aftermarket piece that 
doesn't quite go with the box but serves the 
purpose pretty well. Absent from the case is 

the switch in back which specifies the device's 
position in the chain. This can be easily 
bypassed with a few 0.1" shorting jumpers (our 
CAT# SJ -1). Also not included is a standard 
IEC power cord (our CAT# LCAC -60). 
Off-white case is 

14.25" X 7.38" X 3.26" 
and has a folding handle 
for easy carrying. 

CAT# SCSI -1 2 for $36.00 

A 
G 

MAU 
Originally 
made to 
connect Digital Audio Tape 
machine to a remote con- 
troller, this "snake" cable con- 1 
sists of four separate 9 conductor 
plus drain wire, foil -shielded cables in one jack- 
et. The conductors are stranded 24 AWG wire. 
Each end of each smaller cable is terminated 
with DB -9P connectors. The cable is well - 
made and quite flexible for its size. Snake 
cable nominal O.D. is 0.52 ". Interior cable O.D. 
is 0.15 ". The outer jacket can be slit and re- 

moved if only the 9 conductor cable is required. 
DB -9 connectors include thumbscrew hold - 
downs. If you are using 
multiconductor shielded 
cable this is a great deal. 

s550h 

CAT# CBL -3 2 for $10.00 

SPDT PUSHBUTTON 

Alcoswitch # MPS103D -R 
S.P.D.T. miniature pushbutton switch. 
Push -on/ push -off, snap- action switch. 
Unthreaded, 0.24" diameter X 0.33" 
long bushing. Green 0.4" dia. cap. 
Right -angle pins for PC Q 00 
board mounting. Contact 

each 
rated 3 amps @ 115vac. 

CAT# MPB -22 

INTERNET USERS! 
Visit Our Web Site.. 

http://www.allcorp.com/allcorp/ 

25 for $22.50 

720K 3.5" INTERNAL 
FLOPPY DRIVE 

Sony # MP-F11W-2Z 
Brand new 720 KB floppy 
drives. Built for an OEM 
product, these are, in 

every way, compatible 
with PC /XT /AT com- 
puters except that the 
faceplate is slightly larger 
than those on exact replacements. The face- 
plate size on these is 4.04" X 1.23 ". (Normal 
size is 4" X 1 "). The faceplate is removable 
and can be trimmed if desired. In some cases 
it may work without trimming. Also, we have 
found that, when used in 5.25" bays with the 
adapter kit below, the adapter can easily be 

modified to accommodate the 
unit. Because of this slight 
inconvenience, we are selling $ 1 4 each 
these drives at an incredibl 
low price. 10 for $120.00 
CAT# MPF -11SF 

INSTALLATION KIT for MPF -11SF 

allows for installation into 5.25" drive bays. 
Simply cut and remove three plastic gussets to 

install. CAT# FDD -3.5 $3.50 each 

9 VOLT 60 MA 
SOLAR PANEL 

These 6" X 6" glass enclosed photovolta- 
ic panels produce 9 Vdc at 60 mA. 

Ideal for charging batteries and 
powering small devices. Put 
two or more together for 
more current and voltage. 
Includes metal connectors 
and instructions for solder- 
ing directly to panel. 

5=25 
each CAT # SPL -960 

"HI -8" VIDEO 
CASSETTE (USED) 

8 mm Video Camcorder Users!. 
SONY Hi -8 
Top quality, metal particle 
120 minute video cas- 
settes. Used for a short 
time, then bulk- erased. 
Each cassette has its own 
plastic storage box. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

CAT # VCU -8 

10 for $28.00 
100 for $250.00 

9' shielded dual audio cable with color coded 
(red and yellow) RCA style pin 00 plugs either end. Black cable. 

CAT# DCB -108 
each 

10 for $8.50 100 for $75.00 
1000 for $500.00 

40 WATT FAN COOLED 
SWITCHING SUPPLY 

Autec # 

UPS -40 -2002 
Input: 115 Vac 

Output: 5 Vdc 4 
3 amps, 12 Vdc @ 2 amps (4.5 amps peak). 
7" X 4.25" X 2.16" metal enclosure with cool- 
ing fan, EMI filtered input module, fuse hold- 
er, on /off switch, LED socket and two 4 pin 
power connectors. 
UL and CSA listed. $ 1 00 5 eách 
CAT# PS -2002 

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write or Fax YOUR LIST. J) 

CALL, WRITE FAX For A 

Free 64 Page 
CATALOG. 

Outside the U.S.A. 

send $2.00 postage. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-826-5432 
MAIL OROERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 91408 -0567 

E -MAIL allcorp @allcorp.com 
FAX (818) 781 -2653 
INFO (818) 904 -0524 

NO MINIMUM ORDER All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard or Discover Checks and Money Orders 

Accepted by Mail Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D 

Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and 

Canada Must Pay Full Shipping Quantities Limited Prices Subject to change without notice. 
U(.tP 
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RI 
FM STEREO 

TRANSMITTER 
Own your own FM radio sta- 

tion. Any stereo signal you 
plug into the FMST -100 will 
be transmitted to any FM 

radio tuneable from 76 to 
108MHz FM. Transmit a wireless link through an 
auditorium, from your car to your camper, listen to 

your CD's while mowing the lawn, Play music on one 
channel sing on the other. Clarity is excellent, aprox. 
40dB stereo separation. Length of antenna deter- 
mines the distance of transmission. Complete with 
stereo input level controls 8 crystal for stereo separa- 
tion. 9v battery operation. SIZE: 1.5" x 2.5" x 3' 

FMST -100 Krt- $29.95 / Cabinet $8.95 

;;:»»»>s::;> 

PHONE 
TRANSMITTER 

Small but mighty,it fits 
anywhere. Phone line 
powered, never needs 
batteries. Transmits both 
sides of a phone conver- 

sation loud and clear, wireless, to any FM 
radio at great distances. Variable tunes from 
70MHz to 130MHz FM. You can also use it as 
a speaker phone. SIZE:1.25" x .6'. 

TEL-B1 KIT $12.95 BUILT $29.95 

SUPER SNOOPER 

BIG EAR 
Listen through walls 
hear conversations 
across the room. Add 
a parabolic reflector 
and hear blocks away. 

The BIG EAR can be hidden about any- 
where. Makes an ultra sensitive inter- 
com. Can be used as a 1.5W AMP. We 
supply a mini -electret mike in the kit. 
Power requirement 6 to12v DC SIZE:1.75" 
x 1" 

AA -1 KIT $10.95 BUILT $29.95 

..4.* / 

WIRELESS FM 

MICROPHONE 
Small but mighty this lit- 

tle jewel will out perform 

most units many times 
its price. It really 
stomps out a signal. 

The WM -1 kit is a buffered wireless mike that 
operates from 80MHz to 120MHz FM, the fre- 

quency of any broadcast FM radio. Includes a 

mini -electret mike. 6 to 12v DC. SIZE: 1.25' x 1' 

WM -1 KIT $14.95 

ROI 
KITS 

The 10GHz 
Transmitter 

is back... 

The 
"ZAPPER II" 
With it's new and improved design it will not only test your 

radar detector... BUT it's tuned to the amateur radio band . 

While your out on American highways personally test yours 
and your fellow travelers radar detectors. 

The 'ZAPPER Iris a 10.450 GHz to 10.550 CW oscillator. It has 
a code key jack installed for those who want to send Morse code. 

STROBE 
LIGHT 

Do you need an 
attention getter, 
warning I ght,or 
flashing light for 
model airplanes? 

Then this kit is for you. Use it as an emer- 
gency light for your auto, radio tower, even 
use it on your bicycle. Has a variable flash 
rate. Power requirement 6 or 12v DC . 

Size 3.5'x1.9' 
ST -1 KIT $9.95 

MICRO -LIGHT 
Visible Over 1 Mile. 
This is truly an indestructible 
flash light. 

Comes in red or yellow 
light. 
Bulb will not 
burn out. 
Uses a 5 
year shelf 
life lithium 
battery. 
Case 
made of 
tough 
ABS. 

SHOWN 
ACTUAL 

SIZE 

MLR (red light) 
MLY (yellow light) CHOICE $9.95 

FOR CHANNELS 

2 thru 22 
ONLY 

Our TV filters 
eliminate unwanted TV 

channels or interference that 
alters both sound and video with a 

beep beep beep. Works on cable 
channels 2 thru 22) only. 

NOTE: All TV Filter Kits are sold for educational purposes only You must obtain permission 
f om your local cable company before using these filters on your cable system. 

DF-222 KIT $14.95 
This Manual contains schematics, parts 

lists & P.C. board layouts for many of 
the Rainbow Kits. Use your own parts to 
construct our kits. 

KIT BOOK 
$14.95 

DC VOLTAGE 
MONITOR 

If battery status is 
important, you 
need this kit. This 
kit uses 7 LEDs to 
monitor 12v DC in 

1v, 1/2v, or 1/4v steps. Monitor 8v or 
5v in 1/4v steps. Great for boats, 
motor homes, model planes or race 
car ni -cads. All parts and instructions 
are included. SIZE: 1.3" x 2.7 ". 
VM -1 KIT $7.95 

Please add sufficient postage First lb $5.00 Canada $7.00 
Additional LB. Add $1.00 US FUNDS ONLY 

We will accept telephone orders for Visa or Mastercard 

ELECTRONIC RAINBOW =) 
6254 LaPas Trail Indianapolis, IN 46268 

FAX 317- 291 -7269 

4.0 mW 
Laser Diode 

Great for making a 
gun sight, use as a 
transit, makes a 
super experi- 
menters project. 

The beam is visible with a wavelength of 
670 nm. Size of beam is 6mm at 5 
meters. Power requirement 3 volts DC at 
85mA. Size: 10.5mm x 18.5mm 

LDM -5 New Low Price $59.95 

VOICE 
ACTIVATED 

SWITCH 
This VOX circuit can 
be used to operate a 

tape recorder, ham 
radio, CB radio, or 

turn on an alarm. The VOX -1 kit has 
100MA of output that operates a relay, 
light, motor, ? What could you do with a 
sound activated switch ?Power require- 
ment 7.5 TO 18vDC. SIZE: .1.5" x 1.3" 

VOX -1 KIT $6.95 

s i0it®i: 
'`*...... ......... r.'." 

WIDE BAND 
PREAMP 

The ideal preamp 
for scanners, hand 
held radios, fre- 
quency counters. 
Amplifies low level 

(weak) signals. If the signal is extremely 
low 2 amps can be used in series. 1MHz 
to 2.5GHz @ 2.8dB NF. 1dB compres- 
sion = +0 dBm. Gain: 1MHz =20dB to 
2.5GHz =6dB. Power requirement 12v DC 

6Ma. SIZE: 1.2" x .8" 

WBA -6 KIT $19.95 
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There's No Easier Way to 

TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR 

Your Electronics! 
It's easy, fast and rewarding to do it yourself with the Electronics Repair Manual! 

TVs VCRs 

Hi -Fi Stereo 

AmplitierS. 

Turntables 
Speakers 
Shortwave 

Radios 

Camcorders 

Tape Decks 

CD Players 
Walkmans 
AM & FM 

Receivers N 
PC Systems 

Automobile 

Sound System 

PC Peripherals\, 

Telephone 

Systems 

Fax Machines 

Electronic Home 

Appliances 

Electronics Repair 

Manual 
Electronic Repair Basics 

Tools and Test Equipment 

Troubleshooting 
and Maintenance 

Specific Repair Instructions 

Schematic Diagram; 

Component /Manufacturer 
Indices 

900 -PAGE, 
MODULAR FORMAT 

MANUAL 

TROUBLE ANALYSIS 

FLOWCHARTS 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 

HANDS -ON, DETAILED, 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

"HOW TO" PRIMER 

FOR TEST EQUIPMENT 

SUCH AS 

OSCILLOSCOPES, 
FREQUENCY 

COUNTERS, AND 

VIDEO ANALYZERS 

SAFETY PRECAUTION 

CHECKLISTS 

COMPREHENSIVE 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

LISTS 

PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE 

TECHNIQUES 

DIRECTORY OF 

MANUFACTURERS 

Keep Your Skills Up -to -Date! 
The Electronics Repair Manual will be a valuable reference for years 
to come. Supplements, each containing 140 pages, add new repair 
projects, valuable insights irito new technologies, diagnostic and repair 
techniques, and more schematic diagrams into your manual. Just $35 
each plus shipping and handling. Supplements are sent 4 -5 times a 

year and are fully guaranteed. Return any supplements you don't want 
within 30 -days and owe nothing. Cancel anytime. 

30 Day Free Trial Order Form 
Yes, Please rush me my ©py of Electronics Repair Manual for 

only $59.95 ( I may take $10 off the price when I enclose my check 

or credit card authorization witt my order within the next 30 days. 

Plus, I get free shipping and handling!) I understand that if I am not 

satisfied I may return the book within 30 days tor a full 100% refund of 

the purchase price. 

My payment of $59.95 is enclosed ($49.95 when ordering with- 

in the next 30 days.) 

VISA p Check enclosed. 

Optional express delivery (available in U.S. only). Enclose an addi- 

tional $10.00 and we'll guarantee delivery within 5 business days from 

receipt of your order (prepaid orders only). 

Credit card no. 

OECD c 

Expreuon owe Daytime phone no. 

Signature 

Bill me later for $59.95 plus 56.50 shipping and handling, subject to 

credit approval. Signature and phone number required to process your 

order. P.O. Box addresses rrust be prepaid. 

Mr/Mrs/Ms. 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Shipping and handing g to Canada, $10 (U.S cunency): Overseas, $15 (foreign orders must be prepaid); (p 
CT residents add 6% sales tax. Supplements will be sent 4-5 Sr,;; a year on a hdyguardnteed. 3D-day 0, 
trial bass. They may be cancelled at any tirr e. a 

MAIL TO: WEKA Publishing, Inc. 
32509 o 

1077 Bridgeport Avenue, Shelton, Connecticut 06484 

1-800-222-WEKA FAX: 1-203-944-3663 109 
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Tap into a World of... 

FREE ELECTRICITY 
Our 150+ page Self -Reliance Catalog 
IS JUST LOADED WITH DC to AC 
ENERGY INDEPENDENCE ... 
We offer: 
Solar, Wind & Hydroelectric 
energy systems. True Sine 
Wave DC to AC Inverters. 
Electric Boat & Car kits. 
Portable power packs. 
Solar Lighting & Cooling 
systems. Solar Pool Heaters. 
Solar Battery chargers. Solar 
Books & Toys. DC Appliances 
Active & Passive Solar Air & 
Water Heating Systems. 
Composting Toilets. Hydroponic, 
Fish- Farming, Solarium & Green- 
house Systems. Water Testing, 
Treatment, & Pumping Systems. 
Emergency Food & H2O Kits. High 
Efficiency AC /DC Refrigeration + More... 

A LOT OF INFORMTION FOR ONLY $6.75 ... 
SEND CHECK or MO TO: 

Self- Reliance Company Inc. 
P.O. Box 306, Florisssant, MO 63032 

DIGITAL STORAGE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
The O -SCOPE is a pocket -size 

module that plugs into a PC's 
printer port and turns it into a DSO, 

Spectrum Analyzer, Freq. Counter, 
DVM and Data Logger. Accepts standard probes. 

Dde 

35 

Dn 
III 

2s 

Includes software & instructions. Made in U.S.A. 
Inquiries and Orders Accepted at: 1- 800 -980 -9806 

Same -day shipping. 

ALLISON TECHNOLOGY CORP. 
Technical Phone: 713 -777 -0401 

FAX: 713- 777 -4746 
BBS: 713- 777 -4753 

8343 Carvel 
Houston, TX. 77036 

U. S. A. 

FM TRANSMITTERS 
ELECTRONIC KITS AND MORE! 

Times 88.108 MHz. 

Powerful 2 stage audio amplifier. 

Sensitive, picks up sounds at the 
level of a whisper. 

Up to 1 mile range. 

Requires 9V battery. (Not ind.) 

SUPER -MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER 
Super small FM transmitter. Use with any FM broad- 
cast receiver. Easy to assemble, all chip (SMT) parts 
are pre- assembled to the dreuit board. 

XST500 (E -Z) Kit S44.95 

Dial your phone from anywhere 
and listen to the sounds in- 
side your home. 

Two digit Touch Tone code , 

for secure operation. 

TELEPHONE SNOOP 
The latest in home or office security. Call home from any- 
where, enter a two digit security code, and hear the sounds 
in your home . Automatically turns on without ringing the 
phone, verifies code, then activates for one and a half minutes. 

XPS -CASE KIT $13.95 
XPS1000 C KIT S49.95 
Digital voice changing. male to 
female, female to male, adult 
to child, child to adult. 

Anonymity on any call. 

Button for nomral operation. \r 
16 levels of voice masking. 

VOICE CHANGING TELEPHONE 
STOP THOSE ANNOYING TELEPHONE CALLSI 
Sound older and tougher when you want to. Not a kit. 
Fully assembled. Single phone operation only. 

TRANSITION 2000 S89.95 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED! 

Miniature photo battery mounts 
right en circuit board. (Included 

Tunes 88 -108 MHz. 

Up to 1/2 mile range. 

Sensitive 2 stage audio amplifier, picks 
up sounds at the level of a whisper. 

MICRO -MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER 
Including the battery, this is the Wodds smallest FM 
transmitter. Use with any FM broadcast receiver. Easy 
to assemble, uses pm- assembled circuit board. 

XWB1000 E -Z KIT S49.95 

Transmits a continuous beeping tone. 

Adjustable from 88 
to 108 MHz. 

Up to 1 mile range. 

Works with any FM 
broadcast receiver. 

RACKING TRANSMITTER 
Only 0.7 by 2.4 inches, the XTR100 operates at voltages of 3 
to 18 Volts and is ideal for use in locating lost model rockets, 
bicycles, automobiles, games of hide and seek, and contests. 

XTR100 C Kit S33.95 

Digital voice changing: male to 
female, female to male, adult 
to child, child to adult. 

Use with any modular phone. 

16 levels of voice masking. 

Connects between handset and phone. 

VOICE CHANGING ACCESSORY 
STOP THOSE ANNOYING TELEPHONE CALLSI 
Sound older and tougher when you want to. Not a kit. 

Fully assembled. Use with single or multi -line phones. 

TRANSITION 2001 S59.95 

tA1t11 -sD7 Sew* the paóóc niter 1ÁS1 

.Ep.1CTR01Q74C . AMC. 
12 0 E Broadway Rd. # 113, Tempe AZ 85282 

ACCEPT VISA. MO. COD 
SHIPPING & HANDLING EXTRA 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM XANDI 
30 -DAY REFUND POLICY 
TECH SUPPORT NUMBER (602 -894 -0992) 

Up to 1/2 mile range. 

Miniature photo battery mounts 
right on drcuit board. 

Transmits at 143 MHz. 

Amazing audio sensitivity, picks up 
sounds at the level of a whisper. 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED FM TRANSMITTER 
Including the battery, this is the Worlds smallest crystal con- 
trolled FM transmitter. Transmits to any scanner type re- 

ceiver. Easy to assemble, uses pre -assembled circuit board. 

XTL1000 E -Z KIT S69.95 

Uses sensitive microwave tran- 
sistor amplifier. 

Covers 1 to 2,000 MHz. 

*Compact hand held unit. 

Includes miniature loud speaker for 
audio indication of detected signals. 

SUPER SENSITIVE BUG DETECTOR 
When the XBD200 intercepts a signal in the 1 to 2,000 
MHz range, it emits a growl that increases to a high 
pitched squeal as the signal strength increases. 

XBD200 C Kit S49.95 

Uninterrupted coverage 
of 800 to 950 MHz. oe 
Works with any scanner that 
can receive 400 to 550 MHz. 

800.950 MHz SCANNER CONVERTER KIT 
If your scanner can receive 400 -550 MHz, just add 
the XLC900 for uninterrupted 800 -950 MHz cover- 
age. It converts all 800 -950 MHz signals down to 
400 -550 MHz so your scanner can receive them! 
Add our custom case kit for that 'Professional" look. 

XLC-CASE KIT ........- ...- ....- ......... $13.95 
XLC900 C KIT S49.95 

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 
1- 800 -336 -7389 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG OF OUR PRODUCTS 

Smallest Phone transmit- 
ter anywhere! 
Tunes 88 -108 MHz. 

No batteries required, 
powered by phone line. 

Up to 1/4 mile range. 
Attach to phone line 

anywhere in house. 

SUPER -MINIATURE PHONE TRANSMITTER 
Worlds smallest FM phone transmitter. Use with any 
FM broadcast receiver. Easy to assemble, all drip corn - 
ponants are pre -assembled to the circuit board. 

XSP250 E -Z Kit S34.95 

Use with any FM broadcast receiver. 

Hear every sound in an 
entire house! 

Up to 1 mile range 

Powerful 2 stage 
audio amplifier. 

MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER 
The XFM100 has a super sensitive microphone and is 

capable of picking up sounds at the level of a whisper 
and transmitting them to any FM broadcast receiver. 

XFM100 C Kit S32.95 

Transmit high quality stereo to 
any FM stereo receiver. 

Built -in output level monitor 
for quick and easy tuning. 

Ideal for use with personal 
CD player. 

FM STEREO TRANSMITTER 
Transmit full- bodied Hi Fi stereo to any FM stereo re- 
ceiver. Separate left and right inputs and gain controls. 
Includes an output booster stage for greeter range . 

XFS -CASE KIT 13.95 
XFS108 C KIT 541.95 

SEND MAIL XANDI ELECTRONICS 
ORDERS TO: BOX 25847 

TEMPE AZ 85285 -5647 
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DC/CAD 
introducing... 

THE TERMINATOR 7 
Super High Density Router 

(Complete with Schematic & PCB EDITOR) 

Features the following powerful algorithm & capability: 

Rip - up and Retry 

Pre- routing of SMT components 

Real -Time via minimization 

Real -Time clean up passes 

User defined strategies 

Window 3.0 capability as DOS Task 

1 -mil Autoplacer and Autopanning 

Two -way Cu.rbci and DXF 

Automatic Ground Plane w/ Cross- Hatching 

Complete w/ Schematic & Dolly Libraries 

Optional simulation capability & protected made for 386 users 

* PCB LAYOUT SERVICE AT LOW COST * 

LEASE PROGRAM & SITE LICENSE AVAILABLE 

Design 
Computation 

1771 State Highway 34 
Farmm e NJ 07727 

(9081 681 -770 f9Ò81 681 - 8733 (FAX 

" DC /CAD ... 7Iu focal point of future CAD market " 

CABLE TV 
Converters & Descramblers 

Compatible with 

Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta, 
Pioneer, Oak, & Hamlin 

Equipment 

BRAND NEW! 

6 -MONT1-1 GUARANTEE 

LOWEST PRICES 
Volume Control & Parental Lockout Available 

Greenleaf Electronics 
1- 800 -742 -2567 

NO ILLINOIS SALES 
It is not the intent of Greenleaf Electronics to defraud any pay television operator 

and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same. 

EARN 
MORE 

MONEY! 
Be an ACC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

fr 
No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course prepares 
you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License." This valuable license is 
your professional "ticket" to thousands of 
exciting jobs in Communications, Radio - 
TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics 
and more...even start your own business! 
You don't need a college degree to qualify, 
but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your z 

FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
Q 

FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! g 

Or, Call 1- 800 -932 -4268 Ext. 240 1 
is 

w 

m 
2' a 

1 (. 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed! 

COmmaND PRODUCTIONS 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 240 
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Please rush FREE details immediately! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
J111 
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CONBUMERTRONICB 
2011 Crescent Or., P.O. Drawer 537 

Alemopordo, NM 88310 
Voice' (505) 439 -1778, 439 -8551 

BAM - 7PM MST, Mon - Sa 
Elm; (505) 434 -0234, 434-1778 (orders 
only; N you get voice, enter '411 411' any time); 24-hr 

free Ieoh 8unpot (relates directly to your 
order or prospective order): Tues. nod Thurs. only. 

1974,0119ko 0ú1 QQ_t,AS%QSOYOLQ±Add 15 
total Sift (US, Canada . All Items In stock. VISA, M and OK. 
No CODs or 'bIN me's. New Catalog (200+ offers) w' 
order, $5 wb (check or MO). NO delta. Since 1971. As 
seen on CBS' 0 Minutes.' Forbes, etc By John Williams 

former Lockheed Senior Engineer, NMSU CS Professor, 
DOD Electronic Weapons Engineer, NIH Health Physicist. 
Wanted:7 MAC nix, PC486, better - buy, trade 

All software supports all IBM -PC con. - patlbl x86 systems (8086 Pentium) 

Van c yysiems lala an Rue ' r tees 
ATM2 RFtEMlladaNAllrasoniclR Deteclonllecely- 
ersxmltters/Jammers-1Hasters Security-Surveil- 
lance EM latrWeaponrryytountermeasures Neur- 
ophonedìllotlieronymusfiesonanl Crystal Radlonlcs 

Voice Disgulsers Phone Color Boxes DTMF De- 
coders Lineman's Handsets Bug & Tap Detector/ 
Blaster Carlackitldnap Feller Hearing *ulster 
Shriek Module TENS 6th Sense Communicator 
Subliminal Mlxevemp Levitates Vortex Generator 

Noise Cancelling System Uttrasenslllve Sound/ 
LIght1R'EMF Detectors Electronic Dowser Laser 

Bacteria Detection Kit - morel See our New Catalog! 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 
We deslgnbuildbbtaiMepalvtnodily 4naintalrytonsuf on 
any devicetystemprocessproiect - electdcaPelectronio' 
phonetomputevinechanlcalkipbcalyutomotive for busl- 
nesspersonallnvention need. Confidentiality guaranteed. 
Describe and Include $30 pee- engineering lee (does not 
obligate you). Time and cost estimates in 7 -10 days. 

ompr abono s o e uoi art c es written n 
ASCII) by top hackers & phreakers. Covers every majar 
topic n hackerdom! 3 HO Disks $59. 

COMPUTER PHREAKING 
Describes In detail how computers penetrate each other, 
and how VIRUSES. TROJAN HORSES, WORMS, etc are 
Implemented. Dozens of computer crime and abuse 
methods and countermeasures. Includes disk filled with 
hacker text files and utilities, and the legendary FLU - 
SHOT+ protection system (Ed. Choice, PC Magazine). 
BBS advice, password defeats, glossary - much morel 
Manual + Disks' $39. 

aves.rapping on ' an computer vi.eo signa s using 
an ordinary TV described in detail Includes security lo- 
dustry reports. Range up to 1 KM. Plans include both 
the Consumenronics and the original Top Secret Van 
Eck designs! $29. 

CELLPHONE MODS 
See our Catalog for our infamous cellphnne modifica- 
tion guide ($69) - detailed. comprehensive, covers all 
makes - 10 times more info than competeor's 'guide') 
(Do Special Projects (above) for up -to -date hardware' 
software 

How Voice Mall Box (VMS) systems are used and the 
specific ways they are hacked. Includes ASPEN, MES- 
SAGE CENTER, BIX, GENESIS. EZ, SYDNEY, PHONE 
MAIL AUDIX, CINDY, CENTAGRAM, SPERRY LINK, 
RSVP. etc. Absolutely required for all users, sysops and 
security personnel) $29. 

s o 4t1IFFig a tune o r ronsy lr, 

While 'VOICE MAIL HACKING' details how VMSS are 
hacked for'phun' and profit - ncluding VMS methods 
for hacking PBXs themselves 'PBX HACKING' ad- 
dresses ALL Issues relating to PBX hacking, Including 
countermeasures' Can your business or agency afford a 
$90,000 phone fraud loss (the average loss due to 
hacked PBXs)? As described In Forbes Magazine. $29 

PHREAKING CALLER ID & ANI 
Details on how they work and dozens of effective ways 
el defeating Caller ID, ANI, '69, '57, and Call Blocking 
and '67. Also describes Caller ID, Orange, Beige, 
Cheese and CF Boxes, ESS, SS7, E -911, various 
CLASS services, CHA, NON PUB DA, CAMA, DNR, 
600 -ECR, Divertere, Extenders, Centres - more. $29. 

tens p one co or wxes .escn.e. many cat 
Plus Call Forwarding, Conferenciog, Meek History, 
Glossary. Diverters, Extenders, Loops, REMOBS, 
Bridging Heads A Cans, Opincom, 3rd Party and many 
other non -box methods - more. $39. 

As reported on CBS "BO Minutes": New certain de- 
vices can slow down - even stop - watthour meters - 

whlle loads draw lull power! Device simply plugs Into 
one outlet and normal loads Into other outlets. Also de 
scribes meter creep, overload droop, etc. Plans 529. 
1.0. MANti .Lr External magnetic ways (applied to 
the meter itself) to slow down and stop watthour meters 
while drawing lull loads Plans. $19. 
METEfl r How watthour meters work, calibration, 
error modes (many), ANSI Standards, etc. Demand and 
Polyphase Meters. Eperlmental results to slow and 
sto. meters by others. $19. Any 2, $38. All 3, $59. 

AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES 
ATM crimes, abuses, vulnerabilities and detests ex- 
posed! 100+ methods detailed, Include: Physical, Rep. 
E, cipher, PIN compromise, card counterfeiting, mag- 
netic stripe, false front, TEMPEST, Van Eck, tapping. 
spoofing, Inside bb, super-cool, vibration, pulse, high 
cottage - others. Case hislodes, law, countermeasures, 
detailed security checklist, labeled Memel photos, fig- 
ures. ATMs contain up to $250,000 lo cash) Recent 
$350,000 ATM crime spree still unsolved) $39. 

CREDIT CARD SCAMS 
Cardholders, merchants, banks sutler S Billions In 
losses annually because of credit card fraud. Describes 
every known means of credit card fraud and scams. 
Protect yourself! $28, 

CONS SCAMS & SWINDLES 
Cons d scams and related swindles fleece Americans of 
5100+ Billion per yearl The most comprehensive sur- 
vival manual on cons A scams of all kinds - from the 
classic to hl -tech. Details on 1005 and their many vada- 
bons, and countermeasures. Protect yoursetl $39. 

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY 
r o ice ra.ar s awns ng a so as error rates o 

20 %I Every known error mode stealth method and ma- 
terial used to minimize radar reflections - tactic and 
strategy to fight unjust radar tickets (that cost you 
$100s in insurance and risk cancellation) - methods to 
detect and jam signals - tally described' $29. 

SECRET & SURVIVAL RADIO 
Optimum survival and security radio equipment. meth- 
ods, Ireq allocations and voicetata scrambiingbncod- 
Ing. Includes small recelversiansmitters, telemetry, an- 
tenna optimizations, remote monbodng and control, se- 
curity, surveillance, and ultrasonic, fiber -nplic and Infra- 
red comma. 70+ circuit plans, tables. $29. 

HIGH VOLTAGE DEVICES 
HV devices plans: Stun Gun. Tuer, Prod, Cane, 
Flasher, Blaster, Zapper, AudloA6Radar Jammer, 
Jacob's Ladder, Plasma A Van de Gnat Gens., Fence 
Charger, Geiger Counter, Ozone Gen., Fish Stunner, 
Plant Stirn., Kirllan, morel All dans for on $29. 

UNDER ATTACK! 
Electromagnetic interference and Electronic Weapon 
Attacks cause: Cancer, blrtti defects, and profound psy- 
chological, neurological, cardiovascular and Immune 
system disorders! Destructive to people, animals, plants. 

GT4 equipment! Includes AAL-LASESSIEEMALIACKS 
(we investigated)1 includes how to verify and pinpoint 
EMI and elecuonlc attack sources, and specific counter- 
measures S29 EMT@RAMBIAYTER: Tutorial 
and plans for powerful ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS 
and LAB DEVICES. Optimum circuits, tregs, waveforms, 
duty cycles, Intensities. Thorough. $29. Both $49. 

RADIONICS MANUAL 
Exciting electrical, electronic, electromagnetic therapeu- 
tic, diagnostic e, preventive devices (mostly experimen- 
tal). History, descriptions, plans (dozens), avallabilioes 
of Radiants' Devices from early to modem. While drugs 
cost S Hundreds, electricity costs pennies! $29. REAL 

r Plans for 3 moor electronic therapeutic 
ea at types approved by FOX 919. Both $39. 

CRYPTANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Ive powerful menu -driven crypto programs re .CIM and 
BAS source code) to analyze, decrypt (secure" cl- 
phertexts. Worked -out examples. Recommended by pres- 
hglous'Computers 8 Security" Manual + Disk' $29. 

ORDER f t : MAGNITUDE 
e mos comers ens ve, an- r' ng - ec sur- 

vivat book ever written) Topics Include electronics, 
computers, energy, weapons, concealment, revenge, 
alarms, etc to survive today's dangerous world. We all 
lace klcreasingly financially and physically brutal times! 
Field- expedient use of technology In various threat and 
conflict environments and scenanos. $49. 

ROCKET'S. RED GLARE 
How to design and build solid -propellant amateur and 
survival rockets. Emphasis on formulation, manufacture, 
Installation of propellants, motors, Igniters, etc. Includes 
Ilst of commonly available materials, and the design of 
launch pads and test beds and theft electronics. $29. 
FIREWORKS: flow firecrackers (M -80s, blockbust- 
ers, cherry bombs), small rockets, volcanos, fountains, 
spenders and safely fuses are made and colored. 
Simple, cheap, common Ingredients. $9. Both $36. 

SAVVY DRIVING 
Detailed, comprehensive manual describes 100+ tacti- 
cal and strategic driving tips. Includes how to avoid and 
evade criminals, avoid and evade head -on collisions and 
other accidents, properly react to accidents, emergen- 
cies and police pullovers, avoid tickets, minimize Insur- 

nee premiums and loss risk, prepare for trips and op- 
mize routes and long- distance driving, optimize 
arking, more. For all drivers - beginners to pros. 929. 

Powedu versati e, menu -.r en - aryames aut..- 
aler lets you dial any quantity (up to 10K) or mio of locar/ 
long distance numbers M any order, over any length of p 
time, whether busy or answered (your choice) and log 
the times, commands and results to monitor, printer 
and -or disk Quick -dial directory of up to 600 numbers. 
BUSY recital options. Direct modem command and con- 
trol. All Result Codes, Including VOICE and RINGING. 
Optional shell to terminal program upon CONNECT. Exit 
to menu or DOS (tor batching(. Manual + Disk' $29. 

Bold for educational purpose. only 

ULTIMATE SUCCESS MANUAL 
Underpaid, overworked, harassed or abused? Victim of 
office politics? Stuck In a dead-end job? Can't find a 

good lob? Expect to be !aid on. tired or transferred soon? 
The uhimate no-holds-barred, looking-after-Ail Machia- 
vellian techniques to find, obtain, optimize and keep top 
jobs, pay and benefits. THE RULES OF THE GAME FOR 
A GAME WITHOUT RULESI From resume to CEO. $29. 

CABLE TV 
Universal Descrambler 

NEW PR ID T 
UNIVERSAL 5000 $199.95 

Our fully assembled product is factory tested and 
GUARANTEED to work on your system. 

MODEL 4000 KIT $ 79.95 
The 4000 KIT comes with all the electronic parts 
and our Cad designed PC board. We provide parts 
list, full schmatic, wiring diagram and tutorial. 

MODEL4000AEnclosure $ 44.95 
The 4000A Enc. Package wil l provide the hobbyist, 
who has our 4000 Kit, a custom enclosure, AC 
adaptor and finish accessories to enclose their kit. 

i 

MODEL 4000 And 5000 Features 
The latest in Video Amplification Technology. 
New clocking circuits to stabilize color and 
picture performance. 
The most advanced picture locking circuitry. 
Inverted Video Option is available. 
NO CONVERTER BOX is necessary. 

TheHalcyon Group 1- 800 -664 -6999 

Make your projects 
speak for themselves... 

Ours 
DIGITAL VOICE RECORDERS 

Record up to 218 seconds 
1 to 8 messages 
High quality speech 12 bit 
Switch -closure actuation 
Sample rates up to 20Khz 
On -board backup 
Direct speaker output 
Wide operating range 
Small size 2.6" X 2.6" 
Made in U.S.A. 

MODEL Audiod' 218 

Call or write for more information 
OEM price and delivery available 

Custom designs and enclosures 
Single unit price $149.00 plus s +h 

Quantity pricing as low as $99.00 

uammommo 
402 Riley Road, New Windsor, NY 12553 

(914) 564 -5347 
Specifications and price subject to change. 
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AMPEL Offers Lowest Prices & Best Warranties on 
DC Power Supplies ANYWHERE! 

AMPEL Offers Superior Analog Power 

Supplies Starting as Low as $149.00 

IA -St, Output noise rating less than O.3mV. 

.ine /l(ad regulation rated at low 0.01'N, lm\ . 

Transient response time of 50ía Sec. 

) erl ad protection, and Output enable/disable. 
Coarse and fine voltage /current adjustment. 
auto series/parallel operations for tr plc mtput supplies. 

A4REL Offers Features And Prices on Digital 

Power Supplies That The Competition Can't Beat! 

1 cropmeessor controlled. 
'ser friendly keypad data entry. 

output noise rating less than I r 1V. 

'i.inc /load regulation rated less than 2mV. 

' )11T pla c°iahlc' disable and Power off memory. 
á )-itiunal RS -2i 2 interface capability 

vk(hI ll'N-iUl l.P', 102 .112, 1113 1.ILS-ILIE I1'"4-1115 LPS-lOb 

A IA -.,.A.,\ ,A. .'.IA'IA ti+A_;A nuA'IA 

m 

PRT 

IJ'S-301 IPS-302 1.1 '+-303 
IA tA;II, 

\I 

+Sr, 

aaiT unnkoi:ir+ Rnad Slier Sorra. Maryland 20910 Fax: 800 -545 -COF8 

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Forest 

Çh:f#ro 
Are you overpaying .. . 

... your cable company? 

You are if ... 
... you are leasing their 
equipment. 

Forest Electronics, Inc. offers a complete line of 

New Cable Decoders and Converters tl=at 

are fully Compatible with your cable system. 

Alf systems come with: Remote Cent-al,, & 

Parental Guidance Feature. Volume Control 
is also available. 

All Equipment is fully guaranteed & comes 
with a 30 day money back option. 

For More information Call Us 24 Hours a Day At 

800-332-1996 
FAX: 708 -860 -9048 

CO NTRO 
RELAYS LIGHTS MOTORS M E _ e< ERG 

TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LIGHT LEVELS HUMIDITY NPea 
SWITCH POSITIONS THERMOSTATS LIQUID LEVELS 

MODEL 30 $79 

24 EMES DIGITAL I/O 
8 CHANNEL. 

8 611 11/0/ IN 

12 61T COUNTER 

Its Z32 INTERFACE 

ñY DIGITAL 1.0 

$ ANALOG INPUTS 

ANALOG OUTPUTS 

COUNTERS 24 BIT ',. 

" - 100 LINT A/O 
ANATOG OUTPUTS 

3 TIMER COUNTERS 

24 DIGITAL I/O 

Rl8aMct 
TRMS. 20 AMPS 

,12 RIT AID 

'OPTO ISOLATED 

;COMPLETE OMM 

MODEL 40 $99 

RS.212 INTERFACE 

28 LINES DIGITAL 00 
8 ANALOG INPUTS 

PWM OUTPUT 

RS.232 INTERFACE 

78 SIT ART 

5.5 DIGIT 

UP TO 60 SMP/SEC 

Prairie Digital, inc. 
PHONE 608 -643 -8599 FAX 608 -643 -6754 
846 SEVENTEENTH STREET PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN 53578 

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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+ ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS 
CABLE VIEW 

ERAS II 
ELECTRICAL 
SUPPLY & 
WAREHOUSING 
CORPORATION 

ERS...get back to your BASIC Cable Needs 

Call 800- 577 -8775 
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs. 

5 GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT : PRICE 
: EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE 
: WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING 

ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR BRANDS) 
ANY SIZE ORDER FILLED WITH SAME DAY SHIPPING 

We handle NEW equipment ONLY - Don't trust last years OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock! 
COMPETITIVE PRICING-DEALERS WELCOME 

HOURS: Monday -Saturday 9 -5 C.S.T. 

It is not the intent of B.E.S. V.to defraud any pay television operator an we will not assist any company or individual in doring the same 
'Refer to sales personnel for spe,ificanons 

P.O. Box 8180 Bartlett, IL 60103 800- 577 -8775 

CABLE T.V. EQUIPMENT 1 
Friendly, Knowledgeable Service 

ORDERS CALL: 
1 -800 -361 -4586 

All Equipment New 
Convertors & Descramblers 

30 Day Money Back Guarentee 
6 Month Warranty 

Visa, MC, C.O.D. Welcome 

KDE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1494 

Addison, IL 60101 
Info. 708 -889 -0281 HRS: Mon -Fri, 9 -6 CST 
Fax 708 -889 -0283 Sat, 9 -3 CST 

Loo Cost CAD Software 
or the IBM PC and Compatibles 

Now In Windows" ' 

*III Design & 
Simulation 

rwwvuv 

PCB ml{^ 

Layout 

^ Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD) for circuit diagrams, only 
$149. Includes netlisting, bill of materials, extensive parts libraries, More 
parts, and automatic wiring available in enhanced CAD package 
(SuperCAD +) for only $249. 
Powerful, event -driven digital simulator (SuperSIM) allows you to check logic 
circuitry quickly before actually wiring it up. Works directly within the 
SuperCAD editor from a pulldown menu and displays results in "logic 
analyzer" display window. Starting at $149 this is the lowest cost simulator on 
the market. Support for PALs, a larger library and a separate interactive logic 
viewer are available in full- featured SuperSIM+ for only $399. Library parts 
include TTL, CMOS and ECL devices. 

^ Circuit board artwork editor and autorouter programs (SuperPCB), starting at 
$149. Produce high quality artwork directly on dot matrix or laser printers. You 
can do boards up to 16 layers including surface mount. Includes Gerber and 
Excellon file output. Autorouter accepts netlists and placement data directly 
from the SuperCAD schematic editor. 

^ Low cost combination packages with schematics and PCB design: 2 -layer for 
$399, 16 -layer for $649. 
DOS version available. 

Write or call for free demo disks: 
MENTAL AUTO IVIATIOR 

5415 - 136th Place S.E. 
Bellevue, WA 98006 

(206) 641-2141 
BBS (206) 641 -2846 
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TR980 $299 

9003atZto 1 GNz 

tR-atW-= 

..#810r¡,¡¡it . 
.wa *A44+t4f, .....« 

Tom Free, 24 Heurs! For orders, dial 800 445 7717. For 
Fax Facts Instant catalog sheet service, dal 317 349 

86E3. Computer BBS 317 -579 -2(145. Fax 317 849 8794. 
Email: ACESCANS@aol.com Mastercard, Visa, 

Checks, Approvec P.O.'s & COD (add $5.510) & AMEX, 
Discover. Prices, specs and availability subject to 

change. Grourd shipping and andling charge $3.95. 
10707 E. 106t1-. St. Fishers, IN 46(138 

SCE COMMUNICATIONS 
CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CAFE 

SHOW TIME CABLE 
Your Cable 
Connection 

To The Stars! 

vi? 

Order your FREE 
catalog today! 

1 -800- 643 -4258 

1 
STARGATE SST 

Converters & Descramblers 
All Makes & Models 
Quantity Discounts 
30 -day Money Back Guarantee 
Best Warranties 

Show Time Cable 
643 N 98th St STE 260 

Omaha, NE 68114 

COD MasterCard Visa Amex Discover 

FEEirinr°iz 
PCB Artwork 

Made Easy! 
PRINTED CIRCUIT DESIGN SOFTWARE 

for 

Layout- Autorouting- Schematic 
O Supports all Video Modes including Super VGA 
O Copper Flooding for Building Ground Areas 
O Gerber and Excellon Output 
O Create Negative & Positive Printouts 
O Autoroute Single & Double Sided Boards 

O Mirror Image Output for Laser & DeskJet tm 

O NEW DOS Pricing (Ask for New Price List) 
O NEW! - DOS Ver. - PCBoards 2.0/ PCRoute 5.1 

O Parts Library-Silk Layer - Includes All Ouput Drivers 
O Great for All Circuit Design Projects! 

Download Demos from BBS (205)933 -2954 

PCBoards Layout Only 

Windows tm Layout starts at 
Call or Write for Full Product Line, Prices & Demo Packages 

PCBoards 
2110 14th Ave. South 
Birmingham, AL 35205 

(800)473 -7227 
Fax (205)933 -2954 
Phone (205)933 -1122 
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IMPROVE 
YOUR 

IMAGE! 
WITH OUR tllQ ariT11 ::. " 

BEFORE . AFTER 

SUPER VHS 

MODEL 

AV Atl AREE 

The clearest picture possible 
playing back movies. 

GUARANTE 
to eliminate copy protection. 

No Rolls/Jitters/Flickers/Fading 
Works on all TV's, VCR's Beta & Cable 
Gold Video Connectors & Cables Included 
2 Year Warranty 
Money Back p a a Liu Guarantee 

V I5 /ON 
ELECTRONICS 
1 -500- 562 -2252 

2125 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA, NE 68130 

Parts Express 
Parts 
Express is 

proud to 
announce that 

we now stock the 
NTE line of replace- 

ment semiconductors. 
NTE has been 

supplying the electronics 
industry with top notch replacement parts 
for over 15 years. All NTE 
products meet or exceed 
industry specifications and 
offer an exclusive 2 year 
manufacturer warranty. 
We also offer a complete 
line of parts for the service repair 
industry. Test equipment, loudspeakers, 
video and audio heads, magnetrons, 

belts, idler assemblies, 
tools, soldering equip- 
ment, just to name some 
of the 12,000 items we 
stock. Ask about our new 
dealer program for 
resellers. Call toll free for 
a copy of our FREE 212 
page catalog. Source 

Code: POM 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1 -800- 338 -0531 
marts Express 340 E First St, Dayton, Ohio 45402 -1257 

Phone: 513- 222 -0173 Fex: 513- 222 -4644 

CIRCLE 148 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

It started in America! 

The creators are the masters 
in manufacturing the finest 
video products... 

You probably don't associate VCR's with Amer- 
ican technology. Fact is, video recording has its 
origins in America and it was 3M that brought 
video recording out of the lab and into your liv- 
ing room. Today, 3M video tape is the choice of 
all the major networks. No other tape company 
has ever won an Oscar or an Emmy. 3M Black 
Watch tape follows in this tradition -service and 

quality go hand in hand. Here are three Black 
Watch products you should be using at home! 

Clean up! With constant playing and using of de- 

'grading dry or wet cleaners, the output of your 
video tapes has slowly diminished to an unac- 
ceptable level and the VCR plays as if it has a head 

cold! The culprit is most likely clogged and dirty 
video and/or audio heads. The 3M Black WatchTM 

Head Cleaner Videocassette uses a patented mag- 

netic tape -based cleaning formation to remove 
head clogging debris. No foreign substances such 

as cloth, plastics or messy liquids and no harsh 

abrasive materials are present. The cleaner's us- 

able life is 400 cleanings or more! 

It's easy to use. Place the 3M Black Watch' MHead 

Cleaner Videocassette in the VCR and press the 

Play button. A pre- recorded message will appear 

clearly on your screen and an audible tone is heard, 

telling you that the cleaning process is now com- 
pleted. No guess work; you never over clean! 
Priced at $19.95. 

For the VCR! Once your VCR's record and play- 
back heads are cured, and the unit plays like new, 

consider using the finest videocassette you can 

buy -the 3M Black WatchTM T120 Hi Pro VHS 
4410 Videocassette. The 4410 is the highest per- 

forming videocassette available today for use with 
all standard format VHS recording hardware! 

Here's what you hear and see....A sharp, clear pic- 
ture- brightest ever colors -freedom from streaks, 

flashes and snow -outstanding high -fidelity audio 
reproduction- optimum camcorder perfor- 
mance- maintains recording integrity. 3M Black 
WatchTM video tape is 100% laser inspected to 

guarantee surface smoothness and drop -out free 

performance. Priced at $8.00 

You saw it here first! 3M Black WatchTM 0900 
8mm video tape cassette loaded into your Hi Band 

camcorder delivers the finest picture and sound 

possible in the 8mm format. Extremely fine par- 

ticles of pure iron alloyed with nickel and cobalt 
deliver a video performance exceeding 400 lines of 
horizontal resolution. You get the advantage of an 

exceptional video image with superior audio re- 

For the 
clearest 
pictures 
you ever 
record! 

production. This means your Hi 8 format cam- 
corder will produce the best video and audio def- 
inition possible. With the 3M Black WatchTM 8mm 
cassette, the recording capability and performance 
of your camcorder will be significantly enhanced. 
Priced at $14.95. 

rClaggk Inc. - 3M VHS Special Offer 
P.O. Box 4099, 
Farmingdale, 
New York 11735 

1 

Yes, I like your offer and here is my order for 
3M Black WatchTM products! 

3M Black WatchTM 0900 Hi Band -120 
8mm Cassette 
($14.95 each) $ 

3M Black WatchTM T120 Hi Pro VHS 
4410 Videocassette 
($8.00 each) $ 

3M Black WatchTM Head Cleaner 
Videocassette 
($19.95 each) $ 

Shipping and handling per order $4.00 

Total Amount in U.S. Funds only$ 

New York residents add local sales tax. 
Canadians add $6.00 per order. No foreign 
orders. Do not send cash. 

Bill my VISA MasterCard 

Card No. 

Expire Date //_ 
Signature 

Name (Please print) 

Address 

City State ZIP 
L J 
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*Test Equipment, Semiconductors, Chemicals, 
Tools, TV/VCR Parts 

Over 21,000 Stocked and Ready To Ship Within 24 Hours 
Fast Shipping From Reno, NV and Dayton, OH 
*Two Day Delivery to Most of the U.S. at Ground Rates 
Customer Toll Free Technical Assistance Line 

Simplify your business with MCM Electronics. Broad selection, 
competitive pricing and fast, low cost shipping have made us the 
#1 choice among repair technicians. Call today and you'll discover... 
MCM is the only source you need! 

MCM IS AN 

RCAo 
PREMIER 

DISTRIBUTOR 

For Your Free Catalog, Call 

-800 - 543 -4330 
ours: to -r fa.m.- sp.m., gat. sa.m.- op .m. EST 

MCM ELECTRONICS 
650 CONGRESS PARK DF. 
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459 -4072 

A PREMIER Company 

CIRCLE 165 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CODE: P0P24 

Learn MICROCONTROLLERS 
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and 
PROGRAMMING with 
the New AES -10 
The AES -10... a complete 
learning system, a complete 
embedded control system. 
Extensive manuals guide you r,, `a 
through your 8051 development project. +' yYi , o 

Assembly, BASIC, and C programmable. 
All hardware details, complete schematics. 
Learn to program the LCD, keypad, digital and 
analog I/Os . The entire board is software reconfigurable 
for your applications. Everything you need, nothing extra required. 

' 444\ 
i a 

80C32 Computer /Microcontroller board with: 

i2K Byte ROM , 32K Byte RAM 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal 
Display 4 by 5 Keypad Two serial ports 5 interrupt 
sources 3 timers A/D , D /A, PWM and digital I/O Built in 
Logic Probe Power supply (can also be battery operated) 
Extended Intel BASIC and AES Monitor in ROM RS -232 
cable to connect to PC for programming 8051/52 DOS Cross 
Assembler Program disks with well documented examples 
User's Manual, Language Manual, and Text (over 400 pages). 

AES -I0 $285 Complete 
Money Back Guarantee 

AES 
Free Info Pack, M/C Visa 

714 - 550 -8094 
Fax 714 - 550 -994 l 

CALL 1 800 - 730 -3232 

970 W. 17th St., Santa Ana, California, 92706 USA 

Electronic 
Training Videos 

Learn electronics quickly and 
easily with UCANDO's computer- 
animated training videos. Students 
can learn at their own pace and 
professionals will find the 

UCANDO videos to be a valuable 
source of reference material. If 

these videos aren't the best 
learning tools you've ever seen, 
return them within 30 days for a 

complete refund. These videos are being used by Tech -Schools, CET's, 
Military Branches, Ham Operators, Industries, and more, across the 
United States and around the world. Order today and see how UCANDO 
is ... 

"Changing The Way The World Learns Electronics." 

VCR Maintenance & Repair ... $29.95 All others ... $44.95 each 
Intro to VCR Repair Direct Current Alternating Current 

Semiconductors Power Supplies s Amplifiers Oscillators Digital 1 

Digital 2 Digital 3 Digital 4 Digital 5 Digital 6 AM Radio FM 

Radio Part 1 FM Radio Part 2 TV Part 1 intro to TV' TV Part 2 

"The Front End" TV Part 3 "Audio'' Fiber Optics.* Laser Technology 

SAVE!!! 6 videos for only $240 or 12 videos for only $450 

VISA 

hta.lerCard 

1- 800 -678 -6113 s. 

or mail check or money order to. V.clif 

UCANDO Videos 
P.O. Box 928 

Greenville, OH 45331 

FREE Shipping ... FREE Catalog 
117 
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PUT YOUR PC TO WORK! 
THIS IS THE MACHINE YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR! 
Imagine using your computer to turn 3D CAD drawings into actual working parts! Machine 
and drill printed circuits directly from blank material. Fabricate intricate mechanical 
components from raw plastic or aluminum. Route wood to make signs or "digitally" carve 
three dimensional art objects AND MORE! Sound interesting? You bet it is and with your 
creativity the sky's the limit! The NEURACTOR CNC -4 +,5 & 6 Desktop Manufacturing 
Systems may be just the edge you need! Utilizing patent pending technology the 
ROBOMAX and NEURACTOR CNC kits provide you with machining resolution of .001". All 
mechanical components are pre -fabricated, pre -machined, plated and painted. The CNC - 

4+ machines an area approximately 185[185(4.6" and includes 
four 83 oz/in CY- MOTORs. The CNC -5 & 6 (425[42'84.6" and 
665í425c4.6" respectively) include four 125 oz/in CY- MOTORS. 
Interface card, 5 amp power supply, 10 pitch steel lead screws, 4 proprietary Slide Block 
polished steel guide -rods, toolholder bracket, hardware, etc., are included with each unit. 
surface.) Ifs a complete kit! All you do is put it together, calibrate it and TURN IT LOOSE! 
A FREE, FULL- FEATURED 3D CAD/CAM SOFTWARE PACKAGE 
WITH EACH UNIT! CNC -4+ is $595 + 24.95 S/H, CNC -5 is $895 
+ 57.95 SM, CNC -6 is $995 + 69.95 SM. ROBOMAX(tm) Vertical 
MiniMill is $695 + 49.95 S/H. Order now or call about our 
complete line of supplies & accessories! MICRO -DRILLS, FLEX - 
SHAFTS, MILLS & BITS, ETCHERS, CHEMICALS, BLANK 
BOARDS, ETC.! Allow 4 weeks min. for delivery. CALL NOW! 

U.S. CYBERLAB, 14786 Slate Gap Rd., West Fork, AR 72774 (501) 839 -8293 

actuator mechanisms, 4 aluminum linear actuator channels, 
(You provide Dremel(tm) Tool or flex -shaft router and work 

IF THATS NOT EXCIMNO ENOUGH, WE'RE THROWING IN 

CHALLENGER SYSTEM 
33- Channel 52dB+ Gain 
Complete Grid $265 
Five Year Warranty 
FREE SHIPPING 

Qualit Microwave TV S stems 
WIRELESS CABLE - ITFS - MMDS 
ATV - INTERNATIONAL - S -BAND 
Amplifiers Antennas Books Components 
Filters Systems Video Products 

RF Frequency 1990 - 2700 MHz 
Cable Ready - VHF - UHF Outputs 
SASE For !'FREE" Catalog or Send $1 

PHILLIPS.TECH ELECTRONICS 
PO Box 8533 Scottsdale, AZ 85252 
ORDER LINE 800 -880 -MMDS 
CATALOG / INFO 602- 947 -7700 
FAX LINE 602- 947 -7799 
Visa M/C Amx Disc COD's Qt Pricin 

CIRCLE 164 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 

BP85- Designed to help the user 
find possible substitutes for a pop- 
ular use -oriented selection of mod- 
ern transistors. Includes devices 
produced by more than 100 manu- 
facturers. Wherever possible, equiv- 
alents are sub -divided into Europe- 
an, American and Japanese types 
Material type, polarity and manu- 
facturer are also shown. To order 
BP85 send $9.95 (includes shipping and handling) 
in the US and Canada to Electronic Technology Today 
Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762- 
0240. US funds only. Use US bank check or Interna- 
tional Money Order. Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. 
MA08 

Trnnelsfonal 
E,u,uale:,te. 
Gwde 

o 

EPROM+ 
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 

USES PARALLEL PORT 
EPROMS (24,28,32 & 40 PIN*) +27C AND 25XX 
1702 *,2708,TMS2716 *,32,32A,64;64 A,128,128A 
256,512,513,011,010, 101,1001,1000,1024,210,020 
2001,220,2048,4001/2,040,080,240,4096,68764/66 
FLASH EPROMS 28F256, 28E512, 28F010 
28 F020,29C25 7,29C0I 0,290040,29 F010,29 F040 
EEPROMS & NVRAMS (18,24 & 28 PIN+CXX) 
2210, 2212, 2804, 2816, 2816A, 2817, 2864, 2865 
28256, 28C010, DS 1220, DS 1225, DS 1230 
SERIAL EEPROMS * (8 & 14 PIN PLUS CXX) 
ER1400,M58657, 2401,02,04,08,16,32,65, 2444 
59C1 1,80011 A, 9306,46,56,66,8572,82,92, I68/9XX 
BIPOLAR PROMS* (16 THROUGH 24 PINS) 
74SXXX AND 82SXXX FAMILY 
MICROCONTROI LERS* 8741, 42, 48, 49, 8751 
C5I, 52, C52, 87C5XXX, 87C75X, 89C5X, 68705 
68HC705, 68HC711E9, PIC I6CXX, TMS7742 
ADAPTER REQUIRED - DIAGRAMS INCLUDED 

SOFTWARE - READ, VERWY,PROGRAM,COPY 
DISK FILE LOAD /SAVE, CHECKSUM, FULL 
SCREEN BUFFER EDITOR W/20 COMMANDS 
READS HEX, S- RECORD AND BINARY FILES 
FAST -DEVICES PROGRAM IN UNDER 20 SEC 
RUGGED (9 "X6 "X3 ")ENCLOSURE W /HANDLE 
MADE IN USA - 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

SYSTEM INCLUDES: 
PROGRAMMING UNIT 
PRINTER PORT CABLE 

POWER PACK, MANUAL 
AND SOFTWARE. 

289 
ADD $5.00 SHIPPING 

S5.00 C.O.D. 
VISA/MASTERCARD 

ANDROMEDA RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 222, MILFORD, OH 45150 
(513) 831 -9708 FAX (513) 831 -7562 

11.111111111 
To all the people who think the press goes 

too far sometimes, consider the alternative. 

WASHINGTON (AP) - New details 
about the N. 's 19.. 1. 

ndler 
of reenpeace, said their research had 
established that 
h 

111111111111111 
was involved, where it was destined and 
where it was bound. It did concede in 1986 
that the incident was classified as among Lis 

n 

To learn more about the role of a 
Free Press and how it protects your 
rights, call the first Amendment 
Center at I- 800 -542 -1600. 

If the press 
didn't tell us, 
who would? 

A publk service MCSLIC oink Ad Council and The Sockly Prokssanallournalisis 2:11 
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PE MARKET CENTER 
CLASSIFIEDS 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ELECTRONICS FOR SALE 

THE case Against Patents. Thoroughly tested 
and proven alternatives that work in the real world. 
$28.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809 -C, 
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428 -4073. Visa/MC. 

REMOTE control miniature encoded transmitters 
and receivers. Send for free catalog to: INVEN- 
TIVE SOLUTIONS, PO Box 8, Stratford, NY 
13470. 

PLANS -KITS -SCHEMATICS 
BUILD - five- digit, ohms, capacitance, frequen- 
cy, pulse, multimeter. Board and instructions 
$9.95. BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, 179 May, 
Fairfield, CT 06430. 

ALL -In -one catalog. AM /FM /ham /spy, transmit- 
ters, amplifiers, receivers. Voice scramblers /dis- 
guisers, audio, TV, Tesla coils, plans, "sacre!" 
books, kits, imports, exports and more. Start your 
own licensed or unlicensed radio station, 60 full 
pages for $1.00. PAN -COM INTERNATIONAL, 
PO Box 130 -H11, Paradise, CA 95967. 

FIBER optic educational experiments kit. In- 
cludes: Tutorial, w /experiments, 40ft fiber assort- 
ment, + cutting tool. $19.95 + S/H (609) 
468 -1660. 

HOBBYIST circuits - Remote room monitor, 
tone decoder, long distance circuit control. Simple 
unusual experiments for the novice. CATALOG 
$2.00 - GARRETT PLANS, PO Box 155, 
Jamesburg, NJ 08831. 

CRYSTAL Set Handbook - Visit antiquity by 
building the radios your grandfather built. Assem- 
ble a "Quaker Oats' rig, wind coils that work and 
make it look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 plus 
$4.00 for shipping and handling. CLAGGK Inc., 
PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. US funds 
only! USA and Canada - no foreign orders. 

CIRCUITS! Circuits! The very best in plans, kits, 
schematics, and books. Too many to list. Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed! Send for free listing. HOB - 
BYTECH, Dept. PE1, 1748 SE Alder, Hillsboro, 
OR 97123. 

HEATH COMPANY is selling photocopies of most 
Heathkit manuals. Only authorized source for 
copyright manuals. Phone: (616) 925 -5899, 8 -4 
ET. 

DIRECTIONAL microphone! Inexpensive to 
make but can professionally record the faintest 
sound from a distance. Send $5.00: FREEDOM 
ENTERPRISE, PO Box 69059, Edmonton, Alber- 
ta T6U -1A0. 

UNIVERSAL remote control systems infrared, 
RF, miniature transmitters, receivers. Items for 
novice, technician or educator. Combine your 
home and vehicle control. Automate anything. 
Free catalog. INVENTIVE SOLUTIONS, PO Box 
8, Stratford, NY 13470. 

THIS ad could save your life, combustible gas, 
CO2, EMI and other exotic sensors SMT (Sur- 
face Mount Tech) Kits w/ tools, manuals, & 
PCB's both analog and digital. For free catalog 
write /call pcSMT CO., 9018 Balboa Blvd. #574, 
Northridge, CA 91402 or call (818) 890 -3211 
7 -5pm PST. Visa /MC. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
MULTIMETER best price with one year warranty. 
$14.95 DCV /A, ACV (200 &750), OHM, HFE, Di- 
ode Test, 3.5 digit. $24.95 add ACA, ACV 
(200m -700), 20m -ohm resistance. $39.95 add ca- 
pacitance (2nF- 20uF). CA residents 8.25% tax. S/ 
H 1 -10 pieces $4.00. Mail check to: ANC TECH- 
NOLOGY, 1105 Flagler Lane, Redondo Beach, 
CA 90278. 

CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

er r..... 

We Carry A Full Line of Premium Descramblers And Converters Compatible With: 

JERROLDTM (Add -ons and Combos) 
GENERAL INSTRUMENTSTM 
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA 
PIONEERTM 
TOCOMTM 
ZENITHTM 
HAMLINT" 
OAKT" (all except Sigma) 

GUARANTEED TO WORK OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

BEST PRICES FREE CATALOG 
Please have the MAKE & MODEL # of your area's cable box ready when you call! 

ALLSTARELECTRONICS HOURS:9-6 M- F1Da Sat EST 

1 7 2 72 14 
It Is not the 'Meta of ANafar Electronics to dreefrraud .ntly Pa 1V Anyone implying theft of service will be 

reference 110 4 Queens Blvd., 0466, Foreatst t HUIS, NY 1P40 NYSeSpec SALES! 
owners and we used for 

Prototype it 
0CI R52 I 

FAST! 
wM, AotOQulce B0.S, Or D 

rF"vvRpA.,m M RAN 
ai+ m,oun Now me 

Rs¢.uC.É ,w-De2sm., ; Par.-eou2ee. 
,emro run .e.only 

.D .DOS Cmuavemtse,uca.CSO 

Pro,oOUlca Zd .q 8051 

$99.00 
R w ,a ,^'" " 

, (513)e61-2060 
Horn Ina w WITWTPROORaYl11R01 

S URVELLANCE m COUNTERSURVEILLANCE Electlomc Devices 

Hidden Video Cameras Electronic Kits Voice Changers 

Bug and Phone 1apDetectore Shotgun Mks Micro Recorders 

¿chicle Tracking Locksmithing AND MORE! 

Extra Lon? Play Telephone Recorders - Silently Tapes 512500 
Incoming /Outgoing Phone calls automatically.. and up 

SPY FOR CATALOG SEND $5.00 TO...P.O. Box 337, 

CUTLET Buffalo, NY 14226 (716) 691 -3476 - (716) 695.8660 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
S U R V E I L L A N C E 
VHF & UHF 

PROFESSIONAL ENCASED PARTIALLY 
ASSEMBLED TRANSMITTER KITS 

Countersurveillance. Also Tunable '0 to 305 MHz Kits. We 
Design P. Manufacture Our Equipment. Custom Design. 

FOR CATALOG SEND $2.00 TO: 
SHEFFIELD ELECTRONICS CO., P.O Box 377940-B 

Chicago. IL 60637.7940. Tel. (312) 324 -2196 

!!! cROADCAST FARTHER !!! 
The mode 1325 s a 75- 110MHz RF amplifier that connects to mono or 

s.ereo FM transmitters and produces a powerful 15-20 watt signal which 

could br, adcast up to 5 miles or morel Requires 75 -250 mW drive. 

Rep by sep plans complete with part source ,e PLUS S2 5 &H 
leformation and antenna designs ... ONLY 14 NO CO . U., 

Progressive Concepts 
1434 N. MILLS AVE.. SUITE A 

LAREMONT, CA 91711 (909) 626 -4969 (9091 626-4FAX 
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I Test & Measuring Instruments 
20 MHZ, 2- Channel, 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
4 model #0S-622B 
olD 20MHz, Dual Channel 
4 High Sensitivity 1 mV /DIV 

N Synchronization 
Z axis input 

oo ALT Triggering Function 
Hold Off Function 

4 Trigger Level Lock Function 
4 CH 1 Output 

Includes Probes (x1, x10) 
On 2 Year Warranty 

.i.- PRINT é= -:e ' /. Products International 

(1800-638-2020 
w 

Test Instruments, Equipment, Tools & Supplies For Electronic Production, Maintenance & Service 
8931 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800 -638 -2020 * Fax 800 -545 -0058 

CIRCLE 162 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

I UNIVERSAL SOFTWARE KEY EMULATOR 
I 

Small size, low power, ISA bus 
Universal Keys emulating capability 
One board replaces many Software Keys 
No need to swap or install Software Keys 
switching from system to system 
Release Keys stacking problems 
Release Multiple Keys incompatibility 
Free up printer port. Keep Keys in Safe 
Stand alone operations 
Easy to use. Plug, Learn and Emulate 

I l l l l i l l h111111114111111111111111 

USKEY - $179 

KEY SIGNATURE ANALYZER / EMULATOR 

120 

Included all USKEY functions plus: 

Client -Server Hookup Configuration 
Captures all Client Signatures and 
Processing done on a Server PC 
Dynamic Signatures Learn, Emulate, 
or Save while Client runs Applications 
Large on -board 256K Data Pattern 
for multiple, large Signatures storage 
Signature Analyzer and Emulation 
Interactive Program Generation 
Advanced Software Key Developments 
Engineering Aided Probing 

un ? 
1111111111111111111111111111111 

KSEA-7 $279 

E - TRACE INSTRUMENTS CORP. i 210 - 493 - 4546 MAJOR CARDS - COD 
Fax 210 - 349 - 8573 Dealer Inquiry Welcome 

Many in use. Proven Technology. Happy Emulation Guarantee. 

Fix Your Own VCR! 
"Do It Yourself" with The VCR Preventative 

Maintenance, Head -Cleaning and Repair Kit. 

LNrp- -' Nam "I i VI S DOITS. u 
, L ll 4 YOURSELF ua_:4L., 
HEAD CLEANING AND REPAIR KIT 1 

OMIII t e Ur 
, NM III= tlry NR 

7=,,-; es! - U 
II .,,00,..):,),1 -ui 
1 - ,:=-:',:,-.Z.::: 0 
1111101111111 IMAM 

It's Easy and SAVES $$$$ 
This kit includes: An instructional video tape 

step by step booklet which covers all makes and models 
supplies needed to repair 95% of all VCR problems; 

fuzzy picture, no play, eating tapes and more. 

$14.95 Plus S &H 
Kit without instructional tape $7.95 

Call 1 -800- 944 -VCRS 
ECP Electronics Inc. 

30 day money back guarantee! 
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMX, DISCOVER 
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CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER KITS 
Universal -New Product 
This Product includes all the Parts, 
PC Board, Complete Schematic 
with Functional Guide. Generates 
Sync for most Video Applications. 

$79.95 

Tri -Mode Descrambler 
This product includes all the parts 
PC Board and AC Adaptor. 
NO Enclosure included. 

$59.95 

SB -3 Descrambler 
This Product includes all 

the Parts, PC Board and 

AC Adaptor. Enclosure 
is not included. 

$44.95 

Call Toll Free 1 -800- 886 -8699 
M & G Electronics, P.O. Box 3310, No. Attleboro Mass. 02761 

Anyone implying theft of Cable service will be denied assistance. NO MASSACHUSETTS SALES! 

Weeder 
Technologies 

FREE 
catalog and construction plans 
for any of these kits (finit two) 

Call 513- 752 -0279 

TM 

Po- K;t 
P -O. Box 421, Batavia, OH 45103 

Caller Block 
Connects between your telephone 
and its wall jack, and prevents the 
phone from ringing unless the 
calling party is one which you've 
entered into memory using your 
touch -tone phone. Your answering 
machine can handle all other calls. 
Change between two separate 
directories of callers with a simple 
Hio of a switch. $48.00 

Telephone Scrambler 
Scrambles your voice before 
sending it over the telephone 
line, and descrambles it on the 
other end. Connects between 
your telephone and wall Jack. No 
modifications are required to 
your telephone. Full duplex 
operation. $43.00 

Connects to telephone wall jack. 
Shows the telephone number of 
the calling party along with the 
time of day the call was received, 
on a 16x1 character LCD display. 
Stores the info from the last five 
calls in memory. Complete stand 
alone, no computer Interface 
needed. $52.50 

Educational Kits for the Serious Hobbyist 

Telephone Call Restrictor 
Connects to telephone wall jack. Disables 
all phones on the line If attempting to 
either: dial a number that has been stored 
In memory 'Block Mode' or, dial a number 
that has not been stored in memory 'Allow 
Mode'. Use touch -tone phone to enter 
telephone numbers into memory, and 
choose mode. Program from any phone 
on the line using your password. $35.00 

IR Remote Control Receiver 
Learn and records the data patterns 
emitted by standard Infrared remote 
controls used by TVs, VCRs, Stereos, etc. 
Lets you control all your electronic projects 
with your TV remote. Seven individual VO 
pins can be assigned to any button on your 
remote, and can be configured for either 
'toggle' or 'momentary' action. $32.00 

50 MHz Frequency Counter 
Reads frequency from 1Hz to 50MHz and 
displays it on a 16x1 character LCD 
display. Auto-range feature provides 
floating decimal point and automatically 
affixes the correct suffix (Hz, KHz, or MHz). 
Microcontroller based, very few additional 
components. $48.50 

Vocal Filter 
An audio device which can be 
used with a home component 
stereo system, to fitter out the 
main vocal sound track from 
standard stereo recordings (CD, 
tape, record or FM), leaving the 
background music to sing along 
with Produce your own karaoke 
tapes. $40.00 

DTMF Decoder /Logger 
Keep track of all numbers dialed or 
entered from any phone on your 
line. Connects to your telephone 
wall Jack. Decodes all 16 touch - 
tones and displays them on an LCD 
display. Holds the last 240 digits in 
a nonvolitile memory. Scroll 
through and view all telephone 
numbers dialed, credit card 
numbers entered, etc. $54.50 

PE MARKET CENTER 
CLASSIFIEDS 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 
SATELLITE Radio Book And Guide. New boo' 
covers all audio services, SCPC, subcarriers, FM 

squared, facsimile, press services, weather ser- 
vices. Simple how -to- receive instructions. $16.95 
plus $3.00 Priority Mail. UNIVERSAL ELEC- 
TRONICS, 4555 Groves Road, #12, Columbus, 
OH 43232. (614) 866 -4605. 

VIDEOCYPHER II descrambling manual. Sche- 
matics, video and audio. Explains DES, EPROM, 
CloneMaster, Pay -per -view (HBO, Cinemax, 
Showtime, Adult, etc.) $16.95, $2.00 postage. 
Schematics for Videocypher II Plus, $20.00. 
Schematics for Videocypher II 032, $15.00. Soft- 
ware to copy and alter EPROM codes, $25.00. 
VCII Plus EPROM, binary and source code, 
$30.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Beth- 
esda, MD 20824. 

Satellite -TV 
X° SAVE 40% - 60% / 800-334-6455 

218. 739.5231 Intl 
218-739-4879 Fax 

1048 FRONTIER 
Skbylvision 

able --, Test 
Orders only Iaformation 

-800 -452 -7090 Al S (310)902 -0841 

Pe 

I Year w +m /r FAX 310-90.2-0851 

Test Chi that folly activate JerroldTocom Zenith. 

SA Pioneer and more Easy Quick -Board installation! 
Prices from $5 to $49.95 ea C&C SPECIALTIES 

No á St/es Not for ue /n obi us owned e9 P for tera,el roo/% 

REPLACE ALL MODELS 
MONEY BACK GUAR. 

1 YR. WARR. FREE CAT. 
LOW PRICES AVOID RENT FEES 

1- 800 -243 -3967 
SKYLINE SYSTEMS INC. 

114 S. Euclid Ave. 
Park Ridge, IL 60068 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS 
Never rent again! Save S100 s on premium Cable TV 

Descramblers 8 Converters compatible with Jerrold. 
Scientific Atlanta. Zenith, Pioneer. Tocom and More' 
Get your best prices and call us last! Please have 
the MAKE & MODEL e of your area cable box ready. 

GUARANTEED TO WORK IN YOUR AREA! 
1 year warranty and 30 day money back guarantee! 

Allstar Electronics 1- 800 -782 -7214 121 
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New! 
Pocket Cube- with Filter 
Would you like to wireless 

command a rental cable box 
into FULL service? 

Smallest cube on the market 
just under 1"x 2 "! 

Simply clip it onto a 9V 
battery for lOsec! 

Works on DP5, DPV5, DP7, DPV7, 
DPBB and most CFT models. 

Only $69.95! 
(plus $8 S &H) 

30 Day Warranty! 
Quantity discounts available. 

Dealers Welcome! 
Test chips available for 
Jerrold and SA8600. 

Order Toll Free 
1- 800 -417 -6689 

Mon -Fri, 9AM -10PM et. 
If busy please keep trying. 
VISA, MC, MO & COD 

IEC, P O Box 52347,Knoxville, TN 37950 -2347 
Pocket Cube is a test generator ONLY 

Do not use these devices without authorization 
from your local cable company. 

No GA & TN sales. 

CABLE RECT 
CONVERTERS 

iJE5CRAMH.ERS 
SARTULTERS: 

.. irr.,.r,.., . . 

FREE Cable TV Catalog. 

Now you can tune -in your favorite 
cable TV programming and 

SAVE $100 S - EVEN $1000'S 
on premium CABLE TV EQUIPMENT. 

Nr0[!ElP 
ELECTRONICS 
1-800-906-6664 

2125 S 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA, NE 68130 

PE MARKET CENTER CLASSIFIEDS 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
FREE software - 100's money making oppor- 
tunities and sources on disk. $49.00 value, plus 
free bonus disk, includes reproduction license, 
$9.95 S &H, B.L. ANTHONY, Dept. PE1, Rt. 2, 
Box 211, East Palatka, FL 32131. 

COMPONENTS 
RESISTORS $1.00 a dozen. Catalog $1.00, for - 
eign add $1.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lexington, 
KY 40581 -2238. 

SECURITY 
SURVEILLANCE /countersurveillance, bugging/ 
phone tapping detector, telephone /fax encryption, 
vehicle tracking, covert video, transmitter kit, and 
more...A.B. ELECTRONICS, 1 (800) U -ANTI- 
BUG. 

HI -TECH. Electronics, The best for less, (spy, se- 
curity, laser), catalog $5.00 postage: F & P EN- 
TERPRISES, Box 51272, Palo Alto, CA 94303 -A. 

SURVEILLANCE Privacy security protection. 
Catalog $5.00. SPY EMPORIUM, 6065 Hillcroft 
414, Houston, TX 77081. (713) 774 -1000. 

ELECTRONIC sales of security systems for 
home, apartment, or business, will send informa- 
tion, call (812) 295 -4240. 

REPAIRS -SERVICES 
TEST equipment repair, repair of citizens band, 
scanners, two way radio, prefer dealer con- 
tracting, call (812) 295 -4240. 

INVENTORS 
FREE Invention package: DAVISON & ASSO- 
CIATES offers customized development, patent- 
ing, and licensing of new product and ideas. 
Proven results: 1 (800) 677 -6382. 

CABLE TV 
"BULLET Buster." Protect your cable box 
against the infamous cable "bullet." The "Bullet" 
Buster acts as an electronic shield. Installs in -line 
in seconds. Don't wait until it's too late! $19.95 
+$3.00 S &H. Visa/MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, 
Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 
482 -3017. 

CABLE - Safe Guarantee cable privacy. The 
one way valve for your cable TV signal. Cable 
signals come in, but they don't go out! $29.95, + 
$3.00 S &H. Visa/MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 
24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

CABLE unscrambled. Everything you want to 
know about cable, but are afraid to ask. $10.00. 
Visa /MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, 
New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

"DESCRAMBLER schematics revealed." A 
powerful guide to descrambling schemes. $10.00. 
Visa /MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, 
New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

UNIVERSAL descrambler. Unscramble signals 
using your VCR as the tuner. Works with virtually 
any system, this is the only one you need. Declare 
cable box independence! $129.95 + $5.00 S &H. 
Visa /MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, 
New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

"BASEBAND video explained." Discover what 
a Baseband Signal is and how it's constructed. 
Learn the advantages of doing things the "Base - 
band" Way. $10.00. Visa /MC /Amex. ELEC- 
TROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. 
(504) 482-3017. 

CABLE descramblers. Bargain headquarters, 
below wholesale prices. Absolutely the lowest 
prices! Money -back guarantee. Nobody beats us! 
RP ELECTRONICS, 1 (800) 304 -3604. 

ATTN. Cable box owners get your Bullet and ID 
stopper before its to late, send $20.50 to R.R. 
ENTERPRISE, Box 3532, Easton, PA 18043. 

T.V. notch filters, free brochure, MICROTHINC., 
Box 63/6025, Margate, FL 33063. (305) 
752 -9202. 

DPV7 $225.00, DPV5 $195.00, 8580 $225.00, 
8600 $275.00, and many others available. All with 
remotes and in full test mode. Test chips also 
available. DPV7 $20.00, DPV5 $15.00, Zenith 
$20.00, all s/a Quick boards 8570 -8600 $25.00. 
Minimum order $100.00. (312) 914 -2763 or send 
check or money order to BATES, 5541 W. Quincy, 

IL 60644. 3 -day priority S &H included. 
No COD's. 

CAN test chips as low as $8.95 for testing con- 
verter boxes infull service modes. Jerrold, Tocom, 
Scientific Atlanta, Pioneer BA5XXX - BA67XX 
cubes clears E2 -E5. MICRO MASTERS, 1 (800) 
360 -7654. . 

CABLE test chips. Jerrold, Tocom, S.A., 
Zenith. Puts cable boxes Into full service 
model $29.95 to $59.95. 1 (800) 452 -7090, (310) 
902 -0841. 

SECRET Cable Descramblers! Build your own 
descrambler for less than $12.00 in seven easy 
steps! Radio Shack parts list and free descram- 
bling methods that cost nothing to try, included. 
Send $10.00 to: INFORMATION FACTORY, PO 
Box 669, Seabrook, Texas 77586. For Visa/MC, 
COD's, (713) 922 -3512 any time! 

CABLE descrambling, New secret manual 
Build your own descramblers for cable and sub- 
scription TV. Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, 
gated sync, sinewave, .(HBO, Cinemax, Show - 
time, UHF, Adult) $12.95, $2.00 postage. 
CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Bethesda, MD 
20824. 

CABLE Descramblers and test turn -on kits avail- 
able for most makes and models. No catalog, no 
800 number equals your lowest prices. Call 
others, then compare our prices! We pay cash for 
unwanted cable boxes. No Florida sales. (305) 
425 -0751. 

DESCRAMBLE cable with simple circuit added to 
Radio Shack RF modulator and using VCR as 
tuner. Instructions $10.00. TELCOM, PO Box 
832P11, Brusly, LA 70719. 

SCIENTIFIC Atlanta 8600 problems? We have 
solutions or alternatives for most hard to get sys- 
tems and more. JV ELECTRONICS, (716) 
342 -7629 or 1 (800) 604 -8777 orders only. 

CABLE descramblers. Put together under 
$10.00 with 7 Radio Shack components. Manual 
$7.00. LIBERTY INDUSTRIES, 221 East 122 
Street, Suite #3404, NYC, NY 10035 -2017. 
Money order only. 

CABLE TV equipment & accessories. Whole- 
salers welcome! 30 day moneyback guarantee) 

IN 1 taÓo 0) PER1 
ORMANCE ELECTRONICS, 

815-12. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ELECTRONICS WANTED 

WANTED: Tube /transistor type European made 
tabletop or portable radios. Dead or alive. JOHN 
SARKIES, 75 Breakwater Shores Drive, Hyannis, 
MA 02601, USA. 
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Radiotelephone - Radiotelegraph 

FCC 
r 

Commercial 
License 

Why Take Chances? 
I Discover how easy it is to 
I pass the exams. Study with the 

most current materials available. Our 

Homestudy Guides, Audio, Video 

I or PC "Q &A" pools make it so fast, 

easy and inexpensive. No college or 

experience needed. The new 

I commercial FCC exams have been 

revised, covering updated Aviation, 
Marine, Radar, Microwave, New 

I Rules & Regs, Digital Circuitry & 

more.We feature the Popular 
I "Complete Electronic Career Guide" 

1000's of satisfied customers 

Guarantee to pass or money back. 

Send for FREE DETAILS or call 
L 1- 800 -800 -7588 

WPT Publications 
4701 N.E. 47th Street 
Vancouver, WA 98661 

Name 

1 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

J 

I 

I 

I 

PE MARKET CENTER 
CLASSIFIEDS 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START your own technical venture! Don Lan- 
caster's newly updated Incredible Secret Money 
Machine II tells how. We now have autographed 
copies of the Guru's underground classic for 
$18.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809 -C, 
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428 -4073. Visa/MC. 

MAKE $75,000 to $250,000 Yearly. Repairing all 
kinds IBM monitors. Successful home based 
business, anywhere. Telephone required. Details: 
USA $3.00 cash (no checks), Dealerships: Cana- 
da -all foreign countries: $85.00 for application - 
brochure. RANDALL DISPLAY, Box 216811, Van 
Nuys, CA 91404. 

EASY work! Excellent pay! Assemble products at 
home. Call toll free 1 (800) 467 -5566 ext. 5730. 

GET serious! A wealth of information to make you 
wealthy. Money, PO Box 69059, Edmonton, Al- 
berta T6V 1AO. 

SAVE or make thousands. Detailed report shows 
how to use your IBM computer to program your 
own test chips. Anyone can do it. Most chips made 
for under $5.00. Send $19.95 to BATES, 5541 W. 

Quincy, Chicago, IL 60644. 

SMALL Business "Government" loans available 
nationwide! It's easy when you know how - call 
NIC: 1 (800) 226 -3601, BF7930. 

GREAT extra income! Assemble craft products at 
home. Easy /fun! Program guaranteed! Call: 1 

(800) 377 -6000, ex7930. 

IBM PC based home business. Easy to operate. 
Free information. Send SASLE. NETWORK 
MARKETING, Box 617 -PE, Arcadia, SC 29320. 

EDUCATION 
LEARN IBM PC Assembly Language. Disk 
$5.00, Book $18.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lex- 
ington, KY 40581 -2238. 

BUILDING A Robot: A Straightforward Approach. 
152 Pages. Fully illustrated book. $19.95 plus 
$3.00 S &H. HUMANFORM ROBOTICS, PO Box 
158486, Nashville, TN 37215. 

LEARN PC repair - troubleshooting, servicing. 
Home study. Free literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta, 
Georgia. 1 (800) 362 -7070 Dept. JJM341. 

Invest a stamp 

Save a bundle 
For the price of a stamp, you can get the latest 
edition of the federal government's free 
Consumer Infomtation Catalog. It lists more 
than 2(X) free or low-cost publications on feder- 
al benefits, jobs, health, housing, education, 
cats, and more, to help you save money, make 
money, and spend it a little more wisely. 
So stamp out ignorance with our latest free 
Catalog. Send your name and address to: 

Consumer Information Center 
Department SB 

Pueblo, Colorado 81009 

ou NT 

GUARANTEED 

2 wr W.nuar 

CALL NOWT 
WrNO, BMe Salmi BUM 

AIEGR EIECTROAIC 
1- 800 -676 -6342 

(4;71) (.1;4) n Custom 
Overlays for 
Prototyping / 
Prate. 

Mew, low cost process for silk-screen type vinyl 
overlays. C1EK will provide these overlays 
with switch, LED, or other component 
provisions either above the overlay or behind 
It Will make any device more professional 
looking without the high cost of etlkacreening. 
Finished product supplied with easy peel 
adhesive bacldng. 8 X 10 Sheet 936.00 with 
artwork provided, any size, all colors available. 
Uses: Equipment Faceplates; Overlays; 
Prototypes; Evacuation maps; Displays; 
Slgnage; Artwork. Contact us for samples and 
quotes. 

P.O. Box 1413 

Frisco, TX 75034 (214) 335 -4964 
E Mail: 73544.22250conpuselve.rom 

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT 
We easy a complete line of all major brands 

Including test chips and all accessories 
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

30 DAY MONEYBACK GUM. 1 YR. WARRANTY 

YEARS OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

C & C ELECTRONICS 
CALL NOW 1- 800 -995 -1749 

Privacy Communications 
Hobbyist 

Experienced & Specialists in: countermeasures 

-Scanners -Frequency Counters -Night Scopes 

-Confidential Frequencies -Codes -Binoculars 

Spy Scopes -Reports & Joumals On Locating 

And Removing Electronic Evesdropping Devices 

C.B.'s & Accessories -And Much More 

We Guarantee Top Quality! Catalog $5.00 

(deductible with 1st order) 

We Also Do "Sweeps" For Local Residents. 

Precision Electronics 
78 -11 Roseda Blvd, Suite 223 

Roseda CA 91335 
(818) 344 -5863 

FAX (800) 555 -7446 24 hr orderline 

I 

L 

Address 

City St. Zip 

1-800-800-7588 J 

SURVEILLANCE 
FM TRANSMITTERS MINI (KITS) 

3-VOLT FM XMTR, up to 300 ft. indoors, 1500 ft. outdoors 
PHONE XMTR. range to 500 ft., uses phone line power 
Sound- Activated XMTR, range to 500 ft. 

2 -STAGE XMTR, 9-Volt, very powerful 

All above require simple soldering at 2 to 4 places. 

$29.95 ** ea. 

TELE FM WIRELESS MONITORING SYSTEM. 
(Kit) $99.00* 

TELE CALL FORWARDER. Transfers incoming 
calls. $99.00* 

CALLER ID. Registers incoming number. 
$99.00* 

TEL REGISTER WITH PRINTER. Records dialed 
number, duration, and prints record. $139.00* 

12 -HOUR LONG -PLAY RECORDER. Modified 
Panasonic. Records 6 hrs. on each side of 120 

tape (supplied). Compatible with VOX and Tel 

Rec Adapter. $119.00* 

VOX VOICE- ACTIVATED SWITCH. Makes re- 

corder self- activating with voices or other 
sounds. $28.50 ** 

TELE RECORDING ADAPTER. Records 
incoming and outgoing calls. $28.50 ** 

TELEPHONE SCRAMBLERS. Over 4,000 
separate codes. $199.00* 

VOICE CHANGER. Changes man's voice to 

lady's and vice versa. $49.00* 
For Shipping E. Handling add .55.00 and .$2.00 per item. 

Colo. residents add sales tax. Mail Order, VISA, M /C, COD's 
o.k. Inquire for dealer prices. Free catalog. 

MUCH, MUCH MORE - OUR 25TH YEAR! 

TOLL FREE 1- 800 -926 -2488 
A.M.C. SALES, INC. 

193 Vaquero Dr., Boulder, CO 80303 
Tel: (303) 499 -5405, Fax: (303) 494 -4924 

Mon: Fri. 8 a.m. -5 p.m. Mtn. Time 
123 
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The Electronics Industry 
is looking for a lot of good people! 

Here is your chance to get in on the ground floor as an 
Associate CET Is your job title "Electronics Service 

Technician ?" Would you like to have that title? You can 
prove you qualify for the title with a CET Associate Cer- 
tificate. It can be your career door -opener and begin your 
rapid advancement! 

A technician or student of electronics with less than a 
total of four years of basic experience may take the Asso- 
ciate Level Exam. The exam is the basic electronics 
portion of the full- credit CET exam. The 75- question, 
multiple- choice test covers basic electronics, math, DC 
and AC circuits, transistors and semiconductors, instru- 
ments, measurements and troubleshooting. A successful 
Associate CET will receive a wall certificate valid for 
four years and is eligible to join ISCET as an Associate 
Member. ISCET is the International Society of Certified 
Electronics Technicians. 

The ISCET Computer -Aided Associate -Level Study 
Guide prepares you for the Associate CET Certificate by 
randomly selecting sample questions with appropriate 
diagrams, provides multiple- choice answers, grades the 
test and provides a summary of your strong and weak 
points. 
Diskette requires IBM computer or compatible with VGA color monitor. 3.5 -in. drive and a hard -disk drive. 
r 

CLAGGK INC. CET Computer -Aided Study Guide Offer 
PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, New York 11735 

YES, I want to step up to a career in servicing. Here is my 
order for the CET Computer -Aided Study Guide on á 3.5 diskette. 
I am enclosing $39.95 (price includes shipping and handling 
changes) in U.S. funds. 

Bill my VISA MasterCard Expire Date Jam_ 
USA Bank Check US or International Money Order 

Card No. 

Signature 

Name (Please Print) 

Address 

City State Zip 
New York residents add local sales taxes. Canadians add $6.00 per order. No foreign orders. 
Do not send cash. Checks drawn on US Bank and International Money Orders in US funds 
only. Credit card users may telephone or FAX orders. Telephone 516- 293 -3751 or FAX 516- 
293 -3115. Price subject to change. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. 

CB06 

Proof Positive 
that you are a Certified 
Electronics Technician 

be il kndaa II time prrsenla flat 

A New 
Computer Software Program - 

ISCET Computer -Aided 
Associate -Level Study Guide 

Prepare yourself for the 75- question 
CET Associate Examination. Model 
examinations provide the technician 
with a study program and introduction 
to the actual examinations. The model 
examinations are automatically grad- 
ed in decimal numbers and bar graphs 
that can be outputted on your printer. 
The questions for each exam are se- 
lected randomly from a loaded data 
base -no two exams are exactly the 
same. When you answer a question, 
the correct answer is displayed and an 
explanation is given. From the print- 
outs you will determine whether you 
need more practice and in which topic 
areas, or if you are ready to take the 
real test and continue to promote your 
electronics career today! 
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If you are not getting 
this catalog you are 
missing out on some 
of the best deals in 

electronics today! We have thousands of 
items ranging from unique, hard -to -find 
parts to standard production components. 
Call, write, or fax today to start your free 

subscription to the most unique catalog in 

the industry, filled with super values on 

surplus electronic and hobbyist type 
items. If you have a friend who would 
like to receive our catalog, send us their 
name and address and we will gladly 
forward them a complementary 100 page 
catalog. 

Why pay more? Call today. 

CI 
340 East First Street Fax Order LIne 

Dayton, Ohio 45404 1- 800 -344 -6324 

Order Toll -Free 
1- 800 -344 -4465 

PROGRAMMERS 
1349 DATA I/O CHIPLABS 4800 

799 DATA I/O CHIPLABS 3200 
579 EETOOLS ALLMAX 
249 XELTEK SUPERPRO (R) 

599 LOGICAL DEVICES 3000 
599 ADVANTECH PC -UPROG 
269 SUNSHINE UNIVERSAL 
449 TUP -300 HILO SYSTEMS IBA 
449 JDR MCT -EMUP 
539 TUP -400 HILO 
429 NEEDHAMS EMP -20 
679 NEEDHAMS SA -20 

139 EETOOLS 1 GANG 
10; 

,.,. 
199 EETOOLS 4 GANG W 

49 SUNSHINE 1 GANG 
99 SUNSHINE 4 GANG -a I I No 

169 SUNSHINE 8 GANG 
349 SUNSHINE 16 GANG 

GENERAL DEVICE INSTRUMENTS 
(408) 241 -7376 Fax 241-6375 BBS 983-1234 

N 
BRITISH 

EW EASY PC 

SCHEMATIC and PCB C.A.D 

ONLY $195 Il°6a 
Includes 

MGA, CGA, EGA 
& VGA compatible. 

Design large multi layer 
boards. 

One level pull down 
menu and quick keys 

for fast layout. 

Dot "it'll' lawr Ply !TOMATION 
Gerber & N.C. drill output. 

6 Month Fra 
update 7840 ANGEL RIDGE ROAD 

Fra Demo ATHENS, OHIO 45701 

(614) 592-1810 

Visa a MasterCard Accepted 

Save Big S. and watch what you want! 

Cable TV 
Descramblers 
Converters Filters * Accessories 

30 day Free Trial - NO RISK! 
Catalog 

Unbeatable wholesale prices! 
Affordable extended warranty 
1 Warranty on all products 

Cat/ die ,ro 
Credit Cards Welcome! 

1- 800 -379 -3976 
We'll beat anyone's price! 

Prices starting 
as low as $991 i CT /--I 

F/ectron,cs 

For 
u _ Equipment Repairmen N Electronics Technicians 

Hobbyists & Modelers 

Adibt-iferaglif 
Heat un 

Fa- Heul- Shrink Tuhiug 

Uses most adjustable flame'- 
lighters Shrinks tubing in seconds; - writ not bum 

tubing nor components Compact, shirt- pocket size for 

toolboxes Safety -valve mouthpiece Simple 8 easy to use 

Completely portable No moving parts Patented 

air -injector turbocharges the flame, producing a precise '/ 
inch diameter, super -hot air -stream and no carbon soot mess 

Unbreakable & built to last a lifetime Heats -up instantly & 

cools -down in seconds Made with precision & top -quality 
materials; Hardened stainless steel, Heat -resistant nylon, 

Polyurethane recoil tubing Professional Rugged Limited 

lifetime warranty Satisfaction guaranteed 

Limited Time, Introductory Price $14.95 

R you solder wire connections together, you will love this tool! 

Now using heat -shrink tubing with the Hot -Aem is faster, easier 

and more convenient than tape or big, bud electric heatguns. 

Send check /money -outer ($3.00 S/N) to: zy 
Rose Research & Development 
P.O. Box 12212 1400- 606 -9044 
Santa Rosa, CA 95406 I Free QkW Brocill 

$139' Laser -- sus 

LightShow 
Draw with a laser beam! Animation. 
text. music & more! Includes galvos, servo 
amp, oscillators. software listing, analog & 
digital computer interfaces. Call for details 

Computerized 
Motors $39' 

Includes: 2 Stepper motors, 

computer interface, 32 page training manual. & 
software listing. Expandable system! Up to 12 

motors. up toi amps per phase. Call for details 

a Add $6 for shipping. Computer with parallel printer port, 
Assembly, Power supply. & Lase are required 

Co; or- F, Far FREE FLYER 

sys 
Light & 
Motion 

in kit form 

1273 Industrial Pk). West Bldg. 460 

PO Bon 55125 

Hayward ('A 94545 -0125 

Voice 510 -582 -6602 
Fax 510 -582 -6603 

The Pocket Programmer 
q 129.95 

The portab e 

, programmer 
st that uses the 

a,Palwa á 

¡ 

printer port of 
- ¡ your PC 

_ 

THE POCKET PROGRAMMER = instead of a 

-- internal card. 
Easy to use software that programs 

E(E)prom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 27(C)/ 
28(C)IF1/29(C)(F)/25 series from 16K to 8 

Megabit with a 32 pin socket. Adapters 
available for MCU's 874X, 875X, Pic, 40- 
Pin X 16 & Serial Eprom's, PLCC, 5 -Gang 

and Eprom Emulator to 32K X 8. 

Same Name, Address & Phone # for 
13 Years.... Isn't it Amazing 7 

Intronics, Inc. 
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St. 
Edwardsville, KS 66113 Add $4.75 COD 

Tel. (913) 422 -2094 Add $4.00 Shipping 

Fax (913) 441 -1623 Visa I Master Charge 

CIRCLE 149 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Ren NOW USA rL-ss AVAILABLE ONLY 

SHARPER PICTURE 
CLEARER SOUND 

GREATER CHOICE 
Introducing the RCA brand DSSTM 

(Digital Satellite System) the ulti- 
mate digital entertainment expe- 
rience The advanced digital 
compression technology delivers 
broadcast pictures with laser disc 
precision accuracy and CD -qual- 
ity sound clarity. All from a small 
18" dish that can be easily in- 
stalled on your hone or property. 

RCA Brand DSSrv. The future 
of television today and beyond! 

$699.00 
+S &H 

f MO TH 

FREEIUSSB I 

HBKE0 
La00000© 
SHOWTIME 

MO VIECHANNEL 

1/4.1 

TRI & STAR SATELLITE n 
1 -800- 929 -2485 

Surveillance Devices ! 

Micro Speck 
Tiny - 1/3 the size of a dime! Professional quality 
áystal clew reception on any RA radio up to 1/4 

Telephone mle. "SnapKR" technology for easy assembly! 
Transmitter KII 

Aloe available: Tiny room transmitter with the 
highest power available and with the most 

sensitivity of any unit offered - MD250 $44.95 

Guaranteed to be smaller than any 
29.95 other transmitters offered an where. 

Telephone Transmitter KO hidden In dual modular adaptor !pI 
Transmits both sides o conversation to any FM radio up to 1/4 l"I 
mile. "SnapKR" technology. Uses phone line for r and 

antenna l Goes completely unnoticed. MA-f00 25.95 ¡ 
High quality cassette deck plugs 4 

directly into telephone jack! Records up to 
12 hours of conversations on a single cassette 
Recording starts and stops automatically when 

THR -f2 - phone Is used) Visa/MC (214) 255 -7490 ur 
telepHohone $99.95 free shipping! a ivAa ,adso aoPraa 
Recorder oi -Radler Inc. Box 166055 -E Irvgtg,TX 75016 125 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
ADVERTISING SALES OFFICE 

Gernsback Publications, Inc. 
500 Bi- County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 -3931 
1 -(516) 293 -3000 
Larry Steckler, EHF /CET 

President 

Christina Estrada 
Assistant to the President 

For Advertising ONLY 
1- 516 -293 -3000 
Fax 1-516-293-3115 

Larry Steckler 
publisher 

Arline Fishman 
advertising director 

Denise Mullen 
advertising assistant 

Adria Coren 
credit manager 

Subscription/ 
Customer Service/ 
Order Entry 
1- 800 -827 -0383 
7:30 AM - 8:30 PM EST 

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES 

EAST /SOUTHEAST 

Stanley Levitan 
Eastern Sales 

1 Overlook Ave. 
Great Neck, NY 11021 -3750 
1- 516 -487 -9357, 1- 516 -293 -3000 
Fax 1- 516 -487 -8402 

MIDWEST/Texas /Arkansas/ 
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arizona 

Ralph Bergen 
Midwest Sales 

One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300 
Northfield, IL 60093 -1214 
1- 708 -446 -1444 
Fax 1- 708 -559 -0562 

PACIFIC COAST /Mountain States 

Anita Bartman 
Hutch Looney & Assoc., Inc. 
6310 San Vicente Blvd. 
Suite 360 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 -5426 
1- 213- 931 -3444 
Fax 1- 213 -931 -7309 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS magazine does not assume any responsibility for errors that 
may appear in the index below. 

Free Information No. Page 

25 Ace Communications 115 

163 Advantage Instruments 97 

26 Alfa Electronics 102 

28 All Electronics 107 

Allen Engineering 117 

Allison Technology 110 

AIIstar Electronics 119, 121 

140 AMC Sales 123 

Andromeda Research 118 

Antique Radio Classified 31 

Basic Electrical Supply 114 

Black Feather 96 

C &C Electronics 123 

C &C Specialties 31 

132 C &S Sales 104 

Circuit Specialties 99 

CLAGGK, Inc 31, 72, 75, 124 

Cleveland Inst. of Electronics 37, 73 

Command Productions I 1 1 

Comtrad Industries.... CV3, 13, 17 

Consumertronics 112 

175 Cook's Institute of Elec. Eng 87 

Copyright Clearance Center 81 

CTek 123 

162 Davis Instruments 75 

Design Computation 1 11 

E -Trace Instruments 120 

ECP Electronics 120 

EDE Spy Outlet 119 

Electronic Equipment Bank 101 

137 Electronic Rainbow 108 

Electronics Tech. Today .. 72, 81, 85 

Electronics Tech. Today 90, 118, 124 

172 Foley -Belsaw Institute 31 

Forest Electronics 113 

Fotronic Corporation 106 

General Device Instruments 125 

Get -Tech Inc. 112 

Grantham College of Engineering . 3 

Great Southern Security 100 

Greenleaf Electronics Inc. 111 

Halcyon Group 112 

173 Heath Company 7 

Home Automation Systems 98 - I.E.C. 122 

Free Information No. Page 

Information Unlimited 83 

169 Interactive Image Technologies. CV2 

Intronics 125 

KDE ELectronics 114 

M &G Electronics 121 

165 MCM Electronics I17 

MD Electronics 103 

Mega Electronics 123 

149 Mendelsohn's 125 

Mental Automation 114 

42 MicroCode Engineering 5 

Modern Electronics 122 

174 Mouser Electronics 31 

16 Nat'l Electronic Wholesalers 33 

NRI Schools 63 

Ohio Automation 125 

43 Optoelectronics CV4 - Orion Electronics 125 

148 Parts Express 116 

PC Boards 115 

164 Phillips Tech 118 

47 Prairie Digital Inc 113 

Precision Awareness Pub. 123 

46 Print 113 

130 Print 120 

Progressive Concepts 119 

Rose Research °& Development 125 

The School of VCR Repair 31 

Self- Reliance Co. Inc. 110 

Seymor Radix 125 

Sheffield Electronics - 119 

Show Time 115 

Silicon Valley Surplus 125 

Skyline 121 

Skyvision (Small) 121 

Software Science 119 

- Tab Books 8,27 

Tri Star Satellite Systems 125 

136 UCANDO Videos 117 

- US Cyberlab 118 

Vision Electronics 116 

Weeder Technologies 1'21 

Weka Publishing 109 

WPT Publications 123 

134 Xandi Electronics 110 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

rnu 5'0PC 

AUrOMnIiC 

VAN OTC "" 
51.5.16. 

VAN TUNI C 

LWInIW,SW /rtM'STEPEO PLL SYNTHESIZED. DUAL TIMO 

Its 7 p.m. in your Chicago hotel room 
and you're catching up on the 
news from Radio Moscow 
Whether you're home or travelling the globe, get up- to -the- 

minute news, weather, sports or music from all over the world. 

by Matthew Ziehl 

Keeping in touch with the news isn't 
easy. You can read the paper, but to get 
the latest news you have to wait until 

the next morning for the latest edition. TV news 
broadcasts are only truly up- to-date if they are 
live, otherwise the same information soon 
becomes "old news." The last way you'd keep 
yourself informed is 
the radio. The only 
way you can hear the 
news is between music 
or on a good AM sta- 
tion-if you can find 
one and tune it in. 

Radio revolution. 
Now the new Grundig 
Yacht Boy 400 AM /FM/ 
shortwave radio will 
change the way you 
think about radio. The 
Grundig world travel 
radio keeps the most 
current news and fi- 
nancial information 
coming in from all over 
the world. It broadcasts 
directly to you whether 
you're in Paris, Texas 
or Paris, France. 

The Yacht Boy 400 

is portable and small 
enough to fit into a 
jacket pocket or a 
purse and weighs on- 
ly two pounds. You can 
take it with you ab- 
solutely anywhere. It 
operates on three AA 
batteries, but also has 
a port for an external 
power source. 

HOW DOES SHORTWAVE RADIO WORK? 

Shortwave sig- 

nais depend on 

factors such as the 

sun, the ionosphere 
and even the earth it- 

self to broadcast 
around the world. The 

ionosphere is a cloud- 

like layer surrounding 

the earth consisting 
of ions and electrons. 

The process by which 

these radio waves 
travel is called radio 

wave deflection and 

ionospheric propaga- 

tion. In simple terms, 

radio waves travel 
the earth by bouncing 

around. Once 

ionosphere 

shortwave 
signals 

Broadcasts from around the 
world. The Yacht Boy 400 is truly a 
technological innovation. To receive broad- 
casts from around the world, the Yacht Boy 400 

covers all shortwave bands (1.6 -30 MHz) with- 
out gaps. To listen to your local radio station, 
simply switch to AM or FM tuning. Tune in sig- 

nals using the dial or 

ADIO WITH THE YACHT BOY400 

1 
Legendary Sound Quality. 
Gruncig is famous throughout the world for its 

sound quality. The Yacht Soy 400 has a built -in tele- 

scoping a.tenra and ón 3xternal reel antenna. 

2 i 40 Programmable Presets. 
Fort' prolrammabe memory presets allow 

for quick eccess to favorite stations. Plus PLL -syn- 

thesized toning delivers solid frequency stability. 

3 Ultra -wide Runge. Continuous 

shortwa,e from Lt to 30 MHz (with no tuning 

gaps) cov:rs all existing shortwave bands plus 

FM- sterec. AM and longrvave. Shorter amateur, 

aeronauti:al and mari=iroe two -wave communica- 

tions can 30 heard. 

4 Programmable Sleep Timer. 
LCD simLltaneoLsly shows time, frequency, 

band, automat c turn -on and sleep timer. Sleep 

imer is progra nmable in 15 -60- minute 

increments. 'tteatures dual alarm and 

lual clocks wlich show time in 24 

hour format. 

World 5 News. 
Listen to news 
broadcasts, includ- 
ing the BBC, live 

from around the world 
without commercial 

interruption. 

the built -in keypad. 
Plus its 40 randomly 
programmable presets 
allow for quick access 
to favorite stations. 

Clock radio. The 
Yacht Boy 400 radio 
can be programmed to 
automatically turn on 
or sound an alarm by 
using the auto on fea- 
ture. If you want to 
catch an early pro- 
gram or just wake up 
for work, simply set 
the alarm. Other fea- 
tures include sleep and 
snooze and dual alarm 
modes: radio and 
beeper. With the mul- 
ti- function Liquid 
Crystal Display (LCD) 
you can easily check 
the time in the dark. 

Use it all day long. 
Imagine your typical 
day. It's 5 a.m. and you 
are awakened by the 
radio on your Yacht 
Boy. While you're get- 
ting ready in the bath- 
room you tune in to 
BBC London and listen 

transmitted from 
earth, the radio 
waves travel up, 

bounce off the ionos- 

phere back down to 

earth and up again. 

This process repeats 

several times. Because 

this takes place at 
low angles, radio 

waves travel great 
distances with every 

bounce taken. 

Many of the major 

countries use short- 
wave radio to trans- 

mit broadcasts for 
worldwide listening. 

There are internation- 
al broadcasts that are 

specifically intended 

to be heard by North 

American audiences. 

to all the latest events before 
work. After your morning meet- 
ings you pick up some amateur 

radio. In the afternoon you have 
some time to catch a few minutes 

of the soccer game between Spain and 
Italy. On the way home you flip on the 

news again, but this time it's Radio Beijing. After 
dinner you tune in to an exotic music special 
coming directly to you from West Africa. Finally, 

before bed you set the Yacht Boy alarm. 

Risk -free home trial. 
rid Radio & The Grundig Yacht Boy 400 

is backed by Comtrad's ex- TV Handbook 

elusive risk -free home tri- calls Yacht Boy 
al. Try it. If you're not 400 "the best 
completely satisfied, return value portable 
it within 30 days for a full radio on the 
"No Questions Asked" re- 
fund. 

1 world mark. 
The Yacht Boy 400 is 

also backed by a one -year manufacturer's war- 
ranty. Most orders processed within 72 hours. 

Special limited -time offer. If you order the 
Grundig Yacht Boy now you will receive it at 
the factory- direct price of only $199. In addition, 
you'll receive FREE: a carrying case, telescop- 
ing antenna and advanced external compact reel 
antenna, three AA batteries and the Grundig 
Shortwave Listening Guide. Call today to take ad- 
vantage of this limited -time offer 

Grundig Yacht Boy 400 $199 $12 S&H 

Please mention promotional code 763 -PL -6635. 

For fastest service call toll -free 24 hours a day 

800-992-2966 
FJRRE55 

To order by mail, send check or money order for the 
total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5% sales 

tax.) Or charge it to your credit card by enclosing your 
account number and expiration date. 

INDUSTRIES 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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We don't make. 
SCANNERS, 
We make thia 

more FAN to use vi 
rL Featuring The JJ91'D _r .J JII J JJ 

Computer Controlled Scanning, 
Tone Decoding and Increased 
Scanning Speed-for the-Pro-2035 
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Intro rid nq the 
w 
OptoScan'535, the nex 

generation in computer controlled inter 
face boa -ds fer the Radio Shack :series o 
s c a n n e r s . A Pro -203 w i t h an 
OptoScan535 is not only faster than en 
unmodified Pro -2035, it is faster Irian any 
other scanner using computer control. 
And that's just scratching :he surface. 

The OptoScan535 comes with two built - 
in CI -V interface convertor jacks, elimi- 
nating the need for an external convertor 
box . The OptoScan535 modification pro- 
vides decoding on screen of CTCSS 
DCS, ar:d DTM'F (Touch Tore)). 

In addition to the speed and perfo-- 
mance computer control offers, the 
OptoScan535 can also be used with the 
revolutionary ScoutTM. The Scout 
Reaction Tune7M feature allows the Scout 
to simultaneously tune the Pro -2035 
through the CI -V port the OptoScanS35 
modification provides. 

Features: 
Computer control of the Pro -2035 
Decodes CTCSS, DCS. and D -MF tornes 
Two built -in CI -V data ports 
Use with the Scout"' for Reaction TiuneTM 
Supported by probe,'Scanstar, Scancat. 
ScànnerV ear for Windows, Radio Manager 
for Windows and WAVE for M_c 
Import files from PerCon FCC database 
Records frequencies into memory 
locations wI-ite unattended 
AM, FM- Narrowband and FM Widetamd 
modes are supported 
Includes Hardware, Computer, serial 
cable, and Demonstration software 

We don't make scanners. 
we make them more fur to use 

S;2 
I^ 

Scaorfei not included 

CC50 
Deluxe Vinyl 
Opto Case. 

Holds Laptop, 
OS535 

Accessories. 

$39 

01111_1_911W%.11L.I .11100.411" 

5821 NE 14th Avenue Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33334 
Ask about our ScanBlaster Systems; Including the ScoutT', OptoScan456 or 535 and an array of accessories at great savin 

Contact Factory for shipping prices. Visa, Master Card, & C.O.D. (cash or money order only) 
All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation. 

gs. 

Order Line: (800) 327 -5912 
Tel: (305) 771 -2050 

Fax: (305) 771 -2052 

Made in the U. .A 
CIRCLE 43 ON FREE INFORMATI®N CARD 
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